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MISCELLANEOUS PENSION BILLS

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1979

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMrTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

AND EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, at 2:30 p.m., pursuant to call, in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lloyd Bentsen (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bentsen and Matsunaga.
Senator BENTSEN. The subcommittee will come to order.
Because of the great number of witnesses who have asked to be

heard, and the limitations that we have this late in the session, we
have had to put a rather severe limitation on your oral presenta-
tion. Your written presentation will be put in the record in its
entirety.

Mr. Allen, if you would proceed, please.

STATEMENT OF EDDIE ALLEN, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Mr. ALLEN. I am Mr. Allen, president of the National Association
for Employee Benefits. I would like to thank you for appearing
before this subcommittee. My associate, Harry Lister, chairman of
the Pension Committee of the Investment Company Institute, is
also with me.

My issue with S. 511, and in being in favor of S. 611 is for the
benefit of tax exempt organizations to be competitive with State
and local governments, rather than tax-exempt organizations to be
competitive with private institutions.

Prior to ERISA, the Internal Revenue Service did issue many
rulings, at least 100 rulings for our corporation alone, on behalf of
clients on a broad base for all employees, rank and file, for unfund-
ed, nonqualified deferred compensation. There was no clause that
eliminated highly compensated employees from the rank and file.

The Revenue Act of 1978, and ERISA complicated the issue of
tax-exempt organizations in the following manner. ERISA stated
that unfunded, nonqualified deferred compensation was primarily
for a select group of highly compensated employees or managers.
The 1978 Revenue Act eliminated tax-exempt organizations from
being covered.

Today, the Treasury is trying to end unfunded deferred compen-
sation for tax-exempt organizations.

(493)
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The truth about tax-exempt organizations, in my mind anyway,
is the following: Many of these organizations cover rank and file in
the following manner, and rank and file as much as the highly
compensated.

When an employee has been working-I will give you 17 Arch.
diocese in the Catholic Church-for the archdiocese as a teacher,
and the majority of tax exempt are teachers, they do not have a

pension plan, the majority of them, so if the teacher has worked for
0 or 30 years,. or if a nurse has worked 20 or 30 years they

compensate her in retirement by saying: "We will pay you, 5,000,
$6,000, or $7,000 a year, or whatever it is, in retirement.'

That is an unfunded liability, and it occurs all over the United
States for the 10 major foundations in America.

The unfunded deferred compensation may benefit more critically
the highly compensated, but in your State alone there are seven
foundations.

There is a boys' home in Amarillo, Tex., that uses this heavily. If
they were not able to get houseparents for $10,000, $11,000, or
$12,000 a year and tell them that at 65 years old they would
benefit them in a discriminatory manner over those who don't stay
as long, which you cannot do in a qualified plan, and you cannot do
with 403(b), they would not have these housemothers and house-
fathers. The same thing holds true with the Boys Towns, the Youth
Cities of America in California, and on and on.

In Senator Matsunaga's State of Hawaii, there are three such
organizations that do exactly the same thing. They benefit employ-
ees in retirement. That cannot be done in a discriminatory manner
in a qualified plan no' a 403(b).

Further 403(b) does not cover independent contractors, which so
many of these tax exempt organizations use.

Lastly, my bottom line to why we want this program, it is to
modify the program of S. 511 and bring a more realistic deferral
amount. We are not satisfied with the $7,500 limit. We are more
interested in a limit closer to the 403(b) limits for deferred compen-
sation, to avoid the utterly confusing formulas that salesmen have
to perpetrate on their clients with 403(b). Make it a simple 25
percent of gross.

We are also in favor of modifying S. 511 to include this, and have
a rollover provision from the previous 60-31 laws to the current
deferred compensation laws under the 1978 Revenue Act.

Thank you.
Senator BzmrsEN. You make some very interesting points. I look

forward to seeing some more of your testimony.
You have extended testimony you are putting in the record, do

you not?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Allen follows:]

STATuMENT Or EDDIE D. ALImN, ON Bmnyit or THE NATIONAL ASSocIATioN P0
EMPLOuy BxNsFIT

My name is Eddie D. Allen. I am the President of the National Association for
Employee Benefits, Newport Beach, California. I appear before the Subcommittee
today on behalf of the National Association for Employee Benefits, (NAFEB).

The National Association for Employee Benefits is a nationwide organization
which acts as a business consultant, investment and insurance counselor and pen-
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sion and administrative advisor to a broad range of clients including State and
Local Governments, Tax-Exempt Organizations and private corporations. NAFEB is
wholly owned by James Kelly, former chief deputy corporate commissioner of Cali-
fornia and myself.

Among the bills the Subcommittee has under consideration is S. 511 dealing with
unfunded non qualified deferred compensation for Tax-Exempt Organizations. The
National Association for Employee Benefits wishes to call to the attention of the
Subcommittee the broad implications of a modified S. 511. My testimony, in favor of
a modified S. 511, is complex and does not address the pure legal issue of whether
Tax-Exempt Organizations should be placed under the laws that govern State and
Local Governments or private plans for the benefits of unfunded non qualified
deferred compensation. Rather, my purpose is to insure that Tax-Exempt Organiza-
tions are competively equal to State and Local Governments in the area of recruit-
ing and retaining qualified personnel thru the use of deferred compensation.

Prior to ERISA, under the provisions of Revenue Ruling 60-31 and 64-279, the
IRS issued advanced private letter rulings on behalf of an employer/employep
arrangement for unfunded non qualified deferred compensation plans. These letter
rulings did not take into consideration whether an employee was highly compensat-
ed or not. Numerous Tax-Exempt Organizations across the Country offered, on a
voluntary basis, unfunded non qualified deferred compensation programs to all
employees. One of the primary reasons for this posture was to be competitive with
the State and Local Governments that were offering these plans to all their employ-
ees.

Now, as a result of ERISA and the 1978 Revenue Act, there is great concern
regarding the competitive attitude of the Tax-Exempt Organizations in their ability
to recruit, train, and keep qualified employees thru deferred compensation. When
ERISA became law the Act created new requirements of eligibility for participants
of unfunded non qualified deferred compensation plans. To be exempt from the
Participation and Vesting requirements of ERISA, an unfunded plan had to be
maintained "primarily to provide deferred compensation to a select group of man-
agement or highly compensated employees"; (Act Secs 211(b) 306(c) 1017(a) and (b).
The Labor Dept., as of this date, has not defined the term "primarily for a select
group of management or highly compensated employees". (In October of this year I
met with the Labor Dept. Committee responsible for this section of the Act and was
informed that the definition would be very narrowly defined, potentially, eliminating
many participants currently in these type plans). Quite naturally, this has caused
confusion and concern with the Tax-Exempt Organizations. However, most Tax-
Exempt Organizations, that I am familiar with, continue to offer these benefits to
all employees as a matter of competitive necessity.

The 1978 Revenue Act further complicated matters by excluding Tax-Exempt
Organizations from the Act. The Treasury has issued proposed regulation which
would end unfunded non qualified deferred compensation plans for Tax-Exempt
Organizations. It appears certain that unless S. 511 passes, Tax-Exempt Organiza-
tions may have to face the Treasury in the courts in order to offer these deferred
compensation plans. Further, should the Treasury win in the Tax Courts, it is
possible that private plans of deferred compensation may be effected. The 1978
Revenue Act, Section 132, states in part "private deferred compensation plans shall
be determined in accordance with the principles set forth in regulations, rulings.
and judicial decisions relating to deferred compensation which were in effect on
February 1st, 1978". In order for the Treasury to prevail against the Tax-Exempt
Organizations, the decisions referenced above may be "overturned".

If S. 511 is not passed, then Tax-Exempt Organizations desiring to offer unfunded
non qualified deferred compensation face court action. Further, even if a number of
Tax-Exempt Organizations win in the courts, the plans will be extremely discrimi-
natory in favor of a "select group of highly compensated employees", in order to
comply with ERISA. On the other hand, if S. 511 states that Tax-Exempt Organiza-
tions will be treated, in all respects, as if they were a State or Local Government for
purposes of deferred compensation, then it appears that all employees would be
covered which should eliminate the ERISA problem as well as the Treasury issue.

The real "concern" of certain Tax-Exempt Organizations is the fact that highly
compensated employees may be drastically limited in the amount of deferral of
compensation should S. 511 become law. To this extent I agree. An Educational
Organization or someone working for a Home Health Service Agency can defer
considerably more than the limits of deferred compensation. These 403(b) plans
create great confusion with absurd "formulas" for deferral. 501(cX3) employees are
faced with tax liability for "overcontributing" because of these complicated "formu-
las" which few salesmen can understand much less calculate. It would appear to be
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most prudent to have a simple maximum 25 percent gross compensation, with no
makeup or catchup provision for both 403(b) and deferred compensation programs. I
believe the Treasury would be receptive to the simplified form of contribution, even
with the "25 percent of Gross" concept for both 403(b) plans and deferred compensa-
tion plans, if no makeup or catchup provision was available to either plan. It would
appear that the administrative cost and the legal cost to "control" the formula
system of deferral would not be exceeded by the flat "25 percent of Gross" concept.
As a matter of fact, normally, where simplification has occurred cost has gone down.
Without the passage of S. 511 and the simplification of deferrals Tax-Exempts are at
a great disadvantage to State and Local Governments.

There is a serious problem that exists with pre 1, January 79 deferred compensa-
tion plans and the 1978 Revenue Act. Deferred compensation plans under Revenue
Ruling 60-31 required that a participant elect the form of retirement distribution at
the time of deferral of income. The 1978 Revenue Act allows a participant to elect
the form of contribution at the time of termination or retirement. To avoid costly
dual administrative costs, (two types of deferred compensation plans for the same
organization) and to avoid penalizing participants of pre 1978 Revenue Act Deferred
Compensation Plans, a provision should be offered which would permit participants
of Deferred Compensation under Revenue Ruling 60-31 to "roll over" their assets
under the provisions of the 1978 Revenue Act.

In summary, if S. 511 does not pass, most participants of Tax-Exempt deferred
compensation plans, that I am familiar with, will be excluded from this benefit.
Further, unnecessary and costly court-costs will be required if the Tax-Exempt
Organizations desire to be competitive with the State and Local Governments and
offer a plan. As stated before, should a Tax-Exempt Organization win in the courts
the deferred compensation program will be highly discriminatory in favor of a select
group of highly compensated employees. In addition, the extremely flexable invest-
ment election opportunities and favorable forms of retirement benefits under the
1978 Revenue Act, will not be available to organizations whose plans are adopted
under Revenue Ruling 60-31. Tax-Exempt Organizations, in large, do not normally
have the same Pension benefits as State and Local Governments. To eliminate or
restrict the Tax-Exempt Employer's ability to be competitive with State and Local
Governments would be a serious mistake. To eliminate the ability for all employees
to have an opportunity to defer a portion of their compensation until retirement
would be sad. Not only are these employees investing in America, they are willing
to sacrifice now for a brighter future. S. 511, with the modifications, gives them this
opportunity.

Thank you for permitting me to appear before your Subcommittee.

Senator BENTSEN. Go ahead, Mr. Rosensteel.

STATEMENT OF JOHN ROSENSTEEL, AETNA LIFE &
CASUALTY CO.

Mr. ROSENSTEEL. Thank you, sir.
My name is John Rosensteel, and I am director of tax deferred

annuities and deferred compensation sales for the Aetna Life &
Casualty Co.

Senator BENTSEN. Could you introduce the gentleman with you?
Mr. ROSENSTEEL. I am accompanied by Richard Skillman of the

firm of Kaplan & Drysdale.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear here today, and I am

especially grateful for your interest in the subject of deferred com-
pensation for tax exempt organizations.

As you are aware, the proposed regulation that was issued by the
Treasury Department in February of 1978 put the entire matter of
deferred compensation into a state of disarray. That regulation
would have reversed in excess of 50 years of subtle law, and would
attempt to convert an unsecured future promise into current
income.

This conflicts with our basic principles of taxation. The related
controversy caused this matter to be brought to the attention of
Congress. Their response was to create a special rule for plans of
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governmental organizations, and to reconfirm the validity of the
current state of the law as far as private corporations are con-
cerned. However, that legislation did not address plans established
for tax-exempt organizations.

Our purpose in being here today is to seek your assistance in
overriding an apparent assumption on the part of the Treasury
Department that the omissions of tax-exempt from the Revenue
Act of 1978 is some form of inferential authority for them to go
forward with the application of this regulation on tax-exempt
organizations.

To begin with, let me say that I am most surprised by some of
the comments of Mr. Allen. As comments will illustrate, we differ
rather sharply on many points of both law and policy. With all due
respect, we do not believe that S. 511, which would subject tax
exempt deferred compensation arrangements to the rules estab-
lished for public employee plans under Code section 457, is the
right answer. We have several reasons for our convictions in this
regard.

First of all, public employee plans are unique, and 457 responds
to very specific concerns that were presented by such plans. Spe-
cifically, utilization of these arrangements in the public sector is
broad based and not subject to the restrictions imposed under the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974.

Additionally, the growth of these plans was perceived to repre-
sent a potentially significant impact on revenue.

Finally, the general taxing authority of most public entities is
believed by many to blunt the inherent risks associated with an
unfunded plan.

We wish to specifically emphasize that none of these consider-
ations are present or applicable to tax-exempt organization pro-
grams.

Next, contrary to what Mr. Allen has said, deferred compensa-
tion cannot be used by tax exempt organizations for rank and file
employees. The law simply prohibits it. Furthermore, we concur
that it is fundamental to ERISA that such employees not be ex-

'posed to the risk of an unfunded arrangement.
Third, a large, majority of tax exempt organizations are already

eligible for the far superior benefits afforded under section 403(b).
Individuals so eligible would be ill-advised to consider a 457 plan in
lieu of 403(b) participation. Indeed, in my company, our stated
policy is that we will not employ an unfunded -arrangement with
any individual who is eligible for a 403(b) annuity.

Fourth, tax-exempt organizations employ this concept in exactly
the same way that private corporations do. Hospital, colleges, uni-
versities, trade associations, members of commerce, co-ops, labor
unions, et cetera, all utilize this concept to individually tailor com-
pensation arrangements for executives. This is critical for them to
continue to be able to compete with private industry while contain-
ing the costs associated with those compensation arrangements.

Finally, section 457 was established to accommodate deferral
patterns of typical rank and file employees in governmental plans,
as well as to insure the flexibility and smooth functioning of large-
scale retirement programs. Such rules are simply inappropriate to
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organizations whose utilization of the concept is restricted to execu-
tive level personnel.

I have a summary statement, Senator, but I will withhold it.
Senator BENTSEN. We will enter your full statement in the

record.
You presented, obviously, a conflicting viewpoint.
Mr. ROSENSTEEL. Yes, sir.
Senator BENTSEN. We will see to it that we cover both sides of

the question before we reach our judgment.
Thank you very much.
Mr. ROSENSTEEL. Thank you.-
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rosensteel follows:]

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. ROSENSTEEL, DIRECTOR, TAX DzFERRED ANNUITY AND
DEFERRzD COMPENSATION SALES, AETNA Lin INSURANCE CO.

My name is John W. Rosensteel. I am Director of Tax Deferred Annuity and
Deferred Compensation Sales for Aetna Life Insurance Company of Hartford, Con.
necticut. We are most grateful for the opportunity to appear before the Subcommit-
tee today to discuss S. 511 introduced by Senator Matsunaga on March 1, 1979.

First let me express our appreciation for the interest of Senator Matsunaga and
the members of the Subcommittee in the subject of deferred compensation or tax.
exempt organizations. As pointed out by the Senator in his introductory message,
the entire subject of deferred compensation was placed in a state of disarray by the
Treasury Department when it issued proposed regulations on February 3, 1978.

The regulation sought to reverse over 50 years of settled law as established
through judicial decision and published revenue rulings. This regulation would
override the fundamental tenets of the doctrines of constructive receipt and econom-
ic benefit. It is important to recognize the nature of an unfunded nonqualified
deferred compensation plan. In essence, such an arrangement is a contractual
promise to pay a benefit in the future for services performed currently. This
promise is unsecured and predicated upon the creditworthiness of the promisor.
Efforts to convert such a promise into current income conflicts with basic principles
of taxation.

The highly critical response to the regulation caused the matter to come to the
attention of Congress. As you well know, the Revenue Act of 1978 addressed de-
ferred compensation plans for state and local governments and private for-profit
corporations. Plans maintained by tax-exempt organizations were not covered by the
Act, although the Senate version would have accorded them the same treatment
given to private corporations under section 132 of the Act. - _

This brings us to why we are here today. Were it not for the persistence of the
Treasury Department in seeking finalization of the proposed regulation for tax-
exempt organizations, this hearing would be unnecessary. Apparently the Depart-
ment of Treasury perceives that Congress' decision to omit tax-exempt organizations
from the Revenue Act was a mandate to go forward with the regulation, thereby
effecting a change in established law with respect to plans maintained by tax-
exempt organizations. Since we strongly believe this was not the intent of Congress,
we need your help. However, we do not believe that S. 511, which would subject tax-
exempt deferred compensation arrangements to the rules adopted by Congress in
1978 for public employees (Code section 457), is the answer.

REASONS FOR ADOPTING § 457 FOR GOVERNMENTAL PLANS

With this in mind, one might ask why the legislation regulating public employee
plans was thought needed in the first place. Public employee plans were and are
unique. Since governmental plans are exempt from ERISA, state and local govern-
ments, unlike tax-exempts and other private organizations, are able to offer de-
ferred compensation to all employees without meeting ERISA restrictions. As point-
ed out by Senator Matunaga, there was a growing perception at Treasury that the
use of deferred compensation in the public sector was expanding rapidly and creat-
ing a potentially large revenue- impact. Finally, given the general taxing authority
of most public entities, some believed that the obligation of such entities was
virtually equivalent to a secured promise.

In response to these concerns, Congress created new Code section 457 for state
and local government plans. The limitations on deferrals imposed by section 457
were intended to accommodate the level of deferrals made by the typical, rank and
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file participant in governmental plans. Moreover, it is significant that section 457
substantially liberalized the operation of governmental plans, introducing elements
of flexibility not available under previous rules, but which were needed for the
smooth-functioning of such large-scale retirement programs.

REASONS FOR TREATING EMPLOYEES OF PRIVATE AND TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZAtIONS
AUKS

At the same time, Congress recognized that the concerns posed by public
employee plans were not present in private sector plans and therefore acted to
confirm the validity of the settled state of the law. Plans of tax-exempt organiza-
tions were omitted, creating the confusion that exists today. Of great significance,
however, and, a point we wish to emphasize, is that the basic concerns raised with
respect to public plans are not applicable to tax-exempt plans.

In fact, deferred compensation plans in the tax exempt sector are employed in
precisely the same way as in the private sector. Within the tax-exempt community,
deferred compensation is relied upon by a wide variety of enterprises-hospitals,
colleges and universities, trade associations, chambers of commerce, co-ops, credit
unions, labor unions, etc. The common thread is that limited resources are available
to secure the services of the best possible people, and custom-tailored compensation
arrangements are designed to meet the unique financial needs of both the employee
(or independent contractor) and the employer. To drive a wedge between the two
with respect to the rules or availability of deferred compensation plans is to further
impair the ability of exempt organizations to compete with private industry, while
containing the cost of meeting their responsibilities to the publics they serve.

The primary argument advanced by Treasury in oppoition to treating tax-
exempts the same as private corporations is the so called 'tax tension" theory. This
concept suggests that, unlike tax-exempt plans, the absence of a current tax deduc-
tion establishes a significant check on the scope of such plans in the private sector.
From a practical standpoint, we can attest to the fact that the deferral of a tax
deduction is at best a marginal consideration in the establishment of a plan by
private employers and certainly does not have sufficient substance to justify statu-
tory distinction.

THE IMPACT OF 5. 511 ON TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS

Turning back to S. 511, it is appropriate to ask how the rules of Code section
457-which were specifically designed for public employment plans-would effect
deferred compensation in the tax-exempt sector. In the first place, it is important to
emphasize that ERISA restricts the use of deferred compensation by tax-exempt
organizations to management level employees and professionals. Deferred compensa-
tion is not and cannot be used by tax-exempt organizations to provide retirement
income to rank and file employees. Enactment of S. 511 plainly would not alter this
ERISA requirement, and we believe it is fundamental to ERISA that rank and file
employees not be exposed to the risks of an unfunded plan.

Limitations on deferral, such as those contained in S. 511, simply are inappropri-
ate if tax-exempt organizations are to effectively compete with private industry for
key personnel. The limitations of section 457 were determined by reference to the
deferral patterns of public employees, not by reference to the compensation pack-
ages offered by private industry to executive-level personnel.

In addition, the level of deferral available under S. 511 would have no value at all
to most employees of tax-exempt organizations. Most such employees are eligible for
section 403(b) annuities, which provide benefits and deferral rights superior to those
-available under section 457. Since S. 511 would effectively require those employees
to choose between deferred compensation and section 403(b), it is clear that prudent-
ly-advised tax-exempt organizations would never offer section 457 plans in prefer-
ence to section 403(b) annuities. (Indeed, the marketing policy of my company
dictates that unfunded deferred compensation not be employed as a substitute for a
section 403(b) plan.)

Moreover, if the varied plans of tax-exempt employers were placed under section
457, subjective and largely unadministrable rules would be necessary to avoid harsh
and anomalous results. The result, another baroque provision totally inconsistent
with the Congressional desire to simplify the tax laws.

In sum, S. 511 is unnecessary for exempt organizations who currently can enjoy
the availability of IRC Section 403(b); nor, in our opinion, will it accomplish much
for other exempt organizations. It will, however, unnecessarily complicate the tax
law, and, more importantly, hamper the effective operation of tax-exempt organiza-
tions. If legislation is thought needed, then we submit that an amendment to section
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132 of the Revenue Act of 1978 giving tax-exempt organizations identical treatment
to the private sector is the most appropriate and responsible course of action.

Thank you.

Senator BENTSEN. I will be putting my introductory remarks in
the record. In order to save time, I will not be presenting them.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LLOYD BENTSEN
Senator BENTsEN. This afternoon the Private Pension Subcom-

mittee resumes hearings on several pension bills including the
ERISA Simplification Act, S. 1089, which I introduced earlier this
year.

My bill has the following provisions:
First, the bill would abolish the unnecessary PBGC filing re-

quirement. IRS would collect the insurance premium as part of the
form 5500 and the proceeds would then be forwarded to PBGC.
This would be similar to the present IRS system of collecting social
security payroll taxes. About 85,000 pension plans would be re-
lieved-of-the -annual PBGC filing requirement under this proposal.

Second, my bill would repeal the requirement to furnish sum-
mary annual reports. However, in order to continue to make infor-
mation available to pension plan participants, the legislation would
require employers to simply post a notice at the workplace of the
employees which includes specified information.

Third, taxpayers would specifically be given the option to--flle
pension forms at the same time as income tax returns.

Fourth, the bill would direct IRS to prepare a bookkeeping guide
for pension plan sponsors to assist small businessmen in keeping
necessary pension records.

Fifth, the bill would give the Secretary of the Treasury the same
authority to bring a civil action to enforce minimum ERISA stand-
ards as the Secretary of Labor has under present law. The IRS
power to disqualify plans-to remove tax-exempt status-is not
always the most effective method to enforce ERISA. Full equity
powers would provide much-needed flexibility. Disqualification of a
pension plan results in a tax burden on plan participants. Clearly,
we do not want to penalize pension plan participants for a violation
of ERISA committed by an employer, union or pension plan admin-
istrator. It make no sense to penalize innocent parties.

We shall go on to the next panel, Mr. Theodore Groom, Groom &
Nordberg; and Mr. William T. Gibb, American Council of Life
Insurance.

We had some scheduled ahead, but frankly I want to be sure that
Senator Matsunaga is here at that time, and he has been held up. I
think that he is probably with Cy Vance right now.

Mr. GIBB. I think that Mr. Groom has been held up, too. I am
Mr. Gibb of the American Council of Life Insurance, and this is
Paul Mason who is another counsel for the council.

Senator BENT EN. You may proceed, then.
Mr. GIBB. We still start, and then maybe Mr. Groom will come.
Senator BENTSEN. All right.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM T. GIBB, COUNSEL, AMERICAN COUN-
CIL OF LIFE INSURANCE, ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL MASON,
CHIEF COUNSEL
Mr. GIBB. We appreciate very much this opportunity to summa-

rize briefly our views on S. 209 and S. 1089. We are still preparing
a detailed statement on these, as well as possibly other of the bills
included in these hearings, and we will file our statement prior to
the December 21 deadline set forth in your press release.

We supported and certainly continue to support the basic objec-
tives of ERISA. However, we agree that it is time to review the
pluses and minuses of this landmark legislation and to enact new
or correcting legislation where necessary. We applaud the efforts of
this subcommittee in this regard, Mr. Chairman.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much.
Our review of ERISA has led to two conclusions:
ERISA overregulates in some areas and, in so doing, is thwart-

ing, instead of fostering, the growth of employee benefit plans.
The affirmative steps taken in ERISA to encourage the growth of

employee benefit plan coverage have proved inadequate.
We applaud the provisions -in S. 209 and S. 1089 which would

seek to rectify these shortcomings, including the sections dealing
with:

First, reporting and disclosure.
Second, fiduciary responsibility. Mr. Groom will go into more

detail on this aspect of S. 209, and we endorse his recommenda-
tions.

Third, tax incentives for employee contributions, and
Fourth, the special master plan program of S. 209.
We will suggest certain revisions and expansions of these propos-

als in our detailed statement.
On the other hand, we strongly urge that new requirements be

imposed only where absolutely necessary to protect plan partici-
pants. Employee benefit plans are only just now beginning to re-
cover from the upheavel caused by ERISA. Sending them through
another round of amendments at this time would put extreme
pressure on the system.

Particularly in this regard, we believe that the marginal benefits
to be gained from the joint and survivor annuity benefit amend-
ments in S. 209 do not warrant the huge administrative and cost
fallout that would occur.

Senator BENTSEN. Let me ask you on that. Would you anticipate
on the smaller plans that there would be a substantial increase in
cost, apart from amending the plans?

Mr. GIBs. The cost that would be involved would be the cost of
having to explain to each plan participant what the options are.
Probably the cost of the new benefits would not be that great,
because the new benefits don't provide that much.

So you would be putting these plans through the amendment
process, and also the process of explaining to each participant what
his options are for what really would be a relatively small benefit
for the beneficiary were that participant to die.

Senator BENTSEN. All right, sir.
Mr. GIBB. Briefly, let me discuss just two sections of S. 209.
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First, we strongly endorse the amendment made by section 155
to the extent that it would extend ERISA's preemption to cover
State laws which mandate benefits that must be included or made
available in group insurance policies used to fund employee benefit
plans.

At present, practically all States have such laws-but they differ
from State to State, and many times they conflict, and these laws
place a very heavy burden on insurance companies and employers
to comply.

Moreover, these laws do not generally apply to uninsured plans,
and probably cannot by virtue of ERISA's preemption clause.

Thus, there is presently a heavy incentive for employers to go
the uninsured route-a development which is clearly not in the
interest of employee benefit plans and their participants.

Section 155 of S. 209 would correct this situation by preempting
State insurance laws that mandate benefits.

Section 155, as amended by the Senate Labor and Human Re-
sources Committee, would also provide an exception to ERISA's
preemption provision to accommodate the Hawaiian Health Care
Act and other similar State laws, and you will be hearing about
this from other witnesses.

We do not question the validity of those laws, or the purpose of
those laws, but we do question whether a bill amending ERISA is
the proper forum for considering the issue of what type of health
care is to be permitted or required in this country. Moreover, the
structure of the amendments would permit the proliferation of
nonuniform State laws. As mentioned above, this is a problem that
we are now facing with the State insurance laws, and this problem
would just be carried over to health care laws generally under the
provision in S. 209.

Finally, with regard to the provisions in S. 209 that deal with
changes in the Federal securities laws. Two of the three sections-
both of which we opposed-were deleted by the Labor and Human
Resources Committee. The section that remains, section 154(aX3),
provides that the interest of an employee in an employee benefit
plan is not a security for purposes of the antifraud provisions of
the securities laws. We think that that provision is good as far as it
goes, but we would urge that it be extended to provide that such an
interest is not a security for purposes of the securities laws gener-
ally, and not just the antifraud provisions.

Senator BENTSEN. I can see some additional points on that, and
why you would say that.

Mr. GIBB. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mason and I will be happy to try to answer questions.
Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Groom, your timing is exemplary. If you

would proceed, please.
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STATEMENT OF THEODORE GROOM, ESQUIRE, GROOM &NORDBERG, COUNSEL FOR PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO. OF

AMERICA, THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OFTHE UNITED STATES, JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSUR.ANCE CO., CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY
Mr. GROOM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry for being late.I thought that I was going to be on later.
My name is Ted Groom. I am a member of the Washington, D.C.law firm of Groom & Nordberg. I am here today on behalf of fiveleading U.S. life insurance companies, Prudential, Equitable, John

Hancock, Connecticut General, and Aetna.
Senator BENTSEN. Those names seem fairly familiar.Mr. GROOM. These companies are interested in many of theprovisions of S. 209 and S. 1089, including the provisions that Mr.Gibb has just testified on. I might say that we support Mr. Gibb's

testimony.
We do hope to submit within' the time allotted by the committeea more detailed statement that covers a number of issues. Wewould like to devote our limited time today to discussing just oneaspect of ERISA with which S. 209 deals, and that is the prohibited

transaction provisions.
We believe the prohibited transaction provisions of ERISA pres-ent a classic case of statutory overkill that has led to Governmentover-regulation. We believe that this committee is presented withthe opportunity in this bill to eliminate some unnecessary Govern-ment regulation, to simplify the administration of the law, and to

reduce cost.
The prohibited transaction provisions, unless some exemption isavailable, make thousands of routine financial transactions illegal.We could go on for a very long time about the number of thesetransactions and what they are, but just to give one very simple

example:
Prudential's real estate separate account, which is a commingledinvestment fund in which over 100 of the leading pension plans inthe United States partipate, owns many office buildings. For exam-gle, it owns the International Office Building located down on Kstreet in Washington, D.C. That building, of course, leases out to

regular tenants, including many businesses.
In the absence of an exemption, if any lease is made in thatbuilding to any one of the employers whose plan participates in ouraccount, we have a prohibited transaction. Even if we get an ex-emption, as we have in this particular case, it results in our havingto continuously police the transactions to be sure that we have notunintentionally violated the law. In many cases, it may result in

our losing an investment opportunity.
Senator BENTSEN. It obviously was not intended to apply to situa-tions like that. That is one of the problems that we have in draft-

ing legislation.
Mr. GROOM. Certainly that is right. I was here at the time, andwe did not think that it was going to happen. We did not realizethat it would happen until we really started getting into the actualapplication of the law, and coming across these actual situationswhich cropped up, and until we saw how the Labor Department
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_interpreted the law, which it did in our view very broadly, to cover
many of these types of situations.

Senator BENTSEN. What you find time and time again, when you
get to the interpretation, is somebody that says: "Let's interpret it
just as tight as we can make it, therefore, no one will ever blame
me."

Mr. GROOM. Yes, but to some extent, the law once enacted takes
on its own life, as you know, Senator. To some extent I don't blame
the people in the Labor Department. They see this law that prohib-
its all of these things, and they say, "If Congress said it, they must
have meant it."

Senator BENTSEN. No; I don't buy that.
Mr. GROOM. I try to stick up for them.
Senator BENTSEN. I know. You have got to work with them every

day. [Laughter.]
Mr. GROOM. In any event, the application of these rules has

resulted in the loss of many good investment opportunities for
plans. It has resulted in unintentional violations of rules. It has
uncontestably resulted in the incurrence of substantial costs of
administration.

Many loan opportunities are lost for plans because when a bor-
rower comes to an insurance company or a bank, and says: "I want
to borrow some money, a private placement, for example." As soon
as the borrower finds out that you are going to be lending funds
which the Labor Department regards to be plan funds, and he finds
that you must go through an ERISA compliance requirement,
which requires all sorts of representations and cross-representa-
tions to be made, which requires divulging all of your relationships
with partners, and all sorts of other people, he immediately says, if
he has got good credit, "I will go someplace else, and get my money
from a lender which is not subject to these rules." As a result of
that, we have lost many good investment opportunities for plans.

Senator BENTSEN. Your time has expired, but I will defer to my
good friend, the Senator from Hawaii, who has been, as I thought,
listening to the Secretary of State's briefing on Iran. I came here
instead, and I will get from him a second-hand briefing later as to
what he learned.

Now, I have a conflict, so I will let my friend chair this for a
while.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As you have indicated, I was detained by the State Department's

confidential briefing on Iran. Things, disclosed behind closed doors
seem to have an intriguing, even a compelling force to hold one.
The briefing is still going on. I had to force myself to break away.
Had my bills not been the subject of these hearings, I would
probably still be at the briefing.

The Iranian situation, as you know, is a truly serious one. The
Senate is briefed by the State Department on developments every 3
or 4 days.

I regret that I have not had a chance to listen to you. I regret
also that you are opposed to S. 511.

Mr. GROOM. No; we have not testified on that.
Senator MATSUNAGA. You have not?
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Mr. GROOM. No. My testimony was basically addressed to the
prohibited transaction provisions of ERISA. Senator Bentsen told
me that my allotted time had expired, but I was about ready to
wind up, if I can say it in a sentence, Senator Matsunaga, by
saying that we believe that the prohibited transaction provisions of
ERISA have been counterproductive, particularly for professional
investment managers.

We think that a revision of the statute can be made that will
eliminate unnecessary Government regulation and reduce the cost
of administering this act, without any sacrifice in the necessary
safeguards. We have proposed a series of amendments designed to
that end, and we hope to be working with the committee and its
staff in furtherance of those amendments, as well as the amend-
merts that Mr. Gibb has discussed on behalf of the American
Council of Life Insurance.

Mr. GJBB. I think that it was the folks before us who were
dealing with S. 511.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, and I apologize for
not being here on time to listen to you.

Mr. GROOM. Thank you.
[The prepared statements of Messrs. Gibbs and Groom follow.

Oral testimony is continued on p. 527.]
STATEMENT BY WILIAM T. GIsB, ON BEHALF or AMERICAN COUNCIL Or Linr

INSURANCE AND HEALTH INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
My name is William T. Gibb, and I am Chief Counsel for Texes and Pensions of

the American Council of Life Insurance of Life Insurance. I am accompanied by
Paul J. Mason, Chief Counsel, Securities. We are appearing on behalf of the Council
and the Health Insurance Association of American. The Council has a membership
of 494 life insurance companies which, in the ag ate, have 95 percent of the life
insurance in force in the United States and hold 99 percent of the assets of insured
pension plans. The HIAA has over 300 members which, collectively, have in force
over 90 percent of health and accident policies in the United States. Most of the
members of the Council are also in the business of health and accident insurance.

I appreciate having this opportunity to summarize briefly our views on S. 209 and
S. 1089. We are still preparing a detailed statement on these, as well as possibly
over ot the bills included in these hearings, and will file it by the December 21st
deadline set fort in your press release.

We supported, and continue to support, the basic objectives of ERISA. However,
we agree that it is time to review the pluses and minuses of this landmark legisla-
tion and to enact new or correcting legislation where necessary. We applaud the
efforts of this Subcommittee in this regard.

Our review of ERISA has led to two conclusions:
ERISA over-regulates in some areas and, in so doing, is thwarting, instead of

fostering, the growth of employee benefit plans.
The affirmative steps taken in ERISA to encourage the growth of employee

benefit plan coverage have proved inadequate.
We applaud the provisions in S. 209 and S. 1089 which would seeek to rectify

these shortcomings, including the sections dealing with-
(1) Reporting and disclosure.
(2) Fiduciary responsibility. Mr. Groom will go into more detail on this aspect

of S. 209, and we endorse his recommendations.
(3) Tax incentives for employee contributions.
(4) The special master plan program of S. 209.

We will suggest certain revisions and expansions of these proposals in our de-
tailed statement.

On the other hand, we strongly urge that new requirements be imposed only
where absolutely necessary to protect plan participants. Employee benefit plans are
only now beginning to recover from the upheavel cad by ERISA. Sending them
through another round of amendments at this time would put extreme pressure on
the system. Particularly, we believe that the marginal benefits to be gained from
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the joint and survivor benefit amendments in S. 209 do not warrant the huge
administrative and cost fallout that would occur.

In my remaining few minutes, I would like to briefly discuss two sections of S.
209:

First, we strongly endorse the amendment made by section 155 to the extent that
it would extend ERISA's pre-emption to cover state laws which mandate benefits
that must be included or made available in group insurance policies used to fund
employee benefit plans.

At present, practically all states have such laws-but they differ from stete to
state, and many times actually conflict, placing a heavy burden on insurance
companies and employers to comply.

Moreover, these laws do not generally apply to uninsured plans, and probably
cannot by virtue of ERISA's pre-emption clause. Thus, there is presently a heavy
incentive for employers to go the uninsured route-a development which is clearly
not in the interests of employee benefit plans and their participants.

Section 155 of S. 209 would correct this situation by pre-empting state insurance
laws that mandate benefits.

Section 155, as amended by the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee,
would also provide an exception to ERISA's pre-emption provision to accommodate
the Hawaiian Health Care Act and other similar state laws. While I do not mean to
question the effectiveness of these laws, I do question whether ERISA legislation is
the proper forum for considering the issue of what type of health care is to be
permitted or required in this country. Moreover, the structure of the amendments
would permit the proliferation of non-uniform state laws. As mentioned above, this
is an extremely undesirable situation.

The other area we would like to highlight concerns the three provisions in the
original version of S. 209 that dealt with changes in the federal securities laws. Two
of the three sections-both of which we opposed-were deleted by the Labor and
Human Resources Committee. The section that remains (section 154(aX3)) provides
that the interest of an employee in an employee benefit plan is not a security for
purposes of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the
Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, the principal anti-fraud sections of these
statutes.

We believe that this provision is appropriate as far as it goes. However, we believe
that it does not go far enough; and should be expanded to provide that the interest
of an employee in an employee benefit plan is not a security for purposes of the
federal securities laws generally, not just for the anti-fraud provisions of those laws.

I appreciate having this opportunity to present the views of the Council and the
HIAA. Mr. Mason and I will be happy to attempt to answer any questions you may
have.

STATEMENT BY THE AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INSURANCE AND THE HEALTH
INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

This statement is submitted by the American Council of Life Insurance and,
insofar as it relates to welfare benefit plans, by the Health Insurance Association of
America. The Council has a membership of 494 life insurance companies which, in
the aggregate, have 95 percent of the life insurance in force in the United States
and hold 99 percent of the assets of insured pension plans. The HIAA has 320
members which, collectively, have in force over 90 percent of health and accident
policies in the United States. Most of the members of the Council are also in the
business of health and accident insurance.

We are pleased to have this opportunity to comment on the important issues
addressed in S. 209, S. 1089 and S. 511. This statement supplements the short oral
statement presented by us on December 5, 1979.

GENERAL COMMENTS

We supported, and continue to support, the basic objectives of ERISA. However,
now that ERISA has been in place for over five years, two facts have become
apparent:

First, to a significant extent, ERISA has been counterproductive. It has impeded
the establishment of new plans and even led to the loss of coverage which existed
before its enactment. This undesirable result is attributable in large degree to over-
regulation, particularly in terms of additional paperwork and other administrative
burdens. Moreover, the design of the pre-emption clause provides an incentive to
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welfare benefit plans to drop valuable insurance coverage in favor of uninsured
arrangements.

Second, the affirmative steps taken in ERISA to encourage expansion of employee
benefit plan coverage have proved to be inadequate. In fact, much of the positive
incentives that were provided have been negated by the burden of additional regula-
tion.

We strongly believe that the time has arrived for Congress to deal with these
unintended fallout from ERISA. Thus, we urge that this Subcommittee report
meaningful legislation as soon as practicable.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON S. 290 AND S. 1089

Within this context, we would like to comment specifically on S. 209 and S. 1089.
Our comments on these bills essentially track those which we made to the Senate
Labor and Human Resources Committee. We have, however, developed certain new
proposals, particularly affecting small plans, which are included in the discussion
below.

Reduction of burdens on small pension plans
It would be redundant to dwell on the problems-in terms of paperwork, other

administrative burdens, and increased levels of administrative expenses-that
ERISA has presented to plans of small employers. Others have documented the fact
of small plan terminations and the slowdown in growth of new plans.

Moreover, in evaluating the impact of ERISA, it is important to look both at the
burdens placed directly on employee benefit plans and at the burdens placed on
those who sell and service these plans, such as insurance companies. For, in both
situations, the ultimate cost falls on the plan. Likewise, in devising solutions, it is
not enough to merely shift paperwork and other administrative workloads from the
plans to the insurance companies, banks, etc., who may be servicing them. The
urdens will still be there, and the plans will continue to bear their cost. Thus,

substantive, and not solely procedural, changes are necessary. This is not to say,
however, that significant streamlining and consolidation cannot also be achieved by
assigning some of the reporting and disclosure requirements to insurance companies
and other master plan sponsors, as would be done under the special master plan
program proposed in Title III of S. 209, as discussed below. But, standing alone, this
would not be a complete solution.

Suggested program
Within this context, a positive program should be adopted for alleviating the

burdens and complexities imposed by ERISA on employee benefit plans of small
employers. It should, at a minimum, contain the following specific components:

(1 Elimination of the Summary Annual Report-The summary annual report
requirement is burdensome and costly (even in the revised form proposed by the
Department of Labor), while the financial information called for is of little interest
to plan participants. Thus, we strongly endorse section 113 of S. 209 which would
repeal this disclosure item.

Section 3 of S. 1089 would also repeal the summary annual report, but would
require, in its place, that a plan administrator post a brief description of the current
financial status of the plan, a copy of the latest summary plan description and a
statement explaining an employees rights under the plan. We urge that section 3 of
S. 1089 be revised so as to require, at most, that a notice be posted informing
participants that they may inspect the annual report. In its present form, section
would, in effect, require the preparation of a summary annual report to be posted;
thus, most of the work would still need to be done to produce a document of
questionable value to employees. In addition, section 3 would require posting a
document and information (i.e., summary plan description and statement of rights)
which must also be distributed to each participant. This seems redundant. If it is
thought important to post information as to these documents, the notice should
refer plan participants to their summary plan description or tell plan participants
where to get a summary plan description if they don't have one.

Some have argued that the SAR should be retained because it provides plan
participants with needed financial information and serves an enforcement function
(i.e., it enables a participant or the Department of Labor to spot prohibited transac-
tions). We disagree. The financial information most plan participants are interested
in is their accrued benefit. That information is available to the participant on his or
her individual benefit statement which the participant is entitled to on request, at
least annually, and which is provided annually by many employers as a matter of
course.
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For enforcement purposes, the SAR does not and cannot, in a summary fashion,
provide any information, for the most part, that is intelligible. The document that
provides more detailed information which may expos ERISA violations is the
annual report itself, a document that is available to plan participant. and that
should be in the possession of the Department of Labor.

(2) Utilization of Age 25 and One Year of Service with a Single Entry Date for
Small Plans-In order to minimize administrative work and cost, for both the
employer and insurance company, plans which use individual insurance contracts as
a funding media find it helpful to deal with the mechanics of the plan as of one day
each year, i.e., the plan's anniversary date. However, because of ERISA's participa-
tion provisions, in order to utilize such a single entry date, many pension plans are
able to establish only a six month eligibility period, in lieu of the one-year period
generally available. This results in added expense to the plan of having to temporar-
ily cover short-term employees who will leave before qualifying for benefits.. There-
fore, ERISA should be amended to permit small pension plans to qualify for the
generally applicable one-year eligibility period without having to forfeit the conven-
ience of a single annual entry date. Specifically, such plans should be permitted to
grant eligibility on the first anniversary date following one year of service.

In this regard, section 123 of S. 209 deals with a similar problem and could be
modified to extend to the situations described above.

In addition to the specific items described above, we endorse the other proposed
amendments in S. 209 and S. 1089 that would streamline the reporting and disclo-
sure requirements of ERISA. In this regard, with respect to section 4 of S. 1089,
which is intended to conform ERISA and tax filing dates, we urge that it be made
clear that the purpose is to extend the date for filing ERISA forms, not to contract
them where the tax return date is earlier. As respects section 5 of S. 1089, which
would, in part, require the Treasury Department to publish a booklet on IRA's we
note that the IRS has already issued such a guide (IRS Publication 590).

(3) Exemption from Actuarial Certification Requirements for Small Plan-Cur-
rently, the ERISA requirement (section 103(d)) for annual actuarial certifications by
enrolled actuaries is causing a significant burden in the small pension plan area.
There are several aspects to this burden:

(a) Financial-In small plans, the cost of the actuarial certification for defined
benefit plans can be a very significant percentage of the total plan contribution. For
example, in a ten life plan, the annual contribution might be from $10,000 to
$15,000, and the cost of the actuarial certification could range up to $2,000, depend-
ing on the vendor of the services.

(b Additional complexity-most small plan sponsors are not knowledgeable in the
employee benefit plan area and do not have an in-house staff of employee benefit
experts. The requirement for an annual actuarial certification for defined benefit
plans by an enroller actuary is a significant complicating factor.

(c) Enrolled actuary-the Joint Board has only enrolled a few thousand actuaries,
and only a small percentage of these actuaries work in the small plan area. Thus,
enrolledactuaries in the small plan area are forced to provide actuarial certification
on a mass production basis when actuarial certification is not the type of task that
lends itself to mass production techniques.

Proposal
We propose, as a solution to this problem, that small pension plans (i.e., those

with fewer than 100 participants) be exempted from the ERISA actuarial certifica-
tion requirement provided that certain conditions are met. These conditions would
be patterned after those applicable to so-called "insurance contract plans" (defined
in section 301(b) of ERISA), which presently are exempted form, among other
things, the actuarial certification requirements. We would be happy to work with
your staff on the details of this proposal.

(4) Improvement of Target Benefit Plan Benefit Limitations.-Targe benefit (or
assumed benefit) plans should be subject to the defined benefit plan benefit liminta-
tions of Internal Revenue Code section 415 rather than, as at present, the Code
section 415 limitation on contributions for defined contribution plans. This change
would permit targe benefit plans to provide older employees, at the time of the
plan's inception, with a benefit which takes into account past service (and, thus,
might not be able to be funded under the annual defined contribution limitation).
Such a benefit can be provided under a target benefit plan with more predictable
costs for the employer than under a defined benefit plan, since, under the former
type of plan, it is the participant's account balance that determines the actual
benefit to be paid; therefore, the level of employer contributions is not subject to the
plan's mortality or investment experience. Also, since the target benefit plan is not
a defined benefit plan, the heavy expense of an actuarial certification can be
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avoided (see item (3) above). This combination of factors would make target plans
more marketable to small employers and thus contribute to the spread of pension
coverage.

(5) Faster Amortization for Past Service Liabilities.-ERISA should be amended to
allow employers to fund past service liabilities under pension plans with the right to
deduct contributions, over a period of less than 10 years, rather than being limited
to amortizing the liability-with appropriate dedictions-no faster than over 10
years as under the current law. Permitting a faster amortization schedule, with
deductions, would (i) provide employers with flexibility to match contributions and
deductions with profitable years and, thusly, make adoption of a plan more attrac-
tive, and (ii) provide plan participants with the security of a more fully funded
accrued benefit. Faster funding is a goal of ERISA and should be further encour-
aged.

(6) Simplification of the Notice to Interested Persons.-The Council urges the
adoption of a provision which would allow for the simplification of the Notice to
Interested Persons that must be furnished to participants when IRS approval of a
plan or plan amendment is being requested (section 3001(a) of ERISA). At present,
the notice must set forth a complicated series of dates (geared to the date on which
the request for approval is filed) by which the participant must take action, depend-
ing on whether he comments directly to the IRS or asks the Labor Department to
comment on his behalf. These dates are confusing to the employees and time-
consuming to compute for a service provider that is servicing a number of plans. We
recommend that the procedure be simplified by prescribing simplified time periods,
e.g., the notice procedure could require that comments must be filed with the IRS or
that the Labor Department must be requested to act on behalf of the participant
within 30 days after the approval request is filed by the plan sponsor. If the Labor
Department is asked to, but does not, comment, the participant would have 30 days,
after being'so notified, to comment himself.

Special master or prototype plans
Title III of S. 209 would establish a "special master plan" program to ease the

paperwork and other burdens of adopting and operating pension plans, particularly
by small employers. The core of the proposal is to shift many of the statutory
responsibilities arising out of the plan from the employer to the sponsor of the plan,
in our situation, a life insurance company.

As indicated above, we wholeheartedly endorse the idea of simplifying the admin-
istration of employee benefit plans. Within this context, we support the basic
concept of the "special master plan" program.

However, as also noted above, we urge that such a program constitute only one
facet of an attack on the complexities and burdens of ERISA-for it must be
recognized that shifting the responsibility to perform certain functions does not
eliminate the burdens they create; it merely puts the burdens on someone else.
Thus, it is extremely important that emphasis also be place on eliminating or
stream-lining the various requirements themselves.

Moreover, we believe certain modifications in the provisions of Title III are
important for the program to operate efficiently from the standpoint of both the
employer and the sponsor.

(1) Responsibilities assigned to the sponsor.-We believe that the responsibilities
shifted to the sponsor should be limited to reporting and disclosure and maintaining
individual accounts for participants. By denominating the sponsor as "administra-
tor" and "fiduciary", Title III would apparently also make the sponsor responsible
for the day-to-day operations of the plan. We do not believe this is feasible or
desirable, since the sponsor is not the premises, and, in fact, may be located in
another part of the country.

Moreover, Title III provides that the sponsor must have the power to "manage,
acquire, or dispose of any asset of an adopting employer's plan.' We do not under-
stand how this would operate in the case of an insured plan; although we recognize
that it would not charge the sponsor with any obligation respecting the employer's
decision to adopt his master plan. Thus, we strongly recommend that Title II1 of S.
209 be revised as follows:

(a) The law should set out the specific responsibilities that are to be shifted to the
sponsor. We believe these should be limited to reporting and disclosure and main-
taining participant accounts. In this regard, we support the provision in the bill that
the employer may be made responsible for distribution of summary plan descrip-
tions and other documents that are required to be distributed to plan participants
and beneficiaries.

(b) The sponsor should not be labeled with any of the statutory terms, such as
"plan administrator" or "fiduciary". These labels carry correlative responsibilities
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and consequences which should not automatically be placed on the sponsor. For
example, a fiduciary is automatically subject to the co-fiduciary rules; a plan admin-
istrator cannot qualify for Prohibited Transaction Exemption 77-9, etc. Thus, the
duties of the sponsor should be set forth specifically; not by use of general labels.

(c) Correspondingly, it should be made clear that the labels put on various plan
officials do not make them accountable for the duties assigned by the law to the
sponsor.

(2) Certainl.-Jn order to give employers some certainty as to the status of their
plans, we suggest the following additional features be added to the special master
plan program:

(a) A Special Master Plan should be immune frcm retroactive IRS disqualification
because of discrimination in operation;

(b) A Special Master Plan should have to be amended and recertified only once
every five years, consequently, a plan should not have to be amended in order to
comply with new regulations published within five years of the date of the last
certification; and

(c) As a companion to item (a), five year vesting or "4/40 vesting" could be a
minimum vesting requirement for a special master plan in order to assure an
absence of discrimination in operation.

Tax incentives
As specified in the press release, we are not addressing the tax deduction and

incentive provisions of S. 209. We covered these provisions in our statement to the
Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee as well as in a statement filed
earlier this year with this Subcommittee.

Preemption -State mandated group insurance coverage
We strongly support that portion of section 155(1) of S. 209 which would amend

section 514 of ERISA to preempt the many nonuniform state laws which mandate
benefits that must be included or made available in group insurance policies used to
fund employee benefit plans.

Background
Section 514 of ERISA attempts to set forth the basic areas of regulatory responsi-

bility-as between the states and the federal government-respecting employee
benefit plans. The Council and the HIAA believe that the provisions of this section,
as particularly applied to employee welfare benefit plans and as currently interpret-
ed by the courts, continue to permit extraordinary burdens to be placed upon
insured employee welfare benefit plans and further have encouraged such employee
welfare benefit plans to become uninsured. We do not believe either result was
intended by Congress or is in the best interest of sound regulation in this area.

More specifically, Dawson v. Whaland, 562 F.2d 70, decided by the United States
Court of Appeals for the First Circuit on September 1, 1977, with certiorari denied
by the United States Supreme Court on April 17, 1978, holds that a state mandated
insurance benefit (a New Hampshire insurance law mandating the inclusion of
mental health coverage in all group insurance policies issued in that state) was not
preempted by ERISA. The court concluded "that ERISA does not preempt applica-
tion of state law to group insurance policies when such policies are purchased by
employee benefit plans." On the other hand, however, the court makes it clear that"a state may not regulate an employee benefit plan simply because the plan serves
as self-insurer on all of its benefits."-The net result of the decision in Dauson is to

reempt state mandated benefit laws from applying to uninsured (self-insured) plans
ut not to preempt such laws from applying to insured plans.

Necessity for remedial legislation
We believe it is extremely important for Congress to clarify this situation in the

interest of sound regulation of insurance and the protection of the benefits provided
by employers under employee welfare benefit plans. In the first place, we support
sound state regulation of insurance, yet we do not believe that a scheme where
states mandate the coverages contained in group insurance policies in a nonuniform
and often conflicting manner is sound state regulation of insurance. In the second
place, we believe that the present effect of the ERISA preemption clause is to
encourage plans to become uninsured and thereby lose the protection of important
state regulatory controls.

(a) "Mandated Coverage" Problem.-The problem for insured plans when states
are permitted to mandate coverages in group insurance policies can be easily
discerned from an examination of the proliferation of nonuniform state laws and
regulations.
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Twenty-four states have passed laws relating to health insurance benefits for
alcoholism treatment. Some mandate benefits for inpi t care, but not for outpa-
tient; some require the reverse. Each law has different limitations of coverage; some
require coverage only in certain treatment facilities.

Nine states have passed laws relating to health insurance benefits for drug
addiction treatment. Some set mimimum benefits, some set maximum benefits. All
nine laws are different in their approaches to inpatient and outpatient treatment.

Nineteen states have passed laws relating to insurance benefits for treatment of
mental illness. Some require the coverage for inpatient treatment; others require it
for outpatient treatment. The outside limits required range from $500 to $10,000.
Coinsurance limits range from 25% to 90%.

Forty-nine states have passed laws relative to coverage for newborn children.
While the American Academy of Pediatrics developed a Model Newborn Children
Act with the cooperation of the HIAA, man, states saw fit to change the Model,
thereby creating many substantive and compliance problems for both group insurers
and multistate employer operations.

While we could continue to cite examples of nonuniform state laws and regula-
tions affecting insured employee benefit plans, it should be clear that the situation
is chaotic for insurers and their customers, the employers. Both the insurers and
the employers must keep track of the types and variations of mandated coverages in
each state in which they operate. These laws are constantly changing, making the
mechanics of compliance increasingly burdensome.

The situation is frequently complicated by union bargaining agreements which
cover employees in more than one state.

The employer ultimately is the party that bears the additional burden of costs
associated with handling the aberrations. These additional and unwanted costs are
naturally resisted by the employer, and often it is forced to reduce desired benefits
in order to keep costs reasonable or to seek to become uninsured to avoid these
laws.

Furthermore, several of the states have applied their law3 mandating coverage to
group policies issued outside their state which cover residents of their state. The
tendency for this to occur with greater frequency is most alarming. Thus, an
employer may negotiate or determine benefits for his employees in the state where
it is headquartered in accordance with that state's laws and find that such benefits
when purchased under an insurance policy issued in that state are not in accord-
ance with a neighboring state's law, or the neighboring state may require an
additional benefit or benefits for employees in its state. This not only removes the
freedom of selecting among the benefits most desired by the employer and employ-
ees but impossibly complicates the benefit structure for employers with multistate
operations. Moreover, providing a benefit mandated for a few employees located in a
state other than the principal state of the employer may increase costs such that
the majority of the employees lose valuable coverage more widely desired by them.

In summary, .the increasin number of nonuniform state laws mandating cover-
ages in group insurance policies has made it increasingly more burdensome for
insurers to provide insured coverage to employee welfare benefit plans. Moreover,
these laws make it difficult and costly for the employer to provide the kind of
benefits and the benefit mix most desired by the employees through an insured
plan.

(b) "Movement to Become Uninsured" Problem-As indicated, under ERISA, as
currently interpreted, employee welfare benefit plans utilizing group life and health
insurance are not protected from the hodgepodge of state mandated coverages, while
employers which choose to be uninsured are free to provide coverages without
regard to state laws. This has led many employers to become uninsured and numer-
ous more to consider such a move. We view this as alarming both from the stand-
point of placing insurers in an untenable competitive disadvantage with uninsured
plans and from the standpoint of eroding the protection afforded employees by the
traditional state regulatory controls that protect their coverages. While some large
employers may be able to provide benefits to their employees without insurance, the
recent experience of the uninsured multiple employer trusts indicates, for example,
that other employers cannot.

In short, we do not believe Congress intended by the preemption language of
ERISA to, motivate employers to drop insured plans in favor of uninsured plans.

Section 155(1) of S 209
Our associations have made it clear in previous testimony before Congress that

we support state regulation of the life and health insurance business. It has proven"
in almost every area to be responsive to the needs of both the public and the
insurance business that serves the public. We, therefore, seek tu preserve that

5
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system of regulation and believe that the amendment proposed in Section 155(1) is
consistent wfth that objective.

More specifically, we believe that the first sentence added by Section 15501) will
resolve many of the problems created by state mandated group insurance benefits
and the consequent movement to uninsured plans; and, thus, we strongly support it.
Moreover, we urge that the first sentence be extended to also preempt a state
insurance law which provides that a particular class or classes of individuals must
be provided benefits. The addition of the first sentence (as so amended) would quite

roperly leave undisturbed the state's mechanism which regulates the insurance
business, i.e., regulation of solvency, policy forms, agents' licensing, unfair trade

practices, unfair claim practices, etc.
The second sentence added by Section 155(1) would, specifically, preserve state

laws which require that a contract or policy of insurance issued to an employee
benefit plan permit an individual to convert or continue insurance coverage after he
ceases to be covered under the employee benefit plan. The same nonuniformity and,
thus, disincentive to insure problem is presented by these laws in many health
insurance situations as is presented by laws that mandate benefits. In this regard,
at least twelve states currently have laws which require the insurers of employee
health insurance plans to make available to former plan participants the privilege
of converting to an individual health insurance policy upon discontinuance of their
eligibility under the group insurance policy. Each of these laws specifies the types
and/or levels of benefits to be provided in the conversion policy; and the require-
ments differ from state to state. In fact, some of the states require that the insurer
make available varying types of health conversion policies, each of which must meet
minimum standards, which, in turn, differ in each of the states.

While the Council and HIAA have always been, and continue to be, strong
advocates of the principle that individuals should have the right to provide for
continued health insurance protection after leaving a covered group, we believe that
state laws which mandate the benefits to be made available to former plan partici-
pants in a nonuniform manner lead to the same result as those state laws which
mandate the coverages to be contained in the group insurance policy itself, Thus, we
urge that the second sentence be eliminated or revised so as to deal with the
problem, and we would like to work with your staff to this end.

Section 155(2) of S 209
This provision would take out from under ERISA's preemption clause state laws

which mandate that employers provide health care benefits and services or which
regulate arrangements under which such benefits or services are provided. We
seriously question whether ERISA legislation is the proper forum for dealing with
the question of mandating health care programs. This quwjtion is under considera-
tion, in one form or another, by various committees of the Congress considering
national health insurance proposals. Moreover, this amendment would allow for the
nonuniformity of state laws which is one of our major concerns. We urge that, if
action is necessary in this area, the approach be taken of dealing specifically with
the particular state laws at issue in the context of a "grandfather clause". In
addition, we have certain technical comments in the wording of the amendment
which we plan to discuss with your staff.

Fiduciary provisions
S. 209 would make a number of changes in the fiduciary provisions of ERISA.

While they would alleviate some specific problem areas, we strongly believe that a
much more thorough re-examination and reworking of ERISA's fiduciary rules-
particularly, the prohibited transaction section-is necessary if the law is to work
efficiently and without unnecessarily disrupting business practices and transactions.
To this end, we recommend the following package of amendments, many of which
reflect, or build upon, proposals in S. 209:

Status of general asset account
We urge adoption of an amendment to make clear that, in the case of a plan

which is funded by a contract issued by an insurance company and based on the
company s general account, it is the contract that constitutes the plan asset, and not
the underlying assets of the insurance company's general account. We firmly be-
lieve that this is the intent of present law, but that clarifying legislation is needed
to remove any possible doubt and, thus, reticence on the part of persons to enter
into transactions with a life insurance company in the pension business. A contrary
result would place impossible restrictions on an insurance company's investment
activities in its general account by reason of the broad range of possible technical
violations that could occur through dealing with "parties-in-interest".
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Section 141 of S. 209 deals with the status under ERISA of the assets in a life

insurance company's general account. However, we urge that this provision be
revised to clearly provide that such assets are not plan assets, leaving no ambiguity
revolving around, for example, the question of whether the contract is technically
an "insurance" contract.

Application of Prohibited Transaction Provisions to Life Insurance Companies
One of the most troublesome aspects of ERISA is the application of the strict

prohibited transaction restrictions to many transactions by life insurance compa-
nies. For example, as interpreted by the Government agencies, the prohibition
against dealing with any party-in-interest to a plan is applicable to transactions
entered into by a life insurance company separate account (whether or not pooled)
since it has been held that the assets in the account are "plan assets" as respects
employee benefit plans participating in the account. Thus, thousands of investments
and real estate transactions must be screened to avoid inadvertent violations arising
from one or many plans utilizing an account. The current class exemption-Prohib-
ited Transaction Exemption 78-19-still leaves many open situations (e.g., where
the plan has more than a five percent interest in a separate account) that will cause
unnecessary problems. Another example of the problems for life insurance compr-
nies concerns the possible impact of the self-dealing rules on the ability of a
company to exercise discretionary authority (where granted) to move assets from
one account to another.

We believe that the present statutory framework of prohibiting large blocks of
transactions without qualification, including many that constitute long-standing
normal business practices, and leaving exceptions to the time-consuming adminis-
trative exemption procedure, is an example of clear over-regulation for institutional
type investment managers which are subject to strict regulation by state or federal
agencies. Thus, it is recommended that the prohibited transaction rules be amended
so as to make them inapplicable to transactions by (or caused by) a fiduciary which
is an investment advisor, bank or insurance company, provided such transactions
meet an "arm's length" standard. The Labor Department could be given the author-
ity, however, to reinstitute the exemption process as to a category of transactions if
a pattern of abuse has been established. It should be noted that, under this recom-
mendation, the criteria for determining whether a life insurance company is a
fiduciary would not be changed, for example, assets of separate accounts would still
be "plan assets" (pursuant to current Government interpretation) and the insurance
company would still be subject to fiduciary standards of conduct with respect
thereto.

If such a change is considered too broad, we recommend at a minimum that the
recommended procedures be established for party-in-interest transactions described
in section 406(a) and that streamlined exemption procedures be established for so-
called "self-dealing" transactions described in section 406(b).

Tax on Prohibited Transactions (Section 4975 of the Internal Revenue Code)
We recommend that the excise tax automatically imposed by the Internal Reve-

nue Code on parties-in-interest involved in a prohibited transaction be repealed
consistent with the new alignment of responsibilities that gives the Department of
Labor responsibility for administering the prohibited transaction rules. A conform-
ing change should be made to section 502(i) of ERISA (the companion to section
4975) to extend its coverage to qualified plans presently covered by section 4975 of
the Internal Revenue Code. Besides conforming to the new jurisdictional alignment,
such an amendment would inject needed flexibility into the ERISA enforcement
provisions, since the imposition of the penalty under section 502(i) is discretionary
on the part of the Labor Department.

Other Comments
We have a number of other comments and suggestions in the fiduciary area

which we would like to discuss with the staff at the appropriate time.

Joint and survivor annuities
Section 127 of S. 209 would significantly revise the requirements for "earl

survivor annuities", as enacted by ERISA. Basically, ERISA provides that eac
participant in a pension plan must be given the right to elect a survivor annuity for
his spouse in the event he dies after early retirement age (or, if later, age 55). S. 209
would make two substantial changes in this provision:

(1) The provision of a survivor annuity (payable to the spouse) would be automatic
unless the participant elects out of such a benefit form; and
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(2) The survivor annuity benefit option would have to be provided to every
participant once he has 10 years of service credited towards vesting under the plan
We believe that these changes would operate against the best interests of many
participants and plans and, thus, we urge that, if any change is to be made, it be in
a form which would better balance the benefits to participants and survivors with
the complexities and costs for plans, their sponsors and their participants.

More specifically, the amount of a survivor annuity that could be provided by the
value of the accrued benefit for a relatively young employee who has 10 years of
service for vesting purposes would, in many cases, be very small. In this regard, it
should be noted that not only may the absolute amount of accrued benefit be small,
but the survivor benefit, itself, would (unless heavily subsidized by the employer) be
only a small fraction of that amount since it will have gone through several
actuarial reductions-for example, to reflect the fact that the survivor benefit is
only 50 percent of the primary benefit, which itself will have been reduced to
account for the survivor benefit, and to account for the fact that the survivor
benefit must begin at early retirement age. Based on currently used actuarial
assumptions, the survivor benefit would likely fall in the range of 15-20 cents for
each dollar of accrued benefit payable to the participant at normal retirement age.

To be balanced against the marginal additional protection that would be available
to surviving spouses is the considerable complication and expense that will be added
for plans, their sponsors and participants. Specifically, a comprehensive election
form would have to be given and explained to every employee shortly before he
reaches 10 years of service. These documents are often confusing to employees and,
based on past history, most of them will take the road of least resistance; in this

.case, that means accepting a small amount of survivor benenfit protection, possibly
at the price of a reduction in their ultimate pension if they survive. This result
would occur in many cases even though the employer has an adequate life insur-
ance program.

Besides this direct complication, indirect complications and costs will flow to
plans since the survivor benefit will have to be valued by the actuary each year and
reported to the participants where this is the practice of the employer.
Atlernative suggestion

We believe that, if it is felt necessary to make a change, many of the disadvan-
tages can be dissipated, without significant loss in meaningful protection, if the
provision is revised so that the survivor annuity election need be provided only to
active participants who have 10 years of service and have reached age 45 or 50.
Such a change would tend to limit the survivor annuity requtrement to cases where
the protection is significant and the likelihood of death greater. Moreover, surviving
spouses of younger participants represent a group that is likely to pick up survivor
protection from other sources, since they have many more years left before reaching
retirement age.
Effective date

We urge that subsection (c) of section 127 be revised to indicate that the new
requirements shall apply only if the employee was an active participant in the plan
on the effective date of the section.

Whatever the decision on the basic proposal, we urge enactment of the following
important clarifications in the Joint and Survivor Annuity provisions:

i) Profit-Sharing and Money Purchase Plans. We strongly support the concept
embodied in subsection (a) of section 205 of ERISA, as proposed to be amended by S.
209; that is, it is permissible to provide a non-annuity type payment as the automat-
ic benefit form in a pension plan so long as any annuity options include a qualified
joint and survivor annuity.

The particular fact situation involved are the thousands of profit-sharing (includ-
ing thrift) plans which provided for a lump-sum payment of the participant's accu-
mulated account value as the automatic benefit form, but which also offered the
participant the option to elect to receive part or all of his account in the form of
annuity payments. Under final Treasury rules,' these plans have had to be funda-
mentally restructured to provide an annuity as the basic benefit form or (as is more
likely) drop the opportunity for a participant to elect an annuity benefit form.
Moreover, a new defined contribution plan cannot be designed to provide a lump-
sum as the automatic benefit form, if it desires to provide an annuity option.

(ii) Automatic. Death Benefits. We urge that the law be amended to make clear
that a plan does not have to establish election procedures (either "in" or "out"J for
an early survivor annuity, where the plan automatically provides a pre-retirement

We strenuously opposed this provision during the development of the regulations and again
after their issuance, but were unsuccessful.
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death benefit at least equal in value to the required early survivor annuity. The
Treasury Department regulations presently provide that the election procedures do
not have to be applied in a defined contribution plan which meets this condition;
but such a provision is not extended to defined benefit plans, although there are
many such plans which contain a pre-retirement death benefit which, by definition,
exceeds in value the minimum early survivor annuity specified in the law. To
require this type of plan to offer and explain an early survivor annuity option
creates unnecessary expense and confusion.

(iii) Beneficiary. Finally, we urge that the law be clarified to provide that a plan
may permit a participant to elect to have the pre-retirement survivor annuity paid
to a person other than his or her spouse, and that, if made previously, this election
need not be remade at the time the participant attains 10 years of service or
whatever other standard may be prescribed, so long as he has the continuing right
to change it There are various reasons, many times related to estate planning, why
a plan participant may desire to have survivor payments made to a person other
than the spouse. The law should not be inflexible in this regard. On the other hand,
a plan should not be required to provide a survivor benefit other than to the spouse.

Reduction in disability benefits
Section 126(aXl) and (2) of S. 209 would prohibit an employee welfare benefit plan

from reducing a participant's disability benefit by reason of any increase in the
disability benefit levels payable under the Social Security Act.

While the Council and HIAA vigorously endorse the public policy behind such a
legislatively mandated Social Security "freeze", we feel equally strongly that such a
mandate should only be applied prospectively. Specifically, we urge that section 126
be amended to permit existing employee welfare benefit plans which do not include
a Social Security "freeze" on the effective date of the Act to add such a "freeze" on
the first plan anniversary date which is more than 60 days after such effective date.
Moreover, any such "freeze" should only be required to be applied to those persons
becoming disabled after inclusion of the contractual provision.

Civil enforcement actions by the Treasury Department
Section 6 of S. 1089 would allow the Secretary of Treasury to bring a civil action

to enforce compliance by a plan or a trust with certain minimum standards of the
Internal Revenue Code. The apparent intent of this provision is to give the IRS an
enforcement tool, short of plan disqualification. The council does not feel that this
provision is necessary or desirable.

While the current system is not perfect, to a large extent it works, and most plans
do not suffer disqualification prior to having an opportunity to bring the plan into
compliance. Where civil enforcement proceedings are desirable, the Department of
Labor, upon request by the Internal Revenue Service, has the authority under
ERISA (section 502(b)) to use civil enforcement against certain plans. A provision
giving the IRS similar power creates a duplication that seems to serve little pur-
pose. Moreover, the creation of another enforcement threat could well create a
deterrent to plan formation. The existing paperwork and penalties are frightening
enough to an employer contemplating the establishment of a plan; adding one more
burden may, for an employer, tip the balance against establishing a plan.

Applicability of the securities laws to interests in employee benefit plans and funding
vehicles

In considering both the "old" statute and the "new" or revised version insofar as
they relate to the federal securities laws, it is important to keep in mind that each
statute deals with two distinct kinds of "interests" which, though related, must
nevertheless be considered separately. Each type of interest is important. Each is
also substantially different from the other. The two interests are, first, the interest
of the employee in an employee benefit plan and, second, the interest of the
employee benefit plan in the funding vehicle.

It is also helpful to keep in mind that there are two related but different legal
areas involved. The first deals with disclosure. What disclosure should be made to
an employee with regard to his employee benefit plan, and what disclosure should
be made to an employee benefit plan with regard to its interest in the funding
vehicle? The second legal area of concern deals with the issue of what anti-fraud
provisions should be imposed for violation of the disclosure provisions. In comment-
ing on the old bill the Council discussed provisions dealing with both kinds of
interests and both legal areas.
, l) Interests of Employees in Employee Benefit Plans.-Section 154(aX3) of the
old" bill would have added a new paragraph (2) to section 514(d) of ERISA. This

paragraph would have specified that the interest of an employee in a benefit plan is
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not a security for purposes of the anti-fraud provisions of the Securities Act of 1933
(the "1933 Act") and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "1934 Act"). This
provision is retained verbatim in the new bill.

As we pointed out in commenting on the old bill, we believe that this provision
provides a valuable clarification in the law as far as it goes. However, the provision
does not go far enough. By stating that the interest of an employee in any employee
benefit plan is not a security only for purposes of the anti-fraud provisions of the
1933 and 1934 Acts the section implies that it leaves to the SEC the authority to
require plan sponsors or trustees to register any interest in an employee benefit
plan which the SEC determines is a security for purposes of the registration provi-
sions of the federal securities laws.

How significant this would be as a practical matter is not entirely clear. With one
narrow exception,2 the SEC had never claimed, prior to the Daniel case, that
employee interests in employee benefit plans must be registered. However, it is
worthy of note that the Supreme Court found in Daniel that the position taken by
the SEC in that case was a complete reversal of its long-established position with
regard to employee interests in compulsory, non-contributory pension plans. Accord-
ingly, we believe that there is no reason to leave plan sponsors and trustees with
the uncertainty that the SEC might change its position. Sponsors and trustees are
already subject to the provisions of ERISA and ought not to have to be concerned
with the question of whether they must comply with the registration provisions of
the federal securities laws as well.

We agree with the position taken by the Supreme Court with respect to the plan
before it in the Daniel case, that is, that an interest in an employee benefit plan is
essentially an incident of the employment relationship and is not a security. For
that reason, we believe that neither the anti-fraud nor the registration provisions of
the federal securities laws should apply to the employee interest in an employee
benefit plan. This position is consistent with the holding of the Supreme Court in
Daniel and with the holdings of several courts in cases since Daniel.1

We suggest, therefore, that the language of proposed Section 514(dX2) be changed
by replacing the words "for purposes of section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933
and section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934" with the words "for
purposes of the federal securities laws." Accordingly, we support the adoption of
proposed section 514(dX2) if it is modified in this way.

(2) Interests of Employee Benefit Plans in Funding Vehicles.-In its presentation to
the Committee on Labor and Human Resources regarding the old bill, the Council
commented upon Section 514(d) insofar as it would have added a new section 516 to
ERISA. This section 516, would, in effect, have shifted the responsibility for regulat-
ing disclosure with regard to interests in funding vehicles from the SEC to the
Department of Labor ("Labor"). The Council pointed out that rather than reducing
regulation, this provision would grant to Labor regulatory authority over some plan
interests not currently subject to regulation. The Council also pointed out that this
provision would remove jurisdiction over certain plans from the SEC, which has
demonstrated competence and expertise in regulation of funding vehicles, and would
transfer this jurisdiction to Labor, which has little experience in the area of finan-
cial interest disclosure. This provision does not appear in the new bill, and we
believe its deletion is appropriate.

S. 511

Finally, we would like to comment on S. 511, a bill which would treat deferred
compensation arrangements for employees of tax-exempt organizations under the
same tax rules as were enacted in 1978 for public employees. We support the
comments and recommendations on this bill which were made by John W. Rosen-
steel, Aetna Life Insurance Company, in testimony before the Subcommittee on
December 5, 1979. As he indicated, the limitations contained in S. 511 would make
it extremely difficult for tax-exempt organizations to compete with private industry
for key personnel. We agree that, if legislation is thought needed, it should be in the
nature of an amendment giving these organizations identical treatment to the
private sector (see section 132 of the Revenue Act of 1978).

'The Commission has always taken the position that an interest in an employee benefit plan
which invests amounts other than the employer's contribution in securities of the employer is a
security and must be registered.

3Black v. Payne, 591 F.2d 83 (9th Cir. 1979); Tanuggi v. Grolier, Inc., CCH Fed. Sec. L. Rptr.,
196,880 (S.D.N.Y., May 7, 1979); Newkirk v. General Electric Company, No. C-78-2537-WAl
(N.D.Cal., August 31, 1979); cf. Leonard v. Drug Fair, Inc., Civil Action No. 78-1335 (D.C.D.C.,
October 19, 1979)-all cases involving voluntary, contributory plans.
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CONCLUSION

The Council and the HIAA appreciate having the opportunity to present views on
the important issues involved in these hearings. As indicated at the outset, we
believe that the experience under ERISA to date has clearly established the need
for certain corrective amendments if the law is to fulfill its laudatory objective of
strengthening and extending th4 vital financial protections provided by employee
persion and welfare benefit programs. We would be happy to attempt to furnish any
additional information which the Subcommittee might think helpful.

TESTIMONY OF THEODORE R. GROOM ON BEHALF OF THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO.
OF AMERICA, THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES, JOHN
HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO., CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE
Co., AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. The prohibited transaction provisions of ERISA represent a classic case of
statutory overkill resulting in governmental overregulation.

(a) Thousands of routine, desirable financial transactions are made illegal by the
prohibited transaction provisions, in the absence of exemption.

Example: ERISA owns the Internationjl Office Building in Washington, D.C.:
a lease to any one of thousands of employers would be a party-in-interest
violation.

(b) The rules have resulted in the loss of good investments and services for plans,
in the unintential violation of the rules, and in the incurrence of substantial costs of
administration.

(c) The party-in-interest prior restraint rules serve no useful function in the case
of professional asset managers.

2. The administrative exemption procedure has not worked well.
3. As currently structured, the administrative exemption process will never deal

adequately with routine financial transactions by institutional fiduciaries.
4. Amendments are proposed to enable responsible profssional asset managers to

make investments on behalf of plans without undue impediments. The amendments
would:

(a) Only apply to "qualified professional asset managers";
(b) Remove prior restraint rules for party-in-interest transactions;
(c) Retain prior restraint rules for self-dealing, etc., prohibitions but mandate

expeditious processing;
(d) Simplify the procedures for accounting for employer securities and real proper-

ty;
(e) Provide ample safeguards to preclude abuse.
Mr. Chairman: My name is Theordore R. Groom. I am a member of the Washing-

ton, D.C. law firm of Groom and Nordberg. My testimony is given on behalf of five
of the leading life insurance companies of the United States. The Prudential Insur-
ance Company of America, The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United
States, John ancock Mutual Life Insurance Company, Connecticut General Life
Insurance Company and Aetna Life and Casualty.

These companies are interested in many of the provisions of S. 209 and S. 1089,
including particularly provisions relating to insurance company general asset ac-
counts, joint and survivor annuities, special master and prototype plans, and report-
ing and disclosure provisions. Some of these issues will be discussed briefly today in
the testimony-which we support-of my colleague, Mr. Gibb, Counsel for the
American Couancil of Life Insurance. We also intend to file a more detailed written
statement on the issues.We thought we would use our very limited time today to focus on a single issue,
the prohibited transaction provisions of ERISA.

As applied to institutional fiduciaries such as life insurance companies and banks,
the prohibited transaction provisions of ERISA present a classicial case of statutory
overkill resulting in government overregulation.

In the absence of an exemption, literally thousands-possibly tens-of-thousands-
of desirable financial transactions in which insurance companies engage on behalf
of employee benefit plans would be illegal. These would include routine loans,
leases, and purchases of stocks and bonds in the ordinary course of business.

We are familiar with many actual cases where plans have been deprived of good
investments or services because of these rules, or where parties have inadvertently
engaged in perfectly proper, but nevertheless prohibited, transactions. For example:
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Equitable, as the Government's approved fiduciary for the Central States Fund,
has been unable to use State Street Trust's Short-Term Investment Fund to earn a
return on cash balances because State Street- has purchased debt securities issued
by a few major banks which happen to provide unrelated services to the Fund.

A commingled account maintained for pension plans by Prudential was unable to
make a loan to a quality borrower because that borrower feared that its relations
with Taft-Hartley plans would ultimately make the loan a prohibited transaction.

The subsidiary of one insurance company issued its commercial paper to a bank
trustee who, it was later learned, was purchasing the obligation on behalf of a plan

-.-- that had placed other unrelated assets with the insurance company. Thus, a prohib-
ited transaction occurred.

To deal with these problems, the statute provides an administrative exemption
procedure. During the initial years following the enactment of ERISA, it was
generally agreed that the-procedure worked very poorly, when it worked at all. For
example, a major class exemption that involved insurance company separate ac-
counts took over four years to process. Recently, we have seen some improvement in
the administration of the procedure. Certainly, it is clear to us that the Department
of Labor is making genuine, good faith efforts to make the program work. Moreover,
we believe that Department officials are not unsympathetic with many of our
problems.

Nevertheless, we currently have on file three applications whose pendency can be
measured in years. Additionally, notwithstanding that five years have expired since
the-4naetment of ERISA, regulations have never been issued construing many of
the key statutory prohibited transactions and exemption provisions.

More importantly, the current procedure for granting exemptions for routine
individual investment transactions entered into by institutional fiduciaries is inad-
equate to deal with these transactions because of the time delays inherent in the
exemption process. Even where an exemption application is processed expeditiously
(i.e., within 60 to 90 days), the delays are too long because decisions on most
transactions must normally be made within 30 days, and frequently within only a
few hours or days. Needless to say, the process of identifying potentially prohibited
transactions, applying for an exemption and policing subsequent transactions to
determine compliance with the exemption is an expensive one, and these costs are
ultimately passed on to participating plans.

Class exemptions that are currently available have not eliminated these problems.
For example, the insurance company pooled separate account exemption (PTE 78-
19) requires insurance companies to go through complex analytical procedures in
connection with almost all separate account investments in order to determine
whether, and under what conditions, the exemption is available for the transaction
involved. These procedures have proved to be much more costly and burdensome to
apply than had been expected and have already resulted in troublesome delays and
confusion.

There have been a number of occasions in which investments have been lost-
primarily loans-where the borrower was in a position to readily place the loan and
the prospect of delays and uncertainties resulting from an "ERISA search" was
sufficient to deter the lender or the borrower from using separate account facilities.

Also, while the companies have been working with ERISA's prohibited transac-
tion provisions for nearly five years, and have identified many of the major areas of
concern, we continue to identify new problems on a regular basis. For example, we
are currently working on several new exemption requests.

To deal with these problems, we propose that amendments be made that would
reduce substantially these problems in the case of professional, institutional fiducia-
ries without sacrificing any essential safeguards for plans whose assets are being
managed. Specifically the amendments would incorporate the following principal
features:

1. Institutional fiduciaries would not be required to obtain advance approval from
the Department of Labor to engage in party in interest transactions. However,
advance approval would still be required for transactions involving potential self-
dealing, conflicts, etc.

2. The current advance approval requirement would only be removed in the case
of a "qualified professional asset manager". To be a qualified professional asset
manager, a person would have to meet the following requirements:

(a) Be a bank, insurance company or registered investment adviser; and
(b) Satisfy certain existing Department of Labor reguations relating to finan-

cial responsibility (DOL Reg. § 2550.404b-l(a2Xi)).
3. After a determination on the record that there has been a pattern of abuse, the

Department of Labor could reinstate the advance approval requirement with respect
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to a class of professional asset managers or with respect to a class of transactions or
it could impose more rigorous financial responsibility safeguards.

4. The transaction must be on arm's-length terms. The burden of proof of estab-
lishing compliance with this requirement would be on the professional asset man-
ager in any proceeding where compliance is in issue or if DOL requests the profes-
sional asset manager to furnish an affidavit setting forth compliance information.

5. Where exemption applications are still required, the Department would be
required by statute to process expeditiously applications by qualified professional
asset managers. While certain standards might be suggested by Committee Report,
the proposal does not contemplate the imposition of statutorily specified mandatory
time requirements.

6. A special rule would be provided to lessen the problems of accounting for
employer securities and real property in commingled accounts.

We appreciate this opportunity to testify and look forward to working with the
Committee and its staff on details of this and other proposals.

TESTIMONY OF THEODORE R. GROOM ON BEHALF OF THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE Co.
OF AMERICA, THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES, JOHN
HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO., CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE
Co., AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY

This statement is submitted on behalf of The Prudential Insurance Company of
America, The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, John Hancock
Mutual Life Insurance Company, Connecticut General Life Insurance Company and
Aetna Life & Casualty. These five companies provide insurance and annuity con-
tracts, pension funding arrangements, and investment management, administrative
and other services for numerous employee benefit plans throughout the United
States.

In this statement, we will focus on four issues or particularly troublesome prob-
lem areas relating to ERISA and S. 209 that are greatest concern to the companies.
There are, of course, additional problems and questions under ERISA in which we
are interested and, in this regard, we strongly support and endorse the tesimony on
S. 209 that has been submitted to this Subcommittee by the American Council of
Life Insurance.

Briefly, our comments are as follows:
(1) Insurance Company General Account Assets. We strongly support the purpose

of section 141 of S. 209, which is designed to make clear t at when an insurance
company, issues a contract to a plan, the contract, rather than the insurance
com any s general account assets, constitutes the "plan asset" for purposes of
ERISA. However, modifications are needed in section 141 to ensure that this pur-
pose is clearly reflected in the language of the bill.

(2) Prohibited Transactions. The prohibited transaction provisions of ERISA
should be amended to enable responsible professional asset managers to make
investments on behalf of plans without undue impediments. Such an amendment
should:

(a) Substitute for the "prior restraint" prohibitions for party in interest
transactions engaged in on behalf of plans by qualified professional asset man-
agers a more balanced system of safeguards;

(b) Simplify the procedures for accounting for employer securities and real
property in the case of pooled investment funds; and

(c) Retain the "prior restraint" prohibitions against self-dealing, conflicts of
interest, etc,, but require the Labor Department to adopt procedures for expedi-
tious processing of exemption requests submitted by qualified professional asset
managers.

(3) Joint and Survivor Annuities. The joint and survivor annuity provisions of S.
209 improve current law as applied to defined contribution plans. We believe,
however, that the benefits, if any, to participants of the proposal to expand joint
and survivor annuity coverage do not justify the substantial costs and administra.
tive burdens that would be imposed on plans, and we therefore oppose its adoption.
We also propose that the provision of S. 209 applicable to plans that provide
annuities as the normal form of benefit be amended to eliminate the notice and
election requirements if such plans automatically provide a death benefit at least
equal in value to the survivor benefit provided by ERISA.

(4) Small Employer Plans. The following three changes in S. 209 are proposed to
foster the growth of plans amon small employers:

(a) Target Benefit Plans. The benefit limitation provisions of section 415 of the
Internal Revenue Code should be modified to apply the defined benefit plan
annual benefit limitations to target benefit plans.
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(b Special Master Plans. The special master and prototype plan provisions of
section 301 of S. 209 should be modified to make this program more attractive
to employers and financial institutions by further reducing administrative costs
and burdens for these plans and by clarifying the duties of financial institutions
under these plans.

(c) Insurance Salesmen. The ERISA definition of "fiduciary" should be modi-
fied to make clear that an insurance salesman's normal sales activities do not
make him a plan fiduciary.

These comments and recommendations are discussed below in further detail.

Insurance company general account assets
Section 141 of S. 209 would amend section 401(bX2) of ERISA to make clear that

where an insurance company issues a contract to a plan and allocates amounts
received under the contract to the company's general account, the contract, rather
than the assets of the general account, will be considered to be the "plan assets" to
which ERISA's fiduciary responsibility provisions are applicable. As Senator Wil-
liams indicated in his statement introducing S. 209, this amendment is designed to
"codify exactly" the Labor Department's position on this question, which is em-
bodied in ERISA IB 75-2.

We believe this is the correct interpretation of ERISA. If it were interpreted
otherwise, it is possible that the management of general account assets would be
subjected to a host of restrictions that were never intended to be applied in such
cases. For example, the ERISA prohibited transaction restrictions generally prohibit
all transactions with employers and various other categories of persons who are
directly or indirectly related to a plan, even if the transaction is prudent and on
arm's-length terms. Many life insurance companies issue general account contracts
in connection with the employee benefit plans of thousands of employers, The same
insurance companies engage in billions of dollars of financial activity throughout
the United States, including lending money or leasing facilities to thousands of
businesses. Obviously, there are many overlaps between businesses in their capaci-
ties as employer/customers and in their capacities as investment sources If the
prohibited transaction rules of ERISA were to be applicable to transactions with all
of these companies and their affiliates (and the multitude of service providers who
may be parties in interest of insured plans, and their affiliates), the investment and
marketing activities of life insurance companies would be at least severely curtailed
and, at worst, brought to a complete halt. The disruptive impact would adversely
affect not only life insurance companies, employers, plans, participants and benefi-
ciaries generally, but also the economy of the United States which relies heavily on
the investment of life insurance company assets for financing and capital formation.

Accordingly, we strongly support the enactment of section 141. We urge, however.
that modifications be made in the language of section 141 to eliminate any possibil-
ity that insurance company general account assets could under any circumstances
be deemed to be "plan assets". We cannot over-emphasize the importance of such a
clarification. If the issuance of even a single contract based on an insurance compa-
ny's general account were to result in general account assets being plan assets, then
conceivably every one of hundreds or thousands of transactions, involving all of the
assets of such general account and, therefore, literally billions of dollars of financial
activity, would have to be individually scrutinized in terms of whether the transac-
tion complies with the technical requirements of ERISA. Such a result will be
severely disruptive of the vital investment activities of insurance companies.

In order to eliminate this possibility, we recommend that section 141, as set forth
below, be modified by the addition of the commas in the second and third lines and
the removal of the bracketed language.

"In the case of a plan which is funded in whole or in part by a contract, or policy
of insurance, issued by an insurer, the assets of the plan shall include such con-
tracts or policy but shall not[, solely by reason of the issuance of such contract or
policyJ include the assets of the insurer issuing the contract or policy except to the
extent that such assets are maintained by the insurer in one or more separate
accounts and do not constitute surplus in any such account. For purposes of this
paragraph, the term 'insurer' means an insurance company, insurance service, or
insurance organization, qualified to conduct business in a State."

These modifications remove any implication that there may possibly be some
general account contracts issued by insurance companies that might cause the
assets of the general account to be deemed to be plan assets.



A* applied to institutional fiduciaries such as life insurance companies and banks.
the prohibited transaction provision of KRISA present a clasical case of statutory
overkill resulting in government over-rergulation

In the absence of an exemption, literally thousands of desirable financial transac-
tions in whichh insurance companies engage on behalf of employee benefit plans
would be ,rohibited tranvations under ERISA These would include routine loans.
leases, ard purchases of stocks and bonds in the ordinary course of business.

We are familiar with many actual cases where plans have been deprived of good
investmrents or services because of these rules, or where parties have inadvertently
engaged in perfectly proper. but neverthelew prohibited, transactions. For example:

A commingled account maintained for pension plans by Prudential was
unable.to make a loan to a quality borrower because that borrower feared that
its relations with Taft-lartley plans would ultimately make the loan a prohibit.
ed transaction

Prudential has also had to forego purchasing high quality commercial paper
issued by GMAC for its pooled account because the National Automobile Deal.
ers Ausociation pension trust is one of the participants in the account.

The subsidiary of one insurance company issued its commercial paper to a
bank trustee who, it was later learned, was purchasing the obligation on behalf
of a plan that had placed othei unrelated assets with the insurance company.
Thus, a prohibited transaction occurred.

To deal with these types of problems, the statute provides an administrative
exemption procedure During the initial years following the enactment of ERISA, it
was generally agreed that the procedure worked very poorly. when it worked at all.
For example. a major class exemption that involved insurance company separate
awcouts took over four years to process. Recently, we have seen some improvement
in the administration of the procedure. Certainly, it is clear to us that the Depart-
ment of Labor is making genuine, good faith efforts to make the program work.
Moreover, we believe that Department officials are not unsympathetic to many of
our problems

Nevertheless, we currently have on file three applications whose pendency can be
measured in years. Additionally, notwithstanding that five years have expired-since
the enactment of ERISA, regulations have never been issued construing many of
the key statutory prohibited transaction and exemption provisions.

More importantly, the current procedure for granting exemptions for routine
individual investment transactions entered into by institutional fiduciaries is inad-
equate to deal with these transactions because of the time delays and costs inherent
in the exemption process. Even where an exemption application is processed expedi-
tiously i e., within 60 to 90 days), the delays are too long because decisions on most
investment transactions must normally be made within a much shorter period of
time, and frequently within only a few hours or days. Needless to say, the process of
identifying potentially prohibited transactions, applying for an exemption and sub-
sequently policing the transactions to determine compliance with the exemption is
an expensive one, and these costs are ultimately passed on to participating plans.

Clas, exemptions that are currently available have not eliminated these problems.
For example, the insurance company pooled separate account exemption (FITE 78-.
19) requires insurance companies to go through complex analytical procedures in
connection with almost all separate account investments in order to determine
whether, and under what conditions, the exemption is available for the transaction
involved. These procedures have proved to be much more costly and burdensome to
apply than had been expected and have already resulted in troublesome delays and
confusion.

There have been a number of occasions in which investments have been lost-
primarily loans-where the borrower was in a position to readily place the loan and
the prospect of delays and uncertainties resulting from an "ERISA search" was
sufficient to deter the lender or the borrower from using separate account facilities.

Also, while the companies have been working with RISA's prohibited transac-
tion provisions for nearly five years, and have identified many of the major areas of
concern, we continue to identify new problems on a regular basis. Thus, we are
currently working on several new individual and class exemption requests.

To deal with these problems, we propose that amendments be made to ERISA
that would reduce substantially these problems in the case of qualified professional
fiduciaries without sacrificing any essential safeguards for plans whose assets are
being managed, Specifically, the amendments we propose would incorporate the
following principal features:

t9 )0 - 80 - pt.1' .J
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1. Qualified professional asset managers would not be required to obtain exemp-
tions from the Department of Labor to engage in party 'n interest transactions.
However, exemptions would still be required for transactions prohibited by section
406(b) of ERISA.

2. The current requirement to obtain an exemption would be removed only in the
case of a "qualified professional asset manager." To be a qualified professional asset
manager, a person would have to meet the following requirements:

(a) Be a bank, insurance company or registered investment adviser; and
(b) Satisfy Department of Labor standards relating to financial responsibility.

In this regard, standards already used in DOL Reg. § 2550.404b-1(aX2Xi) would
be appropriate.

3. If a determination is made on the record that there has been a pattern of
abuse, the Department of Labor could reinstate the party in interest prohibitions
with respect to an individual or class of professional asset managers or with respect
to an individual or class of transactions, or it could impose more rigorous financialresponsibility safeguards.

4. All party in interest transactions would continue to have to be on arm's-length
terms. Moreover, the burden of proof of establishing compliance with this require-
ment would be on the professional asset manager in any proceeding where compli-
ance is in issue.

5. Where exemption applications are still required, the Department would be
required by statute to process expeditiously applications by qualified professional
asset managers. While certain standards might be suggested by Committee Report,
the proposal does not contemplate the imposition of statutory specified mandatory
time requirements.

6. A special rule would be provided to lessen the problems of accounting for
employer securities and real property in pooled investment funds maintained by
insurance companies and banks which would permit such funds to invest up to 10
percent of their assets in employer securities or real property.

Joint and survivor annuity requirements
Section 127 of S. 209 would significantly modify and expand the joint and survivor

annuity requirements applicable to plans under current law.
Under current law, all plans that have annuity options must provide participants

with the option to obtain survivor coverage after such participants reach early
retirement age under the plan, or, if later, age 55. Prior to retirement, such
coverage need be provided only if the participant affirmatively elects such coverage.
Upon retirement, current law requires that all plans with annuity options must pay
benefits in the form of a joint and surivivor annuity unless the participant elects
otherwise. Complex notice and election provisions are also applicable to plans to
which the joint and surivivor annuity requirements apply.

Section 127 of S. 209 would make the following significant changes in current law:
(1) Plans that do not provide an annuity as the normal form of benefit would be

required to provide the value of a participant's vested benefits to the surviving
spouse if the participant dies at any time after achieving 10 years of vesting service.
Thus, defined contribution plans, such as profit sharing and thrift plans, would no
longer be required, as they are under current Treasury regulations, either to pro-
vide automatically for a joint and survivior annuity as the normal form of benefit
under the plan, and hence subject themselves to burdensome notice and election
requirements, or, on the other hand, to eliminate annuity options from the plan
altogether.

(2) Plans that provide an annuity as a normal form of benefit would be required
to provide a survivor benefit in the form of an annuity to the surviving spouses of a
participant who dies anytime after attaining 10 years of vesting service unless the
participant affirmatively elects to the contrary. Payment of the survivor annuity
may begin no earlier than the date on which the participant would have reached
the earliest retirement age under the plan.

S. 109 would make the above changes in current law effective for active partici-
pants, and vested participants who have terminated from service, for all plan years
beginning on or after the date that is one year after the proposed changes are
enacted into law.

We strongly support the provisions of S. 209 that would eliminate needless and
costly burdens that have discouraged the inclusion of annuity options in defined
contribution plans. On the other hand, we believe that expanding the scope of the
current joint and survivor requirements to all participants with 10 years of vesting
service is not in the best interests of plan participants and hence should not be
adopted. We also urge that the joint an s i annuity rules applicable to plans
that provide annuities as the normal form of benefit be amended to eliminate the
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notice and election requirements for pre-retirement survivor annuities if such plans
automatically provide a death benefit that is at least the actuarial equivalent of the
survivor benefits required under ERISA. Finally, we urge the adoption of certain
changes of a more technical nature, which are described below.

Defined Contribution Plans: In contrast to defined benefit plans, the basic form of
benefit under many forms of defined contribution plans has historically been lump-
sum distributions, although these plans typically provide for benefits under other
options, including life annuity options. As interpreted by Treasury regulations,
ERISA currently requires defined contribution plans that provide an annuity option
to be restructured to make a joint and survivor annuity the basic or normal form of
benefit under the plan. These plans are also subjected to the burdensome joint and
survivor annuity notification and election procedures, even though most partici-
pants choose to receive their benefits in the lump-sum form. Many plan sponsors
have responded to these administrative problems by eliminating life annuity options
from their plans. In short, plan sponsors generally do not believe they can justify
the costs of complying with the joint and survivor annuity administrative rules if
the vast majority of plan participants are electing to receive their benefits in the
lump-sum form. Of course, this also means that those participants for whom an
annuity option, including a joint and survivor annuity option, is appropriate no
longer have that option, a result totally contrary to the purpose of the joint and
survivor annuity rules

S. 209 would address this problem by providing that plans need not be restruc-
tured to make a joint and survivor annuity the normal form of benefit under the
plan. It also eliminates the application of unnecessary and costly notice and election
requirements for such plans. We strongly support these provisions and urge that
they be adopted.

Expansion of Survivor Coverage: We oppose the proposal to expand survivor
coverage to all participants with at least 10 years of vesting service because believe
the costs and additional burdens imposed by such a change far outweigh the
additional benefits, if any, that would be provided.

We question, first of all, whether the additional requirements imposed under S.
209 will result in a net increase in benefits to the survivors of plan participants.
Many employers now provide for survivor protection through means other than
their retirement plans, e.g., in the form of group life insurance. Mandating addition-
al death benefits under the retirement plan may only cause a shift in the same
amount of benefit from one form to another.

Also, the amount of the death benefit that could be provided when a participant
dies at, e.g., age 35, would be very small in most cases. Such a participant's accrued
benefit would not be substantial at early ages and the survivor benefit, after
actuarial reductions, would be smaller still. The American Council of Life Insurance
estimates, for example, that for each dollar of accrued benefit, the survivor benefit
would only be in the range of 15 to 20 cents.

While the benefits of the S. 209 proposal are likely to be small, the additional
costs and burdens that would be imposed on plans would be significant. Additional
notification requirements would be imposed. Contact with the surviving spouses
would have to be maintained over substantially longer periods of time. The complex-
ity of actuarial computations would increase significantly. The burdens and admin-
istrative costs created by expanding joint and survivor coverage would be, we
submit, far out of proportion to any benefits resulting therefrom.

Automatic Survivor Coverage: Under current law and under S. 209, defined benefit
plans are required to provide participants prior to retirement with the right to
obtain survivor coverage after attaining a certain age or status under the plan.
Plans are not required to subsidize such coverage, however. Thus, if a participant
decides to bear the cost of this pre-retirement survivor protection, he or she must
elect to receive it under complex procedures specified in regulations. However, some
defined benefit plans, many of which are funded with insurance contracts, automati-
cally provide a death benefit that, although different in form from a qualified joint
and survivor annuity, equals or exceeds the minimum requirements of both ERISA
and those that would be imposed under S. 209. Because these plans and designed to
provide a pre-retirement death benefit automatically, the survivor annuity rules,
including the notice and election requirements, are an unnecessary burden for these
plans and, consequently, they should be eliminated.

Other Suggestions: We urge that the provisions of S. 209 be modified to make it
clear that (1) a participant in a plan described in proposed section 20-)(c) may
designate a beneficiary other than his or her spouse for the death benefit provided
under the plan, and (2) consistent with the approach taken under current law, any
new provisions adopted should apply only to persons who are active participants on
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or after the provisions become effective. With regard to beneficiary designations, the
law should recognize the legitimate right of a participant for reasons of estate
planning or otherwise to designate a beneficiary other than his or her spouse. We
also believe that the applicability of any new provisions should be mandatory only
with respect to active participants in plans after the effective date of section 127 in
order to avoid imposing undue notification burdens on plans with respect to termi-
nated participants. Such a limitation will also avoid unwanted reductions in the
retirement benefits of terminated participants who, because of the inability of their
employer to locate them, are unaware of their right to elect out of survivor cover-
age.

Small employers
One of the principal purposes of S. 209 is to encourage increased coverage under

private pension plans for American workers. S. 209 attempts to accomplish this
purpose by making plans more attractive for employers, particularly small employ-
ers, through reduced administrative costs and burdens, tax credits and a new special
master and prototype plan program.

We strongly support the objectives of S. 209 to stimulate the growth of private
pension plans among small employers. However, be believe that additional steps can
and should be taken to achieve this objective. Also, modifications must be made in
the special master and prototype plan provisions in order to ensure that this
program will be attractive to employers and financial institutions.

Our proposals in this regard are as follows:

(a) Target Benefit Plans
Various studies have shown that approximately 50 percent of the labor force in

the United States is not covered by any private retirement plan. A large number of
these workers are employed by small, closely-held employers for whom the current
retirement plan options hold little attraction. Defined contribution plans, such as
profit-sharing plans, are frequently not attractive because the limits on permissible
annual contributions to these plans for each employee (the lesser of 25 percent of
compensation or $32,700) are not sufficient for older employees, often including
shareholder-employees, to provide for an adequate retirement income in a newly
established plan.

While defined benefit plans do not suffer from this problem, they can be unattrac-
tive for small employers because of the high administrative costs and burdens
associated with such plans, such as the need to obtain acturial certifications, and
because they are subject to the termination insurance provisions of ERISA, includ-
ing contingent employer liability.

Target benefit plans could be a very attractive alternative for small employers.
Like defined benefit plans, these plans let employers fund a reasonable retirement
income, compared with active years' earnings, for such employee, young or old. In
both kinds of plans, the employer contributes a much higher percentage of pay for
older workers than for younger ones. This is as it should be since the older worker
has a much shorter time in which to have his retirement income bought for him.

Although target benefit plans are established to provide a targeted benefit, they
also provide for individual accounts for each employee, with actual benefits under
the plan varying with actual investment experience. Target benefit plans are also
not subject to the ERISA actuarial certification requirements or the plan termina-
tion insurance provisions. Thus, administrative costs and potentially severe liabil-
ties for employers that are normally associated with defined benefit plans are
reduced under these plans. Also, the target benefit under these plans, while not
promised as under a defined benefit plan, nevertheless provides a useful guideline
as to what each employee's retirement income is likely to be. In addition, unlike
defined benefit plans, target benefit plans provide that favorable investment experi-
ence in excess of that which was assumed will serve to increase retirement benefits
for employees rather than reducing employer contributions to the plan. All of these
features are particularly attractive to small employers and beneficial to their em-
plo ees.

However, these plans lose their attraction for small employers because they are
subject to the Internal Revenue Code limitations on annual contributions applicable
to defined contribution plans (i.e., the lesser of 25 percent of annual compensation
or approximately $32,700). These limits frequently do not permit the accumulation
of a sufficient fund to provide an adequate retirement income for older employees.

If, however, the defined benefit plan annual benefit limitations (i.e., the lesser of
100 percent of average final three years' compensation or approximately $98,100)
were instead applicable to target benefit plans, these plans could provide adequately
fbr the retirement needs of both young and old employees on a non-discriminatory
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basis, ana would, therefore, be much more attractive to small employers. In this
regard, Prudential has surveyed a random sample of target benefit plans with
respect to which Prudential has issued contracts. In 29 percent of these plans, the
largest contribution is at or near the maximum of 25 percent of compensation.
However, because of the contribution limits, most of these plans can only provide a
target retirement income of less than 40 percent of final pay, and in some cases, less
than 25 percent of final pay. Thus, a participant's target retirement income under
these plans is required to be held to a ralatively low percentage of pay, situation
which is particularly troubling in times of rampant inflation.

Accordingly, we believe that a change in section 415 of the Code to apply the
defined benefit plan annual benefit limitations (instead of the defined contribution
plan annual contributions limitations) to target benefit plans would be an important
step in fostering the growth of new plans among small employers.

Special master plans
Section 301 of S. 209 contains a new special master and prototype plan program

that is intended to reduce administrative burdens and shift them to financial
institutions thereby encouraging small employers to take advantage of this program
to establish a plan. We believe that this is a worthwhile objective and, in fact,
insurance companies have for many years successfully sponsored a variety of master
and prototype plans.

Nevertheless, section 301 raises numerous problems that we believe will discour-
age employers and financial institutions from participating in the special master
plan program. For example, as proposed these plans would shift almost all fiduciary
responsibilities and liabilities, as well as the title "plan administrator', to the
financial institution sponsoring the master plan. Such a shifting of responsibilities
and functions would subject financial institutions to liability for matters which are
not in most cases within their control (such as the employer's selection of the
financial institution's special master plan, the distribution of disclosure materials to
employees, etc.). Also, financial institutions would become subject to ERISA finan-
cial penalties for unintentional errors in any disclosure materials they prepare
under this program.

In addition, section 301 does not go fai enough in reducing paperwork burdens.
For example, the volume of information required in the annual report for these
plans, could be substantially reduced. Also, section 301 would not eliminate the need
for employers to seek advance determination letters even though this procedure in
the context of master and prototype plans is largely unnecessary.

Since many of the most costly administrative burdens imposed by ERISA relate to
defined benefit plans, the special master plan program should also permit the
adoption of a special master simplified defined benefit plan (as an alternative to a
more standard special master defined benefit plan). Such a plan should be patterned
on the insurance contract plans already permitted by section 412(i) of the Code,
with, among other things, fixed actuarial assumptions and a full funding require-
ment under the level annual premium funding method. Funding of these plans
might be restricted to fully guaranteed insurance company accounts, or bank certifi-
cates of deposit, Treasury bills or similar fixed-income obligations. In the presence
of these requirements, it should be possible to eliminate costly actuarial reports and
certifications and coverage under the termination insurance provisions of Title IV of
ERISA.

We believe that these changes are essential for the success of the special master
plan program.

Insurance salesmen
Insurance agents and brokers have been a ma)or factor in the growth of employee

benefit plans in the United States. Through their sales efforts, they actively encour-
age employers to establish pension and welfare plans. For many plans, particularly
small plans that they have helped to establish, insurance agents and brokers also
provide valuable technical services in plan management and administration, there-
by reducing the costs and burdens of maintaining a plan for many employers.

Although the agent's or broker's function is principally that of a salesman, the
Labor Department has indicated that, under certain unspecified facts and circum-
stances, agents and brokers may be fiduciaries under ERISA by reason of providing
"investment advice" to plans when making a normal sales presentation. Conceiv-
ably, this would subject agents and brokers to all of the fiduciary responsibility
requirements of ERISA, even though these requirements were not meant to be
applied to salesmen.

For example, ERISA requires fiduciaries to discharge their duties "solely in the
interest of participants and beneficiaries." Although in making a sales presentation
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an agent or broker takes into account the needs of plan participants and beneficia-
ries, by the nature of the transaction he must cc. ?:der many other factors as well.
These include the financial burden the employer is able to assume, the type of
benefits the employer wishes to provide, and the extent to which the employer can
handle the day-to-day administration of a plan.

Jn addition, because it is unclear under what circumstances an insurance agent or
broker might become a plan fiduciary by reason of making a sales presentation to a
plan, many agents and brokers, including those who would clearly not the fiducia-
ries under any reasonable interpretation of ERISA, feel compelled to comply with
all of the conditions and requirements of Prohibited Transaction Exemption 77-9 in
connection with the sale of insurance products to plans. PTE 77-9 permits, among
other things, insurance salesmen who are fiduciaries to receive their normal com-
missions on the sale of insurance products to plans. Failure to comply with PITE 77-
9 exposes the salesman to potential liability and excise taxes for a violation of the
prohibited transaction rules. The requirements of PTE 77-9 are, however, extremely
burdensome. Among other things, salesmen are required to provide plan fiduciaries
with complex written disclosures and to make difficult legal judgments with respect
to affiliations with plan fiduciaries and others. These burdens tend to induce agents
and brokers to avoid the employee benefits field.

Insurance companies are also exposed to unnecessary risks and burdens under the
current situation because a failure to comply with PTE 77-9 might lead to rescission
of contracts issued to plans. As a result, many insurance companies feel obligated to
enforce agent and broker compliance with PTE 77-9, which is enormously burden-
some from an administrative and paperwork standpoint. Ultimately, the cost of this
compliance effort is borne by plans. Further, in those situations where it is unclear
whether an agent or broker is actually a "fiduciary," some companies, acting
conservatively, require compliance, and some do not. This creates unfair competitive
problems between companies since most agents and brokers would prefer to sell
products for companies which impose the fewest administrative burdens. These
competitive problems are inappropriate since they are not based on substantive
differences between insurance products, but on different perspectives on the need to
comply with ambiguous government regulations.

In order to eliminate these problems, We urge that the ERISA definition of
"fiduciary" be amended so that an insurance salesman's normal sales activities will
not be considered to be "investment advice" of a type that would make the sales-
man a plan fiduciary. ,

The concept of "investment advice" normally involves the impartial rendering of
recon mendations on investments to a client on a regular or continuous basis. Such
advice is commonly furnished pursuant to a formal written agreement. The invest-
ment adviser is generally expected to render disinterested advice for a fixed fee
payable directly by the client that is not dependent on whether any particular
investment is made. The relationship is normally considered to be one of strict trust
and confidence involving a clear identity of interest between the adviser and the
client.

The normal insurance sales presentation generally does not involve a written
agreement for the rendering of disinterested advice on the investment or disposition
of plan assets. Rather, it is generally understood that the salesman's goal is to sell a
product and that he will be compensated only if he is successful in doing so. As a
result, dealings between a plan sponsor and an insurance agent or broker are
generally on a much more arm's-length basis than the close relationship of invest-
ment adviser and client. The ERISA definition of "fiduciary" should take these
differences into account by excluding the normal sales activities of an insurance
salesmen from the concept of "investment advice."

In this regard, it should also be noted that the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners has adopted a model statute designed to preclude, among other
things, unfair and deceptive acts and practices in the sale of insurance products.
This statute, which has been adopted in some form by all 50 states and the District
of Columbia, prohibits insurance salesmen from making misrepresentations with
respect to various key elements of insurance products. Violations of this statute can
result in substantial monetary penalties and license revocation. Thus, there already
exists at the state level substantial regulation of the activities of insurance sales-
men which renders largely duplicative and unnecessary additional regulation under
the fiduciary responsibility provisions of ERISA.

We would be glad to assist the Subcommittee and its staff in the development of
this legislation and the recommendations set forth in this statement.
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Our next panel of witnesses consists of Mr.
Robert C. Gilkey, deputy director, Department of Labor and Indus-
trial Relations of the State of Hawaii; Mr. Orlando Watanabe,
administrator, disability compensation division, Department of
Labor ard Industrial Relations of the State of Hawaii; and Ms.
Carol Yamamoto, deputy attorney general, State of Hawaii.

They have traveled 5,000 miles just to be here today. I am truly
happy to have this opportunity to chair the hearing while these
three distinguished citizens of Hawaii testify.

You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. GILKEY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, DE.
PARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, STATE
OF HAWAII, ACCOMPANIED BY ORLANDO WATANABE, AD.
MINISTRATOR, DISABILITY COMPENSATION, AND CAROL YA.
MAMOTO, DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
Mr. GILKEY. Thank you, Senator.
It is true that we have, indeed, come a long way, but this legisla-

tion is important to us, and we are very grateful to have this
opportunity to testify on S. 209, the ERISA Improvements Act of
1979, with particular reference to section 155.

As you will recall, in August of 1978, we testified along with Mr.
A. Van Horn Diamond, who at that time was the executive secre-
tary of the Hawaii Central Labor Council of the AFL-CIO, before a
joint hearing of this subcommittee, and the Labor Subcommittee of
the Committee on Labor and Human Resources regarding S. 1383
which you and Senator Inouye introduced on behalf of the State of
Hawaii. We like to think that our testimony helped to persuade
Senators Williams and Javits to introduce S. 209 in January of this
year, with Section 155, providing for an exemption of the Hawaii
Prepaid Health Care Act, included in the bill.

We were pleased that both you and Senator Inouye testified last
February in support of section 155 in hearings before the Commit-
tee on Labor and Human Resources. We were also pleased to learn
that Hon. Ray Marshall, Secretary of Labor, presented supportive
testimony for section 155 during those hearings.

We are here today to add our support in urging the expeditious
passage of section 155 of S. 209 by the Finance Committee in order
to clarify our belief that Statemandated comprehensive health
insurance plans are not intended to be preempted by ERISA. At
stake is Hawaii's unique and innovative plan for providing health
insurance coverage for ritually all workers and many of their
dependents at a cost which experience has shown to be affordable
for both employees and employers, and which involves only mini-
mal administrative costs on the part of government.

Clearly, it is a plan that works very well. While universal com-
prehensive basic health insurance coverage continues to be- a sub-
ject of debate on the national level, Hawaii comes very close to

aving it right now. A recently completed federally funded study
has concluded that the insurance plans required by the Hawaii
Prepared Health Care Act when combined with medicare, medicaid
and individual plans cover approximately 98 percent of the civilian
population of the State. In fact, Hawaii's law reflects many of the
principle features currently under discussion for the establishment
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of a comprehensive national health insurance program which is
focused on requiring employers to provide basic coverage that
meets established standards.

According to the Federal study the key to its low cost is the
highly competitive nature of the health insurance industry in
Hawaii. Our major insurance providers are constantly reviewing
health care utilization for excessive services and changes. As a
result, recent statistics show that Hawaii's inpatient hospital ad-
mission rate per 1,000 persons was 111.8 versus 159.9 for the coun-
try as a whole. Hawaii also has a low 3.1 hospital bed supply per
1,000 persons versus the national average of 4.5 beds.

The Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Act, a summary of which is
provided for your information, and attached to our testimony
today, has as its purpose a two-fold objective: First, to provide basic
comprehensive health insurance for workers who were previously
unprotected; second, to mandate a reasonably adequate level of
basic benefit coverage for those whose existing plans provided in-
sufficient benefits.

The means by which these objectives were accomplished are
really quite simple. First, all employers are required to provide
prepaid health care .coverage to their employees, and to pay at
least one half of the premium cost. The coverage may be from an
insurance carrier, a health care contractor or provider, an ap-
proved self-insurance plan, or a collectively bargained plan. Work-
ers may be required to pay up to one half the cost of premiums, but
in no event more than 1.5 percent of their wages.

Second, the law mandates that the benefits provided must be
equal to or better than those provided under the health care pro-
vider or insurance carrier plan having the most subscribers in the
State and must, as a minimum, include benefits for outpatient
care, 120 days per year of hospital care, medical fees for home,
office, and hospital visits, laboratory services, maternity care and
substance abuse treatment.

Perhaps the most important effect of the enactment of this law
has been to mandate adequate, affordable coverage for the workers
at the bottom of the wage scale, particularly those who are without
union representation. Prior to its passage, these workers were typi-
cally either not covered at all, offered inferior coverage, or offered
coverage at rates beyond their means.

Now, a full time, 40-hour-per-week worker earning the minimum
wage of $2.90 per hour, receives good basic health insurance cover-
age at a cost to him or her which by law cannot exceed $1.74 per
week, or about $90 per year. A 20-hour-a-week worker, therefore,
would only pay about $45 per year.

It is the fate of these workers and their families that is our
deepest concern, should the Hawaii Prepaid Health Act be ruled to
come under the preemption clause of ERISA. It is they who are
most vulnerable to rising medical costs, and who are least able to
afford the insurance protection. It was this concern for Hawaii's
working poor, the gap group that earns too much to qualify for
welfare, but not enough to afford individually purchased medical
care, that led to the passage of our law.

Senator, Ms. Yamamoto, who is, incidentally, one of the attor-
neys assigned to the case of Standard Oil v. Agsalud now pending
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in the. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, *will now describe the his-
tory of our law.

Senator MATSUNAGA. We will be happy to hear from you, Ms.
Yamamoto.

STATEMENT OF CAROL YAMAMOTO, DEPUTY ATTORNEY
GENERAL, STATE OF HAWAII

Ms. YAMAMOTO. Senator Matsunaga, thank you for permitting
the State of Hawaii to present testimony today on behalf of a law
to which many individuals and organizations have devoted years of
work and inspiration.

The origin of the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Act began with a
long-felt belief that a means should be found for providing ade-
quate, affordable health care for all residents of the State. The
specific genesis of this law can be found in a short paragraph in a
1967 Hawaii State appropriations act, which requested studies of
legislative proposals for an increased minimum wage, temporary
disability insurance, and prepaid health insurance.

In 1971 the study "Prepaid Health Care in Hawaii," by Prof.
Stefan A. Riesenfeld, was published by the Hawaii State Legisla-
tive Reference Bureau, and a bill designed to implement the
study's recommendations was introduced. It was then and still is a
unique, pioneering piece of legislation. Like most such legislation,
it was vigorously opposed by those who supported the status quo
for both philosophica and economic reasons.

The bill did not pass that year, or in 1972, or 1973. However, in
1974, compelled by rising medical costs, and the lack of substantial
progress in Congress toward the enactment of a national health
insurance program, the State bill was passed and signed into law
as act 210 of 1974, which became chapter 393 of the Hawaii Revised
Statutes, effective June 12, 1974.

It is crucial to the understanding of the present preemption
situation to realize that it was during the same 3-year period, 1971
to 1974, that Congress was working on the legislation which even-
tually became ERISA. Because ERISA and the Prepaid Health
Care Act were developed and enacted simultaneously, neither took
the provisions of the other into consideration. It is respectfully
submitted that had the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Act become
law in 1971, 1972, or even 1973, Congress would have definitely
included language, such as we now seek, or would have provided by
some other means to clearly indicate that ERISA was not intended
to preempt such a Government-mandated comprehensive health
insurance plan.

It would be strange, indeed, had Congress really intended to
nullify a law which has favorably impressed many health insur-
ance and health care experts with its success.

For instance, in its report entitled "Outreach Report on National
Health Insurance, October 1977," HEW Region IX noted that the
Hawaii law has created in general a population that is far more
conversant and knowledgeable in matters related to health insur-
ance than populations in other parts of the region. "People talk
more easily about alternatives and options," it continued, "and
they have a better feel for what national health insurance could or
could not do."
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The report concluded, "Their collective understanding of Federal,
State, and private roles in the formulation of health insurance
policy would be valuable" in assessing administrative proposals.

Another confirmation of the value of Hawaii's successful experi-
ment with prepaid health care insurance comes from the study
alluded to earlier by Mr. Gilkey, which was conducted by the
Martin E. Segal Co. of New York under Federal contract No. 299-
77-0014.

The study, entitled "Universal Health Insurance in Hawaii, Octo-
ber 1978," developed criteria for the evaluation of Hawaii's law as
a prototype for national health insurance. These criteria included
coverage, benefits, equity of financing, equity to providers, incen-
tives for efficiency, acceptability, adaptability, efficiency of admin-
istration, and quality controls.

The study found that: "In terms of these criteria, Hawaii ranks
quite high. It is clear that Hawaii has accomplished in large meas-
ure what is being sought for the rest of the country."

Even Judge Charles B. Renfrew, who ruled against the State in
Standard Oil v. Agsalud, noted that:

The workers whom ERISA was primarily intended to protect may be better off
with the State health insurance laws than without them, and the efforts of States
like Hawaii to insure that their citizens have low-cost comprehensive health insur-
ance may be significantly impaired by ERISA's preemption of health insurance
laws.

He then cited Justice Brandeis' famous comment:
It is one of the happy incidents of the Federal system that a single courageous

State may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory, or try novel social and
economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country.

This is, indeed, what Hawaii has done with respect to prepaid
health care. It therefore cannot be believed that in acting to reform
the mismanagement and abuse of pension systems, Congress in-
tended to eliminate this most successful "novelsocial and economic
experiment."

I thank you for your time and attention. The balance of the
testimony will be given by Mr. Gilkey.

Mr. GILKEY. Senator, It is clear that the Hawaii Prepaid Health
Care Act is presently under attack because it succeeded only too
well. The act has required certain employers to provide more ben-
fits-benefits which the people of Hawaii, through their legislators,
have deemed essential-than these companies are willing to pro-
vide on their own.

Having been defeated in the legislative arena, these employers
now seek to have the courts frustrate the will of the citizens of
Hawaii and they seek your assistance in doing so. Their case rests
on a single issue: Does ERISA prevent the State of Hawaii from
enforcing its prepaid health care act by preempting the field of
health insurance legislation for the Federal Government?

There is nothing in the legislative history of ERISA to suggest
such an intent, but a Federal court ruling now on appeal holds
that such a preemption was accomplished by inadvertance if not by
intention.

When ERISA was enacted, there was no apparent need to specifi-
cally exclude State-mandated comprehensive health insurance laws
from its broad preemption-there were no such laws known to be
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in existence. Almost simultaneously, however, such a law did come
into being. Now, some form of specific exclusion is both necessary
and appropriate.

Tens of thousands of Hawaii's people are now covered by ade-
quate health insurance as a direct result of the Hawaii Prepaid
Health Care Act. It would be a bitter irony if ERISA, a landmark
in the struggle to protect the continued well-being and security of
millions of employees and their dependents, were to be used to
blunt another milestone in this same struggle.

The battle in the courts has just begun. While we are confident
of a final ruling in our favor, the road to that ruling may consume
many years and many thousands of taxpayers' dollars to reach a
conclusion that, with your help, can be reached in just a few weeks
by adopting section 155 of S. 209, or in some other way clarifying
the treatment of State-mandated comprehensive health insurance
laws under ERISA.

It is important both to the workers of Hawaii and to the Nation
that this important innovation in basic health care protection not
be allowed to die. I respectfully urge your favorable consideration
of section 155 of S. 209 or some suitable alternative.

Senator, Ms. Yamamoto, and Mr. Watanabe, who is the adminis-
trator of our Prepaid Health Care Act in Hawaii, will assist me in
answering your questions.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Mr. Gilkey, and Ms.
Yamamoto. I think that you have presented an excellent case for
the retention of Hawaii's prepaid health care law.

The relationship of the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Act to
ERISA is something which many do not fully understand. For that
reason, will you state for the record, what that relationship is, and
whether or not there is in fact a conflict between the Federal and
Hawaii laws.

Ms. YAMAMOTO. Senator Matsunaga, there is no conflict between
ERISA and the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Act. ERISA itself
contains no substantive provisions for welfare plans. ERISA is
clearly not a national health care program, and with respect to
welfare plans it simply provides protection to persons who have
participated in employer plans through reporting, disclosure, and
fiduciary requirements.

Admittedly, the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Act is not a regula-
tory statute. It does not regulate employee benefits in the same
way as ERISA does. It merely prescribes provision of health care
benefits for plans mandated by the State. The reports that are
required under the Hawaii law in no way conflict with those provi-
sions that ERISA requires.

Senator, there is no conflict between the two.
Senator MATSUNAGA. One of my principal concerns, as is yours I

am sure, is that by preempting the Hawaii health care law, Con-
gress would be eliminating one of the most successful laws ever
passed by any State in the Nation in the history of social welfare,
As a matter of fact several of the major national health insurance
proposals now pending before the Congress are modeled after the
Hawaii law.

Consequently I am fearful of a serious gap ocurring in health
insurance protection, which now covers 98 percent of Hawaii's
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population, if Congress should not pass a legislative exemption for
the plan. Would you care to comment on that?

Mr. WATANABE. Senator, the Hawaii prepaid health care law
guarantees health care protection for all qualified employees; that
is, employees who work at least 20 hours a week and have 4
continuous weeks of employment.

The Hawaii law is primarily directed at the health care contrac-
tor and the employer doing business in Hawaii, rather than plan
administrators. The Hawaii law does not regulate employee benefit
plans. Rather, mandates employers to provide health insurance to
their employees, which is guaranteed by law.

In the case where an employer neglects to provide the coverage,
the regular employee is guaranted coverage which is paid from a
specifically designated special premium supplementation fund es-
tablished in the Treasury of the State of Hawaii. This fund would,
in effect, pay for the employee's benefits, and collect from the
employer whatever costs in benefits the fund has paid out.

The State attorney general has informed me that the Prepaid
Health Care Act is a Government insurance program, in which by
statute, the health insurance coverage is guaranteed.

That, hopefully, answers your question.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you, Mr. Watanabe.
Yesterday, representatives of multiemployer plans argued

against an ERISA exemption for State health insurance laws, such-
as the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Act, on the basis that it would
greatly increase the administrative costs for each multistate em-
ployer.

However, there are currently four major Federal labor laws con-
cerning minimum wage, workplace safety standards, worker's com-
pensation, and unemployment compensation, which as you know
permit considerable State discretion in the administration of these
laws. Varying State laws and regulations on these federally man-
dated programs have not appeared to affect multistate employers
unduly.

Since its implementation, has the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care
Act unduly impacted multistate employers doing business in
Hawaii?

Mr. GILKEY. I don't believe that our prepaid health care law has
had any undue impact. For example, you referred, to four Federal
labor laws. Our State Department of Labor administers State laws
in all four of those areas, which are applicable to multistate em-
ployers. In Mr. Watanabe's division, in addition to the prepaid
health care law, he has the responsibility for worker's compensa-
tion, to which you referred, and for our temporary disability insur-
ance law. Those State laws are also applicable to multistate em-
ployers.

Obviously, there would be some additional administrative costs,
but we don't believe that they would have the kind of impact that
would warrant retaining the preemption.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Aside from the Standard Oil Company of
California suit, have you received any major complaints from the
multistate employers in Hawaii with regard to complying with the
requirements of the Prepaid Health Care Act?
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Mr. GILKEY. Other than that, we have had no significant com-
plaints.

Senator MATSUNAGA. None at all, just Standard Oil?
Mr. GILKEY. Yes.
Senator MATSUNAGA. What has been done to resolve the prob-

lems of the multistate employers if any, in complying with the
Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Act?

Mr. GILKEY. I think we really have not had anything too signifi-
cant, but certainly we do try to work with them to facilitate any
problems that might arise.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Do you anticipate any problems for multi-
state employers in the future because of the continuance of the
act?

Mr. GILKEY. No; I think that if section 155, or some suitable
alternative is enacted, we will not have any significant problems.
Of course, if we do not receive the exemption, we will continue to
have court suits and other legal problems such as we have now
with Standard Oil Company of California.

However, with the exemption that we are hoping to receive, we
don't anticipate any significant problems.

Senator MATSUNAGA. In expressing opposition to the proposed
Hawaii-ERISA exemption, multistate employers have contended
that the total dollar value of the required minimum benefits under
the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Act is less than that contained in
many health insurance plans currently offered by certain large
multistate employers. What is your comment on this?

Mr. GILKEY. It may be true in a few cases, Senator. I think,
basically, our act is geared toward the kind of community health
care and health insurance standards that we have in Hawaii,
rather than perhaps to other standards that may exist in mainland
States. So, while it is true that the minimum statutory require-
ments under our act may be less than the benefits offered by some
multistate employers, when one recognizes the purpose of our act,
it becomes clear that we are really focusing on the problems Which
we see as most important and applicable to our community.

For example, as we mentioned earlier in the testimony, in
Hawaii we provide much more on outpatient care than is provided
in many other areas of the country. We have statistics that clearly
show how this has significantly reduced overall health care costs
without any adverse effects on the overall quality of patient care.

Senator MATSUNAGA. What is your position on the Department
of Labor's recommendation that the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care
Act be exempted from ERISA on a temporary, experimental basis
only?

Mr. GILKEY. We are opposed to that position. Of course, some-
thing is better than nothing. At the same time, however, we feel
that we have a good act, the success of which has been more than
adequately demonstrated. Therefore, we certainly would like to
have a complete exemption.

There would be continuing problems such as we have now, if we
were exempted only on an experimental basis. We would definitely
favor the complete exemption.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Assuming the worst for the record, that
section 155 of S. 209 is not passed by Congress, and assuming
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further that the U.S. district court decision in Standard Oil Com.
pany of California v. Agsalud is affirmed by the Ninth Circuit
Court, is there anything that the State of Hawaii could do to save
the coverage currently afforded to Hawaii employees of multistate
employers under the Prepaid Health Care Act?

Mr. GILKEY. What we could do in a situation like that would be
to enact by State legislation some other form of a mandated health
insurance program, which would eliminate those existing multi-
state plans with respect to our local employees who run into these
ERISA preemption problems.

What we could do is to establish a State health insurance fund,
which would be supported as our act is now by employer/employee
contributions, and empower the State fund to arrange mandated
benefits with contractors who would be chosen by employee elec-
tions.

This arrangement would essentially provide the same benefits
and advantages that are now provided through our Prepaid Health
Care Act, except that the multistate employers would then lose the
possibility of providing coverage for their entire work force by a
carrier of their own choice, such as they can do now.

We believe that this alternative would lead to greater inconven-
ience for these employers, and would also significantly increase
their administrative problems and costs. For that reason, we def-
nitely believe that the proposed amendment in section 155 is pref-
erable and is really in greater harmony with the overall purpose of
the proposed ERISA legislation.

Senator MATBUNAGA. Thank you very much.
Because of the great success of Hawaii's plan, I understand the

State of California has adopted its own mandated health plan.
Consequently, the Committee on Labor and Human Resources sig-
nificantly broadened the exemption for Hawaii in section 155 of S.
209 to include any other mandated State health plan which meets
the approval of the Secretary. Multi-State employers and labor
unions have expressed serious concern over Congressional approval
of such a broad exemption.

However, I understand that organized labor would not object to a
.legislative exemption for Hawaii only. The multistate employers, I
am told, will not concede to any exemption. The Department of
Labor speaks of a temporary, experimental exemption, using
Hawaii as the model.

If it becomes necessary, would )u have any objections to Con-
gress exempting only Hawaii?

Mr. GILKEY. Of course, we would not, Senator. That is obviously
our primary concern in coming here to testify. We think that we
have a good law, and other States could benefit from the experi-
ence we have. But, certainly, our main objective is to insure that
the law that we now have on. the books is exempted and preserved
in its present form.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much.
In closing, I would like to quote the late President John F.

Kennedy when he made his first major civil rights address. He
prefaced his speech before the U.S. Conference of Mayors in
Hawaii by saying that he had selected Hawaii as his platform for
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his first major civil rights address because, "Hawaii is what the
United States is striving to be."

In the areas of civil rights, worker's compensation, unemploy-
ment compensation, and other laws pertaining to the working man
and woman, particularly to those workers at the lower rung of the
economic ladder, Hawaii has led the Nation. With regard to the
establishment of a comprehensive, employer-based health insur-
ance program Hawaii is once again setting an example for the rest
of the Nation to follow.

I congratulate you three for representing your State so ably here
this afternoon. Your testimony will be instrumental in conclusively
documenting the background of this ERISA preemption problem
for Hawaii.

Mr. GILKEY. Senator, I remember that you were in our State
legislature when many of those progressive labor and civil rights
amendments and laws were enacted.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much.
Mr. GILKEY. Thank you.
Ms. YAMAMOTO. Thank you.
Mr. WATANABE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gilkey follows. Oral testimony is

continued on p. 544.]
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To: The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman
Private Pension Plans and Employer Fringe
Benefits Subcommittee of the Committee on
Finance

From: Robert C. Gilkey, Deputy Director
Department of Labor and Industrial Relations
State of Hawaii

Re. S. 209

Senator Bentsen and Members of the Committee, thank you
for the opportunity to present this testimony concerning
Senate Bill 209; I hope you will find it cogent and persuasive.
In August 1978, we testified with Mr. A. Van Horn Diamond,
Executive Secretary of the Hawaii Central Labor Council,
AFL-CIO, before this Honorable Committee and the Labor
Subcommittee of the Committee on Human Resources on S. 1383.
We like to think that our testimonies helped to persuade
Senators Williams and Javits to introduce S. 209 in January
of this year, specifically Section 155.

We were pleased to learn both Senators Inouye and
Matsunaga testified on February 6, 1979 in support of
Section 155 before the Committee on Human Resources. We
were delighted that the Honorable Ray Marshall, Secretary of
Labor, also presented supportive testimony.

We are here today to add our support in urging the
passage of Section 155 of S. 209 in order to clarify that
state-mandated comprehensive health insurance plans are not
intended to be preempted by ERISA. At stake is Hawaii's
unique and innovative plan for providing health care insurance
coverage for virtually all workers and many of their dependents
at a cost which experience has shown to be affordable for
both employees and employers, and which involves only
minimal administrative costs on the part of government.
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It is a plan that works. While universal health insurance
continues to be a subject for debate on the national level,
Hawaii comes very clos /to having it right now. A recent
federally-funded study-/ concludes that the insurance plans
required by the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Act combine with
Medicare, Medicaid and individual plans cover up to
98 percent of the civilian population of the State. In
fact, Hawaii's law reflects the principle features currently
favored for National Health Insurance which is to require
employers to provide coverage meeting established standards.

A key to low cost, according to the study is the
competitive nature of health insurance in Hawaii. Our major
providers constantly review health care utilization.
Statistics show that Hawaii's hospital admission per 1,000
person was 111.8 versus 159.9 for the country as a whole.
Hawaii does have a low 3.1 hospital bed supply versus the
national average of 4.5 beds.

The Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Act, a summary of which
is provided for your information, has as its purpose a two-
fold objective. First, to provide health care insurance for
workers who were previously unprotected and, second, to
mandate a reasonably adequate level of coverage for those
whose existing plans provided insufficient benefits.

The means by which these objectives were accomplished
are simple. First, all employers are required to provide
prepaid health care coverage to their employees and to pay
at least one-half the premium cost. The coverage may be
from an insurance carrier, a health care contractor or
provider, an approved self-insurance plan, or a collectively-
bargained plan. Workers may be required to pay no more than
half the cost of premiums, but in no event more than 1.5% of
their wages.

Second, the law mandates that the benefits provided
must be equal to, or better than, those provided under the
health care provider or insurance carrier plan having the
most subscribers in the state and must, as a minimum, include
benefits for outpatient care; 120 days per year of hospital
care; medical fees for home, office or hospital visits;
laboratory services; maternity care and substance abuse
treatment.

1/ Universal Health Insurance in Hawaii, Martin E. Segal Co.,
Federal Contract No. 299-77-0014

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 4
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Perhaps the most important effect of the enactment of
this law has been to mandate adequate, affordable coverage
for the workers at the bottom of the wage scale, particularly
those without union representation. Prior to its passage,
such workers were typically either not covered at all,
offered inferior coverage, or offered coverage at rates
beyond their means. Now, a full-time, 40-hour-per-week
worker earning the minimum wage of $2.90 per hour receives
good coverage at a cost to him or her that, by law, cannot
exceed $1.74 per week, or about $90.00 per year. A 20-hour-
per-week employee, therefore, would only pay about $45.00
per year.

It is the fate of these workers and their families that
is our deepest concern should the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care
Act be ruled to come under the preemption clause of ERISA.
It is they who are most vulnerable to rising medical costs
and who are least able to afford insurance protection. It
was this concern for the working poor--the gap group that
earns too much to qualify for welfare but not enough to
afford medical care--that led to the passage of our law, as
will now be described by Miss Carol Yamamoto, Deputy Attorney
General, State of Hawaii. Miss Yamamoto is one of the
attorneys assigned to the Standard Oil case now pending in
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.

Miss Carol Yamamoto
Deputy Attorney General
State of Hawaii

Thank you for permitting the State to present testimony
on behalf of a law for which many individuals and organizations
have devoted years of work and inspiration. The origin of
the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Act began with a long-felt
belief that a means should be found for providing adequate,
affordable health care for all, but the specific genesis of
the law may be found in a short paragraph in a 1967
appropriations act which requested studies of, and if
appropriate, legislative proposals for, increased minimum
wages, temporary disability insurance, and prepaid health
care insurance. In 1971, the study, Prepaid Health Care
in Hawaii, by Professor Stefan A. Riesenfeld, was published
by the State Legislative Reference Bureau and a bill was
introduced designed to implement the study's recommendations.
It was, and is, a unique and pioneering piece of legislation
and, like most such legislation, was vigorously opposed by
those who supported the status quo for both philosophical
and economic reasons.
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The bill did not pass that year, nor in 1972 and in
1973. In 1974, however, impelled by rising medical costs
and the lack of substantial progress toward national health
insurance, the bill was passed and signed into law as Act
210 of 1974, and became Chapter 393 of the Hawaii Revised
Statutes, effective June 12, 1974.

It is crucial to the understanding of the present
situation to realize that it was during the same three-year
period, 1971 to 1974, that Congress was working on the
legislation that eventually became ERISA. Because ERISA and
the Prepaid Health Care Act were developed and enacted
simultaneously, neither took the provisions of the other
into consideration, and it is respectfully submitted that
had the Hawaii act become law in 1971, 1972 or even 1973,
Congress would have included language such as we now seek or
would have provided by some other means that ERISA was not
intended to preempt such government-mandated comprehensive
health insurance plans.

It would be strange, indeed, had Congress really
intended to nullify a law which has favorably impressed many
knowledgeable experts with its success. HEW Region IX, for
instance, in its report entitled Outreach Report on National
Health Insurance (October 1977), noted that the law "has
created, in general, a population that is far more conversant
and knowledgeable in matters related to health insurance
than populations in other parts of the region." "People...talk
more easily about alternatives and options," it continued,
"[and] they [have] a better feel for what National Health
Insurance could or could not do." The report concluded,
"...their collective understanding of a Federal, State and
private role in the formulation of health insurance policy
would be valuable" in assessing administration proposals.

Another confirmation of the value of Hawaii's successful
experiment with prepaid health care insurance comes from the
study alluded to earlier by Mr. Gilkey, which was conducted
by the Martin E. Segal Company under Federal Contract
No. 299-77-0014. The study, entitled Universal Health
Insurance in Hawaii, developed criteria for the evaluation
of Hawaii's law as a prototype for national health care
insurance. These included coverage, benefits, equity of
financing, equity to'providers, incentives to efficiency,
acceptability, adaptability, efficiency of administration,
and quality controls. The study found that "In terms of
these criteria, Hawaii ranks quite high. [I~t is clear that
Hawaii has accomplished in large measure what is being
sought for the rest of the country."
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Even Judge Renfrew who ruled against the State in
Standard Oil v. Agsalud noted that, "The workers whom ERISA
was primarily intended to protect may be better off with
state health insurance laws than without them, and the
efforts of states like Hawaii to ensure that their citizens
have low-cost comprehensive health insurance may be significantly
impaired by ERISA's preemption of health insurance laws."
He then cited Justice Brandeis' famous comment, "It is one
of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single
courageous State, may, if its citizens choose, serve as a
laboratory, and try novel social and economic experiments
without risk to the rest of the country."

This is, indeed, what Hawaii has done with respect to
prepaid health care, and it cannot be believed that Congress,
in acting to reform the mismanagement and abuse of pension
systems, intended to wipe out this most successful "novel
social and economic experiment."

I thank you for your time and attention. The balance
of the testimony will be given by Mr. Gilkey.

Robert C. Gilkey

Members of the Committee, my summation will be brief.
The Hawaii Health Care Act is under attack because it has
succeeded only too well. It has required certain employers
to provide more benefits--benefits which the people of
Hawaii, through their legislators, have deemed essential--
than these companies are willing to provide on their'own.
Having been defeated in the legislative arena, these
employers -now seek to have the courts frustrate the will of
the people and they seek your assistance in doing so. Their
case rests on a single issue: Does ERISA prevent the State
of Hawaii from enforcing its Prepaid Health Care Act by
preempting the field of health insurance legislation for the
federal government? There is nothing in the legislative
history of ERISA to suggest such an intent, but a court
ruling now on appeal holds that such a preemption was
accomplished by inadvertance if not by intention. When
ERISA was enacted, there was no apparent need to specifically
exclude state-mandated comprehensive health insurance laws
from its broad preemption--there were no such laws in
existence. Almost simultaneously, however, such a law did
come into being, and now some form of specific exclusion is
both necessary and appropriate.
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Tens of thousands of Hawaii's people are now covered by
adequate health insurance as a direct result of the Hawaii
Prepaid Health Care Act. It would be a bitter irony if
ERISA, a landmark in the struggle to protect the "continued
wellbeing an /security of millions of employees and their
dependents,"-' were to be used to blunt another milestone in
the same struggle.

The battle in the courts has just begun, and while we
are confident of a final ruling in our favor, the road to
that ruling may consume many years and many thousands of
taxpayer's dollars to reach a conclusion that, with your
help, can be reached in just a few weeks and at almost no
cost by adopting Section 155 of S. 209 or in some other way
clarifying the status of state-mandated comprehensive health
insurance laws with respect to ERISA.

It is important both to the workers of Hawaii and to
the nation that this important innovation in health care
protection is not allowed to die and I respectfully urge
your favorable consideration of Section 155 of S. 209 or
some suitable alternative.

I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.
Assisting me will be Mr. Orlando Watanabe, Administrator of
our Disability Compensation Division--and, I might add, the
codefendent in Standard Oil v. Agsalud--and Miss Yamamoto.

Attachment

2/ ERISA, Section 2(a).
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HAWAII PREPAID HEALTH CARE LAW

CONCEPT

Mandates subject employers to provide health care coverage to
employees who meet eligibility requirements. While it should
not interfere with protection provided pursuant to collective
bargaining agreements, or lessen protection provided by employer
sponsored plans which are equivalent or more favorable to
employees, it affords protection to workers who do not have, or
have inadequate coverage against the high cost of medical care.

COVERAGE

Unless an employee claims authorized exemption, subject employer
must provide prepaid health care coverage at the earliest enrollment
date after an employee completes four consecutive weeks of 20 hours
each and earns 86.67 times the State's minimum hourly wage.
(86.67 x $2.65 - $230 per month)

BENEFIT STRUCTURE

Hawaii's health care plan provides for:

Hospital Benefits:

Out-patient care, in-patient care for at least 120 days in each
calendar year covering room accommodations, special diets, general
nursing services, drugs, dressing, oxygen, antibiotics and blood
transfusion services. Outpatient care for use of outpatient
hospital which also provides for surgical procedures and medical
care of an emergency nature.

Surgical Benefits:

Surgical services performed by a licensed physician; reasonable
after-care visits; services of anesthesiologist.

Medical Benefits:

Necessary home, office and hospital visits by a licensed physician;
intensive medical care while hospitalized; medical consultations
while confined; diagnostic laboratory services; x-ray films;
radio-therapeutic services.

Maternity Benefits:

If employee has been covered by prepaid health care plan for nine
consecutive months prior to delivery.
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Substance Abuse Benefits:

In-patient benefits for detoxification and acute care shall be
limited in the case of alcohol abuse to three admissions per
calendar year, not to exceed seven days per admission and shall
be limited in the case of other substance abuse to three admissions
per calendar year, not to exceed twenty-one days per admission.

FINANCING

Employee may be required to contribute one-half the cost of
premium, or 1.5 percent of his monthly wage, whichever is less.
Employer pays the balance.

If employer's plan does not provide health care benefits equal
to, or medically reasonably substitutable for, the benefits
provided by prepaid health care plans which have the largest
number of subscribers in the State, the plan shall be in
compliance only if the employer contributes at least half
the employee and dependents cost.

COST CONTROL - REIMBURSEMENT OF PROVIDERS

In accordance with Prepaid Health Care contract.

QUALITY CONTROL

None - except as provided by federal and miscellaneous State
laws and control exercised by Health Care Contractors.

HEALTH DELIVERY AND RESOURCES

Depends on contents of health care plan: Kaiser type - emphasis
on prevention of illness and early detection of disease. HMSA
and Insurance Companies - generally reimbursement for illness
and sickness which have occurred.

ADMINISTRATION

Disability Compensation Division oversees program - ensures that
employer's plan meet standards prescribed by law.
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Our next panel of witnesses consists of a
representative of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
Mr. David Kempken; Mr. John G. Mutschler of Mutschler Asso-
ciates; a representative of the United Automobile Workers, Mr.
Robert Kryvicky; and a representative of the American Bankers
Association, Mr. Michael P. Moran.

I see others who have joined the panel. Would you please identify
yourself, for the record?

Mr. KEMPKEN. Yes, Senator, I am David Kempken of Bethlehem
Steel Corp., representing the chamber, and with me is Russell Guy,
also of Bethlehem Steel, representing the chamber.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you.
Now, you may proceed in whichever order you wish. You have a

total of 20 minutes.

STATEMENT OF DAVID KEMPKEN, MANAGER OF EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS PROGRAMS, BETHLEHEM STEEL CORP., REPRE-
SENTING THE U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY M. RUSSELL GUY, ASSISTANT MANAGER, SAFETY AND
WORKERS' COMPENSATION DIVISION
Mr. KEMPKEN. Thank you, Senator.
Good afternoon. I am David Kempken, manager of employee

benefits for Bethlehem Steel Corp. I appear on behalf of the nation-
al chamber and its 80,000-plus members. I ask that the chamber's
statement be accepted for the record.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Without objection, it will appear in the
record.

Mr. KEMPKEN. Rather than summarize the principal points of
the chamber's statement, I would like to focus on one provision of
S.209 which we consider to be of extreme importance. That provi-
sion is the portion of section 126 prohibiting the reduction of vested
retirement pension benefits by workers' compensation payments.
Without doubt, the prohibition of the reduction of workers' com-
pensation payments would result in a proliferation of workers's
compensation claims, whether jubifiable or not.

If workers were permitted to claim injury and collect workers'
compensation plus receive a full company pension, the earnings
replacement level would be so high that a person would have lost
his incentive to work. Such excessive benefits would most certainly
lead to abuse.

The permitting of workers' compensation offsets has been taken
into account in designing pension plans, and there is no reason
now to prohibit the elimination of potentially a very costly duplica-
tion of benefits.

Duplication or pyramiding of collateral benefits such as pension,
workers' compensation, and social security has been a concern of
industry. The combination of all these benefits enables a worker to
retire at levels approaching 150 percent of preretirement earnings,
virtually all tax free, all except 50 percent of social security paid
by the employer.

One only has to look at the black lung program, with the Federal
Employee Compensation Act program, to a preciate the magnitude
of the problem of pyramiding benefits. The incentive to remain
gainfully employed or return to work following injury is lost.
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In a similar situation, Congress has evidenced concern against
pyramiding benefits by providing that social security disability
benefits must be offset by workers' compensation benefits, to the
extent that the combined Social Security and workers' compensa-
tion exceeds 80 percent of the employee's previous monthly average
earnings. Congress has also just directed States to reduce unem-
ployment compensation benefits in cases where the recipient is also
receiving a pension.

The same reasons which compelled Congress to prevent overlap
or duplication of social security and workers' compensation pay-
ments has influenced employers, unilaterally or through collective
bargaining with unions, to prevent identical overlap or duplication
of benefits under the private pension plans and workers' compensa-
tion.

Wage loss protection is designed to provide the worker with a
portion of wages lost due either to a physical disability, economic
unemployment, or old age. The cause of the wage loss should
dictate the protection provided. Consequently, if a worker under-
goes a period of wage loss due to more than one condition, it is not
proper that the worker receive benefits for all such conditions, and
thereby recover more than the actual wage loss.

Once it is recognized that workers' compensation is one unit in
an overall system of wage loss protection, rather than something
resembling a common law injury recovery program, it follows that
duplication of benefits from different parts of the system should
not be allowed.

For these reasons, we strongly oppose the portion of Section 126
prohibiting the reduction of vested retirement pension benefits by
workers' compensation payments, and we urge the committee to
strike those provisions from S. 209.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kempken follows. Oral testimony

is continued on p. 557.]
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STATEMENT
on

THE ERISA* IMPROVEMENTS ACT OF 1979 (S.209)
and

THE ERISA SIMPLIFICATION ACT OF 1979 (S.1089)
before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE PENSIONS & EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
of the

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
for the

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES
by

David W. Kempken
December 5, 1979

Good afternoon, I am David W. Kempken, Manager of Employee
Benefits Programs, Bethlehem Steel Corporation. I am also a member
of the National Chamber's Committee on Employee Benefits, and as
such, appear here this afternoon on behalf of the 90,000 plus
members of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

Because our nation's retirement income systems are financed
largely by employer contributions to social security, private
pensions, profit sharing and welfare plans, the business community
has a vital stake in the statutory treatment of employee benefits.
Business is genuinely concerned about the adequacy of the retirement
incomes of their employees. Every effort is made to maximize the
benefit payout for every dollar invested by business in their private
pensions. A major drawback of the current statutory treatment of
pensions is the complicated and costly regulations to which they
are subject.

Of the legislation before this subcommittee, we are primarily
concerned with the ERISA Imrpovements Act of 1979 (a bill we generally
oppose) and the ERISA Simplification Act of 1979 (a bill we generally
support). As for the remaining legislation (S.511, S.989, 8.1090 et
al., S.1240 and S.ll,8), we do not offer our views since we have not
as yet adopted policy bearing on them.

PRIVATE PENSIONS: A NATIONAL CONCERN

The National Chamber's policy goal is to assure that
private sector retirement savings efforts -- by employers,
employees and self-employed individuals -- play a substantial
role in meeting the needs of the nation's elderly. To the extent
that government policies, laws and regulations help achieve this
goal, our problems with the adequacy and the affordability of
retirement programs are diminished.

* Employee Retirement Income Security Act
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We urge this committee to create a statutory environment
that is attractive for retirement savings. That requires a
streamlined administration of ERISA with a minimum of paperwork
and compliance cost, and tax policies that make retirement savings
an attractive investment alternative, but with appropriate safe-
guards to assure tax fairness and protect against undue revenue
losses.

Today's statutory system tends to make such an environ-
ment just a dream. Only two-thirds of our workforce over age
25 is covered by private pensions and many plans are being ter-
minated because of excessive cost and/or the complexities of
complying with the myriad laws and regulations. Tax in entives
for those without pension coverage or for those with only minimum
protection either do not exist or have been woefully diminished
by inflation.

For four years, ERISA has been the nation's primary
statute governing private pension programs. It seems appro-
priate that we evaluate how well it is meeting the objectives
of extending the benefits of private pensions to a larger group
of Americans.

As we move to cope with the financial burdens imposed
by the aging of America's population, we see the need to give
high priority to legislation dealing with that issue. First
and foremost, we need a coherent national policy that reflects
our future needs. We hope such a policy will emanate from the
President's Pension Policy Commission.

Meanwhile Congress needs to enact statutes that (1)
encourage the growth of pensions and (2) help keep a rein on
their costs. As we discuss below, some aspects of S.209 and
S.1089 strive to achieve these objectives. To the extent they do
so, these features should be approved but not at the price of
accepting other counter-productive changes.

S.209-THE ERISA IMPROVEMENTS ACT OF 1979

The NERISA Improvements Act of 1979" contains amendments
to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 and the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 which, in the view of a majority of
the members of the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee, are
necessary and desirable in the light of four years experience since
ERISA was enacted. We respectfully disagree. Despite its title,
we must, and the members of the Committee on Finance should,
oppose this bill because it falls far short of what is required
to improve the statutory treatment of private pensions and employee
benefits.
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Much of S.209 resembles S.3017 on which we presented
recommendations to Congress last year. While several significant
changes and improvements have been made, those recommendations
largely have gone unheeded.

1. Employee Benefits Commission

We are disappointed to find again the provisions to
establish an Employee Benefits Commission to replace the joint
jurisdiction now exercised by the Departments of Labor and
Treasury. Without question the administrative provisions of
ERISA requiring action by both the Treasury and Labor Departments
and in some cases, the Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation (PBGC),
have resulted in bureaucratic confusion, unnecessary delays, complex
requirements and justifiable criticism. Nonetheless, these agencies
under the direction of the President's Reorganization Plan No. 4
are making a good faith effort to resolve these problems. We do
not think that changing horses in midstream makes sense. We would
prefer that the unfinished job of issuing ERISA regulations, inter-
pretations and exemptions be completed before making dramatic
regulatory shifts. Staying with the current arrangement as revised
by the Reorganization Plan No. 4 seems to be the more prudent
course at this time.

Admittedly, the current division of regulatory authority
among the Departments of Labor and Treasury and the Pension Benefit
Guarantee Corporation seemingly balkanizes the administration of
ERISA; however, we have refrained from supporting efforts to con-
solidate the administration into a single agency for a variety of
reasons which we believe make good sense.

We are reluctant to move to a new administrative arrange-
ment until there has been a thorough review of the benefits and
drawbacks of such a move. A beginning step in that analysis is
mandated by Reorganization Plan No. 4 whereby a comprehensive
analysis of alternative regulatory schemes is to be completed by
January 31, 1980.

Many of the problems of poor coordination of adminis-
tration and policy-making that existed in the early years of
ERISA have been overcome. Indeed, we suspect that some of these
difficulties would have surfaced even with a single agency.
Moreover, Reorganization Plan No. 4 has addressed the most trouble-
some problems of the dual agency system. While it remains to be
seen whether the plan will prove effective, we would prefer to give
it an opportunity to succeed rather than subject the pension community
and welfare plan sponsors to an unsettling transfer to a single
agency.
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2. Minimum Standards

We are also disappointed to see once again the minimum
standard features to which we objected last year. For the
most part they are identical or substantially similar to last
year's bill. The minimum standards continue to be premised on
the mistaken perception of a pension or welfare plan as nothing
more than wages foregone, thereby entitling employees to all
benefits as a matter of right, rather than their having to meet
certain basic requirements before becoming entitled to the
benefit. l/

Extending this approach to employee benefits to all
statutory benefit programs would negate all of the pre-conditions
to benefit entitlement that have been the hallmark of employee
benefits and by which employers have responsibly designed their
employee benefit programs. Thus unemployment compensation recipients
would no longer need to be actively seeking work or, for that
matter, even be unemployed to receive benefits. A job-injury
would no longer be a requisite for workers' compensation. Death
would not be required for purposes of life-insurance benefits.

Equally objectionable is the prospect that these minimum
standards will just add more "levers and buttons" for the federal
government to pull and push as it impairs the ability of employers
and employees to design employee benefit arrangements that meet
their needs. Moreover, it adds to the cost of employee benefits
resulting, perhaps, in pricing these benefits beyond the reach of
many employers, especially small ones, and employees.

(a) Disability and Workers Compensation Offsets.

Section 126 would preclude a reduction in a disability
benefit payable under a welfare plan when the beneficiary receives
a cost-of-living adjustment in his or her disability benefits paid
under the social security disability insurance program. It also
would preclude a reduction in the benefit if the beneficiary
subsequently becomes entitled to workers' compensation.

When an employer establishes a plan, he sets an income
replacement rate that provides an adequate level of income in
light of the tax-free nature of the benefit, the absence of work-
related expenses, the availability of other disability income
sources, and the desire to maintain an incentive for return to
work. Section 126 destroys the rationality of these calculations.

l/ For an excellent discussion of this premise see, Logue, Dennis E.,
Legislative Influence on Corporate Pension Plans, American
Enterprise Institute, Washington, D.C. 1979.
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A simple example illustrates the point. An employer
establishes a pension plan providing 2/3 of wages at retire-
ment. An employee earning $300 per week retires and qualifies
for a benefit of $200 per week. The employee then files a
successful workers' compensation claim which grants him 2/3 of
wages ($200) for life. Under present law, most pension plans
become secondary to the workers' compensation benefit and the
disabled employee receives only workers' compensation. Under
S.209, this employee would receive $400 per week for life.

Without question, this results in a windfall for the
employee. Also it raises substantially the cost of both public
disability benefits and private pensions. Since private pension
benefits are voluntarily offered by employers, there is the very
real prospect that these plans will gradually disappear, placing
the entire burden on already overloaded public disability and
pension programs.

I cannot imagine the sponsors intending this result.
Deletion of Section 126 is appropriate.

(b) Survivor Annuities

Section 127 presents a similar problem. It requires
pension plans offering an annuity form of payment to preserve
this annuity for a survivor of a vested plan participant who dies
before the starting date of the annuity.

We recognize that the social purpose of this provision
is to protect a surviving spouse and to acknowledge that an
employee has earned a benefit entitlement. But, it is a cost and
administrative burden that adds little to existing protections.
Indeed, it could operate against the best interests of plans and
participants. Here's why.

A deferred vested pension annuity is designed to be a form
of retirement income, not life insurance. Extending the joint
and survivor annuity guarantee to all survivors of plan partici-
pants with 10 or more years of service transforms the pension
promise into a form of life insurance. We understand that this
benefit extension will raise annual pension costs by 5 percent or
so. It will be financed in two ways. First, the survivor benefit
is reduced to recognize the additional years of protection. Second,
the employer pays the added costs by reducing benefit protections
elsewhere (primarily the pension benefit and/or life insurance).
The net result is that the surviving spouse will receive very little
additional protection. Balanced against this marginal protection is
the considerable administrative complexity and cost upon the plan
sponsor.
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For employees, there is an added complexity in understand-
ing and exercising this option. It becomes even more complicated
and confusing in cases involving terminated vested participants
who are no longer in the employ of the plan sponsor. For employer
sponsors there arises a new problem of choosing between proper
beneficiaries in cases where there is more than one alleged
surviving spouse.

Employer experience with employee benefits has shown
clearly the wisdom of designing a specific benefit for a specific
risk (e.g. life insurance and death). When attempts are made, as
in S. 209, to transform a single risk benefit plan into a multi-risk
benefit, the result is an inefficient and ineffective means for meeting
the needs of employees.

For these reasons, Section 127 should be struck from S.209.

3. Extending Pension Coverage

One of our priorities for pension legislation is to extend
the coverage and protection provided by pension plans to more workers
and their dependents. As mentioned previously, it is estimated
that currently about two-thirds of our work force (over age 25)
enjoys these benefits. The nation would be well served if coverage
could be extended to the other third.

S.209 provides a number of incentives designed to stimulate
the growth and improvement of pension plans.

(a) Tax Incentives

To promote the establishment of pension plans by small
employers, S.209 provides a tax credit to employers over and above
the allowable deduction for employer contributions. The credit
would be based on a percentage of those contributions and would be
phased downward over a period of five years.

The use of tax credits in this manner raises important tax
questions which we are presently reviewing. For example: where is
the equity for employers who have long financed excellent pension
plans? Why is size a relevant consideration? How successful will
these incentives prove to be? Can they be administered by tax
authorities? What are the revenue implications?

Admittedly, current incentives are not sufficient to cover
the gaps in pension coverages, but the proposed incentives must be
studied carefully before adoption.

(b) Master and Prototype Plans

In addition to tax incentives, S.209 would establish a
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mechanism for special master plans which would provide sound
retirement income programs without the paperwork and other burdens

associated with maintaining a pension plan. As we stated last year,

this provision may prove to be an attractive addition to the tax
code as it applies to pensions. Nonetheless, as we have found with
the Simplified Pension the lack of flexibility to design 

plan features

to meet the specific needs of a specific employee group may prove
to be.a stronger disincentive than athe administrative savings might
prove to be an incentive. Chart I illustrates this consideration as
it compares the retirement savings options under current law.

(c) Deductible Contributions

S.209 also attempts to eliminate a patently discriminatory
feature of our tax laws whereby some taxpayers-may exclude their
retirement savings from their current taxable income while others
may not.

our tax laws for a great number of years have sought to
encourage pensions. In 1962, Congress expanded this policy by
establishing favorable tax treatment for the retirement savings
of the self-employed. In 1974 Congress encouraged the retire-
ment savings of those employees who were not participants in a
qualified pension plan. Since Congress has seen the wisdom of
permitting some individuals to set aside funds from his current
income and defer its taxation until retirement, elementary
fairness requires that all employed taxpaying individuals be
afforded this opportunity. In testimony presented to this
Subcommittee on April 3, 1979, we indicated our support for this
feature but noted we preferred the changes advocated by S.557
because of its higher limits and relative simplicity. We take
this opportunity to renew our support for S.557 and urge its
enactment.

We would also support legislation increasing the $1,500
annual limit on contributions to Individual Retirement Accounts
(IRA's) and the $7500 annual limit for Keough plans. Adding a
cost-of-living adjustment in order to maintain an appropriate
tax deferral level for these retirement plans would also be
helpful.

4. Preemption

S.209 contains new exceptions to the broad federal preemp-
tion feature of ERISA. Specifically, it would weaken the pre-
emptive reach of ERISA over state laws as they relate to (1) health
care and (2) domestic relations. While we recognize the legitimate
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interests of a state in the health and welfare of its citizenry,
we fear that in the absence of broad and effective federal preemption
of state laws in the area of employee benefits, compliance with a
multitude of state statutes will destroy the attraction of employee
benefits for employers. Consequently, we urge this subcommittee in
the strongest terms to retain a broad preemption of state law within
ERISA.

While such a preemption is essential to a sound national
policy for retirement and employee benefits, it is not impossible
to make reasonable provisions for accommodating the interests of
the States in the welfare of their citizenry. Section 206 of
S.209 is a case in point. This section, as introduced, would
seemingly allow an exemption for state domestic relations decrees
from the ERISA preemption. This would be acceptable if it is
clear that the exemption from ERISA's general prohibitation
against assignments and alienations applies only to those state court
orders which do not require the plan to alter the provisions of
the plan.

On the other hand, we do not view Section 155(2) of
ERISA as a reasonable exception to the broad preemption policy.
That section would allow States to mandate or regulate health
care employee benefits. It does so on the simple premise that,
since the Federal government has not yet chosen to require
employers to provide health benefits, States ought not to be
prevented from doing so.

We respectfully disagree and suggest that this
exception will ultimately destroy ERISA's preemption authority.
Without preemption, multi-state employers will be unable to
maintain uniform and equitable benefit plans. Without preemption
employers will be unable to avoid increases in the complexity
and costs of administering their plans on a state by state basis.

5. Anti-Fraud Remedies And Securities Law

We support Section 154(a) which amends ERISA to clarify
that the anti-fraud provisions of federal securities laws do not
apply prospectively to the relationship of plan sponsor and parti-
cipant. The effect of this section is to codify the decision of
the Supreme Court in Daniel v. Teamsters for both contributory
and non-contributory pension and welfare plans. We applaud this
addition since securities laws clearly should Sot cover employee
benefits.

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - S
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However, S.209 goes beyond this by attempting to introduce
the anti-fraud requirements of the federal securities laws to ERISA.
This Section 154 (b)would prohibit misrepresentation while Sections
153 (2) and (5) would authorize remedies for participants who allege
that they were victimized by such misrepresentation. We are concerned
because it is not advisable to attemp to legislate in this area
without a full appreciation of the extent of misrepresentation that
exists, or of the damages being caused, if any, and of the impact that
such rules might have on employee benefits. Moreover, the existing
ERISA disclosure and fiducairy requirements are adequate safeguards
for benefit plan participants. Further, the application of anti-
fraud rules to ERISA will only complicate an already difficult system
imposed on employee benefit plan providers and administrators.

S.1089 - THE ERISA SIMPLIFICATION ACT OF 1979

The ERISA Simplification Act consists of five provisions,
four of which are designed to achieve paperwork reduction. The
fifth provision would revise ERISA's enforcement procedures by
empowering the Treasury Department's Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
to enforce its ERISA rules through civil actions for equitable
relief, in much the same way as the Labor Department now enforces its
rules. The Chamber generally supports enactment of those features
of S.1089 primarily designed to achieve paperwork reduction (Sections
2 through 5).

We oppose the provision to grant civil enforcement authority
to the IRS for purposes of carrying out its responsibilities under
ERISA and the Internal Revenue Code. Such authority would represent
a fundamental and very important enlargement of IRS enforcement
authority. IRS has structured its audit and enforcement procedures
to settle or litigate matters in specialized tax proceedings. It has
neither the staff nor the expertise to engage in civil enforcement
litigation.

This proposal would duplicate authority presently vested
by ERISA in the Department of Labor. We see no advantage to such
duplication. We urge deletion of this provision.

CONCLUSION

The Chamber is concerned about the adequacy of
existing national policies and laws designed to foster retirement
savings. The disappointingly large number of plan terminations
and widespread complaints about the burdens and costs of ERISA
compliance indicate that urgent attention is warranted.
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Our policy goal is to assure that private retirement
savings efforts -- by employers, employees and individuals --
play a substantial role in meeting the needs of the nation's
elderly. To the extent that government policies, laws and
regulations help achieve this-goal, our problems with the adequacy
and the affordability of public programs are diminished.

Thus, we urge the CoiQress to create a statutory
environment that is attractive to retirement savings. We look
for streamlined administration with a minimum of paper work
and compliance cost. We also look for tax policies that make
retirement savings an attractive investment alternative but with
appropriate safeguards to assure tax fairness and protect against
undue revenue losses. Generally, S.209 does not meet these
objectives whereas S.1089 (with the exception of Section 6) is a
progressive step in that direction.



CHART I - COMPARISON OF RETIRDENT OPTIONS

Eligibility

Contributions

Voluntary Contribu-
tion, by Eployees

Simplified IRA

Age 25. 3 of last
5 years of service.

Lesser of 15% or
7,500 (Special makeup
for employee of up to
1,500) $1,750 with
spouse.

None.

Self-Eployed Eough

3 years of service.

Lesser of 15Z or
7.500.

102 of cop. ax. of
$2.500 for IOZ mers.

100Z Upon Contribution. 100Z Upon Contribution.

Profit Sharing Defined
Money Purchase Penion* Bmefit
ESOP Pension

Age 25, 1 year of
service.

Lesser of 15! or
32.700. 2 plans or
Money Purchase Plan -
252 or 32,700.

Age 25. 1 year
of service.

Amount necessary
to provide annuity

at ret i st equal
to 1002 of last 3
yrs. comp. maximum
98,100

102 compensation 1OZ compensation

New Pls

Not before 59 1/2 or
disability - over
lifetime beginning
at 70 1/2.

Ordinary Income.

Installments 36
months or longer.

Not before 59 1/2 or
disability - over life-
tins beginning at 70 1/2
only If 1OZ or greater
owner.

Pre-74 Capital Cain
Post-73 Ordinary Income
Subject to 10 year
averaging.

2 taxable years - 2 to
13 months.

0 - 4 years
4 - 5 years
5 - 6 years
6 - 7 years
7 - 8 years
8 - 9 years
9 - 10 years

10 - 11 years
11 or more years

Separation from
service, retire meant
or disability. .

Pre-74 Capital Cain
Post-73 Ordinary Income
Subject to 10 year
averaging.

2 taxable years -
2 to 13 months.

None
402
452
50z
602
70Z
80z
90Z

1002
Separation from
service, retirement
or disability.

Pre-74 Capital Gain
Post-73 Ordinary
Income. Subject to
10 year averaging.

2 taxable years -
2 to 13 months.

SOURCE: J.MCIZNDRY, Landman, Hathaway. Latimer, Clink & Robb, Muskegon, Michigan

Distribution

Income Tax

Estate Tax
EaclusLo.
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Next?

STATEMENT OF JOHN G. MUTSCHLER, PRESIDENT, JOHN G.
MUTSCHLER ASSOCIATES, INC.

Mr. MUTSCHLER. Mr. Senator, I have submitted a written sum-
mary of my testimony. Rather than reading it verbatim, I would
rather talk to you directly and follow closely the summary.

Senator MATSUNAGA, In these proceedings, the written state-
ments will appear in the record as though delivered in full.

Mr. MUTSCHLER. My firm presently administers approximately
400 pension plans, covering approximately 4,000 employees. The
assets of these plans are approximately $100 million. I estimate
that annual contributions to these plans are about $9 to $10 mil-
lion, with earnings of about $8 million.

My clients are mostly small businessmen, located in the Midwest-,
and Far West, ranging from one and two-men family firms, to one
large company with approximately 1,000 employees.

My entire career, since leaving military service in 1955, has been
devoted to the designing and administering of pension and profit-
sharing plans. Each year, I meet with about 2,000 employees par-
ticipating in these plans. I see their satisfaction when they are told
that their company has made the maximum contributions possible
for example in a profit-sharing plan 15 percent of compensation, or
when they see increases in their benefits in their defined benefits
plans.

Some of my plans invested substantially in stocks. In 1966, and
again in 1969 and 1970, and 1973 and 1974, there were substantial
losses in many of these funds, and of course the employees were
disappointed in those years.

I basically support the principle of ERISA to protect employees,
increase coverage, accelerate vesting, the requirement of explain-
ing to employees their benefits in layman's language, and of course
to protect trust funds from unscrupulous people.

However, I have found that there have been some unforeseen,
seriously negative effects resulting from the prohibited transac.
tins sections of ERISA which I do not believe were intended by
the Congress.

Prior to ERISA, a great many of my clients borrowed funds from
their trust fund. They provided adequate security, and paid the
going rate of interest. These loans created capital which acceler.
ated the rate of the companies' growth, created jobs, encouraged
the companies to make maximum contributions to the plans, and
provided a secure and high trust earnings. These trust earnings
and contributions resulted in greater benefits for participants, for
the employees in the plan.

A successful business needs capital to grow. Capital can be ob-
tained from the sale of stock, which in most cases is impractical for
small companies, or from retained earnings, or from borrowed
funds. It costs approximately $50,000 to create a new job. I have
seen clients, who had 3 or 4 employees, when I set up their plans
grow to 50 or 60 employees today. I have seen larger companies,
with 30 or 40 employees when the plans were set up, which now
have several hundredemployees.
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After ERISA, which prohibits loans by trusts to the companies
establishing them, some of my clients have regrettably terminated
their plans. Many of my clients have been forced to reduce contri-
butions. Also, earnings of the trust funds have declined. The
growth of many of these clients has also slowed, resulting in fewer
jobs.

As a practical matter after ERISA, trustees are limited in invest-
ing in the stock market, the bond market, investment departments
of banks or insurance companies. For various reasons the stock
market today is about the same as it was in 1964, 15 years ago, if
not even a little lower. Insurance company returns have been
based primarily on long term interest rates, which also have been
disappointing to many of my clients.

Thus the termination of plans, reduction in contributions, reduc-
tion in trust earnings have substantially reduced potential benefits
for employees. For an example, if contributions averaging $1,500 a
year for an employee from age 25 to 40, are reduced to $1,000, and
at the same'time earnings are reduced from 8 percent to 5 percent,
the reduction in benefits for that employee at retirement is ap-
proximately $282,000, a substantial amount of money.

Also I consider as a very serious problem the fact that the
formation of new plans by small businesses except for professional
corporations has decreased substantially. This is a serious problem
because their employees will not have an opportunity to enjoy
generous retirement benefits in addition to social security.

Another serious problem created by ERISA is the channeling of
capital from small businesses in my area, in the Midwest and the
Far West, to financial centers outside their local areas. I have over
100 trust funds in North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Mon-
tana, Oregon, and Washington, but I can find only one company
located in North Dakota that is listed on the New York Stock
Exchange or the American Stock Exchange, or the National Over-
the-Counter. There are three such companies in South Dakota, one
in Wyoming, and two in Montana. Furthermore, I know of only one
trustee in my plans that has invested in a listed company located
in his area.

Trustees of these plans do not vest their funds in the area, but
invest in listed stocks and rated bonds in financial centers located
in other States. This is also true in Wisconsin and in Minnesota,
although there are a much larger number of listed companies in
those areas.

This capital is needed in those local areas for capital formation
and the creation of jobs. I realize that ERISA provides procedures
for applying for exemptions, from the prohibition, but these trans-
action procedures are much too time consuming and costly for my
small sections clients. To date, none of my clients, not a one, has
authorized me to request an exemption, when I have advised them
that the cost would probably be in the area of $450 to as much as
$1,000 if a conference was needed in Washington. This discourages
them. This cost would be in addition to their normal administra-
tive and actuarial fees.

We have prepared an amendment to ERISA which would correct
these unintentional problems, promote the formation of new plans,
maximize contributions, and increase trust earnings, while at the
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same time protecting the interests of employees as provided by
ERISA.

I personally feel that a well secured loan provides safety, prob-
ably more safety for employees than listed stocks, which as we
have seen go up and then down.

I understand that ERISA prohibited transactions provisions were
taken from the law dealing with private foundations. As I under-
stand charitable foundations, they are usually established by a
substantial grant of money, and the trustees invest these funds,
distribute the earnings as required by the terms of the trust. Pri-
vate foundations do not generally depend on further grants by the
grantor. Whereas in pension and profit-sharing plans, the future of
the trust, the growth of the trust, depends on substantial and
recurring contributions by the creator of the trust, the employer.

I feel that because the beneficiaries in the trust depend on recur.
ring contributions, and on a successful and profitable company to
make contributions, the trustee should be able to loan funds when
adequately secured, at a current rate of interest to the creator of
the trust, as long as the employees are adequately protected.

Mr. Senator, I wish to thank you for this opportunity to testify,
and I would welcome any opportunity to be of assistance in this
area.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mutschler follows. Oral testimony

is continued on p. 592.]
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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY OF JOHN G. MUTSCHLER, PRESIDENT OF

JOHN G. MUTSCHLER AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS AND

EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS

OF THE

FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE

UNITED STATES SENATE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcomittee, my

firm presently administers approximately 400 Pension Plans

covering over 4000 employees. These plans currently have

assets exceeding $100,000,000. My clients are small and

medium-sized businesses located in the mid-west and far west

ranging from one and two men firms to one company with over

1000 employees. My entire career since leaving the service

in 1955 has been devoted to administering Pension Plans. I

work directly with the individual companies. I hold meetings with over

2000 employees each year concerning their pension and profit sharing

benefits. I see their satisfaction when they see that the Company

has made the maximum contribution (15% in a profit sharing plan) and

when the trust earned 8% or 10% or more. I see their disappointment

when a trust loses 5 or 10% because of stock market or bond

fluctuations.

I support the basic principle of ERISA to protect

employees, increase coverage, accelerate vesting, require
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communication, in simplified language, of the terms of the plan and

to protect employee funds from unscrupulous people.

I find that there have been some unforeseen negative

affects in the Investment and Prohibited Transaction area of ERISA

that I do not believe was intended by Congress. Prior to ERISA,

a great many of my clients borrowed funds from their pension and

profit sharing plans, they put up more than adequate security,

they generally paid more than the going rate of interest. These

borrowed funds accelerated their growth, created new jobs, encouraged

my clients to make maximum contributions and provided high earnings

for the trust which greatly increased retirement benefits and

job security for employees. A successful business needs capital

to grow, either through the salu of stock, retained earnings, or

borrowed funds. It costs approximately $50,000 to create a new job.

I saw Companies grow from 3 - 4 employees to 50-60 employees and

other Companies grow from 30-40 to several hundred employees.

After ERISA, which prohibited loans from qualified trust to the

Companies creating the trust, a few clients terminated their plans,

many clients reduced contributions, trust earnings were reduced,

and the growth of many clients were reduced, thereby decreasing

the creation of new jobs. Trustees were limited to investing

principally through Mutual Funds, the Stock Market, Bank Trust

Departments, and Insurance Companies. For a variety of reasons,

the Stock Market today is about the same level as 15 years ago

and since Insurance Company returns are generally tied to the

long-term mortgage market, yields have been disappointing. The

termination of plans, reduced contributions, and trust earnings
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have obviously reduced employee benefits. As an example, if an

employee's average annual contributions from age 25 to 65 are reduced

from $1,500 to $1,000 and earnings fall from 8% to 5t annually, his

total benefit would be $282,000 less. Also, it is my personal ex-

perience that the formation of new plans by small businesses other

than professional people has been drastically reduced. This too is

tragic because their employees have lost the opportunity of having

a generous retirement income in addition to Social Security.

Even more tragic is the channeling of capital created by

small businesses in the Midwest to financial centers outside of the

local areas. I have over 100 trusts in North Dakota, South Dakota,

Wyoming, and Montana, but I can find only one Company listed on the

New York Stock Exchange, American Stock Exchange, and National Over

the Counter market located in North Dakota, three in South Dakota,

one in Wyoming, and two in Montana. Furthermore, I know of only one

trustee willing to invest in even these few local companies. Over-

whelmingly, trustees of these plans do not invest in companies where

they are located, but invest in Stocks and A-rated bonds of Companies

located in other states. This is also true in Wisconsin and Minnesota,

although each state has more listed Companies.

Mr. Chairman, this capital is needed in these local areas

for capital formation and the creation of jobs. I realize that ZRISA

provides procedures for "exemptions" permitting loans from trusts to

their Creator, but such procedures are too costly for small businesses.

To date, not one of my Clients has requested that my firm process a

request for approval of a loan after I estimated our fees would not

be less than $450 and could be as high as $1,000 if a conference in

Washington was required. This cost would be in addition to their

normal administrative and actuarial fees.
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We have prepared an amendment to ZRISA which would

correct these unintentional problems, promote formation of new

plans, maximum contributions, increase trust earnings, help

create new jobs through company expansion, and maintain, if

not increase, the protection and safety of employees benefits

provided by RRISA.

I understand that the ZRISA provisions relating to

Prohibited transactions was taken from Charitable Foundation

laws. Generally, a Foundation is established by a grant or

gift of a substantial amount and the trustees must invest

the funds and carry out the purposes of the Foundation. They

do not generally depend on further gifts from the creator of

the Foundation. In a Pension or Profit Sharing Trust, the

trustees depend on substantial and recurring contributions

from the Creator of the Trust. I feel that because the

beneficiaries and the trust depend on a successful and

profitable Company to make contributions, the Trustees should

be able to loan funds, with adequate security and the going

rate of interest to the Creator of the Trust as long as the

employees are adequately protected.

Hr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I

want to thank you for this opportunity to testify and I would

welcome an opportunity to be of further assistance.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN G. MUTSCHLER, PRESIDENT OF

JOHN G. MUTSCHLER AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, and other members of the Subcommittee

on Private Pension Plans and Employee Fringe Benefits, I

wish to thank you for this opportunity to testify today.

I am accompanied by Richard Fay of the law firm of Reed

Smith Shaw & McClay who assisted me in the preparation of

this testimony.

You and the other members of the Senate Finance

Committee are to be congratulated for your continuing interest

in the employee benefit area and your attempts to improve the

Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 ("ERISA").

In these two days of hearings, you have heard some excellent

testimony on S. 1089, the ERISA Simplification Act of 1979,

introduced by Chairman Bentsen and S. 209, the ERISA

Improvements Act of 1979 introduced by Senators Williams and

Javits. The Subcommittee is also considering several other

related legislative proposals. I concur with much of the

testimony you have heard on these bills, but the purpose

of my testimony today is to propose an additional revision to

and, I believe, significant improvement in ERISA. This proposal

is based on my 24 years of experience in administering qualified

plans.
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John G. Mutschler and Associates, Inc. ("Company")

currently administer approximately 400 qualified plans. Basically,

our clients are smaller, privately-owned businesses located in

Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, North and South Dakota, Wyoming, Montana,

Washington, and Oregon. Of the 400 plans we administer, approximately

250 are defined contribution plans and 150 are defined benefit

plans. Of the 400 plans we administer, approximately 250

excess of $10a,000,000, and annual contributions to the plans are

estimated to exceed $9,000,000. These plans cover approximately

4,000 employees, the average equity of each employee is more than

$21,000, and the average annual contribution for each covered

employee is about $2,200. Since ERISA, the average annual earnings

from investment of our employee plan trust funds has been approxi-

mately 3% for plans which invested primarily in the stock market,

and approximately 8 1/2% for our other plans.

Our experience has been primarily with closely-held,

smaller privately-owned corporations that would be categorized as

"small businesses". These smaller corporations typically are

owned by fewer than five stockholders, and often the ownership is

confined to members of one family. It is my understanding that

97% of all businesses are "small business", very much like our

clients. In addition, the latest statistics which I have read show

that 93% of all retirement plans involve employees of small privately-

owned businesses.
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II. INVESTMENT EXPERIENCE PRIOR TO ERISA

Prior to ERISA, transactions involving pension and

profit sharing trust funds were subject to Section 503(b) of

the 1954 Internal Revenue Code. This section, which was

consistent with the general common law of trusts, limited

transactions between employers and their employee trusts to

those commonly characterized as "arms length transactions".

Under this law, loans of employee trust funds had to be

adequately secured and had to earn a reasonable rate of

interest. Our records indicate that of the companies whose

employee plans we administer, prior to ERISA, that 102

borrowed funds from their plans, 16 leased equipment from their

plans, 12 leased real estate, and 18 engaged in other types of

"arms length transactions" such as selling third party notes,

etc. All of these employee plans had above average earnings

records.

In fact, our records show that the best returns on

investments were realized by those plans which loaned part

of their funds to employers. In general, companies borrowing

money from plans have been willing to pay as high or higher

interest rates than the rates charged by local lending institutions.

The actual interest rates on such loans have been from 8% to as

high as 15% per year. As a result, plans which loaned funds

to the company realized average overall annual earnings of

from 7% to 12%. Plans which purchased equipment and leased

-3-
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it to the employer company realized returns from such investments

of 12% to 22% before taxes on "unrelated income*. Over the same

period, plans which invested only in the stock market realized

an average annul return of less than 3% and in some years, such as

1970, 1973, and 1974, recorded very substantial losses. The

disappointing rate of return on stock market investments were

consistent with the generally poor performance of the market

during the last decade as illustrated by the Dow Jones Industrial

Average, which first reached 800 in 1964 and is still fluctuating

between 800 and 860 in 1979, fifteen years later.

Because ERISA no longer permits loans to an employer

even with adequate security and a reasonable rate of interest,

a number of my clients have had to reduce their profit sharing

contributions from a previous level of 15% of compensation to

10% or lower. I estimate that already over 1,000 employees

have been affected by these reductions. Additional clients are

seriously considering reductions in their annual contributions.

Based on average yearly income of 8% on pre-ERISA

annual contribution of $1500 and 5% on post-ERISA annual contribution

of $1,000 (my experience has shown the 3% disparity to be accurate)

and compounding the contribution and income therein over a 40

year period the loss to the employee in benefits amounts to

approximately $282,000. These figures do not, of course,

reflect the losses in potential benefits resulting from

terminations of plan or from the unwillingness of employers to

establish new plans under present conditions.

-4-
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In summary, based on my experience, one of the

unfortunate and undoubtedly unintended consequences of ERISA,

most particularly the prohibited transaction sections, has been

to reduce substantially the rate of return of investments of

qualified plans of smaller employers, and reduced in many cases

employers' contribution to such plans. Less investment return

and less employer contribution result in less overall benefits

for the employees participating in the plans.

The prohibited transaction section as presently

constituted not only have a detrimental effect on qualified

plans themselves, but on the communities where they are located.

In practice, there is a prohibition against investment by small

plans in their communities.

Because of the prohibited transactions sections,

trustees of small plans are limited to investing principally in

mutual funds, stock market, bank trust departments and insurance

companies. Investment managers are unwilling because of the

restrictions of ERISA and other applicable laws to invest in

local companies. I administer over 100 plans of employers located

in North Dakota and South Dakota, Wyoming and Montana, but I know

of only one company located in North Dakota listed on either the

New York Stock Exchange, the American Stock Exchange, or the

National Over the Counter Market. There are three such companies

in South Dakota; one in Wyoming; and two in Montana. In my

experience I know of only one trustee who was willing to invest

even in these listed local companies.

-5-
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Overwhelmingly, investment managers of qualified

plans located in these states invested in stocks and A-rated

bonds of companies located in other states. This is also true

for Wisconsin and Minnesota, although these states have more

listed companies. ERISA has accelerated the channeling of

capital created by small businesses in the Midwest and the West

to financial centers outside of these areas. This capital is

needed in these local areas for expansion and the creation of

jobs.

-6-
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III. EXPERIENCE UNDER ERISA

After more than five years of ERISA, I believe that we

now have enough experience to revise ERISA to prevent these

undesirable consequences without jeopardizing the interest

of participants. As you know, the Department of Labor ("DOL")

has the authority to grant administrative exemptions from the

prohibited transaction sections of ERISA. In the last five

years, they have proposed or granted several exemptions for

loans to employers. This administrative exemption procedure,

however, is as a practical matter not feasiable for small plans.

It is much too costly and time consuming for small plans to use.

Based on my experience, I can assure the Subcommittee the

administrative exemption procedure is just not available to

small plans.

What is needed is a specific statutory standard

permitting loans in a way that is protective of participants'

interest. A review of the administrative exemption already

proposed or granted demonstrates how this can be done. Attached

to my testimony as Appendix A is a brief description of the

various administrative exemptions dealing with loans.

-7-
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IV. PROPOSAL

I believe, and the exemptions set forth in Appendix A

demonstrate that in many instances a loan from a plan to the

employer is in the best interest of the plan and its partici-

pants and beneficiaries, the local community and can be done

in a way protective of the rights of the plan's participants.

Loans subject to the following conditions would achieve these

goals.

Amount -- No more than 50% of total plan assets at

any one time may be committed to loans to the employer or

other person or entity who*are partier in interest in respect

to that plan.

Interest -- The interest rate must be equal to or

greater than the prime rate in effect at the time of the loan.

Security -- The plan must receive a perfected se-

curity interest in collateral valued at 125% or more of the

amount of the loan. In addition, a party other than the

borrower must guarantee repayment of the loan. At the time

of the loan, such guarantor must have net assets sufficient

to repay the loan. The employer must insure the collateral

during the entire term of the loan, and must assign the pro-

ceeds of such insurance to the plan. All security interests

and guarantees must be duly recorded or filed in accordance

with applicable state law.

'-8-
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In the alternative, if the plan receives a perfected

security interest in collateral valued at 200% or more of the

amount of the loan, then no guarantee will be required.

Duration -- The loan must be for a term of no

more than 5 years. The loan must provide for quarterly

payments of interest, commencing not later than three

months from the date of the loan.

Reporting -- Plans using the proposed statutory

exemption would be required to indicate in the annual report

sent to the DOL and the Internal Revenue Service (Form 5500)

that they have an outstanding loan.

I strongly recommend that ERISA be amended to allow

loans from a plan to the employer if the loan meets the foregoing

criteria. It should be clearly understood that the proposed

amendment would merely refine the present prohibited transaction

sections of ERISA and would in no way lessen the fiduciary

standards established by ERISA. Even with a statutory exemption

for loans, plan fiduciaries in deciding whether to make a loan

to an employer would be fully subject to the exclusive benefit

and other fiduciary standards of Section 404 of ERISA.

Finally, it should be understood that there is nothing

sacrosanct about the specific language of the present prohibited

transaction sections of ERISA. These sections were essentially

taken by the drafters of ERISA from the prohibited transaction

sections of the Internal Revenue Code dealing with private

-9-
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foundations. There is really very little similarity between

qualified plans and private foundations. Firstly, qualified

plans are much more numerous and involve millions of more

individuals than private foundations. Secondly, generally,

a private foundation is established by the grant of a single

sum and does not depend on further gifts from the creator of

the foundation. A pension or profit sharing trust however

depend not only on substantial and recurring contributions

from the creator but also on his continued existence. There

is obviously a much more dependent relationship between a

qualified plan and its sponsor than a private foundation.

-10-
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V. CONCLUSION

The proposed amendment to ERISA permitting loans to

employers subject to specific conditions is desirable because

(1) smaller plans would be able to make totally

secure investments which would guarantee a greater rate of

return on investment than presently available

(2) the loan would be subject to the exclusive

benefit and other requirements of the fiduciary standard of

ERISA and the protection of participants' interest presently

provided by ERISA would not be lessened or placed in jeopardy;

(3) smaller plans would be able to make loans

without incurring the transitional cost associated with other

forms of investments;

(4) smaller plans would be able to make loans

without incurring the prohibitive cost and lengthy delays

inherently a part of any administrative exemption procedure;

(5) it would stop to some extent the channeling of

capital created by small businesses located in the Midwest and

South to financial centers and large corporations located outside

of their areas; and

(6) it would promote the formation of new plans,

and create an incentive for employers to make maximum contributions

to plans.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I hope

that my testimony has convinced you that amending ERISA to provide

loans to employers is desirable and in the best interest of plan

participants. I wish to thank you for the opportunity to testify

and I would welcome an opportunity to be of further assistance.

-11-
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APPENDIX A: EXEMPTION DEALING WITH LOANS

1. Prohibited Transaction Exemption No. 79-39
For A Transaction Involving The Everybody's 1/
Inc., Employee Profit Sharing Plan And Trust-

Transaction -- Loan from Trust to Employer, Everybody's Inc.

Amount -- $40,000, or approximately 40% of plan assets.

Interest -- 14%, a rate 1% to 2% higher than a bank would

charge for such a loan and much higher than the 7-1/2% the

Trust previously had been receiving on its assets, which were

invested in government obligations.

Security -- Equipment which at all times during the loan

would be worth over twice the outstanding balance of the loan.

The equipment was easily resaleable and would be fully insured.

Plus personal guarantees by the owners. In addition, the

Employer was financially sound.

Duration -- 5 years.

Other Factors -- Trust expects to receive further annual con-

tributions of $12,300 to $15,000 and payments of plan benefits

during the term of the loan are expected to be negligible.

1/ Signed July 20, 1979 (PH Pension Reporter 1110,253). The
proposed exemption, which contains significant information not
contained in the final exemption, was published at 43 Fed. Reg.
61061 (PH Pension Reporter 1110,160).

-12-
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2. Prohibited Transaction Ixemption No. 79-3
For a Transaction Involving The Majestic
Paint Centers, Inc. Employees' Retirement
Trust and The Yenkin Majestic Employees'
Retirement Plan

Transaction -- Loans from the Plans to the Yenkin Majestic Paint

Corporation and the Majestic Paint Centers, Inc. (Yenkin/Majestic)

for the purchase of trucking equipment and latex emulsion equip-

ment.

Amount -- $220,000, or less than 21 percent of the Plans' total

assets.

Interest -- No less than 1/2 to It higher than the rate a bank

would charge for loans on similar equipment.

Security -- Collateral interest in the equipment purchased, which

would be insured and would at all times have a value in excess

of 1509 of the outstanding loan balance. Security agreements and

UCC financing statements would be executed and promptly filed.

Yenkin/Majestic would maintain insurance on the collateral. Plus

guarantees of three major shareholders.

Duration -- Three years, a shorter term than the 4 years allowed

by area banks on similar loans.

Other Factors -- 1. Historically it had been an established

practice for the Plans to enter into equipment purchase loans with

Yenkin/bajestic. The loans generally provided greater returns

2/ Signed January 31, 1979 (PH Pension Reporter 1110,178). The

proposed exemption was published at 43 Fed. Reg. 56306.
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to the Plans than the return available from alternative in-

vestment opportunities, and there had been no defaults on losses.

2. Prior to making a trucking loan, the Plan's trustees

would obtain a statement from a local bank stating that the bank

was willing to finance the particular item of equipment, and

setting forth the terms of such financing.
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3. Prohibited Transaction Exemption No. 78-13/
For A Transaction Involving The Ragnar
Benson Profit Sharing Plan and Trust

Transaction -- Loan from the Trust to the Woodlane Corporation, a

real estate holding company which was partially owned by Ragnar

Benson. The loan would be part of $6.3 million borrowed by Woodlane

to finance a building constructed by Ragnar Benson for Woodlane.

The balance of the $6.3 million would be obtained from banks and

other institutional lenders on terms no more favorable to those

lenders than the terms available to the plan. At the time the

exemption was approved, 13 banks had provided the full $6.3

million, subject to the condition that in the event the plan de-

cided to participate in the mortgage loan, each existing participant

would reduce its participation on a pro rata basis. At least one

bank which had no banking relationship with Ragnar Benson or its

principals had furnished $1 million.

Amount -- $1 million, which, in combination with a previous loan

from the Trust to Woodlane, totaled less than 251 of the Trust's

$6.5 million total assets. The DOL rejected a proposal to increase

the loan from $1 million to $4 million, an increase which DOL

believed would have raised questions about the proper diversifica-

tion of plan investments in compliance with 5404(a)(1)(C) of ERISA.

In rejecting the proposed increase to $4 million, DOL also noted

that none of the banks which participated in the financing had

furnished more than $1 million.

3/ Signed September 20, 1978 (PH Pension Reporter 1110,143, CCH
Pension Reporter 122,660). The proposed exemption was published at
42 Fed. Reg. 956 (PH Pension Reporter 1135,230).
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Interest -- 9 1/21, equal to the rate on the bank loans.

Security --

1. Mortgage on the building. Even in the event of a distress

sale, the value of the mortgaged property would be sufficient

to provide adequate security on the loans.

2. Assignment of the lease of the building and all rents to

the lenders. The rent due under the lease would be sufficient

to repay the loans. In addition, the lease was noncancellable

during the term of the loans.

3. Guarantees to the Trust from Ragnar Benson and from one

of its owners. The net worth of Ragnar Benson was $6.5 million,

and the net worth of the owner was $1 million.

Duration -- 15 years, which would coincide with the term of

the noncancellable lease.

-16-
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4. Prohibited Transaction Exemption No. 79-37 for 1/
Transaction Involving the Padilla & Speer, Inc.,
Retirement Plan and Trust and Profit Sharing
Plan and Trust. S/

Transaction -- Loans to the Employer, Padilla and Speer, Inc.,

from the Pension Plan and Profit Sharing Plan.

Amount -- Originally $16,000 from the Pension Plan and $8,000

from the Profit Sharing Plan. As of June 1, 1975, the principal

unpaid balance due was $11,185 to the Pension Plan and $5,570

to the Profit Sharing Plan, or approximately 12% of the total

assets of the Pension Plan and 11% of the total assets of the

Profit Sharing Plan.

Interest -- 3 1/2% over the prime rate, or identical to the rate

being quoted by an independent bank on a loan with similar terms

which was replaced by the subject loans.

Security -- Identical to security required by independent bank

on loan replaced by subject loans. Collaterally secured by a

4/ Signed July 13, 1979 (PH Pension Reporter 1110,251). The
proposed exemption was published at 44 Fed. Reg. 32309.

9 Prohibited Transaction Exemptions Nos. 79-37, 79-40, 79-45, and
79-52 apply to transactions which were entered into before the
effective date of ERISA but after July 1, 1974, the date specified
in the transition rules contained in sections 414 and 2003 of ERISA.
In each case the applicant represented that the transaction was
entered into without prior knowledge that the transaction would
become prohibited on January 1, 1975, and further that as soon as
the applicant realized that the loan would become a prohibited
transaction, the applicant submitted a good faith request for an
exemption instead of terminating the loan transaction.

-17-
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pledge of all accounts receivable and contract rights of the

Employer, which, as of the date of the loans, had a value of

approximately $124,627, five times the amount of the loan.

Parties executed written security agreements and appropriate

financing statements, and financing statements were recorded.

Duration -- 30 months.

Other factors -- All payments to the Plans were made in accord-

ance with the loan agreement, and the loans were completely

repaid. See also footnote 5, supra.

-18-
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5. Prohibited Transaction Exemption No. 79-40Y-
for a Transaction Involving the Cochran
Electric Co., Inc., Profit Sharing Trust

Transaction -- Loan from the Trust to the Employer, Cochran

Electric Co., Inc. for the purchase of construction equipment.

Amount -- $3,700 compared to $430,688 net assets of Trust.

Interest -- 10 1/2%, the prevailing bank rate for similar trans-

actions at the time of the transaction.

SecuritX -- Equipment purchased with loan, valued at $4,400,

served as collateral. Loan agreement recorded.

Duration -- 24 months.

Other Factors -- All payments were made in a timely fashion

and the loan was repaid in full. Also, prior to the effective

date of the Act, the Employer regularly borrowed funds from the

Trust on similar terms. See also footnote 5, sura.

§/ Signed July 27, 1979 (PH Pension Reporter 1110,255). The
proposed exemption was published at 44 Fed. Reg. 34655.

-19-
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6. Prohibited Transaction Exemption No. 79-451/
for a Transaction Involving the Profit
Sharing Plan of Allied Investment Credit Corp.

Transaction -- Loan from the Plan to the Employer, Allied

Investment Credit Corp.

Amount -- $24,852.21, or approximately 25 percent of the Plan's

assets. In combination with two loans made in 1973, the total

principal amount was $68,985.75, or approximately 70 percent

of the Plan's assets.

Interest -- 10%, approximately 2% higher than the Employer

would have paid to borrow from a bank.

Security -- Assignment of nine notes, together with security

agreements and real estate mortgages, which the Employer had

received from its debtors. The balances due on the notes

totaled $100,357, and the security for the notes was appraised

at $356,500. Also personal guarantees of the Employer's major

shareholders.

Duration -- 4 1/2 years.

Other Factors -- The loan was repaid in full. Also, thd em-

ployer has been engaged in business for over 20 years and has

always made a profit. See also footnote 5, supra.

7/ Signed August 27, 1979 (PH Pension Reporter 1110,266).
The proposed exemption was published at 44 Fed. Reg. 34657.
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7. Prohibited Transaction Exemption No. 79-521/
for Transactions Involving the Profit Sharing
Plan for Employees of Stone, Marriccini &
Patterson

Transaction -- Refinancing of Second Note on real property.

Second Note is between Plan and the Partnership, which is

comprised of certain shareholders of the Employer, other

employees of the Employer, and, in some cases, their spouses.

Amount -- Refinanced Second Note was for $175,000. At the time

of the Notice of Proposed Exemption, the outstanding balance

on the Refinanced Second Note represented less than 81 of the

assets of the Trust.

Interest -- 10%, the maximum permitted under California usury

laws at the7 time the loan agreement was negotiated.

Security -- Second deed of trust on the Property, which was

valued at approximately 250% of the amount of all unpaid debt

on the First Note and the Refinanced Second Note as of June 20,

1977. Plus assignment of rents on the building located on the

Property, the principal tenant of which is the Employer. The

assignment allows the Plan to collect rents should any default

in payment occur. The monthly rents paid by the lessees of the

building are approximately twice the amount needed to service

the monthly payments on the First and Refinanced Second Notes.

Duration -- 8 years. Same maturity date as original Second Note.

Other Factors -- See footnote 5, supra.

8/ Signed September 21, 1979 (PH Pension Reporter 1110,285).
The proposed exemption was published at 44 Fed. Reg. 39627.
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8. Proposed Prohibited Transaction Exemption
for Transaction Involving Victoria Machine
Works, Inc. Thrift Retirement Trust Plan
(Application No. D-1363)

Transaction -- Loan from Plan to Borrower, a 28.5% share-

holder of the Employer and a Trustee of the Plan, for purchase

of tape lathe machine (the Equipment), which Borrower will

lease to Employer. .

Amount -- $223,335, approximately 20.5% of the Plan's total

assets.

Interest -- 1/2% greater than the interest rate currently

charged by a local bank to its major corporate customers,

but in no event less than 121. Present return oh plan

assets was between 7% and St.

Security -- First lien money purchase mortgage on the

equipment, which is not expected to decrease appreciably

in market value over the term of the loan. Plus a first

lien mortgage on a mill purchased at a cost of $256,250

in July 1977, which had appreciated in value since then

due to substantial improvements. Perfected security interests

would be filed, and Employer will fully insure collateral.

Value of collateral would at all times during the term of

the loan be at least 200% of the outstanding loan balance.

,/ Signed September 12, 1979 (PH Pension Reporter II0,284).
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Duration -- 5 years.

Other Factors -- Borrower had obtained a commitment letter

from the bank stating that the bank would provide financing

for the purchase of the equipment at 11 1/2% interest

with a five-year payback. The bank's terms were approxi-

mately the same as the proposed loan from the Plan, except

that the bank would charge a lower interest rate and not

require collateral other tiran the equipment purchased.

-23-
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9. Proposed Exemption for Certain Transactions
Involving the United Precision Machine and
Engineering Company Profit Sharing Plan
(Application No. D-1061)1L /

Transaction -- Loan from the Plan to the Employer, United

Precision Machine and Engineering Company.

Amount -- $120,000, which, in conjunction with prior

transactions with the Employ represents approximately

19.10 of the Plan's assets.

Interest -- 14 1/2%, or 1% greater than the rate at which

a local bank has represented that it would lend an equal

amount of money to the Employer on identical terms.

Security -- Perfected security interest in equipment (two

lathes, a milling machine and a tracer) owned by the

Employer, with an appraised value of more than twice the

amount of the loan. Demand for the equipment is high and

therefore the market is good. The market value of the

collateral will at all times be kept to at least twice

the outstanding loan balance due at any time. Thus, in the

event the value of the present collateral falls below the

above ratio, additional collateral will be offered as

security. The Employer will maintain adequate insurance

against loss on the equipment during the period the loan is

outstanding.

10/ Signed November 6, 1979. Published in the Federal
egister on November 16, 1979, 44 F.R. 66106.
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Duration-- 4 years.

Other Factors --

1. A local bank has represented that it would lend $120,000

to the Employer, secured by machinery, for a term of four

years at 13 1/2% interest, provided the value of the collateral

is at least twice the amount of the loan.

2. The loan will be administered by an independent custodial

manager.

-25-
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10. Temporary Prohibited Transaction Class Exemption
No. 79-91j/to Permit Plans to Purchase Customer
Notes from Employers Maintaining the Plans.

Transactions to which the exemption applies. Subject

to certain conditions which protect the interests of plan partici-

pants and beneficiaries, the exemption permits an employee benefit

plan to purchase certain notes from an employer whose employees

are covered by the plan if the employers received such notes from

its customers in the ordinary course of business and the notes are

collateralized by security agreements on the property purchased by

the customers. The exemption does not apply to the purchase of notes

secured by leases, intangible personal property, real property,

mortgage contracts, construction notes, etc.

Rationale -- In proposing the exemption, DOL observed that histori-

cally the purchase of such notes has been an established business

practice in many industries; that plans which have invested in

such notes have experienced very low default rates and rarely, if

ever, experienced a loss, because the employer or the principals

of the employer, or both, have guaranteed payment of principal and

interest; that notes of similar quality have been sold to unrelated

financial institutions on the same terms, and the notes, as well

as the underlying collateral, have been readily marketable; and

that the notes generally have provided greater returns to the plans

than the return that has been available from alternative invest-

ment opportunities.

11/ Signed March 16, 1979 (PH Pension Reporter 1110,191). The
proposed exemption was published at 42 Fed. Reg. 55321.
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Limitation on Amounts -- No more than 50% of plan assets may be

iLvested in customer notes of the employer, and no more than 10%

of plan assets may be invested in the notes of any one customer.

Required Terms -- Any sale of customer notes to a plan must be on

terms at least as favorable to the plan as an arm's length trans-

action with an unrelated third party would be.

Required Security --

1. The note must be secured by a perfected security

interest in the property purchased by the obligor on the note so

that if the security is foreclosed upon, or otherwise disposed of,

in default of repayment of the loan, the value and liquidity of

the security is such that it may reasonably be anticipated that

loss of principal or interest will not result.

2. Insurance against loss or damage to the collateral

must be provided by the obligor, and the proceeds from such insurance

assigned to the plan.

3. The employer must guarantee repayment of the note.

Limitation on Duration -- The term of the note must not exceed a

specified number of months, depending on the nature of the collateral,

as follows:

1. 60 months where the note is secured by heavy equip-

ment.

2. 48 months where the note is secured by passenger

automobiles and light-duty highway motor vehicles.

3. 36 months where the note is secured by other tangible

personal property.
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Next?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT KRYVICKY, ACTUARIAL CONSULTANT,
SOCIAL SECURITY DEPARTMENT, UNITED AUTOMOBILE,
AEROSPACE, & AGRICULTURAL WORKERS OF AMERICA
Mr. KRYVCKY. Good afternoon. My name is Robert Kryvicky. I

am an actuarial consultant for the Social Security Department of
the UAW.

I would like to confine myself today to a summary of our testimo-
ny with regard to four bills: S. 1089, S. 209, S. 1240, and S. 1958.

On the bill S. 1089, the UAW commends the author for the
careful attention that he has paid in this bill toward lightening the
load of administrative on employee benefit plans. This UAW sup-
ports this bill's efforts to reduce the administrative load on the
employee benefit plans.

On the bill S. 209, we are fully in accord with the basic objectives
of the authors of the ERISA Improvements Act of 1979.

With regard to the various sections of the bill-First with regard
to reporting and disclosure, we support the elimination of the
summary annual report because of the confusion it brings as well
as the disinterest the confusion produces among plan participants.
Employee organizations representing plan participants should re-
ceive, however, a complete copy of the annual report.

With regard to the reciprocity agreement, the UAW supports the
reciprocity agreements referred to in the bill. The study, however,
on portability and reciprocity referred in ERISA should be under-
taken. The objective of the study should be whether such arrange-
ments can be made across the private pension system in a rational
manner, without discouraging the development of new plans.

With regard to survivor protection, we feel that there are many
arguments against the bill's extension of the ERISA survivor
benefits.

First, because the benefit would be provided on a "no cost" basis,
severe reductions would prevent many workers from electing the
option.

Second, reductions would reduce the survivor's actual benefit to
a miniscule amount.

Third, the current trend we see of employers subsidizing the cost
of the current ERISA survivor benefit might be reversed due to the
high cost of the added protection.

Fourth, the existence of such a provision might hinder the devel-
opment of what we consider to be the more important life insur-
ance programs.

We would consider an alternative would be to mandate the elimi-
nation of the actuarial reduction for the current ERISA survivor
benefit.

With regard to funding, the bill's provisions would require for
cost purposes immediate recognition of pension increases bargained
over the term of the agreements in steps. The UAW opposes this
concept.

With regard to administration, enforcement and adjustment in
applicable law, the UAW would be interested in the results of the
study regarding cost of living in private pensions. On another issue,
we feel that the present fiduciary provisions of section 404 of
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ERISA should suffice in preventing willful misrepresentation by
fiduciaries to employees who are not yet plan participants.

With regard to special master and prototype plans, the UAW
supports the creation of such plans, especially in the defined bene-
fit area.

With regard to the Employee Benefits Commission, the UAW
supports the creation of a new Commission, provided the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation would retain considerable autonomy.

On the bill S. 1240, the consideration of this bill by the commit-
tee gives the UAW the opportunity to reaffirm its commitment to
the concept of employees stockownership plans. From our perspec-
tive, such plans are viewed as only one part of the total class of
employee benefits, which provide for income security at retirement
or disability.

Such stockownership plans cannot and should not be viewed as
replacement for sound pension, disability, life, sickness, accident
and health insurance programs. Only after such programs are
established and well developed, can consideration be given to stock-
ownership arrangements.

The authors of the bill are to be commended, both on their
steady commitment to an expansion of stockownership plans and
on their farsightedness in this area from which the commitment is
derived.

Finally, on bill S. 1968, no sweeping changes are needed in this
area. Present law, together with Labor Department discretion in
this area, provide flexibility and protect against abuse.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kryvicky follows:]

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY BY ROBERT KRYVICKY

S. 1089

The UAW supports this bill's effort to reduce the administrative load on employee
benefit plans.

S. 209

The UAW supports the general ideas in the bill.

Reporting and disclosure
Elimination of the Summary Annual Report is supported because of the confusion

it brings as well as the disinterest the confusion produces. Employee organizations
representing plan participants should receive a complete copy of the Annual Report.

Reciprocity agreements
The UAW supports such arrangements. The study on portability and reciprocity

referred to in ERISA should be undertaken. The objective of the study should be
whether such arrangements can be made across the private pension system in a
rational manner, without discouraging the development of new plans.

Survivor protection
There are many arguments against the bill's extension of the ERISA survivor

benefit:
Because the benefit would be provided on a "no cost" basis, severe reductions

would prevent many workers from electing the option.
Reductions would reduce the survivor's actual benefit to a miniscule amount.
The current trend of employers subsidizing the cost of the current ERISA

survivor benefit might be reversed due to the high cost of the added protection.
Existence of such a provision might hinder development of more important

life insurance programs.
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An alternative would be to mandate the elimination of the actuarial reduction for
the current ERISA survivor benefit.

Funding
The bill's provisions would require for cost purposes immediate recognition of

pension increases bargained over the term of agreements in steps. The UAW op-
poses this concept.

Administration, enforcement and adjustment in applicable law
The UAW would be interested in the results of the study regarding cost-of-living

in private pensions. The present fiduciary provisions of Section 404 of ERISA should
suffice in preventing willful misrepresentation by fiduciaries to employees who are
not yet plan participants.

Special master and prototype plans
The UAW supports the creation of such plans.

Employee Benefits Commission
The UAW supports the new Commission, provided the Pension Benefit Guaranty

Corporation would retain considerable autonomy.

S. 1240

The UAW reaffirms its commitment to stock ownership plans. Such plans should
only be viewed as one part of a total class of employee benefits which provide
income security at retirement or disability.

8. 1958

No sweeping changes in this area are needed. Present law, together with Labor
Department discretion in this area, provide flexibility and protect against abuse.

TESTIMONY BY ROBERT KRYVICKY, ACTUARIAL CONSULTANT, SOCIAL SECURITY
DEPARTMENT, INTERNATIONAL UNION, UAW

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans and
Employee Fringe Benefits, My name is Robert Kryvicky, I am an Actuarial Consul-
tant for the Social Security Department of the International Union, UAW. We
appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf of the 1.8 million active and retired
workers we represent.

The bills before this Committee are of great importance to the UAW. If enacted.
they will directly alter the pension environment in this country. As a labor organi.
nation which has a current universe of over 2000 single employer defined benefit
pension plans and 10 multiemployer defined benefit plans to which nearly 300
employers contribute, we obviously have a strong interest in any legislation which
would affect pension plans in general, and defined benefit plans in particular.
Furthermore, our general and direct concern in this area to for the financial
security of our members in retirement. Thus, any legislation which is even remotely
connected with retirement security is of the utmost importance to the UAW.

We would like to confine our remarks today to four bills: S. 1089, introduced by
Senator Bentsen; S. 209, introduced by Senators Javits and Williams; S. 1240,
introduced by Senators Long and Gravel; and S. 1958 introduced by Senator
Matsunaga.

WITH REGARD TO s. 1089

The UAW commends the Chairman for the careful attention that he has paid in
his bill toward lightening the load of administration on employee benefit plans. We
endorse the concept of simplified administration, especially as it relates to our
smaHer employers. We feel that the bill addresses precisely those areas where relief
can be granted without compromising full, adequate and meaningful disclosure both
to the government agencies empowered with policing the employee benefit area, and
to the participants of the plans.

WITH REGARD TO s. 209

For more than a decade before the passage of ERISA, the UAW labored for
pension reform legislation. The UAW believes that ERISA is the most important
piece of social legislation to have been enacted since the passage of the Social
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Security Act of 1935. We are fully in accord with the basic objectives of the authors
of the ERISA Improvements Act of 1979.

ERISA created a number of problems for pension plan administrators, but the
UAW opposed proposals to amend the law soon after its passage because we be-
lieved that most of the problems could then be solved by regulations, as in fact they
were. However, some problems are not amenable to any solution under the present
legal framework and we now believe that new legislation is required to remedy
some of the problems created by the law.

Because of the detail and complexity involved, I'll confine my remarks to only.
certain rejected sections of the bill.

Title I, Subtitle B-Part 1-Reporting and disclosure
The UAW is in agreement with the general intent of the proposed changes in the

area of reporting and disclosure, We perceive these amendments as an attempt to
make the requirements for administrators reasonable without removing partici-
pants' rihts to information which they can understand and in which they areinterested.

One of the proposals which we have carefully reviewed is the elimination of the
requirement that a plan administrator distribute a copy of the Summary Annual
Report to participants. We have observed that as a result of this distribution, some
of our members have become fearful about the solvency of their plans. Often they
cannot understand the terminology of the reports or the significance of such items
as a very large "unfunded past service liability." Even where there has not been
this reaction, the lack of understanding by participants has led to disinterest; they
simply discard the Summary Annual Reports.

Participants, however, do have a need for meaningful information about the
financial operations of their plans. To get this information, they presently turn to
their unions who often do not have in their possession the documents necessary to
provide accurate advice. Therefore, we would recommend that the law require that
the employee organizations representing plan partiicpants receive the full copy of
the Annual Report, including the supporting actuarial and financial reports.
Title J, Subtitle B-Part 2-Minimum standards-Reciprocity agreements

The UAW is in full agreement with any legislation which would allow workers
covered by collectively bargained plans to transfer their pension credits to different
collectively bargained plans. We would urge that the portability feasibility study
that is referred to in ERISA Section 513 be undertaken. The objective of such a
study should be whether portability and reciprocity are concepts that can be imple-
mented throughout the private pension system in a rational manner without dis-
couraging the formation of new plans.

Survivor protection
We commend the Committee for its concern over the plight of surviving spouses

of workers who participate in pension plans. The UAW has long recognized this
problem and has taken steps to solve it such as providing adequate levels of
monthly income under a life insurance program.

The proposed extension of the joint and survivor benefit would be provided at full
cost to the employee, i.e. there would be no subsidy from the plan. The severe
reductions in the employee's potential pension benefit necessary to provide the
additional surviving spouse benefit at no expense to the plan would be such that
only a handful of employees would avail themselves of their right to elect the
benefit. Moreover, it should also be borne in mind that, with few exceptions, the
option would provide a minuscule benefit for surviving spouses. The provision of
this new benefit, acclaimed by those who fought for it, would raise high expectations
of income protection, which in most cases would turn out to be an illusion.

ERISA provides a limited version of what is proposed in S. 209; an employee
eligible for early retirement now has the option of electing a surviving spouse
benefit that would be payable upon his death prior to the actual retirement date.

When this provision first became effective in 1976, workers who elected the option
faced substantial benefit reductions upon retirement. Since then, plan sponsors have
balanced the expenses of administering the elective provision against recouping the
costs from the participants and we have seen a trend towards providing the benefit
on a "free" basis.

If the proposed extension of the surviving spouse benefit to all vested employees is
implemented, the additional cost would no longer be insignificant. As a result, plan
participants and their surviving spouses may stand to lose any present element of
subsidy.
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We also fear that the existence of such a benefit may hinder the establishment or
improvement of life insuranced programs, either in the form of lump sums or as
periodic payments to the surviving spouse. Finally, mandating such a benefit which
presents serious technical and administrative problems might precipitate the termi-
nation of a number of pension plans and create additional obstacles in the establish-
ment of new plans, a matter which is of concern to the Committee as demonstrated
by the proposal on tax credits.

Therefore, we urge the Committee to weigh the arguments carefully and to
consider alternative proposals. For example, we would suggest that the Committee
study the possibility of mandating elimination of the actuarial reductions for the
preretirement surviving spouse benefit.

Title I, Subtitle B-Part S-Ftnding
The UAW has traditionally bargained pension increases on a step basis over the

term of the contract (usually three years). This approach has been met with wide
acceptance on the part of both our membership and the employers with whom we
bargain. Before ERISA was passed, provisions of the Internal Revenue Code allowed
plan sponsors to recognize the cost of such bargained increases gradually by requir-
ing only the increases which occurred in the plan year in question to be taken into
account when determining the costs for that plan year. After ERISA was passed, the
IRS reaffirmed its earlier position in a Revenue Ruling 77-2.

Although we understand the problems involved with shortfall situations and the
need to correct them, the UAWis concerned that the provisions of Section 131 of
the bill would undermine our traditional practice by requiring that plan sponsors
take into account all future pension increases when determining costs for a plan
year even if the increases aren't scheduled until later plan years. Thus, for example,
increases occurring in the third year of a new agreement would have to be recog-
nized for funding purposes in the first year of the agreement.From the AWs standpoint, such a provision would drastically restrict the types.
of pension improvements that our membership could bargain by front-loading the
contract's cost. Instead of spreading the cost over the contract term, the cost would
be compressed into the first year. From the employer's standpoint, in times of high
inflationary expectations the effect would be building tomorrow's potential inflation
into today's product cost-a move which simply does not make sense.

Title 1, Subtitle B-Part 5-Administration, enforcement and adjustments in appli.
cable law

The UAW shares the concern of this Committee that the disastrous levels of
inflation which we have seen in the last few years, and anticipate for the future,
cause a serious problem for retirees who have to manage on fixed incomes. We are
disturbed over the erosion of our member's pensions through the insidious effects of
inflation. We will have to redouble our efforts to restore the purchasing power
which has been lost through inflation. The many employers who are able to do so
should meet their responsibility to former employees by providing cost-of-living
increases.

We would view with interest the results of the study proposed in S. 209.
On anotheroissue, 8.209 builds on the Supreme Court's Daniel decision by provid-

ing that the securities laws will not apply to those employee benefit plans covered
by ERISA. The UAW agrees with the extension of the protections afforded by
ERISA to employees who are not yet plan participants, but who could make an
employment decision on the basis of willful misrepresentation by a fiduciary of the
plan.

However, we do not believe that it is necesary to create a new tort in the
proposed Section 515(a) of ERISA. We think that the provision presently found in

ion 404 outlining fiduciary duties should suffice, provided more individuals or
organizations charged with responsibilities for administering plans are deemed "fi-
duciaries" by the Labor Department.

Title IIl-Special master and prototype plans
Small employers have been deterred from instituting new pension plans by the

ongoing burden of administration added to high start-up costs.
The UAW believes that by providing economical vehicles such as master and

p rototype plans, S. 209 will foster the creation of new pension plans in the United
States. The special emphasis should be on the creation of new defined benefit plans.

For a number of years now, the UAW has seen the operational advantages of a
type of master plan. Since 1965, the National Industrial Group Pension Plan
(NIGPP), a simple basic plan, has been available to small groups of employees.
While it was already popular before 1974, we have seen increased interest and a
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spurt in the number of units participating in the plan since ERISA became effec-
tive. This is due to the fact that NIGPP eliminates much of the administrative
burden of plan sponsors and also provides sharing of initial costs as well as actuar-
ial, legal and accounting expenses.

Tile IV-Employee Benefit. Commission
The existence of dual jurisdiction over employee benefit plans by the Treasury

and Labor Departments-not to mention the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corpora-
tion-has created confusion and a number of problems for employers and plan
administrators. It also causes delays in decisions affecting plan participants. Interim
reorganization measures have been adopted by the Treasury and Labor Dapart.
ments, but these measures were intended to be temporary. In fact, no permanent
solution that would be satisfactory to all parties can be worked out under the
present statute. This is why we favor the creation, as proposed in S. 209, of an
Employee Benefits Commission which would be responsible for the administration of
ERiSA. We trust that, under the proposed system, the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation would retain considerable autonomy. The establishment of the proposed
Employee Benefits Commission would ease the compliance by plan administrators
with the various requirements of ERISA; it would expedite the issuance of regula-
tions; it would help to dissipate the confusion that is inevitably created when three
government agencies regulate the same sector. In general, we believe that the
Employee Benefits Commission would be more beneficial for plan participants and
their beneficiaries than the present arrangement. It would make for a more effi-
cient private pension system.

WITH REGARD TO S. 1240

The consideration of this bill by the Committee gives the UAW the opportunity to
reaffirm its commitment to the concept of employee stock ownership plans. From
our perspective, such plans are viewed as only one part of a total class of employee
benefits which provide for income security at retirement or disability. Such stock
ownership plans cannot and should not be viewed as replacements for sound pen-
sion, disability, life, sickness, accident and health insurance programs. Only after
such programs are in place can consideration be given to stock ownership arrange-
ments. We have no specific comments with regard to the bill, but rather a general
approval of the ideas involved.

As the members of this Committee may know, as a part of the recent Automobile
Agreements, the UAW successfully negotiated TRASOP's. Stock ownership for
workers is viewed by the UAW as desirable in that it eliminates one more double
standard between hourly and salaried workers. Admittedly, the TRASOP's recently
negotiated represent a very modest first step toward an eventual expansion of the
idea. But, much of the reason why the first step has been so modest is that the
existing provisions of law governing such stock ownership plans are equally modest.

Howerver, the subject bill would change this situation by creating an environ-
ment in which such plans could prosper and grow. The authors of the bill are to be
commended both on their steady commitment to an expansion of stock ownership
plans and on their farsightedness in this area from which the commitment is
derived.

WITH REGARD TO S. 1958

The UAW feels that there is no sweeping change needed in the area of facilitating
investment by employee pension benefit plans in qualifying employer real property.
We feel that the present provisions of law as well as the ability of the Labor
Department to exempt certain transactions in real property from the law are
sufficiently broad to permit flexibility but, at the same time, prevent abuse.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES MORAN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST CO., CHAIRMAN, EMPLOY-
EES TRUSTS DIVISION, AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
Mr. MORAN. I am Charles Moran, senior vice president of Manu-

facturers Hanover Trust Co. I appear here today as chairman of
the Employees Trusts Committee of the Trust Division of the
American Bankers Association.
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I would like to address the major points in my written statement,
and I ask that the complete statement be made a part of the
record.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Your statement will appear in full in the
record.

Mr. MORAN. We support the general thrust of the provisions of S.
1089, intended to simplify compliance by employee benefit plans
with various reporting and disclosure requirements of ERISA.
However, we believe that the whole statute is much too specific on
what is required, and we feel that the statutory specifics currently
in sections 103 and 104 should be eliminated, and that the Secre-
tary of Labor should determine what report and disclosure details
are necessary. We hope that in its consideration of S. 1089 and S.
209, the subcommittee will undertake a broader review of this
matter. We also have reservations regarding section 6 of S. 1089,
which are explained in our written statement.

As fiduciaries and investment managers, ABA member banks
feel their greatest problem with ERISA is the prohibited transac-
tion provisions. Prior to the passage of ERISA, we expressed con-
cern about the breadth of application of these provisions. We rec-
ommended that the law should prohibit only those transactions
entered into for less than adequate consideration where a plan's
assets are being sold, leased, or otherwise transferred, and from
transactions entered into for more than adequate consideration,
when assets or services are being acquired.

Regrettably, our concerns have proven correct. -The significant
impact of the enacted provisions on traditional fiduciary. practices
can only be understood when the almost limitless definition of
party in interest is considered. It is almost impossible to track all
of the possible parties in interests. The vast majority of prohibited
transactions would not only be innocently entered into, but would
also be in the plan participants best interest.

We were told at the time that the prohibited transaction provi-
sions were formulated that the exemption procedure would be sig-
nificantly liberal, so as to alleviate any unnecessary severity of
the provisions. We have found the exemption procedures totally
unworkable.

My written statement discusses the four class exemption applica-
tions we have submitted, the first of which was filed in December
1976. None of these applications has been resolved into a final
exemption. The Department of Labor last summer did publish two
proposed exemptions based on two of our applications, but we find
both of these fall short in dealing with the practical world in which
we, as fiduciaries, must function. It is not known when the Depart-
ment will take final action on any of these applications.

The Senate Labor Committee added to S. 209 a provision to
require the Labor Department to report to Congress when action
on an exemption application is delayed. We feel that this is not an
adequate solution to the prohibited transaction problem. We urge
this subcommittee to examine the merits of substituting an "arm's
length standard" to the current prohibited transaction provisions.
In this regard, the American Bankers Association strongly supports
the thrust of the testimony of Mr. Theodore Groom before you
today.
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Regarding the special master and prototype plans in S. 209, 1
might make the observation that in order to successfully imple-
ment that program, it is our opinion that some of the securities
problems would have to be resolved in order to encourage financial
institutions to sponsor such special master plans.

There are other provisions in S. 209 which require comment. We
are troubled by the uncertainty likely to be created by the pro-
posed misrepresentation standard. This provision provides unneces-
sary and duplicative standards. We are also concerned about the
current definition of "fiduciary". It should be clarified to indicate
that individuals acting on behalf of corporate fiduciaries are not
themselves fiduciaries. We feel that the ambiguous language in
section 405 of ERISA should be rewritten, more accurately assign-
ing liabilities, making clear that the cotrustee liability only applies
when trustees are acting in concert over the same trust assests.
Finally, we feel that the proposed definition of "knowledge" for

purposes of determining liability of an institutional fiduciary for a
breach of fiduciary responsibility by a cofiduciary must be limited
to knowledge actually communicated.

Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator MATSUNAGA. That completes the panel's presentation.
There is one question I have. You spoke of a combination of the

workers' compensation and social security benefits at times exceed-
ing the actual wages. How many actual cases have there been?

Mr. Guy. Senator, I cannot give you the exact number of cases.
When you consider the maximum workers' compensation benefit
that is available for total disability in the States today and under
the Federal program, in combination with the social security bene-
fits, and then in concert with the pension benefits, we are talking
about benefits available in excess of 125 to 130 percent. Most of
that money is tax free, all of it but 50 percent of the social security,
and all of it is paid for by the employer.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Moran follows. Oral testimony is

continued on p. 621.]
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SDD1ARY

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
BEFORE THE

SUBCO MTTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS OF THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON THE
ERISA SIMPLIFICATION AND ERISA IMPROVEMENTS ACTS OF 1979

(S.1089 and S.209)

December 5, 1979

1. Reporting and Disclosure - The ABA supports the general thrust of the
provisions of S. 1089 intended to simplify compliance by employee
benefit plans with various reporting and disclosure requirements of
ERISA. However, we believe the whole statute is much too specific on
what is required, and we hope in its consideration-of S. 1089 and
S. 209, the Committee will undertake a broader review.

2. Prohibited Transactions - As fiduciaries and investment managers, ABA
member banks feel their greatest problem with ERISA is the prohibited
transaction provisions. We continue to advocate replacing these pro-
visions with an "arms length standard" which would prohibit only those
transactions entered into for less than adequate consideration when a
plan's assets are being disposed of and those transactions entered into
for more than adequate consideration when assets are being acquired. We
have found the exemption procedure of ERISA totally unworkable as exempli-
fied by the lack of resolution of the four class exemption applications we
have submitted, the first of which was filed in December 1976. The pro-
vision added to S. 209 by the Senate Labor Committee to require the Labor
Department to report to Congress when action on an exemption application
is delayed is not an adequate solution to the prohibited transaction
problem.

3. Special Master and Prototype Plans and the Securities Laws - The special
master and prototype plan concept may allow a breakthrough in extending
pension plan coverage of employees of small employers if costs can be
minimized under a responsible, effective regulatory scheme. In order for
smaller financial institutions to sponsor such plans for smaller businesses
in their communities, it will be an economic necessity that the employer
contributions be collectively invested. The SEC has taken the position
that neither Keoghs nor IRAs are exempt from the registration requirements
of the securities laws. The cost of registration would be prohibited to
most if not all of the financial institutions interested in sponsoring the
proposed special master plan. S. 209 as introduced would have cured many
of the securities law problems for special master plans and other pension
plans. If such relief from SEC regulation is granted, no additional dupli-
cative regulatory authority is needed by the Labor Department, since bank
trustees of collective investment funds are subject now to the fiduciary
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standards of ERISA and federal and state banking lavs and regulations.

4. Daniel Issue - We are troubled by the uncertainty likely to be created
by the proposed misrepresentation standard in S. 209. Our concern goes
not only to the vagueness of the standard but also to the lack of speci-
ficity in identifying those subject to the standard and those intended to
be protected by the standard.

5. Other Provision - The ABA also expresses concern about the current
definition of "fiduciary," the ambiguous language in ERISA on the
liability created by actions of co-trustees, and the definition of
"knowledge" for purpose of determining liability' of an institutional
fiduciary for a breach of fiduciary responsibility by a co-liduciary.

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 8
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS OF THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON THE
ERISA SIMPLIFICATION AND ERISA IMPROVEMENTS ACTS OF 1979

(S.1089 AND S.209)

December 5, 1979

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am Charles A. Moran,

senior vice president of Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company, and

Chairman of the Employees Trusts Committee of the Trust Division of the

American Bankers Association. I appear on behalf of the ARA, an

association composed of over 90 percent of the nation's more than

14,000 full service banks. Approximately 4,000 of our members have

fiduciary powers and most of these serve as trustees, investment managers,

or in some other fiduciary capacity with respect to employee benefit

plans. The American Bankers Association is committed to efforts to

insure the strength, integrity, and further expansion of private plans

covered by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act. On the whole

ERISA has proven to be a workable and salutary law, but some of its

provisions have placed conflicting, duplicative, and unnecessarily

burdensome requirements on plans and those involved in providing services

to plans. We are pleased that the Senate Finance Committee is holding

these hearings on S.1089, "ERISA Simplification Act of 1979", and

S.209, "ERISA Improvements Act of 1979", in order to explore what

changes should be made in ERISA.

Our testimony today will cover a number of matters not directly

involving the Internal Revenue Code. We believe, however, that all

these matters are critical to sound changes in ERISA to promote the

expansion of the pension system and improve its functioning.
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Reporting and Disclosure

We support the general thrust of sections 2 through 5 of S.1089,

provisions which are intended to simplify compliance by employee

benefit plans with various reporting and disclosure requirements of

ERISA. Consolidation of form and of filing dates should be encouraged

wherever feasible. We supper the elimination of the sumry annual

report but suggest alternative means of communication other than

posting be allowed if they result in the necessary information being

adequately disseminated to the vorkforce. We also support additional

assistance to smaller businessmen by the regulatory agencies on how to

cope with ERISA requirements which should aid them in keeping down the

expense of trying to comply with the complex (and changing) recordkeeping

provisions. Regarding individual retirement accounts, the Internal

Revenue Service already publishes Publication 590, "Tax Information

on Individual Retirement Savings Programs." What is needed is periodic

publication (perhaps in a question and answer format which the Service

has already utilized for IRA information) of the interpretations of

the IRA law contained in individual opinion letters. In addition

better assistance is needed from the Service In answering questions

on IRAs from individuals and those such as banks offering IRA accounts.

Section 4009 of ERISA currently gives the Pension Benefit Guaranty

Corporation responsibility to provide individuals with advice and

assistance on whether to establish an IRA, but since the tax consequences

of whether and how to establish an IRA are a primary consideration,

the Service should logically have this responsibility.
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We hope that as part of this Subcouittee's study of S.1089 and

S.209 further consideration will be given to a more comprehensive

change in the reporting and disclosure provisions. We feel the whole

approach taken in ERISA on reporting and disclosure is fundamentally

wrong. The statute is much too specific in how, what, when and where

information on a pension plan must be reported. We urge the Subcommittee

to review whether the reporting requirements really need to be elaboratedly

spelled out in the statute. We favor eliminating the statutory specifics

currently found in Sections 103 and 104 and augmenting the authority of

the Labor Secretary to require employee benefit plans to file such

reports as he determines necessary to carry out the policy of ERISA,

and to furnish or make available to participants and beneficiaries

for inspection copies or summaries of the reports. At the same time the

regulators should be given a strong Congressional directive to devise

a system to simplify and ease the reporting burden.

In the five years since the enactment of ERISA we have experienced

continued delays in receiving reporting forms and regulations. We

recommend that Congress incorporate a provision into S.1089 or S.209

that any revised reporting form and its accompanying regulations must

be issued in final form 180 days before the beginning of the plan

year for which the form is to be used. Otherwise, the sponsor can use

the prior form to fulfill agency reporting requirements. We believe

that such a recommendation will relieve some of the burden of the

reporting changes and aid in compliance.

We hope the Subcommittee will also review our comments on reporting

and disclosure of August 17, 1978 on S.3017, the predecessor bill to

S.209. There we discuss some specific changes needed in section 103 if
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Congress does not repeal all the statutory specifics of that section.

In particular, we feel Section 103(a)(3) on public accountant opinions

needs revision as proposed by Section 116 of S.209. Section 103(a)(3)(C)

should state that a public accountant shall rely on a bank's statement

of assets. Our August 1978 statement also discussed the unnecessary

annual reporting burden being placed on master trusts. In the year

and a half since we testified on master trust reporting problems, the

agencies have not resolved the matter. The agencies apparently feel

there should be an allocation of assets and reportable transactions

of the master trust among participating plans. There is no legal or

accounting basis for such an interpretation. The asset of each

participating plan is a beneficial interest in the master trust, not

an interest in each security held in the master trust. This Subcomtmittee

might want to examine further how master trust reporting is being

handled as an example of an unresolved ERISA reporting problem.

Prohibited Transactions

As fiduciaries and investment managers our member banks have found

that their overriding problem under ERISA is its prohibited transaction

provisions. These provisions found in almost identical form in both

the labor law and Internal Revenue Code sections of ERISA are prophylactic

in nature, prohibiting transactions or dealings between a plan and

"parties of interest." The Code provision imposes excise taxes for such

transactions even if they are entered into without knowledge. These pro-

visions are a clear case of regulatory overkill.

Section 406(a) of ERISA and Section 4975 of the Internal Revenue Code

prohibit all transactions between a rlan and a party in interest, such as
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sales or exchanges of property, lending of money, furnishing of goods or

services and the transfer to or use by a party in interest of any of the

plan assets. Prior to the passage of ERISA, we expressed concern

about the breadth of the application of these prohibited transaction

provisions. We recommended that the law should prohibit only those

transactions entered into for less than adequate consideration when a

plan's assets are being sold, leased or otherwise transferred and those

transactions entered into for more than adequate consideration when

assets or services are being acquired. Regrettably, our concerns have

proven correct.

The significant impact of the enacted provisions on traditional

fiduciary practices can only be understood when the almost limitless

definition of party in interest is considered. We are aware that S.209

includes some redefinition of party in interest. We feel that the

deletion of "employee" from Section 3(14)(H) will be helpful. However,

the limited changes in the definition of party in interest will not

solve our basic problems. The number and variety of possible transactions

that would still be prohibited by the statute are enormous, and the

vast majority of such transactions would not only be innocently

entered into but would also be in the plan participant's best interests.

For example, investments in private placements are a nightmare under

existing rules. Where there are significant borrowings by U.S. companies

involving major financial institutions serving a great number of large

employee benefit accounts, the opportunity for interrelationships of

interests are endless. Review of these potential relationships is

expensive, time-consuming and not cost effective. Frequently the result

is to abort participation by fiduciaries in first class credits.
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We were told at the time the prohibited transaction provisions were

formulated that the exemption procedure would be significantly liberal

so as to alleviate any unnecessary severity of theme provisions. We

have found the exemption procedure totally unworkable. Implementation

of Reorganization Plan No. 4 of 1978 vhich placed sole responsibility

for exemptions in the Labor Department has not made any substantial

difference from our view point. The ABA has spent & great deal of time

considering if the prohibited transaction provisions and the party in

interest definition can be changed to minimize their deleterious effects

on the efficient operation of ERISA and we have found no real solutions.

We have concluded that the extensive listing of flat prohibitions

in the statute is just an unsatisfactory way to achieve the protection

for participants which is the fundamental goal of ERISA. Although

the Labor Department has indicated that it is making good progress

on exemption applications, only a small number of substantive class

exemptions have been granted, with the broker-dealer exemption being

the most notable one. The bulk of exemptions granted have been individual

exemptions which do not have widespread application. Our own experience

with the Labor Department on four exemption applications that the ABA

has filed indicates the practical impossibility of trying to obtain class

exemptions for legitimate fiduciary activities which will benfit plan

beneficiaries.

Our first application was filed in December 1976 requesting issuance

of a class exemption from prohibited transactions with respect to certain

acquisitions of short-term obligations of banking organizations. The

purpose of the application is to eliminate possible violations of the

prohibited transaction rules of ERISA where more then one bank has been
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named as trustee or investment manager of a single employee benefit plan

with each bank responsible for the investment and administration of its

own portion. The possible violation arises when one bank invests cash

in the short-term obligations of another bank serving as trustee or

investment manager for another portion of assets of the same plan. Both

banks are acting totally independent of the other and, in fact, they

probably do not even know of the other's role as a fiduciary of the plan.

In January 1977 we filed our second application for exemption. This

application requested a class exemption from prohibited transactions

for purchases of securities in the public marketplace by employee benefit

plans where proceeds of the sale are used by the issuers of the securities

directly or indirectly to retire or reduce indebtedness to banks which

are parties in interest or disqualified persons with respect to the

employee benefit plans.

Our third application was filed in May 1977. It requested a class

exemption from prohibited transactions for collective investment funds

maintained by banks for the investment of assets of employee benefit

plans. This exemption application should be unnecessary because the

proper interpretation of the statutory language and the legislative history

of ERISA is that a plan participating in a colleotive investment fund holds

a beneficial interest in the fund itself, not a share of each of the

underlying assets of the fund. Unfortunately, since the regulators do not

find this specific language in the statute, the only way for fiduciaries

to adequately guard against liability is to seek an exemption. A more

desirable and direct approach to resolve this problem would be to have

language added to ERISA to make clear that the assets of a collective

investment fund are not assets of a plan which holds participations or
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interests in the collective investment fund. ERISA contains such a provision

for mutual funds and similar treatment of banks is clearly justified.

We recommend the following language be added to the "ERISA Improvements Acts":

"Section 401(b) of the Employee Retirement Income,

Security Act of 1974 is amended by adding the

following new paragraph:

'in the case of a plan which invests in interests

in () a common or collective trust fund or pooled

investment fund maintained by a bank or trust company

supervised by a State or Federal agency, or (ii) a

pooled investment fund of an insurance company

qualified to do business in a State, the assets of

such plan shall be deemed to include such interests

but shall not, solely by reason of such-investment,

be deemed to include any assets of such common or

collective trust fund or pooled investment fund."'

We have seen little evidence of progress on our first exemption

application. Regarding our second application, the Labor Department

published a proposed exemption in July of this year with comments due

by September 24. We filed lengthy contents and asked for a public

hearing because we feel the proposed exemption is seriously inadequate.

The hearing has not yet bkeen scheduled. The application celebrates

its third birthday next month. The subject matters of this application

and our first application which was submitted three years ago this month

are not all that complex. Our third application has received more attention,

as a result of the. insurance companies' pooled separate account application

filed in November 1974 and granted in December 1978, a mere 4 years later.
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The Labor Department held a hearing yesterday on its proposed collective

fund exemption which also was published in July. We find this proposed

exemption even less adequate than its proposed exemption on the use of

securities sales receipts to pay down bank debt in meeting the needs

of the real world in which bank fiduciaries must function. When the

Department will take final action on this application or either of the

other two filed earlier is not ascertainable.

The Association filed its fourth application in March 1979. It

seeks an exemption to lend plan securities under specific conditions

to a broker-dealer who is a party in interest to the plan. Individual

applications were submitted on the same issue in aid-1978 and the Labor

Department has indicated it would handle all these as a class exemption.

We have seen little evidence of progress in this issue either.

We urge the Subcommittee to consider legislation to change the

basic concept of prohibited transactions as they relate to dealings

with parties in interest. After five years of struggling with ERISA's

prohibited transaction provisions, we feel more strongly than ever that

the proper approach is that only those party in interest transactions

entered into for less or more than adequate consideration should be

prohibited. This standard coupled with the duty 'of undivided loyalty

and the exclusive purpose test of Section 404 would be'sufficient to

obviate any need for the prohibitions enumerated in Section 406(a).

Based on our experience, no substantive protection would be lost

to participants by this change. The breadth and force of the affirmative

duties of undivided loyalty, exclusive purpose and prudence are more

than sufficient to reach any conceivable misconduct by a fiduciary

involving a party in interest relationship. It. would appear that the
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enforcement efforts of the Department of Labor support this view. Our

understanding is that in none of the fiduciary actions brought to date

has it relied exclusively on the provisions of Section 406(a). It has

in each case invoked the equitable doctrines in Section 404, and we might

add, been very successful in securing the relief sought.

It is our firm conviction that Section 406(a) should be repealed,

not only because the burdens it imposes are excessive in relation to the

protection it offers participants, but also because it gives no substantive

protections that they do not already enjoy under Section 404. There is

no overt misconduct that the Congress would want to see banned under Section

406(a) which would be permitted under Section 404. Conversely, there are

many beneficial transactions and relationships which have been unduly

impeded by those prohibitions, to the detriment of participants and

beneficiaries.

The Senate Labor and Human Resources Comnittee added to S.209 a pro-

vision which requires the Secretary of Labor to report to the labor Com-

mittees of Congress and the President any application which is pending final

determination more than 180 days in the case of an individual exemption

and 365 days dn the case of a class exemption. The report is to describe

the applicant, the transaction, the terms requested in the application and

those proposed by the Department, the reasons for its continuing pendency

and the identity of the official in the Department responsible for the

application. While such a-provision, is unique in administrative

procedure, it might be of some help in expediting consideration of exemption

applications. But more likely it would destroy the functioning of the ad-

ministrative exemption procedure. Whichever it might do, it does not provide a

workable solution to the problem. We believe the arms length transaction approach
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of adequate consideration is the only real answer. If there is concern

about difficulties which might be encountered in proving a transaction

was not arm's length, it might be appropriate to shift the burden of

proof to the fiduciary to shove that a challenged transaction was arm's

length.

In connection with our consideration of the prohibited transaction

problem the Association is renewing its consideration of the establishment

of a single independent agency whether it be an adminsitrative agency

or commission. It is doubtful that such an agency would do much, it

anything, to cure the problems we have experienced in the exemption

application procedure. We are looking, however, at the impact such an

agency might have on the overall administration of ERISA, particularly

in promoting the interest of pension plans as well as protecting the

interests of participants and beneficiaries. Congress indicated in its

committee reports on ERISA its concern that ordinary commercial trans-

actions not be unncessarily impeded. This has not been the record of

ERISA administration to date.

Special Master Plans

S.209 offers a potential major step forward to provide pension plans

for employees of small employers. The special master and prototype plan

concept may allow a breakthrough in extending pension plan coverage if

costs can be minimized under a responsible, effective regulatory scheme.

We believe it particularly important to attract smaller financial institu-

tions to sponsor such plans for the smaller businesses in their comunities.

Because of the size of the employers that will participate in the special

master plans, it will be an economic necessity that the contributions

of individual employers to their pension trusts be collectively invested.
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This raises securities law problems. S.209, as introduced, would have

gone a long way toward solving these problems by allowing banks to

collectively invest assets of all employee benefit plan trusts without

the added burden of SEC regulation.

As we read the bill a special master or prototype plan would have to

meet the requirements of Section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code,

the requirements of new Section 601 of ERISA and the other requirements of

ERISA to qualify. All small employers regardless of business organization

would be able to adopt the plan. Considering the past and current

attitude of the Securities and Exchange Commission relative to Keoghs

and IRAs it seems doubtful that the current Federal securities laws

exemption for single or collective trusts for pension plan assets would

be considered applicable.

Under current law the assets of corporate plans may be collectively

invested regardless of the size of the company without registration under

Section 3(a)(2) of the Securities Act of 1933. Congress has not, however,

exempted Keogh plan collective trusts from registration under the 1933

Azt. Nevertheless, banks with very few exceptions have not registered

their collective trusts for Keoghs but have relied upon the intrastate

exemption of Section 3(a)(ll) of the 1933 Act. This has resulted in some

strange consequences. In multistate communities such as Washington, D.C.,

New York and Chicago, Keogh plan trusts have to be tailored carefully

so that the interest in the plan of any participant who resides out-of-state

is not invested in a collective trust fund. The interest of such a person

may be invested in an interest bearing deposit account. Because of the

intrastate restriction, plans that are collectively invested must be

policed continually to ascertain when any participant moves out of

the state so the participant's interest can be withdrawn from the collective
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trust and reinvested in a deposit account. These nonproductive costs are

borne by the plan and the bank trustee but the really unfortunate aspect

is that the participant loses his ability to have his pension account

invested in a diversified, professionally managed portfolio.

Many smaller banks have considered collectively investing their Keogh

plan trusts and their corporate pension trusts in one fund because they

do not hold sufficient assets to maintain two separate collective trusts.

However, they have decided against such action because according to SEC

registration would be required to do this unless all corporate plans

including all their participants reside in one state. The reason for

this result is that the intrastate exemption requires all securities in

the issue to meet the intrastate requirement.

When Congress created individual retirement accounts, it attempted

to remove impediments to the collective investment of such accounts with

Keogh plan assets and other 401 pension plan assets. The SEC, however,

has taken the position that interests in collective trusts for IRAs are

not exempt from the 1933 and 1934 Securities Acts and the trusts them-

selves are not exempt from the Investment Company Act. The reason for

this is that the exemption provisions of these securities laws are couched

in terms of trusts qualified under Section 401 of the Internal Revenue

Code and IRA trusts qualify under Section 408. There is nothing in the

legislative history as to why Congress utilized an entirely new section

in authorizing an entirely new type account. It is sheer speculation to

argue, as some do, it was to avoid the exemptive provisions of the

securities laws. Nevertheless, the SEC has not allowed banks to invest

IRAs collectively without registration and compliance with the 1940

Investment Company Act. As a consequence, banks do not invest IRA
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accounts in securities except for large rollover accounts where they can

be managed economically on an individual basis.

The same problem exists under the securities laws where a smaller

bank wishes to invest collectively assets it holds as trustee for personal

trusts and assets it holds as trustee for pension trusts because it does

not hold sufficient assets to establish two separate collective trusts.

Presumably, the intrastate exemption would be available under the 1933

Act if all the accounts met the residency requirement or, maybe, even the

exemptions for common trust funds and corporate pension trusts might be

available. But according to the SEC such a collective trust could not

find an exemption from the Investment Company Act because the pension

trust exemption and the common trust fund exemption are found in different

subsections of the Act and there is no intrastate exemption which might

cover all the individual trusts. The coon trust fund exemption alone

is not available because the SEC holds that the trustee of a pension

trust is not a trustee.

If the special master and prototype plan proposal is enacted without

action being taken to deal with the securities laws, it appears that the

same situation will exist as with IRA accounts. No current exemption -

from the three Federal securities laws would be available but collective

investment would be essential to sponsoring such a plan. S.209 as intro-

duced would have cured the problem for the special master plan trusts

and further would have cured many of the other problems we have discussed

relIEiveto other types of pension plans.

It is long past time to straighten out the hodge-podge quilt work

found in the application of our securities laws to collective investment

of trusts. The securities laws, as construed by the SEC, contain exemptions

under which personal trusts, corporate pension trusts and Keogh pension
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trusts can be collectively invested so long as assets from the different

types of trusts are not combined in one fund. Thus smaller banks may

often find that they are precluded from using a collective trust fund

not because of a lack of an exemption for each type of trust they would

like to invest collectively but because they do not have sufficient

assets to establish a separate collective fund for each type of trusts-

personal, corporate pension and Keogh.

We have argued here in detail the current securities law problems of

collective investment of employee retirement plans and the need for

legislative change because if banks are going to be able to actively par-

ticipate under the special master and prototype plan program a change

in the application of the securities law is essential.

As mentioned before, S.209, as did its predecessor, originally

contained language which would have cured the securities law problem

for banks offering special master and prototype plans. As introduced

the bill would have provided that interest in collective trust funds for

employee benefit plans are not securities for purposes of the registration

and reporting requirements of the 1933 Securities Act and the 1943 Exchange

Act and that the collective funds themselves are not investment companies

under the 1940 Investment Company Act. After having provided for the

removal of this unnecessary duplicative regulatory burden S.209 unlike

S.3017 went on to provide for additional duplicative regulations by

thp Department of Labor not only for collective trust for employee benefit

plans but for all trusts for these plans. The bill mandated the Secretary

of Labor to issue within 12 months regulations for single and collective

retirement trusts governing disclosure of material information, advertising

and any other matter found necessary by the Secretary to protect plan
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participants and beneficiaries.

The Senate and Labor Huian Resources Committee apparently felt unable

to remove one set of regulations without imposing an alternative set of

regulations because in its markup session when it deleted the Labor Depart-

ment new regulatory authority over pension trusts maintained by banks it

also deleted the provisions which would have taken collective trusts for

pensions out from under the registration and reporting provisions of the

securities laws and the regulatory provisions of the Investment Company

Act.

We urge the Finance Committee to consider carefully the need to restore

the provision of S.209 which removes the duplicative regulatory burden of

the securities laws on collective trusts maintained by banks. In maintaining

these trusts banks carry the full obligations and duties of trustees subject

to the fiduciary standards of ERISA and federal and state banking law and

regulation. Full disclosure of these trusts is required on a continuing

basis and their operation is subject to periodic examination by Federal

and state bank examiners who, according to the Comptroller of the Currency's

examination manual, have a duty to protect trust beneficiaries as well

as bank depositors. Despite tfLe lack of SEC registration and regulation

we know of no pension plan participant or sponsor who has come forward to

complain to Congress or theLabor Department of injury or harm due to

the failure of a bank trustee to disclose information or a bank's advertise-

ment of trust services.

The complete removal of bank collective trusts from the regulation and

reporting requirement of the 1933 and 1934 securities laws and the 1940

Investment Company Act will in no way jeopardize the protection of plan

participants and beneficiaries.

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 9
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Finally, if maximum participation in the special master plan program

is to be achieved among banks, they will need the ability to collectively

invest in one fund all types of pension trusts, corporate, Keogh, IRA and

special master plan, without the unneeded counterproductive burden of SEC

registration. Thus, we urge the Committee to include in the exemption

language not only employer and union sponsored IRAs but all IRAs.

Daniel Issue

In another, but related area of securities law application to pension

plans, S.209 and the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee took the

same approach but rather than deleting the two provisions in markup the

Committee kept both. S.209 provides that the interest of an employee

benefit plan is not a security for the purposes of the antifraud provisions

of the 1933 and 1934 Securities Acts and then the bill establishes its

own new misrepresentation prohibition. We are troubled by the lack of

certainty of this new standard. We are not before the Committee to defend

misrepresentation, on the contrary we abhor the idea that any person

in a position of responsibility might de.iberatedly mislead an employee,

participant, or beneficiary as to any right or interest he might have in

a plan. We believe, however, that the existing provisions of ERISA

currently prohibit bank fiduciaries from misrepresenting matters within

their purview to employees, participants, and beneficiaries, plan sponsors,

other fiduciaries, the plan administrators and the government. As we

read this new section we must assume that the intention of S.209 is that

persons other than fiduciaries would be subject to its requirement and

possibly some new group not now protected by ERISA would come within

the scope of its protections. Our concern goes to the lack of specificity

in identifying those subject to the bar and those to be protected as well
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as the standard itself. We do not believe that the language in section 154

adding a new ERISA section 515 solves this problem. The breadth and

vagueness of the provision, we fear, will lead to uncertainty and confusion

until its meaning is developed through the years ot case law.- This

confusion would be contrary to the goal of S.209.

Other Provisions in ERISA Needins Review

We continue to be concerned about the definition of "fiduciary" in

Section 3(21) of ERISA. Fiduciary is defined in such broad terns that

the definition could even include individual employees of a corporate

trustee. Every corporation must act through individuals but these indi-

viduals do not act in their own right or on their own behalf. We urge

the Congress to add the following language to the Section 3(21) definition

of fiduciary: "(C) If a corporation or an employee organization is a

fiduciary with respect to a plan, under subparagraph (A), a director or

employee of such corporation or employee organization when acting in such

capacity, shall not be a fiduciary with respect to such plan."

We are also concerned about the ambiguous language of Section 405(b)

on the liability created for actions of co-fiduciaries. Section 405(b)(l)(A)

requires a trustee "to use reasonable care to prevent a co-trustee from

committing a breach." Traditionally, co-trustees exist only when the

instrument creating the trust grants more than one trustee authority to

act in concert over the same assets. A distinct situation exists where each

of several trustees is given responsibilities over a different portfolio

of assets, and in this situation these trustees have not been considered

co-trustees under trust law. We feel Section 405 should be amended to

more accurately assign liabilities, and the co-trustee liability of Section

405 should apply only where trustees are acting in concert over the same

trust assets. We feel the language in S.209 proposing a new Section 405(e)
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needs to be rewritten. We support the aspect of the proposal that indicates

in the sase of an institutional fiduciary, the term "knowledge" means

knowledge actually communicated to the fiduciary's officer or employee

who is authorized to carry out or who in fact carries out the fiduciary's

responsibilities. However, we are concerned about the language regarding

knowledge "which, in the normal course of business, should have been com-

municated.' We feel this language should be deleted because it creates

an impractical, confusing standard. If the co-fiduciary is going to be

held liable for a breach under Section 405(a)(3), liability should be

based on its actual knowledge of a breach. Without actual knowledge there

is no way the institutional fiduciary can undertake reasonable efforts

under the circumstances to remedy the breach as called for in Section 405(a)(3).

Section 6 of S.1089 would give the Secretary of the Treasury the

same authority to bring a civil action to enforce minimum ERISA standards

as the Secretary of Labor has under the current law. We agree the Service's

power to disqualify plans is not always the most effective and fair means

to enforce compliance because innocent plan participants and beneficiaries

may suffer. However, we do question if the Service needs this authority

since the civil enforcement authority vested in the Department of Labor

would appear to be sufficient. If the Secretary -of Treasury is granted

this authority, the statute should make clear that similar facts and cir-

cumstances cannot result both in civil damages or a civil fine and an

excise tax being imposed. Also, the law should provide that if the

Secretary pursues compliance through civil remedies he cannot disqualify the

plan.

We oppose Section 127 of S.209 on joint and survivor annuities.

This section would require a plan with respect to a participant who under

the plan is credited with at least 10 years of service for vesting purposes
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and who dies before the annuity starting date to provide a survivor's

annuity for the participant's spouse to begin on the annuity starting

date. We oppose this proposal based on its potential costs and the

existence of more appropriate alternatives, such as group life insurance,

to fill the financial needs of all classes of surviving dependents.

Section 152 of S.209 requires the Secretary of Labor to conduct

a study on the impact of inflation on retirement benefits and the

feasibility and ramifications of requiring employee benefit plans to

provide cost-of-living adjustments in benefits paid. We believe the

Secretary should study not only the impact of Inflation on retirement

benefits, but also its impact on the plans themselves, the plan trustees,

and the employer's ability to fund retirement plans. The impact of

inflation on all aspects of plan operation must be looked at in order to

formulate any recommendation.

The subcommittee had intended to conclude these hearings at
this hour.

However, we have other witnesses still to be heard. So, I would
like now to call upon the next witness, Ms. Iris Mitgang of the
National Women's Political Caucus.

STATEMENT OF IRIS MITGANG, NATIONAL WOMEN'S
POLITICAL CAUCUS

Ms. MITGANG. Thank you, Senator.
I am here representing the Women's Political Caucus, a 45,000

member organization across the country.
As an individual, I practice law in the State of California, which

is a community property State, which recognizes pensions as prop-
erty under existing domestic law.

In conjunction with ERISA, and a variety of provisions related
thereto, there have been some direct conflicts in dealing with the
distribution of pensions to spouses, both divorced and widowed. I
draw your particular attention to the problems of the nonassign-
ment clause and preemption clause.

Because the area of domestic relations is changing as part of the
reflections of the changes in men's and women's roles in our soci-
ety across the country, two provisions that, although they are not
community property provisions per se, they recognize the concept
of equal division of property, I believe that in more and more
States the concept of pensions as property will be recognized. As we
have made those gains for women, I am hoping that as the Federal
law is changing, it changes in a direction that allows that concept
to be enforceable and recognized.

The antiasssignment provisions of ERISA do not allow the courts
to retain jurisdiction to enforce court orders which recognize pri-
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vate pensions as property in those situations where there are con-
cerns in terms of both distribution and of valuing those pensions as
a lump sum as an award to one spouse or the other.

For a woman to have lived her life in the traditional mold as a
homemaker and mother, who often has no income earnings or
benefits of her own, because there has been extended litigation on
that issue, it would be unfortunate if Federal law precluded the
ability of that kind of distribution, and when the distribution is
made, the actual enforcement of those judgments.

There are all kinds of ways to simplify, I think, under ERISA to
allow the distribution of pensions, and to, in fact, recognize the
concept of equal ownership of earnings and, therefore, the contri-
butions to pension plans.

I believe ERISA allows anticipation. There is no antianticipation
clause.

I have with me, which might be useful for the committee, a chart
under the community property laws in California, of each of a
variety of pension benefit plans, and how they are affected by a
variety of Federal laws. We use them in our day-to-day work in
California, because the area has become so technical and so compli-
cated for a benefit that should be so simple, and a concept that
should be so simple. It concerns me that the area has become so
technical, instead of less.

I am concerned also, and support the expansion of the law in
regard to the place of women in the work force. The concerns of
provisions in regard to vesting, the concerns of provisions in regard
to portability, the concerns related to those women who enter the
work force or a limited time, remove themselves from the work
force to take on the traditional roles of wife and mother, and their
pension benefits, therefore, become interrupted.

The fastest growing group of poor Americans in our society is
women 65 and older. The median income for men 65 and older is
$5,526 per year, and for women over 65, it is $3,008, for minority
women over 65, it is $2,413. Although the sum for males over 65 is
not one any of us in this room believe we could live on, the fact
-that the sum for women is not even half, or less than half of that
amount is shocking, to say the least.

The expansion of benefits under ERISA is important for women.
We support the provisions and hope that the committee will ad-
dress the technical aspects of making the law enforceable as well
as the expansion of benefits for all.

Thank you.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much. We appreciate your

testimony, Ms. Mitgang.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Mitgang follows:]

STATEMENT OF IRiS F. MITGANG, CHAIR, NATIONAL WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Iris F. Mitgang. I
chair the National Women's Political Caucus, a nationwide, multi-partisan organiza-
tion with 45,000 members and 300 state and local chapters across the country. The
major goal of the Caucus is to obtain eiual representation for women in elective and
appointive office and central to reaching that objective is the achievement of eco-
nomic justice.

The Caucus is very pleased to testify in regard to S. 209, the ERISA Improve-
ments Act of 1979. The committee has previously heard extensive evidence, in our
testimony of February 7, 1979, on the economic inequities suffered by American
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women and in particular the special hardships faced by older women, the impor-
Lance of pensions, and ERISA in particular in alleviating the poverty these women
face. I am here as an organizational leader and as a technical expert on pensions. I
practice law before the California courts and teach a course In community property
and California family law. I hope I can help therefcre to clarify the impact of
ERISA on women, particularly those women who are widowed and divorced.

The fastest growing group of poor Americans is women 65 and older. The median
income for men 65 and older is $5,526, while the median income for women 65 and
older is $3,008, and for minority women it is only $2,413. There are 961,000 or 10.5
percent of men 65 and over who live below the poverty line, but there are 2,216,000
women or 16.5 percent of women 65 and over living in poverty and 41.2 percent or
457,000 minority women 65 and older who live in poverty.

The provisions in the ERISA Amendments which afford protection for former
spouses and early widows are commendable but I must express NWPC's disappoint-
ment in this bill's failure to address the very fundamental problems that working
women face in obtaining pension benefits. Whereas ERISA has made some modest
improvements for women, the Act does not begin to offer pension protection for a
majority of working women because of their employment patterns. Look at these
facts: only 21 percent of the women in the private labor force are covered by
pensions and only 10 percent of female retired workers receive a private pension.
Their annual pension averages $950, which is less than half of the average $2,080.
received by retired men.

This committee has acknowledged the virtual exclusion of many women from the
benefits of pension programs. In essence, this is because private pension plans are
structured on the assumption of a continuous worker, in the same job for the whole
of his (her) adult life. Women's work patterns frequently do not conform to this
model. Even with the influx of women into the paid labor force women are still
clustered in sales and service jobs which don't traditionally offer pension plans.
Women are more likely than men to take time out for child rearing, to change jobs
if their spouse is transferred, and to work part-time or part year because they still
bear the major responsibility for their families.

The minimum standards required by ERISA are simply inconsistent with varied
patterns of women workers and hence women are denied pension benefits: because
they often work for periods too short for their pensions to vest.

Half of all women have been on their present job only 2.8 years (as contrasted
with 4.6 for men). The median figures for full-time women workers covered by
private pension plans are somewhat better 6.8 (as contrasted by 9.2 for men) but
still not long enough to vest under the typical pension that gives pensions only to
those who work 10 years:

Because they may take time away from work to raise families. Even if they
stay on the job 10 years they are likely to find that break-in-service rules
combined with rules denying them credit for years worked before age 22 make
it almost impossible to vest in their pension plan.

Because they change jobs and the absence of any portability requirements
force them to forfeit pension credits they may have built up.

Though the Amendments to ERISA that the committee is considering today do
not deal with these issues of critical importance to working women, I would like to
urge that the committee give priority to major reforms of the vesting and portabil-
ity standards to enable a majority of female retirees to draw benefits from private
pension plans.

I will now comment on the provisions in S. 209 which provide long overdue
protection for widows and ex-spouses of covered workers. As this committee recog-
nized in its consideration of the Displaced Homemakers legislation enacted last
year, protection for these women is especially important because death or divorce is
a time of extreme vulnerability in their lives. They are suddenly on their own, often
after many years of financial dependence; and without recent job experience or
current job skills, they are in dire economic straights.

NWPC therefore fully supports section 127 of this bill which offers pension rights
protection to widows whose spouses are vested, but die before the minimum retire-
ment age anticipated by the plan. Under current law, if a vested worker dies"prematurely," his widow is not entitled to any of the pension benefits which he
and his spouse earned and anticipated. The Caucus believes it is absolutely neces-
sary to close this loophole, which has a devastating effect on widows currently
precluded from collecting fully earned benefits because their spouse died before an
arbitrarily fixed date.

We are concerned however, that this section does not go far enough. If a pension
plan participant elects protection for a surviving spouse in the event of a pre-
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retirement death, she must accept a reduced benefit. NWPC believes that this is
unfair; because the labor performed in earning the pension is the same regardless of
whether the worker dies before or after the "standard" retirement age. Vesting
should be irrelevant to these concerns.

Furthermore, while the Act requires an affirmative action for the survivor not to
receive a pension, the election is made alone by the plan participant-in all likeli-
hood without the spouse's awareness of the existence of the option. The Caucus
recommends therefore, that this section be amended to require that the affected
spouse be required to sign in writing, any waiver of this option or that the election
to eliminate survivor's benefits be found against the law.

Finally, the Caucus endorses sections 128 and 165 which clarity that ERISA does
not forbid divorced women from receiving a portion of their ex-spouse's pension
benefits in a property settlement following the dissolution of a marriage. These
sections recognize that a pension is often the only substantial asset of a marriage
and re-inforce a State court's ability to award a portion of the pension benefits to an
ex-spouse. While NWPC recognizes the differences between the Railroad Retirement
Act and ERISA, I must report to you that women across the country were outraged
by the Supreme Court decision in the Hisquierdo case denying a divorced woman a
portion of her ex-spouse's nsion which had been awarded her a part of a commu-
nity property settlement. Such divisions have long been recognized under California
law. The law of California recognizes marriage as an economic partnership. Earn-
ings and the fruits of labor are owned equally by the marital partners. And al-
though such laws are on the books only in the eleven western community property
States, the law elsewhere is rapidly changing regarding community property and
the concept of equalized property has been enacted in Maryland, Wisconsin, Ken-
tucky and is pending in other States.

We are pleased that ERISA has been clarified to insure that the injustice under
Hisquierdo is forbidden under private pension plans but to make the law work we
have additional concerns.

One concern is that there be no anti-assignment clause in ERISA in order that
the judgments regarding proportional or other division of pensions be in fact en-
forceable under State law (often a wife is regarded as a creditor instead of an equal
owner where this occurs).

Another concern is that there be no anti-anticipation clause in the law, i.e.,in the
case- of divorce where other property is not divisible or incapable of sale. It is
important to be able to award and ascertain a lump sum value regarding a pension
in order to equalize in fact the awards of property to each spouse.

The area is complicated and the answers incomplete but I thank you, Mr. Chair-
man for the opportunity to address these issues before your committee today.

Senator MATSUNAOA. Next we have a panel of two witnesses, Mr.
Jeffrey R. Gates, a lawyer with Hewitt Associates; and Mr. Cecil A.
Ray, a lawyer with Hughes & Hill.

STATEMENT OF JEFFERY GATES, ESQ., HEWITT ASSOCIATES
Mr. GATES. Thank you, Senator Matsunaga.
My name is Jeff Gates, and I am here representing Hewitt

Associates, a consulting firm from outside Chicago. I am addressing
issues in S. 1240.

You are, I am sure, very much familiar with past congressional
support for employee stockownership, particularly among members
of the Finance Committee. S. 1240 has additional provisions that
make employee stockownership more attractive, and also provi-
sions that would solve certain existing problems for employee
stockownership plans.

Due to the lateness of the hour, I thought that I would hit some
of the major issues, and ask that the statement be submitted for

'the record.
Senator MATSUNAOA. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. GATES. The first major provision is the provision permitting

the tax credit incentive to become a permanent part of the Internal
Revenue Code.
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In 1975, when the initial provision was introduced, it was availa-
ble for 2 years. In 1976, it was extended through 1980, and recently
the 1978 act extended it through 1983. The congressional uncer-
tainty that this approach applies has been detrimental to the adop-
tion of ESOP's and to their prevalence.

In the past 3 years, our firm has surveyed the Fortune industrial
thousand, and the 300.largest nonindustrial firms to determine the
prevalence of tax credit ESOP's and common plan characteristics.

By way of introduction, let me move to the next section, that
being the major provision, really, of the bill which would be to
permit companies to take a tax credit based on 1 percent of payroll
as alternative to the current provision permitted 1 percent of in-
vestment credit.

I think that if you will turn with me for a moment to page 11 of
this buff covered testimony, you will see a chart indicating nothing
really surprising, simply that the investment credit version of the
ESOP is most attractive to firms who have a large amount of
investment credit.

It has been challenged on the floor of the Senate by a number of
people whether that is a particularly equitable approach. A large
number of companies, the labor intensive firms can get no advan-
tage from this provision due to the small amount of investment
expenditures they make during the year. This provision would
correct that by providing- an alternative payroll based credit for
labor intensive companies.

The third major provision is one allowing companies to deduct as
a section 404 expense the amount of dividends paid out on a
current basis to employees in employee stockownership plans. The
intent of this comes from the idea of trying to make stockowner-
ship comprehensible, trying to make it a motivational factor, trying
to get employees to appreciate stockownership, and begin to think
and act as owners.

I guess the thing that comes most readily to mind for me is a
quote from the Moliere saying that perhaps the best type of appre-
ciation is the one that you can stick in your pocket, and this is
really meant to make employee stockownership a visible, tangible
benefit.

The fourth major provision would enable an employee stockow-
nership plan to be treated as a charitable organization for income,
State and gift tax purposes. Agaifi, the philosophy being that cur-
rently affluent shareholders can either leave their estate to their
relatives and friends, and end up with Uncle Sam taking the bulk
of it, or they can put it in a public purpose foundation. This
provision would enable them to leave their wealth to their employ-
ees, who helped-them to create their wealth, and it also has the
double advantage of keeping that wealth within the tax system.

The next provision would allow a tax-free distribution to any
employee who has been in a plan for 3 years, a tax-credit ESOP,
the first tax credit would be received tax free and taxed when sold.
Again, the rationale being that if one of the objectives of these
types of plans is to broaden stockownership in the population at
large, does it make good tax sense, once that objective is attained,
to turn around and require an employee to sell part of the stock in
order to pay a tax on it.
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Also, S. 1240 would permit an employee to set up an IRA, an
individual retirement account, even though he participates in a tax
credit employee stock ownership plan, provided he is not partici-
pating in any other employer sponsored plans. .

The last provision of the bill would permit a three-way tradeoff
in what are currently known as flexible benefit programs, also
known as cafeteria plans. It seems to have been a conceptual
inconsistency in the Internal Revenue Act of 1978, and this would
clarify that particular provision.

There are several other provisions that I could touch on, but due
to the lateness of the hour, Senator, I will leave those for your
perusal.

That completes my testimony.
Senator MATSUNAGA. I take it that you support S.1240?
Mr. GATEs. Yes, Senator, I do.

STATEMENT OF CECIL A. RAY, ESQ., HUGHES & HILL
Mr. RAY. Mr. Chairman, my name is Cecil Ray, and I am an

attorney in private practice in Dallas. I have prepared a detailed
written statement, which I would like to have printed in the record
in full, so I will not read that.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. RAY. I am appearing in support of section 17 of Senate bill

1240, which would amend 404 of the Internal Revenue Code, and
permit a deduction of up to 25 percent of compensation of the
employees covered by a profit-sharing plan, and a stockownership
plans, when one employer makes a contribution to both plans.

The need for this amendment results from the Internal Revenue
Service adopting a ruling position which impedes the establishment
of employee stockownership plans, such as those of the stock bonus
type. Such a position, I believe, is contrary to the congressional
policy of encouraging stock ownership by employees, and it is con-
trary to the provisions of the code.

Thirty-seven years ago, the Congress set the rules for deductions
of employee benefit plans in the Revenue Act of 1942. The rules
remained in effect largely unchanged until ERISA was passed in
1974, when they changed some deductions by imposing minimum
standards on funding for pension plans.

The Revenue Act of 1942 recognized the difference between pen-
sion and annuity plans on the one hand, and profit-sharing and
stock bonus plans on the other. Therefore, a deduction of up to 15
percent of compensation was provided for an employer with either
a profit-sharing plan or a stock bonus plan.

It also provided that where an employer had two profit-shat'ing
plans, or more, they were treated as one for purposes of the 50
percent limit, and likewise if you had two or more stock bonus
plans, they also were aggregated and you were limited to 15 per-
cent of compensation.
- The code provision, section 404(eX3XA), did not attempt to aggre-
gate a single profit-sharing plan with a single stock bonus plan
established by the same employer in order to limit the deductions
to 15 percent of covered compensation. The statutory language, as I
have spelled out in detail in my written statement, speaks of two
or more stock bonus or profit-sharing plans. The use of the word
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"or" indicated a choice of the kind of trusts that were available to
taxpayers. The word "or" is not a conjunctive requiring a combina-
tion of the types of trusts for imputing these limits.

In 1956, the Treasury issued its regulations under this act, the
last regulations, and it did not require an aggregation of profit-
sharing plans and stock bonus plans. The same document, however,
did require an aggregation of annuity plans, and the language used
was different and should be given different effects.

Another part of the Revenue Act of 1942 required that plans of
different kinds, which is profit-sharing and annuity plans, or pen-
sion plans, stock bonus or annuity plans or pension plans, those
plans would be combined, and you would have a 25 percent deduct-
ible limit, rather than 15 percent.With the law in this posture now, the Revenue Service issued a
private ruling in January 1979, which held an employer must treat

is profit-sharing plan, and his proposed ESOP of the stock bonus
type as one plan, and therefore be limited to a deduction of 15
percent.

The employer in the case in question could not do that because
he was already setting aside 15 percent of compensation for his
employees because his profits were great, due in part, he had
contended, to the motivation caused by the profit-sharing plan.

The Revenue Service gave us no citation of authority for, as I
think I have demonstrated, there is none, unless the Congress in
1942 used the word "or," when they intended to use the word"and," otherwise there would be no way to come up with this
result.

The question probably never arose before ERISA because the
Congress in 1974 and 1976, and in 1978, gave impetus to encourage 4,
stockownership by employees. The policy seems to be an important
one to me because this country in the seventies faced the need of
capital formation and stockownership plans was one way to en-
hance that policy.

The private ruling, I think, has a chilling effect on new employee
stock ownership plans, where companies have resorted to profit-
sharing plans in the past in order to give their employees an
incentive to work harder and produce more. I think that this is
inconsistent with congressional policy, as I read it, and section 17
of Senate bill 1240 will continue this long-standing policy by per-
mitting a deduction of 25 percent of compensation where an em-
ployer has both a profit-sharing plan and wants to put in a new
ESOP.

I don't understand the revenue impact that I saw this morning,
because it shows that this would be a $20 million item, I think, in
revenue, but this can be accomplished by an employer setting up a
money purchase plan and an ESOP, and it can be done under
present law. Indeed, I think the present law permits the result we
are asking for, but the consequences and difficulty of litigating this
type of question for a qualified plan is not something that you look
forward to with great relish.

Thank you for letting us appear today, Senator.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Mr. Gates and Mr.

Ray
lould the subcommittee have questions, we will submit them to

you in writing. Your full statement will appear in the record.
[The prepared statements of Messrs, Gates and Ray follow:]
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

Need for Additional ESOP Legislation

* Past Congressional support for employee stock owner-
ship concept, particularly in Committee on Finance.

* New legislation (S.1240) needed to provide new
incentives for ESOP adoption.

a Additional ESOP legislation will solve certain
existing problems for ESOPs.

The Employee Stock Ownership Improvements Act of 1974

* Permanence of tax credit would encourage adoption of
ESOPs by demonstrating firm Congressional support.

* New payroll-based tax credit would encourage employee
stock ownership in companies where investment tax
credit is not significant.

Dividend deduction provision will allow immediate
tangible benefits of stock ownership to pass to
employees.

* Charitable deduction provision allows wealthy share-
holder to transfer stock to employees rather than to
private tax-exempt foundation. Also retains such
wealth in the tax system.

0 The tax-free distribution of small amounts would
promote the Congressional objective of broadening
stock ownership.

* The tax credit provided for small businesses to
establish an ESOP would help to overcome a principal
disincentive to the adoption of such plans.

* The pass-through voting requirement for all defined
contribution plans seems inappropriate. Pass-through
voting for ESOPs is more appropriately limited to
publicly-traded corporations. The expense and burden
of proxy solicitation by closely-held corporations
poses a major impediment to ESOP adoption.

* Permitting a deduction for the-satching feature of the
tax credit ESOP eases the administrative burden and
encourages participation.

* Permitting a participant in a tax credit employee
stock ownership plan to also establish an Individual
Retirement Account (IRA) would provide an additional
incentive to adopt such plans.

-I-
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0 By raising the tax deductible limitation for any
combination of defined contribution plans, employers
would be provided an additional incentive to acquire
company stock on behalf of their employees.

0 The ability to provide a three-way trade-off in a
flexible benefits program will correct a conceptual
inconsistency of existing law and will provide another
means by which employees can acquire employer stock.

* Other changes proposed by S.1240 would solve certain
problems under existing law.

-2-
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SUMMARY OF S.1240

S.1240 would amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 as.followsi

" Permanence of Tax Credit

The original tax incentive for tax credit employee
stock ownership plans (as provided in the Tax Reduc-
tion Act of 1975) was available for only two years.
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 extended the availability
of the additional investment tax credit through 1980.
At present, the additional credit expires December 31,
1983. The Congressional uncertainty that this
approach implies has inhibited the growth of employee
stock ownership plans. By making the tax credit a
permanent feature of the Code, S.1240 would encourage
the adoption of employee stock ownership plans.

* Alternative 1% Payroll Credit

As an alternative to the additional one percent (1%)
investment tax credit for employee stock ownership
plans, S.1240 would permit an employer to claim a tax
credit of not more than one percent of the annual
compensation of plan participants.

At present, the tax credit employee stock ownership
plan is adopted primarily by large, capital-intensive
corporations (see Appendix). Labor-intensive com-
panies do not invest enough in capital equipment to
make a tax credit employee stock ownership worthwhile;
the benefit per employee is simply too small. S.1240
would correct this discrimination against labor-
intensive companies by granting a company the option
of claiming either the one percent (1%) employee stock
ownership plan investment tax credit (plus the op-
tional extra one-half percent (1/2%) matching feature)
or an employee stock ownership plan tax credit of up
to one percent (1%) of the payroll of employees par-
ticipating in the plan.

" Deduction for Dividends Paid

An employer would be allowed a deduction under Code
Section 404 for the amount of any dividends paid to
participants on their stock in the plan, provided such
dividends are distributed on a current basis.

This provision permits a corporation to pay, and its
employees to realize, an ownership income. Such a
second source of income is intended to foster a sense
of commitment and motivation on behalf of a company's

-3-
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employee-owners. It is hoped that by encouraging
employers to pay such an ownership income, employees
will begin to feel more a part of the nation's private
property system and will begin to think and act as
owners.

* Certain Transfers Treated as Charitable Deductions

An employee stock ownership plan could provide that
the plan be treated as a charitable organization for
income, estate and gift tax purposes, provided any
contribution, bequest or similar transfer of employer
securities is made pursuant to plan provisions, allo-
cations are made in a nondiscriminatory manner, and no
allocation of such amounts is made to any related
persons or to any shareholder owning more than 25% of
the value of any class of outstanding securities.

This provision is intended to encourage affluent
taxpayers to make gifts and/or bequests to employee
stock ownership plans. It is hoped that such dona-
tions will provide a tax-favored means to reconnect
the ownership of capital with a broader base of
private individuals, most of whom would be the
employees who contributed to the building of the
donor's wealth.

In addition, this provision is intended to provide an
incentive to keep such capital assets within the
nation's tax system. Under present law, contributions
to charitable organizations are exempt from taxation.
Thus, assets left to such an organization are lost to
our system of taxation. By encouraging an individual
to leave his property to an employee stock ownership
plan, these assets would remain within the tax system
and would be taxable to employees upon distribution
from the plan.

0 Small Distributions Received Tax Free

The first $5,000 of any Jump-sum distribution from a
tax credit employee stock ownership plan would be
exempt from taxation on distribution, provided the
distributee has been a participant in the plan for at
least three calendar years prior to the date of dis-
tribution. A primary objective of employee stock
ownership plans is to provide an opportunity for
personal capital accumulation. The rationale for this
provision stems from the idea that once this objective
has been attained, the Code should not then, in
effect, require that a portion of this capital be sold
to pay taxes due on the distribution.

-4-
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Credit for Establishment of Employee Stock Ownership
Plans by Smalli Employers

Due to the complexity of leveraged employee stock
ownership plans, S.1240 would provide a tax credit to
offset up to $5,000 of the cost of establishing such a
plan by an employer which has less than 100 employees.

Voting Rights in Defined Contribution Plans

Code Section 401(a)(22) (added by the Revenue Act of
1978) would (after December 31, 1979) provide for the
pass through to plan participants of voting rights in
certain situations on closely-held employer stock held
In profit sharing plans, stock bonus plans, money
purchase pension plans, and employee stock ownership
plans. S.1240 would delete this section.

The intent of this provision of S.1240 is to encourage
the adoption of employee stock ownership plans. If
this provision is not deleted, corporations with such
plans will be required to provide pass-through voting
with respect to corporate matters which (by law or
charter) must be decided by more than a majority vote
of outstanding common shares voted. The expense and
burden of proxy solicitation poses a major impediment
to ESOP adoption. Retention of this provision will
inhibit the adoption of employee stock ownership plans
and some of those now in effect may be terminated.

Use of Nonvoting Stock

Under present law, if an employer with an employee
stock ownership plan has a registration class of
securities, pass-through voting is required on allo-
cated shares. For other employers, pass-through
voting on allocated shares is limited to corporate
matters which (by law or charter) must be decided by
more than a majority of outstanding common shares
voted. S.1240 would permit the acquisition of non-
voting stock, provided the plan acquires such stock
from a shareholder(s) who has held such stock for at
least 24 months. In many corporations (both publicly
traded and closely-held), there is outstanding stock
of a nonvoting type. This provision would enable an
employee stock ownership plan to acquire such stock.

Matching Employee Contributions

Current law permits an employer to claim up to an
extra additional one-half percent (0.5%) investment
credit, provided employees contribute a matching
amount of cash to the plan. Due to the complex and

4
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costly requirements relative to the contributory
feature, and due to the timing difficulties accompany-
ing funding with the investment tax credit, employers
have been hesitant to adopt the matching element as
part of a tax credit employee stock ownership plan.
S.1240 would permit an employer to make the matching
contribution on behalf of plan participants. The
employer would be eligible for a deduction under Code
section 404 for amounts so contributed without regard
to the limitations of Code section 404(a).

a IRA Eligibility

At present, an employee participating in a qualified
plan may not establish an Individual Retirement
Account (IRA). The average annual benefit to an
employee under a tax credit employee stock ownership
plan is generally considerably less than the amount
which the employee could put into an IRA. The effect
is to provide a disincentive to the establishment of
and the participation in tax credit employee stock
ownership plans. S.1240 would permit employees who
are participating in a tax credit employee stock
ownership plan but who are not participating in any
other qualified plan to establish and contribute to an
IRA.

Tax Deduction Limitations for Combined Plans

Under existing law, an employer is eligible for a
deduction under Code Section 404 for amounts contrib-
uted to a defined contribution plan (i.e., a profit
sharing plan, a stock bonus plan, an employee stock
ownership plan or a money purchase pension plan). The
amount that may be deducted in any taxable year is
generally limited to 15% of the compensation of plan
participants. When a money purchase pension plan is
combined with any other defined contribution plan,
however, Code Section 404(a)(7) provides that this tax
deductible limitation shall not exceed 25%. S.1240
would apply the tax deductible limitation of Code
Section 404(a).(7) to any combination of two different
defined contribution plans. This would provide an
additional incentive for employers to acquire company
stock on behalf of their employees.

3-Way Trade-Off in Flexible Benefits

The Revenue Act of 1978 enabled a company to offer its
employees greater personal flexibility in the design
of their own employer-provided benefits. Existing law
permits an employee to choose between cash and welfare
benefits under Code Section 125(d) or between cash and

-6-
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deferred profit sharing under Code Section 401(k). An
employer with such a flexible benefits program cur-
rently may not, however, offer employees a choice of
cash, welfare benefits or deferred profit sharing.
S.1240 would correct this conceptual inconsistency by
allowing for a three-way trade-off under a flexible
benefits program. For employers who choose to do so,
this provides another means by which employees can
acquire stock in the company for which they work.

0 Cash Distribution Option and Put Option for Stock
Bonus Plans

S.1240 would extend to stock bonus plans the cash
distribution option and put option provisions cur-
rently applicable only to employee stock ownership
plans. The cash distribution provision would correct
what currently appears to be an artificial distinction
between stock bonus plans and employee stock ownership
plans. The requirement for a put option will provide
protection for plan participants by insuring that a
market is provided for stock received in a distribu-
tion from a stock bonus plan.

0 Limitations on Stock Distribution

A participant entitled to a distribution from an
employee stock ownership plan currently has a right to
demand that his benefit be distributed in the form of
employer securities. In certain situations (e.g.,
independent newspapers), stock ownership is limited
(by corporate charter or by-laws) to those actually
employed by the company. For such companies, employee
stock ownership plans are not presently attractive.
S.1240 would permit such a company to require any
former employee to resell any employer securities to
the company at fair market value upon termination of
service with the employer.

41 Availability of Additional Tax Credit Percentage

Under present law, a public utility is denied the
additional tax credit if a State regulatory agency
requires the credit to be treated for ratemaking pur-
poses-in any way other than as though the amount had
been contributed by common shareholders. Where, for
example, a State regulatory agency requires the
additional investment tax credit to be passed-through
as a reduction in the taxpayer's cost of service for
ratemaking purposes, this requirement operates as a
deterrent to the establishment of tax credit employee
stock ownership plans because a utility is, in effect,
thereby required to pay out the tax-credit twice -

-7- Hewitt Associates
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once as a contribution to the plan and then again as a
rate reduction to consumers. The intent of S. 1240 is
to permit the tax credit regardless of how a regula-
tory agency requires the additional credit to be
treated.

Special Limitation for Employee Stock Ownership Plans

Code Section 415(c)(6) presently provides a special
higher dollar limitation on the amount of contributed
stock which may be allocated to participants in
employee stock ownership plans. This same limitation
arguably does not apply to cash which is contributed
to these plans and used to acquire stock. Because the
result should be the same in either situation, S.1240
clarifies that the special higher dollar limitation
shall apply in either case.

Valuation of Securities in Tax Credit Employee Stock
Ownership Plans

Existing law requires that publicly traded employer
securities contributed to the plan must be valued over
the 20 consecutive trading days immediately preceding
the employer's due date for filing its income tax
return for the taxable year. Because employers make
contributions at other times during the year, this
provision seems to be unnecessarily restrictive.
S.1240 provides that the 20-day averaging period shall
be the time preceding the actual contribution of
employer securities to the plan.

Extraordinary Forfeiture Allocations

An employer utilizing a leveraged employee stock
ownership plan is generally committed to making annual
contributions to enable the plan to repay the lever-
aged amount. It is possible that extraordinary for-
feitures from unanticipated employee turnover may,
when combined with employer contributions to the plan,
cause the limitations of Code Section 415 to be
exceeded. In determining the limitations of Section
415, S.1240 provides that an employer need not take
into account the amounts attributable to such extra-
ordinary forfeitures (as defined by the Secretary).

Individual Trustee

S.1240 would permit an individual to act as trustee of
plan assets when a terminated Keogh plan is replaced
by a qualified plan adopted by a proprietorship or
partnership which incorporates. Current law requires
that such assets be trusteed by a bank, resulting in
an unnecessary expense.

-8-
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ESOPs and Tax Credit ESOPs

Prior to the Revenue Act of 1978, leveraged employee
stock ownership plans were known as "ESOPs" and em-
ployee stock ownership plans funded with the invest-
ment tax credit were known as TRASOPs (due to their
origin in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975). The 1978
Act labeled ESOPs as "leveraged employee stock owner-
ship plans" and TRASOPs as "ESOPs". S.1240 would
return to the prior terruinology, with leveraged
employee stock ownership plans again being designated
as "ESOPs" and with TFASOPs being known as "tax credit
employee stock ownership plans."

Hewil Associates-9-
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J-1. TRASOP PREVALENCE BY INDUSTRY GROUP

UTILITY MIUSTRY: 88.6% OF 35 COMPANIES IN 1979 SURVEY,
69.2% OF 26 COMPANIES IN 1977 SURVEY.

TOTAL SURVEY PARTICIPANTS:

1979 - 533 COMPANIES
1977 - 423 COMPANIES

PETROLEUM REINING : 85.7% OF 21 COMPANIES IN 1979 SURVEY,
41.6% OF 24 FUEL INDUSTRY COMPANIES IN1977 SURVEY.

PAPER INDUSTRY:
(PAPER, FIBER
AND WOOD)

66.7% OF 24 COMPANIES IN 1979 SURVEY,
44.4% OF 9 COMPANIES IN PAPER INDUSTRY O.QLY (1977 SURVEY).

IN 1979, RELATIVELY STRONG TRASOP CLUSTERINGS WERE ALSO FOUND IN
THE FOLLOWING INDUSTRIES:

METAL MANUFACTURING: 45% OF 20 COMPANIES
TRANSPORTATION: 38% OF 25 COMPANIES
CHEMICALS: 35% OF 34 COMPANIES
FOOD PRODUCTS: 30% OF 30 COMPANIES
RETAIL: 25% OF 19 COMPANIES

I



III. TRASOP PREVALNCE BY COMPANY SIZE
(INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES ONLY)
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IV. TRASOP CHARACTERISTICS

ELIGIBILITY/PARTICIPATION

OST PLANS COVER ALL OR MOST EMPLOYEES MEETING AGE/SERVICE REQUIREMENTS.

s 40.9% OF PLANS COVER ALL OR MOST EMPLOYEES.

o 28.3% OF PLANS COVER ALL OR MOST SALARIED AND NON-UNION HOURLY EMPLOYEES.

a 30.8% OF PLANS COVER ALL OR MOST SALARIED-EMPLOYEES.

SEVERAL PLANS EXCLUDE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS OR MEMBERS OF EXECUTIVE STOCK OR INCENTIVE PLANS.

COVERED COMPENSATION

THERE APPEARS TO BE A TREND TOWARD USING AN INDIVIDUAL EARNINGS CEILING OF LESS i
THE FULL $100,000 PERMITTED FOR ALLOCATION PURPOSES.*TD

* 31% OF PLANS IN THE 1979 STUDY USED A LOWER CEILING.
• 15% OF PLANS IN THE 1977 STUDY USED A LOWER CEILING.

BENEFIT AMOUNT

THE AVERAGE ANNUAL EMPLOYEE BENEFIT IS LESS THAN $200. OF THE COMPANIES RESPONDING TO
THE 1979 STUDY:

* 55% EXPECT AN AVERAGE EMPLOYEE BENEFIT OF LESS THAN $200.

s 35% EXPECT AN AVERAGE EMPLOYEE BENEFIT OF $200 TO $500.

0 10% EXPECT AN AVERAGE EMPLOYEE BENEFIT OF MORE THAN $500.



IV. TRASOP CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'D)

MATCHING EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS
THE ADDITIONAL k% TAX CREDIT FEATURED IS GRADUALLY BECOMING MORE PREVALENT.

a 33.1% OF PLANS IN THE 1979 STUDY INCLUDE THE MATCHING FEATURE
(53 COMPANIES).

* 16.4% OF PLANS IN THE 1978 STUDY INCLUDE THE MATCHING FEATURE
(23 COMPANIES).

o 2.5% OF PLANS IN THE 1977 STUDY INCLUDE THE MATCHING FEATURE
(1 COMPANY).

.b

SOURCE: HEWITT ASSOCIATES SURVEY OF TAX REDUCTION ACT ESOPs - 1979, 1978, 1977 (COPYRIGHT).
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Additional Information

Provided below is additional information regarding the
7 prevalence of TRASOPs and the important characteristics of

plans that have been implemented:

Prevalence by Industry Grouping

Code: C ) - Survey participants (total of 533 companies).
(A) - Company has implemented a TRASOP.
(B) - Company is in process of implementing.
(C) - Company is considering implementing.

(D) - Company is not considering implementing.

A B C D

Survey Participants (533) 30.4% 0.4% 8.1% 61.1%

Industry Groupings:

Beverages (7)

Chemicals (34)
Electronics/Appliances (28)
Financial Institutions (55)
Food Products (30)
Glass, Concrete, Abrasives,

Gypsum (14)
Industrial & Farm

Equipment (40)
Measuring, Scientific &

Photographic Equipment (17)
Metal Manufacturing (20)
Metal Products (27)
Mining and Crude Oil

Production (13)
Motor Vehicles (21)
Paper, Fiber & Wood

Products (24)
Petroleum Refining (21)
Pharmaceuticals (11)

57.1%
35.3%
10.7%
7.3%

30.0%

50.0%

12a5%

23.5%
45.0%
22.2%

61.5%
14.3%

66.7%
85.7%
9.1%

- 14.3% 28.6%
- - 64.7%
- - 89.3%
- 9.1% 83.6%

3.3% 3.3% 63.4%

7.1% 42.9%

7.5% 80.0%

17.7%

25.0%

3..7%

7.7%

58.8%

30.0%

74.1%

- 30.8%

9.5% 76.2%

4.2%
4.8%

18.2%

29.1%
9.5%

72.7%
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TRASOP Prevalence (continued)

Retail (20)

Rubber & Plastics
Products (7)

Shipbuilding, Railroad &
Transportation Equipment (7)

Textiles & Vinyl
Flooring (12)

Transportation (21)

Utilities (35)
Other Companies (65)

A *B C D

25.0% 5.0% 70.0%

14.3% - 28.6% 57.1%

14.3% - 14.3% 71.4%

14.3%
5.7%

12.3%

66.7%

47.6%

5.7%

83.1%

Covered Compensation

Any individual's annual compensation in excess of $100,000 must

be disregarded for allocation purposes. However, compensation

up to a lower stated limit may be used if desired. Among 158

surveyed TRASOPs:

" One hundred twelve (70.9%) include the $100,000 limit

on individual annual compensation.

" One plan (0.6%) has a $75,000 limit on individual
annual compensation.

" Fourteen plans (8.9%) include limits of from $25,000

to $50,000 of individual annual compensation.

" Six plans (3.8%) include limits of from $10,000 to
$20,000 of individual annual compensation.

* Fifteen plans (9.5%) include limits of from $1,000

to $7,500 of individual annual compensation.

* Ten plans (6.3%) basically make a per capita allocation

and include up to $1 or $100 of individual annual

compensation.

Lowering the level of covered compensation has the effect of narrow-

ing the (dollar value) range of annual allocation awards among plan

-16-
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participants. Seventy percent of last year's surveyed TRASOPs
included the $100,000 limit on individual annual compensation.

Reasons for Not Implementing a TRASOP

One hundred sixty-two companies provided their reason(s) for
not implementing a TRASOP. A summary of the most prevalent

reasons are shown below:

Reason(s) Prevalence

Benefit per employee too small 68 ( 42.0%)

Benefit per employee too small 35 ( 21.6%)
and excessive administrative cost
or complexity

Benefit per employee too small, 16 ( 9.9%)
excessive administrative cost or
complexity, and regulatory
uncertainty

Stock ownership potential available 9 ( 5.5%)
in other plans

Not interested in providing employee
stock ownership 9 ( 5.5%)

Regulatory uncertainty 5 ( 3.1%)

No need for tax credit 5 ( 3.1%)

Others 15 , 9.3%)

TOTAL 162 (100.0%)

In addition, it is interesting to note that 19 companies made

unsolicited comments regarding their Interest in the labor-
intensive TRASOP (a TRASOP where the tax credit equals a

specified percentage of total payroll). It appears a number
of companies not currently having a TRASOP would take advan-
tage of a labor-intensive TRASOP, if it were to become available.

-17-
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Approximate Benefit Level Provided by TRASOPs

To gain some insights into the benefit levels provided by
TRASOPs, survey participants were asked to give their best

estimates of the following:

1. The number of employees participating in

the TRASOP.

2. The covered cdpensation of participating

employees.

3. The amount of their company's most recent

annual qualifying capital expenditures.

Based on these estimates, a benefit per thousand dollars
of compensation was computed. The following table displays
the range breakdown of the benefit amounts for 114 companies
which were able to provide data on this question. Companies
allocating the TRASOP contribution on an essentially per
capita basis (for example, where the covered compensation
is a relatively small amount such as $1 to $7,500) are not
included in this table.

Benefit/Thousand Dollars of Compensation

Industry $0-$7.99

Utilities 5

Petroleum
Refining 4

Mining &
Crude Oil
Production 0

Paper,
Fiber, &
Wood
Products 5

All Others 22

TOTAL 36
(31.61)

$8-$15.99 $16-$23.99 $24-$31.99

7 3 3

8

0

3

12
30

(26.3%)

2

3

3
8

19
(16.7%)

0

2

2
a

15
(13.2%)

$32-$39.99 $40 & Over
1 3

0

0

0

1

2
(1.7%)

1

0

7

12
(10.5)
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If we assume that the average employee earns $15,000/year,
we can translate the above figures into a total benefit
amount for the average employee. Of course, the actual
amount allocated to any particular employee would be

dependent on his particular covered compensation. In
those cases where the allocation is done on an essentially
per capita basis, the table below will reflect the benefit
for that covered compensation amount rather than the $15,000
figure.

Total Benefit Amount for Average Employee

Industry Under $100 $100-$199 $200-$299 $300-$399 $400-$499 $500 6 Above

utilities 4 5 5 4 1 4

Petroleum
Refining 3 9 0 2 0
Mining &
Crude Oil
Production 0 0 0 3 2

Paper,
Fiber, &
Wood
Products 4 3 3 2 1 0
All Others 30 13 9 7 6 7
TOTAL 41 30 17 18 10 13

(31.8%) (23.21) (13.2%) (13.9%) (7.8%) (10.1%)

Using this methodology, 71 plans (55.1%) of the 129 companies
able to provide data, anticipated an average contribution of

less than $200. This is not surprising since it is well
recognized that TRASOPs generally provide a small benefit

relative to more traditional capital accumulation plans.
It is interesting to note, however, that over 10% of the

plans expect to provide a benefit of $500 or more. Thus,
in certain companies, a TRASOP may provide a fairly sub-
stantial benefit.

-19-
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Additional 1/2i Tax Credit Based on Employee Contribution

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 was amended by the Tax Reform

Act of 1976 to allow for an additional 1/2% tax credit if

employees agree to make voluntary contributions of a similar

amount.

Among 160 surveyed TRASOPs:

" Fifty-three plans (33.1%) provide for the

possibility of an additional 1/2% tax credit.

" Four plans (2.5%) do not presently provide

for the possibility of an additional 1/2%

tax credit, but will be amended to provide

for such a possibility.

" Sixteen plans (10.0%) do not presently

provide for the possibility of an addi-

tional 1/2% tax credit; companies are

waiting to see what administrative guidance

the IRS may give regarding such a provision.

" Eighty-seven plans (54.4%) do not presently

provide for the possibility of an additional

1/2% tax credit and are not expected to be

amended to include such a provision.

For utilities, twenty-two plans (71.0%) do provide for the

additional 1/2% tax credit. In the petroleum refining

industry, four plans (22.2%) provide for the extra credit.

Three companies in both the mining.and crude oil production

industries (37.5%) and the paper, fiber, and wood products

industries (20.0%) provide for this option.
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While 10.0% of the companies are waiting to see what adminis-

trative guidance the IRS may give regarding the 1/2% tax

credit, 54.4% have decided not to provide the additional 1/2%

tax credit. The principal problem appears to be determining

how much individual employees will contribute while adhering

to the legislative rules which stipulate that:

" All participants must be allowed to contribute.

" No participant may be required to contribute.

" The matching employer contribution will be

allocated in an amount equal to each employee's
matching contribution.

It appears that unless the TRASOP benefit is fairly substantial,

many companies have decided that the additional administrative

burden outweighs the value of the additional 1/2% tax credit.

However, the incidence of surveyed TRASOPs provided for the

additional 1/2% tax credit has increased substantially over

the past three years. In last year's survey, 16.4% of the

surveyed TRASOPs provided for the additional tax credit (compared
to the current 33.1%). In 1977, only 2.5% of the TRASOPs
provided the 1/2% tax credit.

Timing of Distributions

Except for death, disability, or separation from service, dis-

tributions to a participant may not occur until the end of the

84th month beginning with the month in which the stock is

allocated to a participant's account. Distributions, however,

may be scheduled at any later date (subject to the same

exceptions). If a distribution is made at the end of each

seven-year cycle, however, then favorable lump-sum tax treat-
ment will be unavailable. On the other hand, distributions
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only at termination delay the receipt of the benefit and,
perhaps, part of any motivational impetus provided by the

plan. Administratively, distribution only at termination

may also be simpler.

One hundred sixty-one companies responded to this issue.

One hundred plans (62.1%) make distributions only at termina-

tion of employment. Thirty plans (18.71) make rolling

seven-year payouts. Twenty-six plans (16.2%) give partici-
pants a choice between rolling seven-year payouts and

distributions only at termination. One plan (0.6%) gives

participants a choice between rolling nine-year payouts and

distributions only at termination. Two plans (1.2%) make

distributions only at termination except in the case of

financial hardship. Two plans (1.2%) plan to make distri-

butions seven years after the last contribution.

-22-
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SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS

During the months of January and February 1979, Hewitt Associates con-
ducted its third annual TRASOP (Tax Reduction Act Employee Stock Owner-
ship Plan) survey of the 1,000 largest industrial companies and the
50 largest commercial-banking, life-insurance, diversified-financial,
retail, transportation, and utility companies as listed in the 1978
Fortune Directory.

Purpose of Survey

The primary purpose of the survey was to gather information on the pre-
valence of TRASOPs and to examine the important characteristics of plans
that have been implemented.

Five hundred thirty-three companies participated in the survey. Partici-
pating companies span a wide cross section of business and industry and
fall into the general groupings shown below:

Number of
Company Groupings CoMpanies

Industrial Companies
e Sales over $1 billion 154
* Sales of $500 million to $1 billion 59
o Sales under $500 million 185

All Industrial Companies 398
Non-Industrial Companies
@ Financial institutions 55
o Retail companies 20
o Transportation companies 21
# Utilities 35

All Non-Industrial Companies 131
Anonymous Responses 4
All Participants 533

-1-
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TRASOP Prevalence

Survey participants were asked to indicate the current status of a TRASOP
in their company. Of the 533 companies participating:

s One hundred sixty-two compjIes (30.4%) have implemented a
TRASOP (plan has been formally adopted by the board of directors).

a Two companies (0.4%) are in the process of implementing a TRASOP
(internal decision has been made to implement a TRASOP, but
plan has not been formally adopted by board of directors).

e Forty-three companies (8.1%) do not presently have a TRASOP but
are considering implementing such a plan.

@ Three hundred twenty-six companies (61.1%) do not presently have a
TRASOP and are not presently considering implementing such a plan.

Although last year's survey indicated significant corporate activity in the
TRASOP area, this year's survey demonstrates only a slightly higher degree
of prevalence. Below is a year-by-year breakdown of TRASOP prevalence.

Companies having implemented
a TRASOP

Companies in the process of
implementing a TRASOP

Companies considering
implementing a TRASOP

Companies not considering
implementing a TRASOP

1979 1978 1977
Survey Survey Survey

30.4% 27.2% 9.4%

0.4 1.5 3.3

8.1 9.2 14.2

61.1 62.1 73.1
TU6.i 66.6 166.5

-2-
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Utilities and certain other capital-intensive industries continue to be
responsible for much of the activity that has occurred. For example,

the survey companies which have implemented or are in the process of

implementing a TRASOP include:

# 88.6% of the thirty-five utilities,
* 85.7% of the twenty-one companies in the petroleum refining

industry,
* 69.2% of the thirteen companies in the mining and crude oil

production industries, and
* 66.7% of the twenty-four companies in the paper, fiber, and

wood products industries.

Among industrial companies, TRASOP prevalence appears to be influenced by
company size as well as by industry. A breakdown of prevalence data into

size groupings shows that the following companies have implemented or are
in the process of implementing a TRASOP:

* 43.5% of companies with annual sales over $I billion,
s 32.2% of companies with annual sales of $500 million to $1

billion, and
@ 17.3% of companies with annual sales under $500 million.

It appears that the prevalence of TRASOPs has increased only slightly in
all size categories over the past year.

Of All Industrial Survey
Companies in the Following
Size Categories, % Which
Have Implemented or Are in
the Process of Implementing
a TRASOP

1979 1978 1977
Sales Survey Survey Survey

$1 billion and over 43.5% 41.4% 21.7%
$500 million to $1 billion 32.2 24.6 16.3
Under $500 million 17.3 14.4 2.2

-3-
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TRASOP Characteristics

The survey also examined TRASOP characteristics, focusing on the 162 plans
of companies which have implemented a TRASOP. These plans reveal the
following prevalences:

e 93.8% are separate plans (not attached to an existing company plan).

* 40.9% of the plans are extended to all or most employees (meeting
age/service requirements) and 59.1% are extended to all or most
salaried employees (or salaried and non-union hourly employees);
however, several plans exclude officers, directors, or members of
executive stock or incentive plans.

* 70.9% of the plans use the $100,000 individual annual maximum of
covered compensation for allocation purposes; 29.1% use a limit
of less than $100,000.

e Of the 129 plans responding to the issue, 71 plans (55.0%) antici-
pated a benefit for the average employee of less than $200 for
the most recent year, 45 plans (34.9%) anticipated a benefit of
from $200 to $500, and 13 plans (10.1%) anticipated a benefit

of more than $500.

s 35.2% of the plans use some form of the maximum service requirement
(up to three years) for participation. This is made possible by
the fact that a TRASOP must provide for immediate vesting.

* 33.1% of the plans provide for the additional 1/2% tax credit
available because of employee contributions.

* 62.1% of the plans make distributions only at termination of
employment; 18.7% make rolling seven-year payouts; 16.2% give
participants a choice between rolling seven-year payouts and
distributions only at termination.

-4-
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY CECIL A. RAY, JR.
BEFORE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE

IN SUPPORT OF SECTION 17 OF S.1240

For more than 35 years, $404(a)(3)(A) of the I:.t:nal Revenue
Code was not interpreted to require a single deductLon equal to no
more than 150 of compensation when an employer made contributions
under both a qualified profit-sharing plan and a qualified stock
bonus plan. Then, in January of this year, the Internal Revenue
Service issued a private ruling indicating its opinion, which was
essentially devoid of supporting legal arguments, that took such a
restrictive view of S404(a)(3)(A). The interpretation of the
Service is contrary to the language of S404(a)(3)(A), which
provides that a single deduction of 15% of compensation applies
only to contributions "to 2 or more stock bonus or profit-sharing
trusts [emphasis added]' and does not require such-a limitation in
the case of contributions to one or more stock bonus trusts and one
or more profit-sharing trusts.

The above misinterpretation of the Service, which ignores the
disjunctive language of the statute, and also thwarts the clearly
expressed intent of Congress to encourage the establishment of
employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs). It effectively prevents
the parent company of a controlled group of corporations from
extending coverage under its stock bonus ESOP to employees of a
subsidiary corporation when the subsidiary already contributes 15%
of compensation to a qualified profit-sharing plan. At the same
time, however, the parent could extend the ESOP to cover the
employees of a subsidiary with a qualified money purchase pension
plan instead of a profit-sharing plan because a higher limitation
on deductible contributions to such ESOP would be available in the
case of this subsidiary.

This inequitable result would be corrected by Section 17 of
S.1240, which would provide for a deduction of 25 percent of
covered compensation in accordance with 5404(a) (7) of the Code when
an employer made contributions under a qualified stock bonus plan
(including an ESOP) and a qualified profit-sharing plan.

It does not appear that this amendment would have a signifi-
cant impact on revenue because, in my experience, it is not the
type of provision which would encourage employers to restructure
their employee benefit plans, since any combination of two or more
different types of plans would be subject to the same 25%
limitation under 5404(a)(7).
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Committee on Finance
United States Senate

Statement of
Cecil A. Ray, Jr., Attorney, Dallas, Texas

December 5, 1979

Mr. Chairman:

My name is Cecil A. Ray, Jr. I have practiced law for 18 years

in Dallas, Texas. My practice has emphasized Federal Income,

estate and gift taxation and, for the past several years, I have

devoted a substantial portion of my practice to the law as it

relates to employee benefit plans that are qualified under section

401 et. seq. of the Internal Revenue Code (the *CodeO). This

includes serving as a lecturer ,at the SNU Law School in the

taxation of deferred compensation plans both before and after the

enactment of ERISA.

I am appearing in support of Section 17 of 8.1240 which would

amend S 404(a) (3) (A) of the Code to provide that an employer who

contributes to both a profit-sharing plan and a stock bonus plan

will be allowed a deduction of up to 25S of covered compensation in

accordance with S 404(a)(7) of the Code. Section 404 (a) (3) (A)

permits a deduction of up to 15% of covered compensation for

contributions to a profit-sharing or stock bonus plan. In its

current form, S 404(a)(3)(A) limits a deduction with respect to

stock bonus and profit-sharing trusts to
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0...15 percent of the compensation otherwise paid or
accrued during the taxable year to all employees under
the stock bonus or profit-sharing plan."

The last sentence of this subparagraph further provides that

"lf the contributions are made to 2 or more stock bonus
or profit-sharing trusts, such trusts shall be considered
a single trust for the purposes of applying the limita-
tions in (section 404(a) (3) (A)J.

The statutory language appears to be clear. I believe that the use

of the word "or indicates that separate 151 limitations are to be

applied for each plan the mere fact that deductions for contribu-

tions to both stock bonus trusts and profit-sharing trusts are

limited by the same subparagraph of the Code should not be grounds

for treating these different kinds of plans as a single plan. The

last sentence does not purport to combine a single profit-sharing

and single stock bonus trust for purposes of the limitation.

The Revenue Act of 1942 expressed a policy to encourage

profit-sharing and stock bonus plans. The legislative history

indicates that the Congress did not wish to restrict contributions

to such plans to 5 of compensation as in the case of pension plans.

The committee reports recognized that motivation of employees and

increased productivity were stimulated by such plans and such was

essential to the war effort at that time. There appears to be no

conscious thought given to restricting employers having both types

of plans except where they had two or more profit-sharing or two or

more stock bonus plans.

-2-
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In 1974, 1976, 1978, a definite congressional policy emerged

which encouraged the establishment of Employer Stock Ownership

Plans (ESOPs). ESOPs were considered essential to increased

capital formation, which was deemed necessary to deal with the

economic problems of the 1970's. The provisions enacted in 1976

and .1978 overruled the Internal Revenue Service's attempts to

restrict the use of ESOPs by finalization of certain proposed

regulations.

For the past 35 years, S 404(a)(3)(A) has not been interpreted

(whether in committee reports or by regulation) so as to indicate

that employers which established both a profit-sharing and a stock

bonus plan would be limited to 150 of covered compensation. In

January of 1979, however, the Internal Revenue Service ruled that

an ESOP, qualified as a stock bonus trust, and & separate,

qualified profit-sharing trust must be aggregated and treated as a

single trust for purposes of determining the limitation on the

deductibility of employer contributions under S 404 (a) (3) (A) of the

Code. (A copy of this private letter ruling is attached hereto.)

This interpretation misconstrues the language and the intent of

5 404(a)(3)(A) of the Code and also thwarts the clearly expressed

congressional policy of encouraging the establishment of ESOPs.

This result is particularly evident in the case of a

controlled group of corporations consisting of a holding company

with various subsidiaries, most of which have pension plans. If,

for example, one or more subsidiaries have profit-sharing plans

-3-
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which will generate a deduction equal to 15S of compensation based

on the percentage of profits contributed each year in the

foreseeable future, and the holding company's ESOP is a stock bonus

plan, the deduction for contributions to the stock bonus plan Is,

according to this ruling, to be determined under section

404(a)(3)(A). If, with respect to employees covered by the profit-

sharing plan, their employer is limited to a deduction equal to 15%

of compensation, no contribution for those employees can be made

under the ESOP. If, on the other hand, as the current version of

section 404(a)(3)(A) provides, a deduction of 15 of compensation

is allowed for the profit-sharing plan and a similar deduction of

15 of compensation is allowed for the stock bonus plan, .the SOP

could be established for the employees presently covered by a

profit-sharing plan. However, the interpretation of the Internal

Revenue Service in the recent private ruling penalizes the most

productive employees of subsidiaries, (those covered by a profit-

sharing plan which provides the strongest performance motive)

because they cannot participate in the BSOP even though their

efforts make their employers the most profitable.

As will be discussed in more detail later in this statement,

section 1.404(a)-9 of the regulations clearly imposes the primary

limitation of 15t of compensation on each type of plan considered

separately and aggregates the limitation only where there are two

or more profit-sharing or stock bonus trusts. This is in contrast

to the provisions of section 1.404(a)-4(c) of the regulations which

state

-4-
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'Where two or more pension or annuity plans cover the
same employee, under section 404(a)(I)(A) the deductions
with respect to each such plan are subject to the
limitations applicable to the particular plan and the
total deductions for all such plans are also subject to
the limitations which would be applicable thereto if they
constituted a single plan.*

Since these two sentences in different sections of the Regulations

were proposed by the same Treasury Decision (T.D. 6203, adopted on

September 24, 1956), there should be a different meaning ascribed

to the different language used.

I believe the current provisions of 5 404(a) (3) (A) of the Code

have been erroneously construed by the Internal Revenue Service's

private letter ruling issued earlier this year. Consequently, I

urge the adoption of the amendment to S 404 (a) (3) (A) made by

section 17 of S.1240. In order that there be no possible room for

an erroneous interpretation that the 251 limitation of S 404(a)(7)

is not applicable, it is suggested that line 15 on page 21 of 8.1240

be rewritten to read as follows:

"paragraph 7 shall be applied in lieu of the limitations
imposed by this subparagraph on contributions made to two
or more stock bonus or profit-sharing trusts.'

As so modified the amendment to S 404(a)(3)(A) of the Code proposed

by Section 17 of 8.1240 would read as follows:

•However, if the contributions are made to one or more
stock bonus plans and to one or moro profit-sharing
plans, the limitations set forth in paragraph 7 shall be
applied in lieu of the limitations imposed by this
subparagraph on contributions made to two or more stock
bonus or profit-sharing trusts.'
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From a reading the attached ruling, it is evident that the

Internal Revenue Service did not cite a single authority or

statutory provision in support of the conclusion that

"The qualified profit-sharing plan and the ESOP, quali-
fied as a stock bonus plan, both of which are maintained
by an employer which does not maintain a qualified
pension plan, shall be considered a single plan for
purposes of applying the limitations in section
404(a) (3) (A). Therefore, the maximum deduction for
contributions to both plans is 15 percent of the covered
employees' compensation.0

This conclusion is supported by reasoning which is contrary to

the statutory language, regulations, and Congressional purpose of

encouraging establishment of ESOPs. Further, the Internal Revenue

Service did not give any recognition to the differences between

stock bonus plans, including employee stock ownership plans, and

profit-sharing plans in its reasoning which reads as follows:

"Section 1.401-(b) (1) (11i) of the Regulations
describes a stock bonus plan as being similar to a
profit-sharing plan except that the contributions by the
employer are not necessarily dependent upon profits and
the benefits are distributable in stock of the employer
company.

"Since profit-sharing plans and stock bonus plans
are treated as similar plans, an employer that
establishes both a profit-sharing plan and a stock bonus
plan should be limited to the same maximum deduction as
an employer that establishes either two profit-sharing
plans or two stock bonus plans. The distinguishing
feature between the two types of plans, that benefits in
a stock bonus plan are distributable in stock of the
employer, is not such as would justify a deduction limit
of 30 percent in the situation where an employer
maintains both types of plans instead of either two
profit-uharing plans or two stock bonus plans. Our
conclusion that a limit of 30 percent was not intended is
supported by the fact that neither section 404(a) (3) (A)
of the Code or the Regulations thereunder which describe
a limit of 15 percent when certain plans are combined,
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nor section 404 (a) (7) (A) or the Regulations thereunder
which describe a limit of 25 percent when certain other
plans are combined, would permit a deduction of the
magnitude of 30 percent."

The following detailed discussion of the current law is

presented to demonstrate the clearly erroneous position taken by

the attached private letter ruling which has a chilling effect on

the establishment of new ESOPs in those situations where employees

are already covered by profit-sharing plans. It appears clear that

the result obtained by covering employees with a profit-sha:ing

plan and an ESOP can mostly be obtained by converting the profit-

sharing plan to a money purchase pension plan, which, like a

profit-sharing plan, is a defined contribution plan with individual

accounts for participants. A money purchase pension plan is

basically a retirement plan, however, and contributions to it may

not be geared to profits. Therefore, it cannot provide the

incentive and motivation that is inherent in a profit-sharing plan.

Moreover, the notion that a deduction of up to 251 of compensation

is available for contributions to a stock bonus trust and a money

purchase pension trust but is not available for contributions to a

stock bonus trust and a profit-sharing trust because the deduction

limitations are contained under the same subparagraph of

S 404(a)(3) just does not make any sense from the standpoint of tax

equity. In general, the Service's notion that neither the Internal

Revenue Code nor the regulations would permit *a deduction of the

magnitude of 30 percent" is based on a false concern for the size of

the numerical percentage. It is well recognized that the deduction
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for a contribution to a single pension plan is not limited to a

percentage of compensation and could very well exceed 30 percent in .

a given situation.

DETAILED DISCUSSION
OF 5 404(a) OF CURRENT LAW

1. General Statutory Pattern. Although the precise formulas

for determining the limitations on deductions for contributions to

defined benefit plans have changed over the years, section 404(a)

of the Code continues to state the general rules governing the

deductible limits for contributions to qualified employee benefit

plans in substantially the same language that was used by Congress

In amending S 23(p) of the 1939 Code in the Revenue Act of 1942.

Section 404(a)(1) limits the deductible contributions to a pension

plan to the amount necessary to fund the promised pension benefits.

This section remained essentially unchanged until ZRISA. Section

404(a)(2) limits deductible contributions for purchases of retire-

ment annuities with essentially the same language used in 1942.

With respect to profit-sharing and stock bonus plans,

S 404(a)(3) limits deductions to

15 percent of the compensation otherwise paid or accrued
during the taxable year to all employees under the stock
bonus or profit sharing plan.

As in the case of deductions for contributions to pension trusts

(limited by S 404(a)(1)) and to annuity plans (limited by

I 404(a)(2)) the limitations of 5 404(a)(3) apply to each plan

separately. Unlike subparagraphs (1) and (2), however,

-8-
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subparagraph (3) of S 404(a) limits deductions where two or more

profit-sharing plans or two or more stock bonus plans are

established by the same employer as follows:

If the contributions are made to 2 or more stock bonus or
profit sharing trusts, such trusts shall be considered a
single trust for purposes of applying the limitations in
(5404(a)(3)(A)).

Thus, except for the limitations imposed by 5 162 relating to

reasonableness of compensation and except for the practical limita-

tions inherent in the amount that an employer can realistically

commit to fund a defined benefit plan (in light of the requirement

that the plan be permanent), the basic limits on Zeductibility are

contained in these three subparagraphs.

In addition to these basic limitations on deductions,

S 404(a)(7) further limits deductions by providing a maximum

deduction for two or more plans which cover the same employee.

This overall ceiling applies to certain combinations of the four

types of plans described in the subparagraphs in $ 404(a)(1), (2),

and (3). Section 404(a)(7) provides in part:

If amounts are deductible under paragraphs (1) and (3),
or (2) and (3), or (1), (2) and (3), in connection with
two or more trusts, or one or more trusts and an annuity
plan, the total amount deductible in a taxable year under
such trusts and plans shall not exceed ... 25 percent of
the compensation otherwise paid or accrued during the
taxable year to the beneficiaries of the trusts or
plans....

Since S 404(a)(7) does not, by its terms, limit deductions for

contributions made to two or more plans under the same subparagraph

of 5 404(a) (e.g., two pension plans, two annuity plans, two

-9-
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profit-sharing plans, or two stock bonus plans) it was necessary

for the regulations under subparagraphs (1) and (2) to aggregate

two or more plans of the same type if deductible contributions were

to be limited thereunder. This was done in Regs. S 1.404(a)-4(c)

with respect to pension dnd annuity plans covering the same

employees.

Unlike S 404(a)(7) and S 1.404(a)-4(c) of the regulations,

S 404(a)(3)(A) relating to aggregation of two or more profit-

sharing or stock bonus plans does not require that the plans have

comon employees. The reason for this more restrictive application

of the aggregation concept to profit-sharing or stock bonus plans

is not readily apparent. Perhaps the nature of profit-sharing and

stock bonus plans in contrast to pension and annuity plans (as

discussed below) explains the more restrictive treatment for them.

The critical question for purposes of this ruling request is

whether the above-quoted language of S 404(a)(3)(A) related to two

or more stock bonus or profit-sharing trusts is correctly

interpreted to limit an employer to a deduction of no more than 150

of the compensation of the employees covered by both trusts rather

than to 151 of compensation with respect to employees covered by

the profit-sharing trust and another 15% of compensation with

respect to employees covered by the stock bonus trust. Analysis of

the regulations and the syntax of the statutory language will

demonstrate that the statutory purpose is effected by permitting a

deductible limit of 30% of compensation.

-10-
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The provisions of S 404(a)(7) indicate a statutory purpose to

limit the amount that may be deductible where two or more plans or

trusts of different kind are established. Where two or more plans

of the same kind are established, the basic limitation on

deductible contributions, contained in 5 404(a)(1), (2) or (3)

should be applied as if all plans of the same kind were one plan.

This purpose is explicitly set forth in 5 404(a)(7) and in the part

of 5 404(a) (3)(A) that deals with two ,or more profit-sharing or

stock bonus trusts. The mere fact that deductions for contribu-

tions to both stock bonus trusts and profit-sharing trusts are

limited by the same subparagraph (3) of I 404(a) should not be

grounds for treating these different kinds of plans as a single

plan in deoq1ation of the statutory purpose and especially the

disjunctive language in 5 404(a)(3)(A).

2. The Regulations. The regulations, 1. 404(a)-9(b) (2),

merely reiterate the language of S 404(a) (3) (A) concerning the need

for aggregation as a single trust in the case of contributions to

02 or more profit-sharing or bonus trusts,' without attempting to

apply this language to two plans consisting of a profit-sharing

plan and a stock bonus plan. Under either the language of

5 404(a)(3) or the regulations thereunder (S 1.404(a)-9(b)(2)), if

an employer establishes two profit-sharing (or two stock bonus)

plans, they are treated as one plan and the deduction for

contributions thereunder is limited to 15 of compensation even

though the two plans do not cover any of the same employees.

-11-
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On the other hand, the regulations, S 1.404(a)-4(c), issued

under S 404(a)(1) provide that

Where two or more pension or annuity plans cover the san
employee, under section 404(a)(1)(A) the deductions with
respect to each such plan are subject to the limitations
applicable to the particular plan and the total deduc-
tions for all such plans are also subject to the
limitations which would be applicable thereto if they
constituted a single plan.

This aggregation of two pension plans or of two annuity plans Is

necessary because S 404(a)(7) does not limit deductible contri-

butions to plans of the same kind. However, S 404(a)(7) does limit

such deductions when there are plans of different kinds, the

deductions for which are determined under the enumerated combina-

tions of subparagraphs (1), (2) and (3). In addition, however, the

regulation quoted above, S 1.404(a)-4(c) contains language at the

end thereof which indicates that aggregation of both pension and

annuity plans are required. This language provides that the Ototal

deductions for all such plans are also subject to the limitations

which would be applicable thereto if they constituted a single

plan. - (emphasis added). As will be developed below, this

additional language which requires aggregation of different kinds

of plans does not appear either in S 404(a) (3) (A) or in S 1.404(a)-

9(b)(2) of the regulations issued thereunder.

Unlike the treatment of pension and annuity plans provided for

by S 1.404(a)-4(c), (where both kinds of plans ate aggregated)

profit-sharing plans are, in accordance with I 404(a)(3)(A) and

S 1.404(a)-9(b (2), to be aggregated only with profit-sharing plans

-12-
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and stock bonus plans only with stock bonus plans. The absence of a

phrase in either the Code or regulations which refers to the Ototal

deductions for all such Plans' forces this conclusion. The other

provisions of the above-quoted part of S 1.404(a)-4(c) are almost

identical with S 404(a) (3) (A) and S 1. 404 (a) -9 (b) (2) of the regula-

tions. Therefore, If an employer establishes a profit-sharing and

a stock bonus plan (whether or not they cover any cosson employees)

the employer is not limited to 150 of compensation of employees

covered by the plans where the same erployeeas are covered by both

plans; but, rather, since there is no statutory reference to

overlapping plans, 151 of compensation paid to the employees

covered under each plan can be deducted with respect to each plan.

No other combination of plans would increase the amount deductible

since S 404(a)(3)(A) would aggregate a third plan of either the

profit-sharing or stock bonus type and 5 404(a)(7) would do so

where common employees are covered both by a profit-sharing (or

stock bonus) plan and a pension or annuity plan, or both.

Where the same employees are covered, establishing both a

profit-sharing and stock bonus plan can raise the deductible limit

to 301 of compensation. It must be kept in mind, however, that the

requirement of profits before a profit-sharing contribution can be

made provides an uncertainty as to the amount to be contributed

which is absent in pension or annuity plans. This uncertainty

justifies a potentially different deductible amount as a percentage

of compensation. The difference between this 30% and the 25% rate

-13-
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under S 404(a)(7) is not unreasonable in light of the fluctuation

in profits. This 30t rate was consistent with the carryover limit

under the second sentence of S 404(a) (3)(A), related to make-up

contributions, until S 2004(b) of ERISA reduced this limit from 30%

to 25%. This is additional evidence of a statutory purpose not to

aggregate profit-sharing and stock bonus plans under the last

sentence of S 404(a)(3)(A).

A lower limit on deductibility might even cause an employer to

discontinue either the profit-sharing or the stock bonus plan. Of

course, the employer could replace one of these plans with a

pension plan or an annuity plan in order to take advantage of the

higher l.imitation on deductibility afforded by S 404(a)(7), but the

added cost of changing from a defined contribution plan to a

defined benefit plan or a money purchase pension plan could

outweigh the advantage of greater deductibility under S 404(a)(7).

Thus, the likely net result of limiting the deductions to 15

percent of compensation in the case of contributions to a profit-

sharing plan and a stock bonus plan would be to cause the

elimination of one of these plans or, at least, to cause a

reduction in the combined contributions to both plans by subjecting

them to a proviso that together they should not exceed 15 percent

of compensation.

3. Analysis of Statutory Language. The language of S 404(a)

(3)(A) clearly indicates that subparagraph (3) applies to stock

bonus and profit-sharing trusts separately by the repeated use of

-14-
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the disjunctive word *or" throughout S 404(a)(3)(A) rather than the

conjunctive word *and."

The provisions of S 404(a)(3) provides

(3) Stock bonus and profit-sharing trusts.--

(A) Limits on deductible contributions.-- In the
taxable year when paid, if the contributions are paid
into a stock bonus or profit-sh.-ting trust, and it such
taxable year ends within or with a taxable year of the
trust with respect to which the trust is exempt under
section 501(a), in an amount not in excess of 15 percent
of the compensation otherwise paid or accrued during the
taxable year to all employees under the stock bonus or
profit-sharing plan. (emphasis added)

The end of subsection (a) (3) repeats the use of disjunctive

language in the following provisions

The term "stock bonus or profit-sharing trust,' as used
in this subparagraph, shall not include any trust
designed to provide benefits upon retirement and covering
a period of years, if under the plan the amounts to be
contributed by the employer can be determined actuarially
as provided in paragraph (1). If the contributions are
made to 2 or more stock bonus or profit-sharing trustee
such trusts shall be considered a single trust for
purposes of applying the limitations in this
subparagraph. (emphasis added)

The above provision clearly states that, while two or more

stock bonus trusts are treated as one trust in applying the deduct-

ible limit of 15 percent of compensation and two or more

profit-sharing trusts are also treated as a single trust for this

purpose, a stock bonus trust and a profit-sharing trust are not so

aggregated. The last sentence of S 404(a)(3)(A) above, is to be

contrasted with the language used in S 1.404(a)-4(c) which adds

additional language which is necessary to cause the aggregation of

-15-
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different kinds of plans, i.e., "and the total deductions for all

such plans ... are also subject to the limitations which would be

applicable thereto if they constituted a single plan." (emphasis

added) This additional language is absent both from 5 1.404(a)-

9(b)(2) of the regulations issued under S 404(a)(3)(A) and the

statute itself. Since both sections of the regulations were

promulgated by T.D. 6203 on September 24, 1956, the use of the

additional language in $ 1.404(a)-4(c) should be given a different

meaning from the similar but truncated provision in S 1.404(a)-

9(b)(2).

In the last sentence of S 404(a)(3)(A) two related clauses

support the conclusion that stock bonus and profit-sharing trusts

are not to be aggregated. First in the dependent, qualifying

clause, ("If the contributions are made to 2 or more stock bonus or

profit-sharing trusts,) the phrase 02 or more" modifies "stock

bonus or profit-sharing" because the intention is to describe the

kinds of trusts, and the phrasing implies a choice of alternatives.

Therefore the phrase provides a limitation on alternatives. In

such case the 15 limit on deductions would be applied against the

compensation of covered employees once for the profit-sharing plan

and once for the stock bonus plan. To recast the phrase without

ambiguity, it would read "either 2 or more stock bonus or 2 or more

profit-sharing trusts, ...... " This recasting was done in a

different way in S 1.404(a)-4(c).

-16-
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In addition, the sentence is complicated by the use of lor in

the phrase *stock bonus or profit-sharing trusts. By use of "or6,

the sentence separates the two kinds of trusts. The phrase 02 or

more, therefore, modifies each L..e., 02 or more stock bonus" or

02 or more profit-sharing.0 If the phrase 02 or more were

intended to combine the two kinds of trusts, then either it should

read

(a) '2 or more stock bonus and profit-sharing trusts'
(which would bring the T kinds of trusts together
as a group), or

(b) 02 or more stock bonus or profit sharing trusts, or
combination of stock bonus and profit-sharing
trusts.

The use of the conjunctive land' makes the number of trusts, not

the kinds of trusts, the thrust of the limitation. The use of

almost identical language in $ 1.404(a)-4(c) of the regulations

with respect to '2 or more pension or annuity plans," but with

additional conjunctive language, clearly demonstrates that combi-

nation of the two kinds of trusts was not intended here.

Finally, Congress has expressed, again and again, encourage-

ment for the establishment of ESOP's. To interpret the last

sentence in 5 404(a) (3) (A) as limiting the number of trusts would

unnecessarily frustrate a clearly defined congressional purpose.

ee, I..., Joint Committee on Taxation, Summary of the Tax Reform

Act of 1976 (H.R. 10612, 94th Cong., Public Law 94-455), Sec.

803(b), Employee Stock Ownership Plan Regulations, reprinted in

1976 - 3 C.S. 454-57.
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1 ; Pi.von S.a l ice r.,'',

Significant Index No. 0404.05-00

PetsOn 10 Conlacl:

. ..... not be
used or c" r .- .rOe-.

t th .. -, .0o(v)(3)of' the Intoral evenue JAN2 279

Gentlemen:

This is in response to the request for a ruling submitted on your
behalf by your authorized representative concerning the amount of
contributions that way be deducted under section 404(a)(3)(A) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

In his letter, your representative
trolled group established B, an employee
in 1978. B is designed to qualify under
stock bonus plan.

states that A and its con-
stock ownership plan (ESOP),
Code section 401(a) as a

As a consequence of the adoption of B by A's subsidiaries, some
employers will have employees covered by both a pension and a stock
bonus plan; others will have employees covered by only the ESOP; and
two employers, maintaining profit-sharing plans, will have employees
covered by both a profit-sharing plan and the ESOP.

The ESOP provides for contribution in such amounts as A shall
determine, not to exceed the amounts deductible under section 404(a) of
the Code. Contributions are to be made in cash or ompany stock and
are allocated on the basis that the proportion of covered compensation
of the participant bears to covered compensation of all participants
entitled to an allocable share of the company contribution for that year.

A ruling is requested that the maximum amounts deductible under
section 404(a)(3)(A) for contributions to a qualified profit-sharing
plan and an ESOP, qualified as a stock bonus plan, both maintained by
an employer which does not maintain a qualified pension plan are:
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(a) Contributions to the profit-sharing plan
whid do not exceed 15 percent of the
cmpensation otherwise paid or accrued
during the taxable year to all employees
covered by the plan, and

(b) Contributiom to the ESC (stock bonus plan)
which do not exceed 15 percent of the
ca ;ensation otherwise paid or accrued during
the taxable year to all employees covered
by the plan#

even though most employees of the employer are covered by both plans.

Section 404(a)(3)(A) of the Code limits the deduction for contri-
butions to a profit-sharing or stock bonus plan to 15 percent of the
ompensation otherwise paid or accrued during the taxable year to all
employees covered under the plan. That subparagraph further provides
that when contributions are made to two or more stock bonus or profit-
sharing trusts, the trusts will be considered a single trust for
p poses of applying the limitations of section 404(a) (3) (A).

Section 404(a) (7) (A) of the Code provides a further deduction
limit by providing a maximum deduction of 25 percent of compensation
for two or more plans which cover the same employe*. This overall
ceiling applies to certain combinations of the four types of plans
described in sections 404(a)(1), (2) and (3).

Section 1.404(a)-4(c) of the Inome Tax Regulations provides that
where two or more pension and annuity plans cover the same employee, the
plans must be aggregated and treated as a single plan to determine
whether the deduction limitation is exceeded.

Your representative has requested us to interpret section 404(a)
(3)(A) as meaning that two or more stock bonus trusts are treated as
one trust in applying the deductible limit of IS percent of compensation,
and that two or more profit-sharing trusts are also treated as a single
trust for this purpose; but that a stock bonus trust and a profit-sharing
trust are not so aggregated. 7his interpretation would mean that an
employer which maintained both a stock bonus trust and a profit-sharing
trust w.-ld be entitled to deduct up to 15 percent of the comensation
of the employees covered by each trust, for an overall deduction limit
of 30 percent of compensation.
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However, we conclude that an emloyer which maintains both a
stock bonus trust and a profit-sharing trust is subject to the same
15 percent of compensation deduction limit described in section
404(a)(3)(A) as an employer which maintains to or core stock bonus
trusts or an employer which maintains two or more profit-sharing
trusts.

Section 1.401-1(b)(1)(ii) of the Regulations defines a profit-
sharing plan as a plan established and maintained by an employer to
provide for the participation in his profits by his employees or their
beneficiaries. A profit-sharing plan must also provide a definite
pre-detemined formula for allocating contributions among participants
and for distributing the accumulated funds after a fixed number of
years, the attainment of a stated age, or upon the prior occurrence of
some event such as lay-off, illness, disability, etc.

Section 1.401-l(b)(1)(iii) of the Regulations describes a stock
bonus plan as being similar to a profit-sharing plan except that the
contributions by the emplcer are not necessarily dependent upon
profits and the benefits are distributable in stock of the employer
coqXWOny

Since profit-sharing plans and stock bonus plans are treated as
similar plans, an employer that establishes both a profit-sharing plan
and a stock.bonus plan should be limited to the sane maximum deduction
as an employer that establishes either two profit-sharing plans or two
stock bonus plans. The distinguishing feature between the two types of
plans, that benefits in a stock bonus plan are distributable in stock of
the employer, is not such as would justify a deduction limit of 30 percent
in the situation where an employer maintains both types of plans instead
of either two profit-sharing plans or two stock bonus plans. Our con-
clusion that a limit of 30 percent was not intended is supported by the
fact that neither section 404(a)(3)(A) of the Code or the Regulations
thereunder which describe a limit of 15 percent when certain plans are
combined, nor section 404(a)(7)(A) or the Regulations thereunder which
describe a limit of 25 percent when certain other plans are combined,
would permit a deduction of the magnitude of 30 percent.
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For the foregoing reasons, we conclude that the qualified profit-
sharing plan and the £5P, qualified as a stock bomus plan, both of
which are maintained by an employer which does not maintain a quali-

-fied pension plan, shall be considered a single plan for purposes of
applying the limitations in section 404(a)(3)(A). Therefore, the
maximum deduction for contributions to both plans is 15 percent of the
,covered employees' compensation.

We have sent copies of this ruling to your authorized representa-
tives, C and D , as requested in the power-of-attorney.

Sincerely yours,

A. D. Fields
Chief, Employee Plans
Technical Branch

TLs dc- ry • 1 - ot be

1,t. &

of the .rel evonus
Code.•

Wh ereupon, at 4:15 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to
1of the Chair.]

[By direction of the Chairman the following communications
were made a part of the hearing record:]
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STATEMENT OF AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.

December 4, 1979

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

AND FRINGE BENEFITS

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF S.989

This statement is submitted for the record on behalf of
American Airlines, Inc.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify in support of
S.989. The bill would provide that certain aggregation
rules would not apply in determining whether distributions
from money purchase plans are eligible for rollover treat-
ment.

Many companies, including American Airlines, have two em-
ployee pension plans. One is a defined benefit plan from
which employees usually take benefits as lifetime annuities.
The other is a money purchase plan from which employees
have historically preferred to take single sum distribu-
tion. Before ERISA, such a distribution was eligible for
preferential tax treatment. However, under existing law,
the single sum distribution is denied favorable tax treat-
ment. Such treatment is only available if the employee
receives a complete distribution from both pension plans.
This is an ERISA provision known as the aggregation rule.

Under S.989, employees participatin in both a defined
benefit plan and a money purchase plan of the same employ-
er would be allowed to rollover a single sum distribution
from money purchase plan without requiring a total dis-
tribution from the defined benefit plan of the same employ-
er. The bill would also provide that if a total distribu-
tion from a money purchase plan is rolled over; a later
distribution from the defined benefit plan could also be
rolled over but would not qualify for the special income
averaging rules or capital gain treatment.

In short, the bill would alleviate an unintended hardship
while promoting the Congressional policy of encouraging
individual retirement accounts.

The bill would apply to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1974. However, effectiveness for taxable
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years beginning after December 31, 1978 would be
acceptable to us.

We respectfully urge your favorable consideration of
S.989.

We also wish to draw your attention to H.R.4298, a
bill introduced by Mr. Rostenkowski in the House which
would accomplish substantially the same result. Hearings
were held on September 27, 1979 before the Subcommittee
on Special Revenue Measures of the Ways and Means Committee
and the bill was marked-up on November 27, 1979. It is
understood that the bill was approved. We also support
H.R. 4298.

A detailed statement is also submitted for the record.

T, F. Quinn, r.
Vice President -
Tax and Insurance
American Airlines, Inc.
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December 4, 1979

Amendment of Section 402(a)(6)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

This memorandum is submitted to request consid-

eration of an amendment of section 402(a)(6) of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide limited relief

from the aggregation rules set forth in section 402(e)

(4)(C) for a single sum distribution at retirement

from a money purchase pension plan maintained by an

employer who also maintains a defined benefit pensioh

plan. The request for amendment is made in the belief

that the present aggregation rules in section 402(e)(4)

(C), which were enacted as part of the Employee Retire-

ment Income Security Act of 1974 ("ERISA"), impose a

hardship on employees which was not intended by Congress.

The limited relief sought is the insertion of a statutory

provision making a single sum distribution a, retirement

from such a money purchase pension plan eligible for

rollover treatment.

Prior to the amendment of section 402 in 1974,

a distribution from a qualified pension or profit sharing

plan constituted a "lump sum distribution" for Federal

income tax purposes it it cleared the employee's balance

in a single plan (or in some cases only in a single trust
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under a plan). The aggregation rules adopted in

1974 require that "for purposes of determining the

balance to the credit of an employee . . . all

trusts which are part of a plan shall be treated as a

single trust, all pension plans maintained by the

employer shall be treated as a single plan, all profit

sharing plans maintained by the employer shall be treated

as a single plan, and all stock bonus plans maintained by

the employer shall be treated as a separate plan . ... 1

According to House Report No. 93-779, issued by

the House Ways and Means Comittee on February 5, 1974,

a principal purpose of the new aggregation rules was

to "prevent tax avoidance". (H. R. Rep. 93-779, at

pp. 151-2, reprinted in 1974-3 Cuulative Bulletin

394-95.) However, rather than preventing tax avoidance,

the application of the aggregation rules penalizes

employees by apparently treating a single distribution

to retiring employees from an independent money purchase

pension plan maintained by their employer as being

subject to ordinary income tax simply because that

employer also maintains a defined benefit pension

plan under which employees will receive benefits in the

traditional annuity form.

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 13
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The situation of employees of American

Airlines illustrates this hardship. American Airlines

has, since 1942,,zaintained Retirement Benefit Plans

to provide pensions for its employees upon their retire-

ment. In the mid-60's, American established several

Variable Benefit Plans for the same groups of employees;

the Variable Benefit Plans were money purchase pension

plans which could, at the option of each employee,

provide a lump sum at retirement or a variable annuity

at retirement. The Retirement Benefit Plans and the

Variable Benefit Plans were independently funded and

administered (in much the same way that another company's

pension and profit sharing plans would have been funded

and administered) and cover all classes of the company's

employees.

Most American Airlines employees receive annuities

under their Retirement Benefit Plan and elect to be

paid single distributions from their Variable Benefit

Plan. Until 1974, distributions from the Variable

Benefit Plans were eligible for the special treatment

accorded lump sum distributions. Since the amendment of

section 402(e), however, the aggregation rules have barred

treatment of a distribution from a Variable Benefi.t Plan

as a lump sum distribution and have the effect of taxing

any gain on such distribution as ordinary income. Employees
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may neither benefit from the splqial ten-year

averaging provisions contained in section 402(e) nor

obtain treatment as long-term capital gain of the

portion of their distribution attributable to plan

participation prior to 1974 nor are such employees

entitled to rollover treatment. Participation in the

Variable Benefit Plans is voluntary and the effect of

the aggregation rules in especially harsh because it

denies any favorable tax treatment to employees who

participated in the plan for periods when the Code

provided that a single sum distribution would be

a lump sum distribution.

Ironically, if the Variable Benefit Plans had

been profit sharing plans (under which contributions

would be made only in the event that sufficient

profits were earned) distributions would continue to

qualify for the special tax treatment contained in

section 402. Since the only necessary difference be-

tween a money purchase pension plan and a profit sharing

plan is the addition of a single sentence limiting

the source of contributions under the latter plan to

the employer's profits, it is difficult to understand

why Congress should have intended an employee covered

by a defined benefit plan and a money.purchase pension
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plan to lose the favorable tax treatment while

retaining that treatment for employees covered by

a defined benefit plan and a profit sharing plan.

Such a position merely penalizes an eployee if his

employer creates a second qualified plan, to provide

benefits in addition to those provided under a defined

benefit plan, without imposing a limitation, based on

profits, on the level of contributions to the second

plan.

The unintended hardship could be substantially

alleviated by amending section 402(a)(6) of the Code to

permit rollover treatment to a single sum distribution

at retirement from a money purchase pension plan

maintained by an employer who also maintains a de-

fined benefit pension plan. The proposed amendment

would merely extend to retiring employees under the

circumstances described the same benefits which are

accorded participants in terminating plans under

section 402(a) (5).

TF. Quinn,' Jr.

Vice President
Tax and Insukance
American Airlines, Inc.
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ub. M Rolle
Empk)y. fitss

155 Motgomey Str~t
San Fraeisco, Caifomd 94104
(41$) 9825061 December 6, 1979

Michael Stern
Staff Director
Committee on Finance
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Subject: Revenue Act of 1978 - Act. Sec. 366
Medical Reimbursement Plans - IRCLOjJAh

Gentlemen;

Here is another fringe benefit that starts to line up with ZRISA and then turns away

again. Furthermore, the regulations are not yet issued and the local Internal Revenue

Service knows nothing about any advance determinations being available as mentioned

in the Conference Committee Report.

The act itself goes into the 70% coverage requirement. It then goes into the permitted

exclusion of certain employees up to three years, under age 25, those in union plans,

non-resident aliens, and part-time or seasonal employees.

On e again, those of us in benefits administration think of 1, 000 hours during some

plan/fiscal-y- but the Conference Committee Report is less generous and suggests

that part-time could be considered less than 35 hours a week and less than nine months

a year. Will employees find this easy to understand?

Quoting from the Senate Committee Report: "Under the Bill, a plan is discriminatory

if it provides greater benefits for key employees than other employees. For example,

a plan would be'discriminatory if benefits thereunder are in proportion to employee

compensation. No advance determination by the Internal Revenue Service Is required."

-1-
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Here we are again, the regulations are not out and the rewriting of every Medical

Reimbursement Plait in the country is indicated, because all this is effective 1-1-1980.

WiUl employers wish to provide this benefit any more when they can no longer cover

an even percent of pay to anyone eligible for a benefit that year? Many we know have

indicated they would not.

Comments on what is in store and when we may expect it will be most appreciated.

Respectfully submitted,

Barbra H. Rolfe

--
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Mr. Michael Stern, Staff Director
Committee on Finance
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Rer Pension Plan Hearings

Dear Mr. Stern:

In reading Comerce Clearing House's publication informing us that

the Subcommittee was holding hearings on the pension plan bills, I would

like to submit the following information for your consideration.

The sections in ERISA that deal with employer liability are creating

serious financial problems for small or medium size corporations with

pension plans. Prior to ERISA, there were many plans that defined benefits

but were actually defined contribution plans. Courts are now including

what was intended to be defined contribution plans as defined benefit plans,

creating a liability on employers on termination. It is absolutely unfair

to place a liability on an employer when the plans as adopted prior to ERISA

stated that there would be no liability on the employer over and above the

funds that were contributed to the plan. Placing a liability on an employer

that was not intended is certainly an unfair provision. It is requested

that you amend the employer liability section of the law and remove employer

liability on plans adopted prior to the effective date of ERISA in instances

when no wrong doing or fraud has been committed.



There wes a provision in RRISA to provide that employers could buy

an insurance furnished by the Pension Benefit Oueranty Corporation, however,

as you know, no such insurance plan has been developed by PD30, The net

result ti that plane that have terminated aince the effective date of nIRBA

are having to pay into Pension Benefit Guarenty Corporation or are fighting

claims rendered by Pension Benefit Ouaranty Corporation to the extent of

30% of the net worth of the companies adopting the plane.

This employer liability caused by plan terminations is an unfair provision

in KRISA. Kany of these terminations are being made as a result of companies

going out of business, merging or selling out and other various reason. It

i certainly unfair to take 30% of a company's net worth to fund a plan in

jhich the contract originally adopted stated that there would be no further

liability on the employer. This is particularly hard on a company in financial

difficulties or in instances wbon companies are sold. No purchasing company

will assume a liability on a balance to be pieced Into a pension fund.

Your attention to this employer liability section would be greatly

appreciated by many mall and medium size businesses. Thank you for your

consideration

Yours very truly,

MOMISOU AND 3KITh

Claud A. Norri on
CAMst. Certified Public Accountant
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December 6, 1979

Mr. Michael Stern
Staff Director
Senate Finance Committee
Room 2227
Dirkeen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Stern:

We would like to offer a few comments regarding one of the recent
amendments to the proposed ERNA Improvements Act S. 209) now
pending before the Senate Finance Committee.

As we understand it, the proposed preemption exception for laws
substantially Identical to the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Law has
been expanded. Specifically, it now appears that the amended bill
would except from ERE8A preemption all state health care laws
which require that employers provide certain benefits to their em-
ployees or which regulate the manner c providing those benefits.

Fundamentaly, we believe that, even with continuing preemption in
the areas of reporting and disclosure and fiduciary obligations, the
Introduction of duplicative, multi-state regulation re-establisbes the
patchwork of conflicting laws and regulations which Congress Intended
to prevent through ERISA. Employers have been struggling with the
extraordinarily complex provisions of ERISA for the past several years.
It Is, In our view, wholly unreasonable to complicate the situation
further by permitting additional layers o( regulation at the state level,
particularly on a "blanket" authorization basis under which It Is not
possible to even predict what ultimate burdens may result.

We believe that state regulation in the health benefits area would lead
to overly burdensome administration and increasing plan costs. Addi-
tionally, any effort at benefits uniformity" and consistency, which
Atlantic Richfield fully supports, would be defeated. These effects
are inevitable under such a scheme, in our judgement. What might
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result from Ingenious State legislative and regulatory efforts is, of
course, an unknown. But any such path c erosion will surely trace
back to this modification of general preemption.

In our opinion, regulation c health benefits by the states should at
least be founded on some recognized deficiency in the record of federal
regulation. More regulation, as opposed to improved regulation, Is
not a solution.

Atlantic Richfield firmly supports the need to monitor and control
welfare plans. We believe the answer les with federal law. In any
event, if the proposed exception Is adopted it should, at a minimum,
carry the protection of a required certification by the Secretary c
Labor as a condition to a particular State Law's effect.

Sincerely,

W. M. Read

Enclosure (5 copies of this letter)
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The Honorable Lloyd H. Bentsen
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: Hearings on Williams-Javits Bill (S.209) and
the Bentsen ERISA Simplification Act (8.1089)

Dear Senator Bentsen:

We are writing to you on behalf of our client, Towers,
Perrin, Forster & Crosby (TPF&C). TPF&C is a large inter-
national employee benefit consulting firm that represents
approximately 2,500 clients, including 80 of the largest 100
industrial companies and 280 of the largest 500 industrial
companies.

A number of TPF&C's clients are domestic corporations
which operate outside of the United States. In connection
with such operations, these companies often maintain pension
plans for non-resident aliens. TPF&C and these companies
object strenuously to an administrative position recently
taken by the Internal Revenue Service in connection with such
plans. In a private letter ruling, the IRS denied deductions
to a U.S. employer for contributions it made to such a plan
because the plan did not meet all of the qualification
requirements for retirement plans of Section 401(a) of the
Internal Revenue Code. Not-only was a deduction denied for
such contributions at the time they were made to an irrevo-
cable employee trust, but also at the time benefits were'
paid out of the trust to employees. Thus, under the Service's
present position, no deduction for the provision of pensions
to non-resident aliens would ever be allowed.
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We submit that no U. S. social policy is involved in
the provision of pensions to non-resident aliens, Thus, a
tax deduction for contributions to pension plans covering
non-resident aliens should not be conditional on compliance
with United States rules governing the qualificatlcm o f
retirement plans. Furthermore, it is virtually imposible
to have a plan maintained for non-resident aliens comply
with both U. S. law and foreign law because of the complexi-
ties added to the U. S. pension laws by the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).

Conse quently, legislation is necessary to amend Sections
162 and 404 of the Internal Revenue Code to permit the
deduction of amounts paid or accrued to provide pension
benefits for such non-resident alien employees. Such legis-
lation would also resolve any doubt that such payments or
proper accruals reduce the accumulated profits of foreign
subsidiaries for purposes of computing the allowable foreign
tax credit. Finally, a technical amendment to Section 679
of the Internal Revenue Code is necessary to insure that
such pension trusts maintained primarily for the benefit of
non-resident alien employees cannot inadvertently become
subject to the grentor trust rules of the Code.

A detailed memorandum describing the foreign pension
plan problem and potential legislative solutions is attached
to our letter.

Respectfully submitted,
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Re: Foreign Branch and Foreign
Subsidiaries' Pension Plans

(1) Section 404(a) (5)

(a) Overview

The IRS has recently issued a private letter ruling in

which it denied deductions to a U. S. employer operating

through a foreign branch for contributions to a pension plan

maintained for non-resident alien employees of the branch.

The deduction was denied both at the time the contributions

were made and at the time distributions were made to the em-

ployees. For the reasons stated below, this ruling position

probably will hold up in the face of taxpayer challenges, in

the absence of legislation. The IRS has also issued a

Technical Advice holding that the pension reserves of a

German corporation are not deductible in computing "earnings

and profits" for foreign tax credit purposes. In this case,

the Treasury Department has the apparent authority to change
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its position, but if the Treasury declines to exercise that

authority, legislation will also be required to avoid costly

litigation of this issue.

(b) General

Section 404 of the Internal Revenue Code provides that

an employer may deduct contributions to deferred compensation

plans only when actually paid, and then only if the rules of

Sections 162 or 212 are met, as well as the specific rules of

Section 404. Contributions to deferred compensation plans which

are qualified under Section 401(a) of the Code generally are

deductible, within statutory limits, in the year the contribution

is made (or the prior year if made by the time for filing the

employer's tax return, including extensions, for the prior year).

In order to be qualified under Section 401(a), a plan of deferred

compensation must comply with a myriad of rules, including the

numerous requirements added to the Code by ERISA.

If a deferred compensation plan does not meet the require-

ments of Section 401(a) of the Code, the deductibility of con-

tributions to it is governed by Section 404(a)(5). Under this

Section,- an employer is entitled to a deduction for contributions

only in the year such contributions are includable in the income

of employees participating in the plan, and then only if separate

accounts are maintained under the plan for each participating

employee. The present version of Section 404(a)(5) was added to

the Code by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Prior to that time,
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Section 404(a)(5) had provided that an employer was entitled to a

deduction for contributions to a non-qualified plan only if the

employees' rights to such contributions were nonforfeitable at

the time of the contributions. Thus, the 1969 amendment of

Section 404(a)(5) appears to have been an attempt to liberalize

the law, as well as to bring it into concert with the rules of

Section 83, which also was added to the Code by the Tax Reform

Act of 1969. Under both Sections 404(a)(5) and 83, the employer

is entitled to a deduction at the time the employee must recog-

nize income from the contribution or transfer of property, which

is generally at the time the employee has no substantial risk of

forfeiture (i.e., becomes vested).

The limitation under Section 404(a)(5) that separate accounts

must be maintained for each employee was apparently considered a

necessary adjunct to the basic rules of that Section in order to

insure that the calculation of the proper amount of the employer

deduction would be possible. Without separate accounts for each

employee, it would be extremely difficult, but perhaps not im-

possible, to determine the amount of employer contributions to be

deducted.

One inconsistency in this logic, however, is that under

Section 402(b), also as amended by the Tax Reform Act of 1969, an

employee is taxable on contributions to a non-qualified plan at

the time he becomes substantially vested, regardless of whether

separate accounts are maintained. Further, the regulations under
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Section 402(b) provide that if otherwise unknown, the amount of

income taxable to the employee may be determined under any method

utilizing recognized actuarial principles consistent with the

provisions of the plan and the employer's funding method for the

plan, or under the method set forth in the regulations. See

Regs. 1l.402(b)-l(a)(2). Presumably a similar method could be

used to determine the portion of the taxable amount attributable

to employer contributions, as opposed to earnings thereon. It

should be -noted that there is very little legislative history

with respect to the issues of computing the employer's deduction

or the employee's income in the absence of separate accounts.

There are two basic types of deferred compensation plans,

defined benefit plans and defined contribution plans. Under a

defined contribution plan, an employee generally is entitled to

his share of employer contributions plus any trust earnings

allocated to his account. Such'plans traditionally maintain

separate accounts for each employee; consequently, the separate

account rule of Section 404(a)(5) presents no problem in this

situation. However, defined benefit plans generally provide for

a specific benefit to be paid to employees upon termination of

employment, often based on a formula involving years of service

and earnings (e.g., an annual benefit commencing at age 65 of 2%

of the average earnings of the employee over his last five years

of service multiplied by all of his years of service). Employer
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contributions under such a plan generally are actuarially de-

termined on an aggregate basis taking into account assumed

mortality, employee turnover, and interest assumptions. Typic-

ally, there is no individual allocation of contributions and

trust earnings to covered employees, nor is such an allocation

feasible. Thus, compliance with the separate account rule of

Section 404(a)(5) is not feasible for such plans. This appears

to be particularly true in light of the Service's Regulations

interpreting the separate account rule of Section 404(a)(5) to

require compliance with the "separate share" rule of Section

663(c) of the Code (dealing with the calculation of the net

distributable income of a trust with multiple beneficiaries).

Regs. 1l.404(a)-12(b)(3). It would seem from a reading of the

Regulations under Sections 404(a)(5) and 663(c) that even if it

would be actuarially possible to determine at any time the value

of an employee's interest in a trust under a non-qualified pen-

sion plan attributable solely to employer contributions, deduc-

tions generally would not be permissible.

An exception to the rules of Section 404(a)(5) was added by

Section 1022(j) of ERISA. That Section provides that for taxable

years commencing after December 31, 1973, the separate account

rule will not be applicable with respect to non-resident aliens

covered by a plan maintained by an employer engaged in a trade or

business in a foreign country if the employer is required by the

laws of the foreign country to make payments to its employees

56-943 0 - 60 - pt.2 - 14
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based on periods of service in the event of separation from

service. While the separate account rule is eliminated, de-

ductions are still postponed until employees become vested. The

Section apparently was the result of a lobbying interest on

behalf of one particular company.

One further exception to the rules of Section 404(a)(5) is

that unfunded pensions paid directly to former employees are

deductible by the employer when paid. The existence of separate

accounts for each employee would be irrelevant in this situation

since the employee is not taxed until actual payment is made, and

then on the entire amount of the payment.
0

(2) Foreign Branch Pension Plans

(a) Recent Developments

In Private Letter Ruling 7904042, the IRS made clear that

the rules of Section 404(a)(5) of the Code apply to plans main-

tained by a U. S. corporation for employees of a foreign branch.

In that ruling, six U. S. subsidiaries of a U. S. parent corpora-

tion established defined benefit pension plans in seven different

countries to cover solely non-resident aliens employed in their

foreign branch offices. While these plans had met the qualifi-

U cation requirements of Section 401(a) prior to amendment by ERISA

(except that foreign situs trusts were being used to fund the

plans), the employer found it impossible to conform the plans to

the requirements of ERISA due to conflicts with foreign pension

laws.
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The Service held that the deductibility of employer con-

tributions to the plans was governed by Section 404(a)(5), not

Section 162, so that deductions only would be allowed-at the time

the employees became substantially vested, and then only if

separate accounts were maintained. Since separate accounts were

not maintained, the employer would not be entitled to a deduction

at the time of vesting. The Service went on to hold that further-

more, no deduction would be allowed at the time of distributions

from the trust to the employees, since again, no separate accounts

had been maintained, and thus it would be impossible to determine

the portion of distributions which represent employer contribu-

tions as opposed to trust earnings.

It appears that most U. S. companies which operate abroad

through branches and maintain deferred compensation plans for

non-resident aliens do so through the vehicle of.a non-qualified

defined benefit plan. Therefore, on the basis of the rationale

of Private Letter Ruling 7904024, such companies may well be

facing an audit challenge to what has apparently been the common

practice of deducting contributions to such plans in the year of

the contributions.

(b) Potential Legislative Solutions

Since the Service appears to be interpreting the literal

language of Section 404(a)(5) properly, a legislative solution

probably will be necessary. Several possible alternative legis-

lative routes are possible:
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(i) Extend Section 1022(j) of ERISA (dealing with foreign

plans mandated by foreign law) to cover all foreign plans. This

is a logical extension of Section 1022(j), but unfortunately

would probably not provide most employers with much relief since

deductions would still have to be postponed until actual vesting.

Also, Section 1022(j) only applies to non-resident aliens and

foreign branch plans sometimes cover U. S. citizens working and

hired abroad (as opposed to U. S. citizens sent abroad by the

employer who are usually covered by the U. S. employer's plan).

(ii) Amend Section 404(a)(5) so as to exclude from its scope

plans maintained outside of the United States primarily for the

benefit of persons substantially all of whom are non-resident

aliens, with the basic qualified plan deduction rules of Section

404 then being made applicable (i.e., employer deduction at time

of contributions). Title I of ERISA (the Labor Title) contains a

similar exclusion from all of its provisions for such plans, and

it might be argued that a logical extension of that exclusion

should have been made in the qualified plan area. It can be

argued that there is no reason to require an employer to comply

with ERISA in order to immediately deduct contributions to plans

maintained abroad primarily for non-resident aliens. This- is

particularly true where such plans meet all requirements of

foreign pension laws.

(iii) Amend Section 404(a)(5) as described above, except

provide that employer deductions will be governed by Section 162
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instead of the general rules of Section 404 applicable to qua-

lified plans. In this manner, a deduction could be obtained for

unfunded plans maintained by foreign branches.

(3) Section 679

(a) General

An additional problem with respect to non-qualified plans of

deferred compensation maintained by a foreign branch of a U. S.

company and funded through a foreign situs trust is that the

trust may be treated under Section 679 of the Code (as added by

the Tax Reform Act of 1976) as a grantor trust if there is a U.

S. beneficiary of the trust. A trust will have a U. S. bene-

ficiary in a year if any part of the income or corpus of the

trust may be paid to or accumulated for the benefit of a U. S.

person (i.e., citizen or resident) during the year.

The effect of the employee trust being treated as a grantor

trust during a year is that the employer will be taxable on all

of the income of the trust for that year attributable to all

employer contributions. Additionally, any undistributed net

income of the trust as of the end of the year preceding the year

in which there is a U. S. beneficiary will also be taxed to the

employer.

Section 679(a)(1) specifically excludes from its purview

foreign situs trusts which meet all of the requirements of

Section 401(a) of the Code (other than the foreign location of
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the trust). Due to the absence of a similar exclusion for non-

qualifted plans, and the silence of the legislative history on

this point, the Service has initially taken the position in an

uncirculated first draft of regulations that Section 679 extends

to foreign situs non-qualified employee trusts. If this position

is finalized, it could have far reaching effects on such trusts.

Even if only non-resident aliens were initially covered by a

trust, it would become a grantor trust if one of the employees

became a U. S. person in a year during which he had an interest

in the trust. This would be the case even if he became a U. S.

person later in a year during which he had previously received a

total distribution of his interest in the trust. Similarly,

benefits accumulated for or paid to a U. S. spouse of a non-

resident alien employee would have the same effect on the trust.

An argument may be made that Section 679 d,.js not extend to

cover any employee trusts. Employee trusts, whether or not

qualified, generally do not present the potential for tax avoid-

ance which formed the basis for the passage of Section 679. Very

briefly, Congress was seeking to eliminate the ability of a U. S.

grantor to transfer investment assets to a foreign situs trust

which had U. S. beneficiaries (generally his children or grand-

children) and thereby provide for the tax free accumulation of

income for such beneficiaries. (Generally such trusts were

established in tax haven countries so that not only was U. S.

taxation avoided, but so was any taxation of the trust income
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until distribution to the U. S. beneficiaries). Bona fide

employee pension plans established by a branch operation of a U.

S. company which covers principally non-resident aliens are not

customarily established for such a purpose.

(b) Possible Solution

A legislative solution should be sought as an adjunct to the

legislation dealing with Section 404(a)(5) of the Code.

(4) Pension Plans of Foreign Subsidiaries

(a) General

Related questions regarding the proper treatment of amounts

paid or accrued with respect to pension plans maintained by and

covering the employees of foreign subsidiaries also have been

raised recently. Of particular concern is the position taken by

the National Office of the IRS in Technical Advice Request LTR

7839005, which held that the pension reserves of a German cor-

poration are not deductible in computing "earnings and profits"

for purposes of the allowable foreign tax credit. For purposes

of this discussion it will be assumed that the annual pension

contribution is determined by actuarial methods and would be a

proper accrual under regulations Section 1.446-3(c). Under

German law, the accrual represents a legal liability and re-

stricts the payment of dividends. Finally, the accrual is

deductible for German income tax purposes.

In LTR 7839005, the IRS took the position that an accrued

pension liability did not reduce the "earnings and profits" of a
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Jerman Gmbh because such amounts would not have been deductible

under Code Section 404(a). The stated basis for this deter-

mination was that no amounts were "paid" rather than the fact

that the pension reserve arrangement did not constitute a quali-

fied plan under Subchapters D and F of the Code. If the issue

involves only the question of accrual versus payment, then only

certain foreign countries, including Germany, are involved.

However, if the rationale of LTR 7904042 were applied to foreign

corporations, the issue could become the question of deducti-

bility under Section 404(a) and payments made to the pension

plans of virtually every foreign subsidiary could be disallowed.

In either event, the Internal Revenue Service appears to be

imposing inappropriate standards on the deductibility of such

amounts in computing the accumulated profits of a foreign corpo-

ration for purposes of Section 902 of the Code.

Although the same issue can arise in other contexts under

U.S. law (i.e., the computation of subpart F income or the gain

on the sale or exchange of stock taxable under Section 1248 as

ordinary income), the most common situation involves the deter-

mination under Section 902-of the amount of foreign income taxes

attributable to an actual dividend received by a U.S. corporate

shareholder of a foreign corporation. In order to avoid double

taxation, the United States allows a foreign tax credit for the

income taxes paid by a foreign corporation with respect to a

dividend received by a domestic corporation owning a requisite
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percentage of the voting stock of the foreign corporation. This

"deemed paid" credit was introduced into the Code by the Revenue

Act of 1918. The mechanics of the computation involve deriving a

ratio of the amount of the dividend paid to the "accumulated

profits" of a foreign corporation for that year. The foreign

income tax paid by the foreign corporation is multiplied by this

ratio to determine the amount of tax attributable to the dividend.

The amount of the accumulated profits of a foreign corpora-

tion is, therefore, critical in determining the amount of foreign

taxes which are "deemed paid" with respect to a dividend distri-

bution. Since the foreign taxes paid were computed under foreign

law, any increase in the foreign corporation's accumulated

profits determined under U.S. standards, reduces the amount of

foreign income tax deemed to be paid with respect to a particular

dividend distribution. Thus, the "disallowance" of a deduction

increases the foreign corporation's accumulated profits and

reduces the amount of foreign income taxes deemed paid under

Section 902.

!'Accumulated profits" is statutorily defined only as "gains,

profits, and income". Prior to 1962, accumulated profits in the

denominator of the above described formula included the foreign

income tax. American Chicle Co. v. United States, 316 U.S. 450

(1942). The Revenue Act of 1962 amended the formula for divi-

dends from foreign corporations, other than "less developed

country corporations", by providing that the accumulated profits
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used in the denominator of the ratio fraction are reduced by the

foreign income taxes. The Tax Reform Act of 1976 required a

similar adjustment to be made with respect to the accumulated

profits of all foreign corporations.

Despite the obvious significance of the mechanics of de-

termining the accumulated profits of a foreign corporation, there

have been few administrative pronouncements and little case law

dealing with the specific adjustments to be made to a foreign

corporation's "book income". On the other hand, there are an

excessive number of generalized rules regarding the computation

of a foreigh corporation's income and the appropriate rate for

translating foreign currencies into U.S. dollars. In many cases,

more than one of these generalized rules may apply to a single

distribution from a foreign corporation. The policy reasons for

the differences in the required calculations are not readily

apparent. Moreover, the use of the term "earnings and profits"

in Section 964, which is limited by its terms to the subpart F

provisions, coupled with the subsequent administrative adoption

of that term in the regulations under Section 902 has created

unfortunate confusion in this area. The various required cal-

culations include:

(i) For taxable years beginning prior to December 31,

1962, the applicable rules are presumably those set forth in Rev.

Rul. 63-6, 1963-1 C.B. 182 and I.T. 2676, XII-I C.B. 48 (1933),

despite the fact that Rev. Rul. 63-6 was declared obsolete by
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Rev. Rul. 72-281, 1972-2 C.B. 654 and I.T. 2676 was declared

obsolete in Rev. Rul. 70-293, 1970-1 C.B. 282.

(ii) For taxable years beginning after December 31, 1962

with respect to which the foreign corporation had no subpart F

income reportable under Section 951 of the Code and was not

included in a minimum distribution election by a United States

shareholder, where the taxpayer has made no election under Reg-

ulation Section 1.902-1(g), there appears to be no published

authority regarding the appropriate calculation of accumulated

profits.

(iii) For taxable years beginning after December 31, 1962

where the foreign corporation has no subpart F income reportable

under Section 951 and was not included in a minimum distribution

election by United States shareholder, but-where a timely elec-

tion has been made under Regulation Section 1.902-1(g), accumu-

lated profits are computed under Regulation Section 1.964-1(a)

through (c). This requires the foreign corporation's profit and

loss statement to be adjusted to reflect U.S. accounting stan-

dards and to incorporate certain specified U.S. tax accounting

standards (which include a requirement that the method'of account-

ing '"reflect the provisions of Section 446 and the regulations

thereunder" but makes no reference to pension plans).

(iv) For taxable years beginning after December 31, 1962 and

before December 31, 1975, where the foreign corporation had been

included in a minimum distribution election, accumulated profits

are computed under Regulation Section 1.964-1(a) through (e)
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whether or not a minimum distribution was required for the tax-

able year. Rev. Rul. 75-111, 1975-1 C.B. 185. The additional

steps required by sections (d) and (e) of the Section 1.964-1

regulations result in the use of a "net worth" method of calcu-

lating annual income.

(v) For taxable years beginning after December 31, 1962, if

the United States shareholder reports any of the income of the

foreign corporation as subpart F income under Section 951 of the

Code, accumulated profits are apparently computed under Regula-

tions Section 1.964-1(a) through (e) (the net worth method).

Thus, for any taxable year in which a foreign corporation

had subpart F income, or in which it was included in a minimum

distribution election, its accumulated profits must be computed

using the net worth method. The "deductibility" of a particular

item, including the accrual of a pension liability, becomes

iimmaterial under a net worth or "balance sheet" method of calcu-

lating income. However, for all other years a foreign corpora-

tion must use some form of the profit and lose method and de-

ductibility is an issue. Allowing the pension accrual to reduce

earnings under the net worth method, but disallowing the deduc-

tion under the profit and loss method, appears to be both incon-

sistent and illogical.

(b) Arguments Against Current IRS Position

There are many different, administratively derived rules for

computing "accumulated profits" applicable to Various years.
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Different "profit" figures can be derived depending in part on

various elections made by United States shareholders and in part

on the types of income generated by the foreign subsidiary. In

applying these multiple rules it appears that the IRS may have

lost its perspective in defining accumulatedd profits" for pur-

poses of Section 902. The use of the term "earnings and profits"

rather than "accumulated profits" for purposes of Section 902 may

be indicative of the confusion in this area and may partially

explain the holding in LTR 7839005. The two terms are not the

same and the standards to be applied in computing the amounts

thereof need not be identical. Furthermore, earnings and profits

for purposes of Section 964(a) and the regulations thereunder may

be different than earnings and profits under other Code provisions.

The IRS has held that accumulated profits of a foreign

corporation are "essentially similar" to earnings and profits.

I.T. 2676, supra, and Rev. Rul. 63-6, supra. There is no require-

ment that they be identical. Given the purpose of Section 902 of

the Code, the calculation of accumulated profits should reflect

the legal and practical considerations involved in being a

foreign legal entity engaged in business in a foreign Juris-

diction. At one time, the IRS said:

"It is important in establishing the amount
of accumulated profits that it be based as
a fundamental principle upon all income of
the foreign corporation available for dis-
bution to its shareholders, whether such
profits be taxable by the foreign country
or not." I.T. 2676, s , at 50.
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The accrued pension liability of a German corporation is not

available for distribution to shareholders.

It should be obvious that any differences between foreign

pension schemes and those which have been legislatively developed

by the United States should be taken into account in computing

the accumulated profits of a foreign corporation. Different

social policy objectives and different ways of achieving those

goals should be recognized. It is clearly unreasonable to re-

quire foreign corporations to meet the specific tests for de-

ductibility under Section 404(a) of the Code with respect to the

computation of "accumulated profits" for purposes of Section 902.

Moreover, it should be noted in connection with earnings and

profits computed under the regulations under Section 964(a), that

the mechanics of those regulations, which start with "the books

of account regularly maintained by the corporation", do not

require the disallowance of any amounts other than those set

forth in Regulations Sections 1.964-1(b) and (c). The only test

under those sections which pension accruals would be required to

meet are the accounting standards under Section 446 of the Code.

Even if the IRS were to insist that accumulated profits for

purposes of Section 902, and earnings and profits under Section

964(a), must be computed in the same manner as earnings and

profits under other Code provisions, the accrued pension liabi-

lities should still be allowed as deductions. Earnings and

profits should measure the ability of a corporation to make
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distributions which are properly to be recorded as returns on its

shareholders' investment, rather than the return of their capital.

Thus, accumulated profits, like earnings and profits, should

reflect increases in the net worth of the corporation in excess

of the capital contributed. Luckman v. Commissioner, 418 F.2d

381, 383 (7th Cir., 1970).

The concept of earnings and profits parallels the concepts

embodied in taxable income, but statutory deductibility is not

necessarily applicable to the computation of earnings and profits

in a United States context, and certainly should not be applied

in computing the accumulated profits or the Section 964(a) earnings

and profits of a foreign corporation. The pension accruals

create a legal liability and have an economic impact which reduces

the corporation's ability to pay dividends. Jacob H. Kaplan, 43

T.C. 580 (1965). The disallowance of pension liabilities under

Section 404(a) was not, under either the statutory language or

the legislative history, intended to carry over into the compu-

tation of earnings and profits. See Divine v. Commissioner, 500

F.2d 1041 (2d Cir. 1974) and Luckman v. Commissioner, supra.

Under Regulation Section 1.446-1(c)(1)(ii) an expense accrues

when "all events have occurred which establish the fact of the

liability giving rise to such deduction and the amount thereof

can be determined with reasonable accuracy." If the accrued

pension liability meets this "all events" test, such amounts
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should reduce accumulated profits and Section 964(a) earnings and

profits. Rev. Rul. 75-515, 1975-2 C.B. 117, states:

"In general, the computation of earnings
and profits of a corporation for dividend
purposes is based upon reasonable accounting
concepts that take into account the economic
realities of corporate transactions as well
as those resulting from the application of
tax law."

In the case of a foreign corporation that concept should obviously

include the requirements of foreign law. Where accrued German

pension liabilities are proper accruals under generally accepted

accounting principles and where such amounts are proper deduc-

tions for foreign income tax purposes, they should be deductible

in computing accumulated profits for purposes of Section 902.

(c) Potential Solutions

(i) Administrative Solution: The Treasury Department

appears to have ample grounds'to reverse the position taken by

the IRS in LTR 7839005, and to permit the deduction of pension

accruals as well as payments to foreign pension plans in compu-

ting the accumulated profits or the Section 964(a) earnings and

profits of foreign corporations.

(ii) Legislative Solution: The proposed amendment to

Section 404(a)(5), described in Section 2(b)(iii) above, could be

phrased in terms of "amounts paid or accrued" to plans maintained

outside the United States which should resolve this issue for

foreign corporations as well as for foreign branches of domestic

corporations.

LEE, TOOMEY & KENT
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.EY FORGE COSMJJN CORPORAON

November 28, 1979

Mr. Michael Stern,
Staff Director
Committee of Finance
Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: S. 1089

Dear Mr. Stern:

As a firm that administers to several hundred Pension

and Profit Sharing Plans which have from one to twenty-five

participants each, we would like to make the following comments:
- Comment #1: Proper administration of a Defined

Contribution Pension Plan requires certain procedures whether

or not the result of these procedures must be reported to the

I.R.S. Once these procedures are completed it is only a minor

additional step to complete the related I.R.S. Forms.

Comment #2: The concept of "long form" filing every

three years combined with "short form" filing during the

intermediate two years will provide no practical reduction of

Pension reporting requirements. It is much easier to deal with

the same form year after year than to switch to one form to another

two out of every three years.

Comment #3: Recently enacted Department of Labor

requirements which set forth the content, style, and format of

Summary Annual Reports require a report which contains an

abundance of irrelevant information. A participant wants to know

120 S. Warner Road P.O. Box 537 Valley Forge, Pennsylvania 19482 Telephone: 215-8876800
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what is going on with his account, not what is going on with

the total of all accounts. We contend that disclosure to an

individual participant of the following information should at

least be an accepted alternative to these Department of Labor

S.A.R. regulations:

1. Account balance at the beginning of the year.
2. Account balance adjusted for investment performance.
3. Contributions and forfeitures allocated.
4. Account balance at the end of the year.
5. Portion of account balance that is vested.

A disclosure statement of this type is particular appropriate

where individual participants are allowed to direct the

investment of their individual accounts and where investment

performance in individual accounts is not proportional to investment

performance by the entire Trust.

Comment #4: Annual reports to plan participants which are

prepared in accordance with requirements referenced in Comment

#3 above, often results in plan participants receiving information

regarding other plan participants which they should have no legal

right to obtain.

For example: Consider the following situation where there

are only two participants in a 10% Money Purchase Pension Plan.

One participant can easily compute the salary of the other

participant by subtracting his or her individual contribution

from the total contribution and dividing the result by 10%.
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Must an owner of a small business disclose to his

employees his compensation and his profits? Isn't this

information to be considered private? Doesn't disclosure

in accordance with the style suggested in Comment #3, provide

all necessary information to individual participants and also

protect the rights of other participants?

Yours truly

Presid t

JCH:sw
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The American Society of Pension Actuaries is a national professional society whose

1800 members provide actuarial, consulting and administrative services to approximately

25 percent of the qualified retirement plans In the United States.

We have previously submitted comments on 8.209 and 5.1089 to the Senate Committee

on Labor and Human Resources, and these comments are attached.

At this time, we should like to discuss a matter that Is causing a great deal of concern

in the actuarial community. This problem relates to the IRS position on providing

automatic adjustments to the 415 maximum limitation In a defined benefit plan and

funding for increases in the 415 limitation which may be reasonably anticipated.

Section 415(bXl) of the Internal Revenue Code provides that the benefits with respect

to a participant in a defined benefit plan cannot exceed the lesser of $75,000 or 100%

of the participant's average compensation for his high three years. Section 415(d) of

the Code provides that the Secretary or his delegate shall annually adjust the $75,000

amount for Increases In the cost of living in accordance with regulations prescribed

by the Secretary of the Treasury. To date, no regulations have been issued even

though 5 years have passed since ERISA was enacted. However, the Secretary has

annually adjusted the $75,000 limit of section 415(bXl) to allow for Increases that have

occurred in the cost of living. Section 5.02 of Revenue Ruling 75-481 provides that

until regulations are issued, a plan may not provide for automatic adjustments of the

dollar limitations set forth in Sections 415(bXIXA) (defined benefit plans) and 415(cXIXA)

(defined contribution plans). However, Information Release 1681, dated November 21,

1976, stated that defined contribution plans would be allowed to incorporate by reference

changes to the maximum dollar limitation.

-1-
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Based on Revenue Ruling 75-481, IRS has consistently refused to qualify defined benefit

plans which contained an automatic adjustment 6fr'N"41(bX )-d-Har ImiltiTh--

Several taxpayers have litigated this Issue, and the Tax Court has recently ruled In

three cases in contradiction of Revenue Ruling 75-481 that defined benefit plans may

contain language automatically Implementing cot-, ;-ving Increases in the $75,000

maximum benefit (now $98,100).

The three Tax Court cases were:

Consultants & Actuaries Inc. vs. Commissioner of Internal Revenue
(Docket No. 2551-79"R") (Matter of Stanley Carson, M.D.)

Consultants & Actuaries Inc. vs. Commissioner of Internal Revenue
(Docket No. 5520-79"R") (Matter of MDOR)

Consultants & Actuaries Inc. vs. Commissioner of Internal Revenue
(Doeket No. S521-79"R") (Matter of Gregory J. Szal, M.D.)

The Tax Court entered decisions In favor of the petitioners In the cases cited above

after the Internal Revenue Service agreed with the counsel for the taxpayers to enter

said decisions. In spite of this, no action has been taken by IRS to withdraw Revenue

Ruling 75-481. It is our understanding that the District Offices of the IRS are still

refusing to qualify defined benefit plans which contain language which automatically

Increase the dollar maximums of IRC 415(bXl). Of course, it is much more Inconvenient

and costly to adjust the maximum benefit each year through plan amendments, than

to do so through the vehicle of an automatic adjustment clause.

More serious than the question of automatic adjustments is the IRS position which

prohibits funding for benefits beyond the current 415(bXl) limitation. First, since a

plan sponsor cannot claim a deduction for funding of benefits not provided by the plan,

the sponsor would be effectively prevented from funding for future benefit Increases

unless the plan Included an automatic adjustment clause. Secondly, it is the Internal

Revenue Service position that you cannot consider such benefit p..ojections for funding

purposes even if the plan provides for automatic increases.

-2-
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We believe the position of the IRS in this matter is contrary to the intent of Congress

In enacting Section 412(cX3) of the Internal Revenue Code which provides

"ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS MUST BE REASONABLE-For purposes of
this section, all costs, liabilities, rates of interest, and other factors under
the plan shall be determined on the basis of actuarial assumptions and
methods which, in the aggregate, are reasonable (taking into account the
experience of the plan and reasonable expectations) and which, in combina-
tion, offer the actuary's best estimate of anticipkted experience under the
plan."

The position of the IRS places the actuary in the very difficult position of not being

able to consider future benefit projections In calculating the current funding require-

ments, when, In his or her best estimate, such future benefit projections should be

taken into account. If the actuary is prohibited from anticipating future Increases in

the 415 benefit limits, each Increase in projected benefits which results from a 415

adjustment, would have to be funded over shorter and shorter periods of time, resulting

in a ballooning of contribution levels at the end of a participant's period of service.

A normal cost pattern of this type would make it more difficult for sponsors to comply

with the minimum funding requirements than would otherwise be the case and might

even jeopardize the financial stability of the plan.

We believe a workable solution to the problem we have described I'ere would be to

develop language in the legislative history of S.209 which would make it clear that it

was not the intention of Congress, in enacting ERISA, to preclude a plan from providing

automatic adjustments to the 415(bXl) limitation. Furthermore, the language In this

legislative history should make it clear that it was the intention of Congress to permit

deductions for funding of benefit projections in excess of the current 418(bXl) limitation

when such benefit projections may be reasonably anticipated In the actuary's best

Judgment.

-3-
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In summary, we f ,1 that:

1) The current position of the IRS with respect to automatic adjustment provisions,

and funding for future benefit projections which the actuary in his or her best Judgment

can reasonably anticipate, seriously inhibits the implementation of Section 412(eX3) of

the Internal Revenue Code.

2) Appropriate language in the legislative history on 8.209 as to the intent of Congress

in this area should resolve this problem.

The American Society of Pension Actuaries would be happy to work with the staff of

this Subcommittee with respect to this matter.

-4-
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The American Society of Pension Actuaries is a

national professional society consisting exclusively of

pension plan actuaries and consultants. Our 1700 members

provide actuarial, consulting and adminastrtive services

to approximately 25 percent of the qualified retirement

plans in the United States.

Our Society is pleased to be able to offer comments

on S. 209, a bill which if enacted will make many siqnificant

improvements in the private pension system. We heartily

endorse one of the express purposes of the ERISA Improve-

ments Act of 1979 that it is in the national interest to pro-

vide for the present and future needs for retirement income

by strengtheningq and improving private employee pension bene-

fit plans."

That the system needs strengthening and improving

is shown by statistics which indicate that the private pension

system has not grown in proportion to the growth in the labor

force since the enactment of ERISA. Bureau of Labor

Statistics figures reveal that, as of October 1974, the

total non-agricultural workforce (excluding government per-

sonnel) was 64.8 million. The comparable figure for October

1978 was 71.7 million. The percentage growth over this four-

year period was approximately 10.7 percent.

On the other hand, PBGC statistics with regard to

defined benefit pension plans demonstrate that this part of

the private pension system has grown very little since 1974.
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The latest PBGC Annual Report, issued for the fiscal year

ending September 30, 1977, indicated that approximately 33

million participants were covered under the Title IV insur-

ance program -- roughly the same number as was originally

covered under Title IV when ERISA was enacted. This Annual

Report stated that while there were a large number of ter-

minations since enactment of ERISA (about 18,000 as of

September 1977), the bulk of them involved small plans and

that, in fact, perhaps 650,000 more people were covered by

the termination insurance program in 1977 than when ERISA was

passed. Such statistics suggest that there has been about a

2 percent growth in participant coverage under Title IV de-

fined benefit plans since ERISA was passed as compared with

over a 10 percent increase in the labor force.

Unfortunately we are unable to obtain accurate

post-ERISA statistics on total pension coverage. We believe,

however that the statistics cited represent the plans which

provide the vast majority of Americans with the retirement

income they receive from the private pension system.

Furthermore, defined benefit plans are the only type of re-

tirement plan under which it is possible to design a retire-

ment benefit that bears a specific relationship to the

employee's working compensation. While not all employees

are best served by defined benefit plans, it is possible to

create equity with a defined benefit plan whereas it is not

always possible with a defined contribution plan.
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Thus, as the above figures certainly indicate

prompt action must be taken to stimulate the growth of

the private pension system. In this regard we would like

to express our views on various aspects of the proposed

leqislation and to offer the resources of our Society for

any future needs of your Committee including the study re-

gardinq mandatory cost-of-livinq increase provisions in

private retirement plans.

DISCLOSURE OF PARTICIPANT'S

STATUS UNDER PENSION PLAN

FRISA requires a plan administrator to provide a

participant upon request, based on the latest available in-

formation, a statement of the total benefits accrued and

the proportion of nonforfeitable benefits accrued. Parti-

cipants may request benefit accrual information only once

during any twelve-month period. Act Section 111 will permit

a plan administrator to provide an annual statement of bene-

fits accrued which will satisfy the ERISA requirements.

This will serve to reduce the administrative costs of pro-

vidinq information randomly to participants throughout a

twelve-month period.

There is, however, one area of concern relating

to the requirement that the annual benefit accrual state-

ment be based won the latest available information.* While

it was probably intended, our Society urges the Committee
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to clarify the provision to permit a plan administrator to

make reasonable approximations as to the salary and service

history of a participant when preparing for all participants

these annual benefit accrual statements. Our Society be-

lieves this is necessary, not because employers do not main-

tain records sufficient to determine benefits due but rather

that these records are not easily accessible on an annual

basis. Typically, the information readily available is the

participant's current salary, date of employment and date of

birth. From this information, a statement of the approxi-

mate benefits accrued may be prepared. Developing a parti-

cipant's prior service history and, in the case of salary

related plans, determining a period of prior average salary,

is costly if it is necessary to annually produce this infor-

mation to prepare statements for all participants in a plan.

It would appear prudent, however, to require that the plan

administrator reflect on the statement the basis of the

approximation used for determining the benefit accrual.

It is our feeling that plan administrators will be

more inclined to produce a statement of benefits accrued for

all participants on an annual basis if it is clear that

reasonable approximations may be utilized.

ELIMINATION OF SUMMARY ANNUAL REPORT

We emphatically support the proposal that would

eliminate the requirement for distribution of copies of a
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summary annual report to each plan participant each year.

Experience of practitioners has been that few employees who

are participants in retirement plans are interested in the

information contained in the summary annual report and that

the expense of duplicating the form and distributing it to

participants is almost totally unnecessary.

IMPROVEMENT OF REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Our Society supports any effort made to improve

the current reporting requirements. We are aware, that

significant progress has been made to eliminate some of the

duplicative and unnecessary reporting. Your Committee by

adopting Act Section 114 has made a helpful first step to-

ward the ultimate elimination of all unnecessary reporting

requirements.

OPINIONS OF ACTUARIES AND ACCOUNTANTS

Our Society strongly supports the provisions of

Act Section 115 relating to the reliance by the enrolled

actuary or accountant in the other's work product. This

area of the law has resulted in undue expense to retire-

ment plans. Moreover, since there are some accounting firms

that employ actuaries, there are documented cases where,

unsolicited, actuaries who are members of accounting

firms performing audits of retirement plans, reviewed the

work of the enrolled actuary retained by the plan and
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questioned the methods and assumptions used by the plan's

enrolled actuary. This review by the accounting firm or its

actuary creates a potential conflict of interest in addition

t6 substantial unnecessary cost.

PARTICIPATION ON A PLAN YEAR BASIS

At the present time a plan must calculate an em-

ployee's service for participation on the basis of the em-

ployment year rather than the plan year which may be used

for vesting and benefit accrual purposes. The employer, how-

ever, for the purposes of participation may switch to a plan

year provided the employee receives credit for two years of

service if he completes the requisite hours of service during

the initial employment and plan years. In other words, the

switch to the plan year creates-an overlapping computation

period.

The required overlapping period is troublesome to

employers because they are unable to understand why an em-

ployee must be given two years of service for what may be

as little as 13 months of employment. It has been the ex-

perience of some members of our Society that employers are

discouraged from adopting the option of providing 100 percent

vesting with a three year participation requirement because

of the required overlapping period. Moreover, many plan

administrators have found that participants are confused

over the different computation periods, i.e., the employ-
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ment year, plan year and overlapping year. Furthermore,

the current ERISA participation requirements have forced

employers to utilize two entry dates for participation

purposes if they wish to require 1000 hours of service

during the initial computation period. Permitting a plan

year computation period would enable employers to bring

employees into the plan once a year and still require 1000

hours of service.

For these reasons our Society would support the

provision which permits participation on a plan year basis

except the trade-off under the bill, in our view, is unrea-

sonable. Under the bill, the employer who utilizes a plan

year computation period for participation must give credit

for all the employee's service including years of service

when the employee fails to complete 1000 hours of service.

Thus, the employer who wishes to maintain all records on

a plan year basis, in order to avoid extra recordkeeping

and reporting and disclosure, along with the confusion caused

by different computation periods, must credit service for

vestinq and benefit accrual in situations where other employ-

ees are not required to receive credit.

Generally, it is unlikely that permitting plan

year participation creates a situation where an employee

would not enter a plan in advance of the current ERISA re-

quirements. Unless there are specific abuses, for which

rules may be designed, our Society believes that an employer
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should be permitted to use a plan year computation period

for all purposes.

SURVIVOR PROTECTION

Act Section 127 would require plans to provide death

benefits for all participants with 10 or more years of vested

service. It is our view that the impact of this provision

with respect to defined contribution plans (e.g., money-pur-

chase plan, profit-sharing plan, etc.) is the repeal of ERISA

S203(a)(3)(A), relating to forfeiture on death of the parti-

cipant, in the case of a participant who completes 10 years

of service. If this is the only impact with respect to de-

fined contribution plans we would support this change. Our

members qenerally find that defined contribution plans pro-

vide 100% vesting on death of the participant.

In our view, however, the primary purpose of a

defined benefit pension plan is to provide retirement bene-

fits, rather than death benefits. While we sympathize with

the motives behind such a proposal, we would like to point

out that, in most cases, the death benefit available under

such a provision will be relatively small. On the other

hand, there would be significant complexities involved in

providing such a benefit under a defined benefit pension

plan and in explaining it to participants. Consequently,

our Society is of the opinion that an insurance program

outside the scope of the pension plan would be a more appro-

priate vehicle for providing death benefits.

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 16
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We suqqest, therefore, that this proposal be aban-

doned or, at a minimum, that employers who provide a death

benefit outside the pension plan that would be at least ,equi-

valent to that which would be required under Act Section 127

be relieved of the obliqation to provide the benefit under

the defined benefit pension plan.

FUNDING TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF FUTURE AMENDMENTS

Act Section 131 permits an actuary to take into

account all provisions of the plan, including provisions

which have not yet affected any participant's entitlement

or accrual of benefits. This section of the bill is con-

sistent with the actuary's other ERISA responsibilities to

use reasonable actuarial methods and assumptions which in

combination offer the actuary's best estimate of antici-

pated experience under the plan. It is not necessary, how-

ever, to require the actuary, as the bill does for plan

years beginning after December 31, 1980, to take into

account plan provisions which are not at that time in

effect. An actuary would be required as mandated by ERISA

to take this into account in the performance of his duties

to arrive at actuarial assumptions which represent his best

estimate.

We feel that the projection of future benefits for

the purpose of establishing the minimum funding requirements

under a plan is an integral part of the actuary's selection
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of assumptions which are used to determine plan costs and,

as a result, there should be no need to mandate that provi-

sions be taken into account which have not yet affected

the entitlements of plan participants.

ADVISORY COUNCIL

Act Section 151 would require at least one of

the members of the Labor Department Advisory Council to

represent employers maintaining small plans. Our Society

believes this is an excellent provision. We suggest, how-

ever, that a similar requirement be imposed with respect to

the PBGC Advisory Committee. We think this would be partic-

ularly appropriate in light of the fact that the bulk of

terminations filed with PBGC have involved small plans.

IMPACT OF INFLATION ON RETIREMENT BENEFITS

We would caution against any legal requirement

that private retirement plans automatically respond to in-

creases in the cost-of-living. The provision of automatic

cost-of-living increases in private pension plans make two

dangerous presumptionse

(1) That the private sponsored retirement plan

is a never-ending entity that will always have a

source of contributions and

(2) That there is a relationship between the

performance of the investments made by a retire-

ment plan and the cost-of-living.
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As a matter of fact, the retirement systems of

private companies cannot be expected to continue indefi-

nitely into the future, in view of industrial, technological

and economic changes in society and a requirement that would

place future unknown liabilities on private concerns

would almost certainly act as a deterrent to the adoption

of such plans. Experience of the last few years has demon-

strated that the market value of equity investments, which

are a primary investment of retirement plans, can be severely

depressed at the same time that inflation is extreme. It is

still too soon to know whether inflation will be brought

under control. Therefore, to mandate inflation adjustments

in defined benefit pension plans would negate the effect of

the tax incentives the bill provides for adopting new plans

because adopting plans are voluntary employer decisions for

the most Dart.

If the Committee decides to study an automatic

cost-of-living provision our Society would like to offer

its resources to assist the Committee.

CERTAIN EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS

QUALIFIED RETIREMENT PLANS

The United States private pension system has been

behind the systems of other countries for many years because

deductions of employee contributions to such plans have not

been allowed. For this reason, we strongly support Act
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Section 203 which would permit a deduction by the employee

of contributions made to qualified plans. Our Society be-

lieves that such deduction would provide a strong incentive

to establish and maintain tax qualified retirement plans.

Furthermore, we support elimination of the phase-out

adopted in section 303 of S. 3017. Generally we agree

that some provision, such as the discrimination standard,

must exist in order to insure that the benefits of the

tax deduction are spread among a cross-section of employ-

ees. Our Society, however, has not had an adequate oppor-

tunity to study all the details of the proposed discrimi-

nation standard in this section of the bill. We will give

this further consideration and possibly present additional

testimony at a later date. Finally, we believe the re-

striction with regard to plans which require mandatory con-

tributions is unjustified. The most prevalent and certainly

the most significant reason for requiring employee contribu-

tions to a qualified plan is to enable employees to accrue

more adequate retirement benefits than would be possible if

the employer were the sole source of funding for the plan

benefits. Undoubtedly, there are cases where the require-

ment for employee contributions tend to discourage plan par-

ticipation by younger, lower paid employees, but these cases

clearly are in the minority. Employers will differ widely

in financial abilities to fund an adequate pension plan and

in philosophies regarding the possible methods of funding
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the plan. It in our view that Congress should not discri-

minate against olans which provide for mandatory employee

contributions but should continue to allow the parties

to decide which type of plan best suits their needs.

CREDIT FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF

OUALIFIED PLANS BY SMALL EMPLOYERS

Offering a tax credit for small employers adopting

new retirement plans is a necessary first step in providing

incentives that will help restore the momentum that was

slowed by the enactment of ERISA for adoption of new plans.

The credit differs from last year because it has

certain limitations which are intended to target the credit

to benefit the small employers who need the tax subsidy.

The limitations in Act Section 204, however, are unrealistic

and create difficult administrative problems. For example,

the limitation on profits, whereby an employer with profits

in excess of $50,000 may not claim the credit, is much to

low. Furthermore, the profits of a business may be easily

manipulated in order to achieve a profit figure. For this

reason, the limitation would require new restrictions and

tests which will serve to frustrate the intent of the pro-

vision to encourage employers to adopt plans by reducing

costs and frustrations. On these grounds our Society rec-

ommends that the Committee abandon any limitations, or if

the Committee believes a limitation is necessary, it should
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relate to easily understood tests such as the number of

employees.

Our Society, however, continues to be concerned

over the alarming, reduction in the number of new defined

benefit retirement plans adopted since the enactment of ERISA.

A number of factors have contributed to this reduction in de-

fined benefit plans as a result of ERISA. Amonq the factors

are the following: (a) the contingent liability exposure of

an employer who, because of business necessity, might find

that it must terminate a plan, (b) the commitment to fund

the plan, (c) the expense attendant to the administration

of this type of plan, and (d) required premium payments to

the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.

With this in mind, there is a need for special in-

centives for employers to adopt defined benefit plans, that

will help to offset the increased expenses of their opera-

tion. In this regard, we would recommend the followings

1. An additional tax credit equal to 20% of the

credit provided under Act Section 204 could be extended to

employers who adopt new defined benefit plans, as opposed

to defined contribution plans;

2. Premiums paid to the Pension Benefit Guar-

anty Corporation could be structured in such a way that

each plan pays a flat annual charge and an additional annual

charge based on a percentage of the amount by which the pre-

sent value of vested benefits exceed plan assets. This
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wold cause those plans which have significant unfunded

vested liabilities to bear a greater and more equitable

proportion of the insurance risk which in fact is created

hy such plans;

3. Defined benefit plans should he exempt from

the requirements of IRS Revenue Procedures 75-49 and 76-1.

Such plans should be permitted to qualify under the Internal

Revenue Code with the election of any of the three statutory

vesting schedules contained in the Code and without being

subjected to the "key employee test" or the "turnover test".

The most objectionable element of these IRS revenue proce-

dures is the apparent requirement that total years of service

with the employer be counted for purposes of "4-40" vesting,

rather than merely the employee's length of service following

adoption of the plan. The requirement to count years of

pre-plan service can cause a defined benefit plan to have a

significant unfunded vested liability on its effective date

and can act as a strong deterrent to the adoption of defined

benefit pl~ans.

SPECIAL MASTER OR PROTYPE PLANS

We can see no reason for legislation which would

further increase the profusion of "special master or proto-

type plans". There are already provisions in the law and

regulations for (a) prototype plans adopted by financial in-

stitutions, which can be joined by individuals and employers
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wishing to join them, (b) "pattern" plans which can be sub-

mitted to IRS offices by certain practitioners for approval

as to form and, (c) so-called "multiple-employer plans' which

can be Joined by unaffiliated participatinq employers wishing

to participate in the benefits offered by group participation

in such plans. While such master or prototype plans may re-

sult in some savings to a participating plan sponsor, they

encouraqe persons who are not qualified to advise sponsors

on the long-term impact of retirement plan decisions. In

our experience, this has resulted in many plan sponsors

adopting retirement plans which are inadvisable in relation

to the sponsor's circumstances and making inappropriate in-

vestments as a result of the misconception that the savings

associated with a Oforml plan will out-weigh the consequences

of poor investment performance. The complexity of the pri-

vate retirement plan system as a result of over fifty (50)

years of law, the substantial number of options available

to plan sponsors, actuarial considerations and ERISA, have

created a situation where the greatest need is for a group

of professional pension practitioners who are trained in

the subject and ethically or legally required to act in

conformance with governmental requirements and the public's

best interests.

LEGAL STATUS FOR PENSION CONSULTANTS

With the creation of the status of enrolled actu-

ary in ERISA, Congress first recognized pension plan prac-
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titioners as professionals. Under ERISA, individuals who

are able to pass certain tests and have a reasonable period

of responsible pension actuarial experience are Olicensedm

by the federal government to certify to retirement plan

costs. More recently, on January 24, 1979, a revision of

the regulations governing the practice requirements before

the Internal Revenue Service permit an enrolled actuary

to practice before the Internal Revenue Service on issueS

involving employee benefit plans.

Currently, there are approximately 2,800 actuaries

who have been enrolled by the Joint Board for the Enrollment

of Actuaries. Since this is the sole source of federally

sanctioned "expertise" in the pension field, the public

tends to regard enrolled actuaries as the only pension pro-

fessionals qualified to give advice in retirement plan mat-

ters. Actually, only a small percentage of the work re-

quired in connection with the operation of qualified private

retirement plans require the services of an enrolled actuary.

According to the Internal Revenue Service (IR-1950), only

24% of the plans qualified during the period January-

September, 1977, were defined benefit plans while the bal-

ance were defined contributions plans, which do not require

the services of an enrolled actuary under &RISA. The re-

quirements of most defined contribution plans currently in

effect are being met by professional pension plan consul-

tants, who are neither recognized under ERISA, nor regu-
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lated, permitted to practice before the Internal Revenue

Service or required to meet ethical or educational standards.

Consultants most frequently assist the employer in

selecting the type of retirement plant the design of the

specific benefit formula and the calculation of its effect.

In addition, consultants work with attorneys in reducing the

plan to writing and meeting qualification standards, prepar-

ing explanations and the Summary Plan Description, adminis-

terinq the plan, including allocation of a participant's

account balances under defined contribution plans and commu-

nication of accrued and vested benefit information to parti-

cipants on an annual basis, completinq reports required by

governmental agencies, recommending the plan's funding method

and providing assistance to the employer during audit. Since

many retirement plans retain the services of both a consultant

and an actuary, most pension consulting firms employ both con-

sultants and actuaries. In contrast to the 2,600 enrolled

actuaries, there are approximately 10,000 to 15,000 pension

consultants providing services to labor and industry who

are neither recognized by the law, required to meet uniform

standards, nor permitted to practice before the Internal

Revenue Service on issues involving employee benefit plans.

Recommendation

The solution to this problem is to create a form

of legal status for qualified pension consultants:
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1. Throuqh legislation - Congress could set

rules establishing practice requirements for qualified pen-

sion consultants. ASPA would be pleased to offer specific

recommendations for enrollment, methods to determine quali-

fication and rules of conduct.

2. By regulation - Internal Revenue Service

could create a status similar to that enjoyed by enrolled

actuaries, which would permit limited practice before the

Internal Revenue Service for qualified periion consultants.

The American Society of Pension Actuaries, which

bean its Certified Pension Consultants program in 1976,

and the International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans

have already addressed the need to establish education cri-

teria. Both organizations are sponsoring graduate level

courses of instruction and an exhaustive examination program.

During 1977 and 1978, 1,135 students sat for ASPA's certified

pension consultant exams. Techniques for testing the knowl-

edqe of consultants are continuing to be developed and could

be accepted in lieu of governmental examinations as evi-

dencing qualification to practice.

The substantial benefit and practical advantage

of this approach is clear. A professional body of pension

plan practitioners, who are ethically bound to operate plans

within the spirit as well as the letter of the law and who

are subject to censure for wrongful acts, would be a most

effective extension of ERISA. The pension community could
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then identify those professional practitioners who have met

standards of character and knowledge imposed by an impartial

authority. High standards of educational expertise, prac-

tical experience and ethical behavior could be maintained

and monitored. The public trust would be assured. Finally,

the majority of qualified retirement plans, which do not

even require the services of an enrolled actuary, could

avail themselves more readily of the services of an indi-

vidual who had demonstrated a high level of competence and

could engage that pension professional with greater confi-

dence.

We urge, for the benefit of all, serious consid-

eration be given to creating some legal status for the pen-

sion consulting profession by providing some government

recognition.
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American Society of Pension Actuaries
1700 K STREET N.W., SUITE 404. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

(202) 785-4366

November 7, 1979

Steve Sacher
Special Counsel,
Committee on Labor & Human Resources

,-I- low .. Rm. 4230, DSOB
Washington, D.C. 20510

€c b- ago&

Dear Mr. Sacher:

The American Society of Pension Actuaries would like to take this
opportunity to comment on S. 1089, the ERISA Simplification Act of
1979. We wholeheartedly endorse the objective of this bill to simplify
compliance with ERISA. Certainly the administrative burden Involved

-- f .. In complying with ERISA has been a significant factor In the decrease
in the ratio of new pension plans to terminated plans from 14.4 in 1973
to 4.3 in 1978.

-- ~ We believe the provisions under S. 1089 which would eliminate the PBOC
Premium Form and the Summary Annual Report, and provide taxpayers
an option to file forms required under ERISA with the annual income
tax forms will help alleviate the costs Involved in ERISA compliance.

I 10 0 A There Is another area, however, which we believe should be address-dSft.Min S. 1089, namely the proposed triennial reporting system. Specifically,
• ~ .-- , we suggest that a provision be Included In S. 1089 mandating the use
-' ...~ 0 6 F 4 of the current 5500-C & K Forms for the plan year beginning In 1979.

k_-"--" Under the proposed triennial reporting system, plans with fewer than
. .. 100 participants would file an expanded 5500-C and K every third year,
..... Nand a one page registration statement (5500-R) the other two years.

The sponsoring agencies (Internal Revenue Service, Department of Labor
and the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation) have asserted that the
trIennial reporting system will minimize the ERISA reporting and record-
keeping requirements. We do not concur. Most of the work required
at present would still have to be done in the years the 5500-R Is filed,
such as reconciling receipts and disbursements, preparing balance sheets
and making the actuarial calculations. The effort to record this Infor-
mation on a form is minimal once the work is done. On the other hand,

ft,. .... #&PAthe information required in the year the expanded SSO-C or K is due
ft. " f- is substantially greater than that now required. The proposed 5500-C

is five pages long, for example, as compared to 3 pages for the present
Form.

Adapting to the proposed triennial reporting system would be an expensive
.-- .... 6 S &process, involving considerable amounts of re-education time for the
...... personnel Involved and substantial adjustments to the data processing

systems utilized. Even after the initial adaptation costs .e out of the
way, the proposed triennial system, as Indicated above, would Involve
substantial additional administrative burdens on a continuous basis.

-, q~ te
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Congressmen Thompson and Erlenborn have written to the General Accounting Office
asking for an Investigation into the procedures and activities of the administrative
agencies having jurisdiction in the area of pension and welfare plans. Specifically,
GAO was asked to look Into the adequacy of the agencies' date collection and processing
system, the completeness, accuracy and value of the data in the form In which It is
collectgd, and the use or lack thereof of the Information received. This investigation
Is now under way. Pending completion and assessment of this report, it would seem
particularly Inappropriate for IRS, DOL, and PBGC to be proposing changes in the 5500
Forms which involve substantial new reporting requirements.

IRS, DOE,, and PBGC have concluded that the proposed triennial reporting system Is
not significant under their regulations prescribing certain procedural requirements for
significant matters. ASPA believes this proposal is quite significant, and that its
adoption will be another factor encouraging plan sponsors to terminate plans and
discouraging the formation of new plans.

It should be noted that the administrative cost Impact of ERISA has been particularly
severe in the small plan area. The summary of the Cost of Government Regulation
Study developed by Arthur Anderson & Co. for the Business Roundtable stated, in part,
that "The incremental administrative costs of ERISA are disproportionately greater for
small businesses than for larger businesses. For example, the ten smallest employers
incurred average Incremental costs per employee In 1977 nearly seven times those of
the ten largest."

Mandating the use of the current 5500-C and K Forms for the plan year beginning in
1979 would provide an opportunity for a thorough review of the proposed triennial
reporting system, including a detailed analysis of the administrative cost increases that
would result from the substantial new reporting requirements Irvolved in the proposed
System. It would also allow time for completion and assessmetit 47f the GAO Investi-
gation.

Sincerely yours,

Chester J. Salknd
Executive Director
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IOLANI SPORTSWEAR, LTD.
November 29, 1979

Senator Spark N. Matounaga
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Matsunuga,

I regret I cannot be at the hearing on S-1958. Instead I wish to
make the following statements.

I started Iolani Sportdar, Ltd. in 1954 with four girls and in
1966 I acquired Young Hawaii, Inc. The Profit Sharing Plan began
in 1963.

1 always wanted to share iy future success, whatever it was going to be,
with those who contributed. I learned from my immigrant parents the
purposefulness of sharing, and from my Italian combat experience in
ww Ix that no man is an Island by himself, rather closely inter-
connected with those who share the same hardships and risks. Yet,
in setting the plan up, I was very cogniant of the difference tomy
own self interest that failure is not shared in the same way like
success. I also know apparel styling and manufacturing business was
indeed volatile, that if the plan was to succeed it needed another
component to give it more stability and continuity. At that time
real estate seemed to be the beast to balance off the ups and downs
of the garment business. Theh to further insure its stability, Iolani
would be the major tenent to guarantee cash flow.

Also at this time, I decided not to own any personal real estate as
I would be making the primary decisions. I felt it was morally wrong
and entirely $bdefensible if questions of conflicts of interest became
an issue in the future. So the plan was launched in 1963 with olani's
initial contribution of $14, 990. But in order for the Plan to own
its first real estate venture, which was $450 000, 1 pledged all my
personal assets including my hone to collate4'~e the borrowing and
mortgage.

In the beginning, I ha4 a lot of fantasies like a million dollar
fund looking through alS,000 contribution, in my lifetime. Another
was $50,000 to $100,000 to persons who gave us 30 years of her
working life to us.

No longer are my dreams fantasies, but very real. Our assets are
close to $3,000,000, cash balances around $700,000, and no debt.
Even till today, I do not own any real estate. Everything worth buying
is in the Fund. I forgot to mention that when I started in 1954,

lit began with $5,000 capital.

I|1 Ken SIV841. K6olml8 . Hawl i 9414. telephae $36. 21 -Cable Aid iss; " IGLA5I'°
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF CELANESE CORPORATION
TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS
AND EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
ON

PROPOSED ERISA AMENDMENTS RELATING TO SEVERAI4CE PAY ARRANGEMENTS

Celanese Corporation ("Celanese") appreciates the

opportunity to submit this statement to the Subcommittee

concerning the provision in S. 209 which would amend the

Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (NERISAO) to

facilitate the making of severance payments to terminated

employees. While Celanese supports the general purpose of

this proposed amendment, it believes that corrective legisla-

tion should more clearly articulate the basic distinction

between pension plans and severance pay arrangements.

BACKGROUND

On March 2, 1979, the Department of Labor published

final regulations setting forth the circumstances under

which severance pay arrangements are not deemed to be pension

plans covered under Title I of ERISA (44 Fed. Reg. 11761).

These regulations generally provide that, to be excluded

from pension plan treatment, the aggregate amount of severance

payments made to any individual may not exceed an amount

equal to twice his or her annual rate of compensation, and

such payments must be completed within two years after

termination of service. If an employee's service is termi-

nated in connection with a "limited program of terminations"

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 17
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(a programmned reduction-in-force), the regulations permit

the severance payments to be stretched over more than two

years, but the aggregate amount of such payments must still

be limited to twice annual compensation.

The regulations provide that, where severance

payments do not meet these criteria, the employer may seek

an advisory opinion that the program of payments does'not

constitute a pension plan. Since it frequently is not

feasible for an employer to obtain an advisory opinion from

the Department of Labor while in the process of terminating

employees, the criteria set forth in the regulations are

generally controlling. In particular, the quantitative

limit on severance payments (twice annual, compensation)

significantly limits the extent to which employers can

redress the economic injury suffered by individuals whose

employment has been prematurely terminated for reasons

beyond thei' control.

DESCRIPTION OF BILL

Section 102 of S. 209, as approved by the Committee

on Labor and Human Resources, would amend section 3(2) of

ERISA by adding a new subparagraph (B) relating to the die-

tinction between pension plans and severance pay arrangements

and supplemental retirement income arrangements. This

amendment would give the Secretary of Labor authority to

promulgate regulations prescribing exempted categories under
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which severance pay arrangements and supplemental retirement

income arrangements will not be deemed pension plans under

ERISA. In addition, the Secretary of Labor would be give.

authority to remove any such arrangement from an exempted

category if it was found to be a subterfuge to evade ERISA.

The summary and analysis of this provision pre-

pared by the Coumittee on Labor and Human Resources states

that it is designed to provide flexibility to foster the

creation and continuance of severance and supplemental pay

arrangements. With respect to severance pay arrangements,

the summary and analysis states that the present definition

of the term "pension plan" under ERISA has unnecessarily

circumscribed the Secretary of Labor's authority to delineate

the types of severance pay arrangements which are not pension

plans and, in particular, that there should be greater

flexibility to provide severance pay in reduction-in-force

situations.

RECOMMENDATION

Neither the existing ERISA regulations nor the

proposed amendment to ERISA set forth in S. 209 address the

essential distinction between severance payments and a

pension plan. Most typically, severance payments are made

to individuals because their employment has been terminated

by the employer for reasons other than normal retirement
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such payments are generally completed before normal retire-

ment age. Such payments are made in recognition of economic

injury resulting from involuntary termination of employment

and plainly do not represent the functional equivalent of a

pension plan. The various rules applicable to pension plane

under ERISA are designed to protect the retirement benefits

promised to employees during the course of their employment.

A number of these rules have no rational application to

severance pay arrangements, and many such arrangements could

not be continued if classified as pension plans. Accordingly,

Celanese, and undoubtedly other employers as well, would be

required to cut back or discontinue certain severance payments

under the guidelines adopted by the Department of Labor. It

seems clear that Congress did not intend this result when

ERISA was enacted.

S. 209, as well as ERISA itself, recognizes that

there is a distinction between severance pay arrangements

and pension plans. However, S. 209 would give the Secretary

of Labor virtually unbridled and unreviewable discretion to

say what that distinction is. While there is a definite

need for administrative flexibility, the Department of Labor

cannot properly effectuate the intent of Congress in the

absence of any statutory guidance on the nature of the

distinction between severance pay arrangements and pension

plans. The distinction is legislative in character and
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should not be delegated without standards to the administra-

tive agency.

Therefore, we believe that the objectives of this

provision of S. 209 could be better achieved if, in addition

to giving the Secretary of Labor further administrative

flexibility, the legislation identified the basic type or

types of severance pay arrangements intended to be covered.

More specifically, the legislation could provide that

severance payments made by an employer out of its general

assets will not be treated as a pension plan where (a) such

payments are made to individuals whose employment has been

terminated by the employer prior to normal retirement age

and such payments are completed on or before normal retire-

ment age, or (b) such payments are otherwise limited in

duration and amount as determined under regulations pre-

scribed by the Secretary of Labor.

Thank you for your consideration.
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*3ut ROBERTL. TEDO6I, CLU
VERON PROFSSIONAL BUILDING, Mall Addrs P.O. BOX H

VERNO, CONNECTICUT 0"M T~ephow (203) 875-2591

December 14, 1979

Mr. Michael Stern
Staff Director of the Committee on Finance
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C, 20510

Dear Mr. Stern,

This letter is written with respect to hearings which are being
held by the Sub Committee on Private Pension Plans and Employee
Fringe Benefits of the Senate Finance Committee.

Much of my time is spent in the sale and administration of qualified
Retirement Plans to small employers, (Corporations, Sole Proprie-
tors, and Partnerships, with less than 25 employees). At the present
moment, my associates and I deal with some 100 plus qualified plans
of different types.

A common question or thread of comment has been weaving Itself
back and forth through my new and renewal contacts with clients
and prospects. That inquiry concerns the relationship between the
current IRA rules on contribution limitations and the interrelation-
ship of those limitations with the amounts currently being contributed
by an employeer for his employee/participants in a qualified Pension
or Profit Sharing Plan.

As the committee knows any participant in a qualified Pension or Profit
Sharing Plan is not allowed a current tax deductible contribution to an
individual IRA. Not withstanding the fact, that the contribution to the
employers qualified plan for the individual employee is less than what
that employer would have been allowed to contribute to an individual
IRA. the current regulation does not allow any contribution to be made
to that IRA account.

Over and over again, we've had to-face the prospect of trying to interpret
the IRA rules with respect to individual participants Waiving their right •
to participation in an employers plan so that they might make a larger
contribution on a tax deductible basis to an individual IRA. Over and

continued.,.
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over again, I've expressed my feeling that Congress would see the
despairty in this situation and would provocate legislation, or encourage
regulation which would allow Individuals who are participating as
employee/participants and a qualified employer sponsored plan to make
differential contributions to individual IRA's within the over-all maxi-
mums set by IRA.

In fact, the current employer-sponsored simplified retirement program
(an IRA-type vehicle) allows for this kind of differential contribution on
an individual basis. I believe it's time to broaden that concept to allow
for all employee participants of any employee-sponsored qualified plan
to be able to do the same.

Mr. Stern, thank you, and the committees consideration in this matter.
If you need additional information, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely yours,

Robert L. Tedoldi, CLU

RLT/kmc
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STATEMENT OF THERESE F. PICK

DIRECTOR, BENEFIT ADMINISTRATION AND GENERAL PERSONNEL PRACTICES

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

ON S.209

BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

December 28, 1979
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This statement is submitted by the American Telephone and

Telegraph Company on behalf of the 24 Bell System companies,

the names of which are attached to this statement. In my

capacity as Director, Benefit Administration and General

Personnel Practices, of the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company, I am responsible for benefit administration and other

related benefit and personnel duties. Many of the comments

submitted herein reiterate and update comments filed by

H. Weston Clarke, Jr., Vice President, Human Resources, of

AT&T with the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources

(the "Labor Committee") on S.209 in March, 1979 and on S.3017,

the "ERISA Improvements Act of 1978," in August, 1978.

I appreciate this opportunity to comment on S.209. We are

vitally interested in pensions and other employee benefits

and the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA).

Most of the comments submitted to the Labor Committee by

Mr. Clarke last March on S.209 and on S.3017 last year, still

apply to the version of S.209 now being considered by the

Finance Committee. We are pleased with a number of the

changes made by the Labor Committee in its mark-up of the

current bill. However, there are several new proposals and

other sections from both the previous bill (S.3017) and the

current version of S.209 that we cannot support.
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BACKGROUND

The Bell System has been providing pensions since 1913 from

non-contributory plans covering both management and non-

management employees. We started prefunding for pensions in

1927. Currently, the Bell System has nearly a million

employees and 200,000 pensioners. The promise of our pension

plans is backed up by over $21 billion in irrevocable trust

funds. Additionally, we maintain a large number of other

welfare and pension benefit plans, including dental, health,

disability, death benefit, life insurance, Employee Stock

Ownership Plans (ESOP) and savings plans.- We have prepared

.. numerous summary plan descriptions and other reporting and

disclosure documents for these various pension and welfare

plans.

Senator Javits' preamble statement to S.209 states that the

bill contains general purpose provisions intended to facili-

tate compliance with ERISA and remove impediments to plan

maintenance and termination as well as expand certain provi-

sions regarding plan coverage and benefits. Section 3 of

S.209, as reported, indicates the Labor Committee's view that

burdens and costs of plan administration can be reduced without

jeopardizing the interests of employees. We certainly endorse

these statements since plan administration and compliance with

ERISA has been quite difficult and confusing at times.
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S.209 OFFERS SOME IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS

We previously endorsed, in Mr. Clarke's statements of August

1978 and March 1979, and continue to endorse those sections of

the bill that facilitate ERISA compliance for Benefit Admini-

strators. We endorse the following six subsections in

Subtitle B - Simplifying and Clarifying Amendments, Part 1 -

Reporting and Disclosure and Part 2 - Minimum Standards:

Section 112 - Exemptions and Modifications

Section 113 - Elimination of Summary Annual Report

Section 114 - Improvement of Reporting Requirements

Section 115 - Opinions of Actuaries and Accountants

Section 116 - Scope of Accountant's Opinion

Section 121 - Elapsed Time

S.209 has many provisions to be debated and refined. However,

it is quite clear that each of the six sections cited above

would make ERISA compliance less burdensome. The current

ERISA provisions addressed by these sections are recognized as

unnecessary burdens by all concerned parties and could be

corrected legislatively very quickly. However, this needed

legislation should not be delayed while all the controversial

items are being debated. It would be more efficient, and at the

same time more expedient, if the proposed legislation did not
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undertake to correct every possible flaw in this massive and.

complex pension law all at one time. Accordingly, we suggest

a separate bill to ameliorate any pressing current problems

and the postponement of comprehensive new legislation to

accommodate the airing of all views, the resolution of the

many debatable issues, and the report of the President's

Pension Policy Commission.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGES IN S.209

There are several sections in S.209 which we believe need

modification. In addition, we believe that other sections,

including the new anti-fraud section and the proposal to limit

the scope of ERISA preemption, should be eliminated entirely.

Although we agree in principle with the concepts proposed in

Section 126, we do feel that some clarification would be

helpful. We suggest a clarification, in the statutory language

itself, which would indicate that workers' compensation awards

may be offset against either (1) disability benefits, or

(2) pensions paid on account of disability rather than retire-

ment. We believe such clarification would be consistent with

the Labor Committee's views and analysis.
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I also want to comment on Section 152, authorizing a Labor

Department study regarding mandatory cost-of-living adjustments

to private pension plan benefits. This is a major social issue

facing our nation today, particularly in light of the rapid

rate of inflation experienced over the past few years. Obviously,

this problem will be addressed by the Presidential Pension

Commission Study. Rather than commission a duplicate study at

this time by the Labor Department, it would seem preferable to

defer this D.O.L. study until the Presidential Commission has

completed its work.

I have a similar comment regarding Title IV - Employee Benefit

Commission. Under the President's 1978 ERISA Reorganization

Plan, the Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service

are attempting to resolve their problems regarding the division

of regulatory responsibility under ERISA. Therefore, we recommend

that this new commission not be set up at this time. Rather, the

progress of the Department of Labor and Internal Revenue Service

under the Reorganization Plan should be evaluated after a two-year

trial period to determine whether or not this new commission is

warranted. Additionally, we are concerned that any commission

would regenerate many of the administrative problems that

originally existed with the dual jurisdiction of the Labor Depart-

ment and the I.R.S. and would trigger a new lengthy period of

adjustments and confusion.

We are particularly concerned with and would like to comment in

more detail on the following sections.
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SECTION 121 - RECIPROCAL AGREEMENTS

We believe that the history of the development of ERISA

indicates that portability was considered desirable by Congress.

For example, in 1973 the Senate passed the Retiremqnt Income

Security For Employee Act which contained voluntary portability

provisions. Also, ERISA in Section 3022(a)(3) provided for

establishing a Joint Pension Task Force to study *means of

providing for portability of pension rights among different

pension plans."

Within the Bell System, a means has existed for over 60 years

to provide for portability of pension rights among the pension

plans of the Bell System companies. Because the Bell System

pension plans have entered into written reciprocal agreements

with one another, an employee's service and compensation with

all participating companies is taken into account by the plan

of his current employing company for the purpose of determining

his eligibility to participate in the current employing company's

plan, his accrued pension benefit under the plan and the vest-

ing of that accrued benefit. Since all of the participating

pension plans compute benefits under the same formulas and

impose identical conditions for plan participation and for

vesting of benefits, an employee can transfer from one Bell

System Company to another with complete portability of his

pension benefits.
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As many as 8,000 Bell System employees have benefited from

the reciprocal agreements within a single year. No employee

has ever suffered a loss of pension benefits because of a

transfer nor have there been either financial windfalls or

hardships to any of the participating plans as a result of

these transfers.

We believe that it continues to be the intent of Congress to

encourage the implementation of the concepts of portability.

However, the Internal Revenue Service has interpreted ERISA

Sections 208 and 1015(1) (Section 414(1) of the Internal

Revenue Code) in a manner which impedes the development of new

reciprocal agreements and discourages the continuation of

existing arrangements. In August of 1979, the I.R.S. issued

final regulations under IRC Section 414(1) relating to mergers

and consolidations of and transfers of assets or liabilities

between plans. These regulations treat the transfer of even

a single employee under a reciprocal agreement as a transfer

of liabilities between the participating plans. The result is

that plans which are party to reciprocal agreements must comply

with the complex and costly administrative requirements

imposed by the regulations. While the regulations contain

de minimis rules which might appear on the surface to offer

relief from the harsh requirements of Code Section 414(l) when

individual employees transfer between plans with portability

agreements, the costly administrative procedures which must be

established to comply with the de minimis rules are not
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justifiable in the absence of any evidence whatsoever of

abuse of reciprocal agreements. The regulations serve only to

frustrate the development of functional, beneficial, voluntary,

and largely portable retirement systems.

In its Summary and Analysis of S. 209, the Labor Committee

recognized the negative impact which the then proposed IRS

regulations would have on reciprocal agreements.

[Tihe Committee has become aware that proposed
regulations promulgated by the Internal Revenue
Service under Sections 401(a)(12) and 414(1)
of the Internal Revenue Code face affiliated
companies which have long-established beneficial
reciprocity and portability arrangements for
their employees with a Hobson's Choice. Under
these proposed regulations, such companies, if
they wish to continue a decades-long practice of
transferring assets and liabilities attributable
to pension rights of employees moving from company
to company, will have to comply with expensive and
burdensome rules requiring actuarial calculations,
recordkeeping, disclosure and reporting. Or, these
requirements can be avoided, but only by ending the
practice of transferring assets and liabilities,
freezing an employee's accrued benefit at the time
of his or her move from one company to another, and
paying multiple, separate pensions upon retirement.
This course of action would mean confusion for
employees, receipt of multiple benefit status
reports, multiple modifications in summary plan
descriptions, multiple notifications from the
Social Security Administration at retirement time,
multiple tax filing requirements, etc.... If, how-
ever, the final regulations of the IRS regarding
these Code sections do not satisfactorily resolve
the dilemma created by the proposal, the Committee
stands ready to consider such an amendment at the
earliest appropriate time. (Committee Print, S. 209,
The ERISA Improvements Act of 1979: Summary and
Analysis of Consideration, November 1979, 96th
Congress, lot Session, pg. 20)

Section 121 of S. 209 partially addresses the problem imposed

by the IRS regulations. However, this section is restricted

in that it applies only to individuals who become employed
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under two or more collective bargaining agreements. Even with

the restriction of two or more collective bargaining agreements.

Section 121 allows only one of a number of viable alternatives.

It would be highly beneficial to many present and future

participants for this Committee to endorse the views expressed

by the Labor Committee in order to reflect a uniform Congressional

intent to the IRS. Accordingly, we urge, consistent with the

Labor Committee's statements in its Summary and Analysis of

the bill, that the Finance Committee join in this expression

of Congressional intent that ERISA was not meant to be

applicable to the transfer of liabilities or assets for

individual employees who move between plans pursuant to a

written reciprocal agreement.

We would emphasize the high value to participants of the

portability benefits to which we are directing your attention.

They may be of significantly greater value than the portability

provisions contained in the 1973 pension legislation passed by

the Senate. Pension rights may be transferred even before a

transferring employee is vested. In addition, many plans with

portability agreements provide protection against the inflation

that occurs between the time an employee transfers and the time

he retires. This is particularly true for final pay pension

plans. Under many plans' portability provisions, an employee's

pension benefit relating to service up to the time of transfer is

based on the compensation near retirement rather than only on

the compensation just before the transfer.

56-9'3 0 - S0 - pt.2 - 18
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Plans should be encouraged to develop written reciprocal

agreements to facilitate the ability of individual employees

to transfer without deleterious restrictions on the transfer

of assets or liabilities or both. Only by allowing this

flexibility will voluntary portability coverage be encouraged

to grow in the future.

SECTION 127 - SURVIVOR PROTECTION

We would suggest that this section be revised to provide the

followings

1. A pension plan should be considered to qualify if

the substance of this provision is substantially

provided for by the existence of a group insurance

plan or any other plans providing death benefits.

2. Separated former employees with vested pensions

should not be considered as participants for the

purposes of this section.

3. The applicable provisions should clearly state

that the pension payable to the spouse should be

based only on the vested amount of pension.

SECTION 128 AND SECTION 155 - ALIMONY AND SUPPORT PAYMENTS

We strongly support the proposed amendment to Section 206(d)

regarding court orders to effectuate marital property

rights, child support and alimony payments. We believe that
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such an amendment to ERISA Section 206(d) and Internal

Revenue Code Section 401(a) (13) will resolve a matter of

significant current dispute and hopefully terminate the

costly and time-consuming litigation involving this issue.

However, we would suggest a clarification in the wording of

proposed. Section 206(d)(3) to identify the appropriate

treatment of benefits not yat in pay status. We suggest that

such clarification provide that state domestic relations

court orders with respect to benefits that are currently in

pay status be recognized and enforced but make it clear that

such rule does not apply to an active employee or a former

employee who is not currently receiving benefits or entitled

to currently receive benefits. Without such a limitation, it

would be difficult, in many cases, for a plan to ascertain the

current value of future benefits (e.g., future pension benefits

for an active employee when based upon final average salary).

In addition, the amendment, without the limitation, may in

itself generate unnecessary, costly and time-consuming

litigation and significantly increased administrative and

paperwork burdens for plan administrators and trustees. Of

course, when benefits bWcome payable, an appropriate order

could be served on the administrator or trustee at that tim.
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SECTIONS 154 (a) & (b) - PROHIBITIONS AGAINST MISREPRESENTATION

The proposed addition to Section 514 (d) clarifying that an

interest in an employee benefit plan is not and should not be

characterized as or deemed to be a security under the 1933

and 1934 Federal securities laws is a welcome legislative

endorsement of the Supreme Court's recent holding in the

Daniel case. Although some employee pension plans have

previously been subject to such security laws, such continued

coverage is either duplicative of or inconsistent with ERISA.

We believe that ERISA offers positive and sound protection to

participants and their beneficiaries for violation of the basic

purposes and tenets of the pension law, i.e., to protect the

financial soundness and integrity of employee benefit plans

and to foster meaningful and accurate communications concerning

such plans. Accordingly, we feel that ERISA, rather than the

federal securities law, is the appropriate vehicle for dealing

with complaints and disputes involving employee benefits and

benefit plans, and we enthusiastically support the proposed

addition to Section 514 (d).

However, we are quite concerned by the additional new

Section 515, dealing with misrepresentation. We believe that

Section 515, if enacted, would have adverse consequences for

employee benefit plans and impose further burdens upon the

vast majority of reputable fiduciaries and administrators

who operate such plans. We believe it likely that Section 515
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would generate vexatious and costly litigation without offering

any significant new protections to those intended to be covered

thereby. There can be little doubt that participants and their

beneficiaries are extended adequate protection under the various

minimum standard and fiduciary provisions of ERISA as well as'

the procedural rights and safeguards of Sections 502 and 503.

For those employees who are neither participants in nor bene-

ficiaries of an employee benefit plan, we believe that they

have adequate safeguards under existing state laws. Regardless

of existing law, the instances where nonparticipating employees

would be subjected to fraudulent misrepresentations that were

not also a violation of ERISA would be few and far between

because, in most instances plan documents and communications,

such as summary plan descriptions, are made available to all

employees regardless of participation.

Despite the foregoing, if the Committee still is of the opinion

that the proposed Section 515 is a sound and necessary addition

to ERISA, we believe it needs significant clarification in the

following respect:

(1) special rules relating to co-fiduciary liability;

(2) whether alleged violations of the provision would

be subject to or required to be filed pursuant to

the section 503 claim procedures prior to the filing

of any court action in order to allow defendants to

correct any alleged misconduct

(3) clear standards as to what constitutes a knowing

misrepresentation, and
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(4) whether litigation expenses and attorney fees for a

successful .efendant in a Section 515 action under

Section 502 could be paid for by the plan or

reimbursed to the successful defendant by the plan

or, in the alternative, covered by an insurance

policy maintained by the plan, and whether Section

502 (g) (1), as proposed to be amended, would allow

for a award of attorney fees to a successful

defendant who was not a fiduciary.

SECTION 155 - PREEMPTION

We view with particular interest the proposed amendments to

the ERISA preemption provision Section 514. We strongly

support the proposed clarification to Section 514 (b)(2)(B)

which will result in equal treatment for insured and self-

insured plans. Current judicial interpretation of this

provision has resulted in a premium for self-insuring by

subjecting plans insured through insurance companies to state

insurance regulations and varying requirements regarding

the extension of certain substantive welfare benefits. We

believe such a result is both undesirable and unintended.

However, we are strongly opposed to the proposed provision

removing from the preemptive effect of 514 (a) state laws

which require employers directly or indirectly to provide

health care benefits or services or which regulate arrange-

ments under which such services are provided. We strongly
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support the objective of uniformity in ,he administration

of employee benefit plans and the provision of benefits provided

under such plans. We believe that Congress gave strong

support to this objective in the legislative history to and

the final passage of Section 514. Certainly, it is not

necessary to detail here the many significant administrative,

cost and personnel considerations which call for uniformity

of benefit treatment on a national basis for large multistate

plans and employers. We believe any weakening of the

principal of uniformity would be counter-productive for both

employees and employers and would needlessly interfere with

the free-play of forces which is necessary in the fashioning

of benefits which are both meaningful to employees and

administratively and economically feasible for employers.

Furthermore, we believe that state interests in the welfare

and protection of employees are adequately protected under

existing Section 4(b)(3) which exempts from ERISA coverage

and saves for state regulation plans maintained for the

purpose of complying with workers compensation, unemployment

compensation and disability insurance laws. Accordingly, we

urge that the preemption provision be amended to provide

for uniform treatment of insured and self-insured plans, as

proposed by the Labor Committee, and not be amended to exempt

state laws mandating the provision of certain health care

benefits.
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SECTION 203 - DEDUCTION FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS

TO A QUALIFIED RETIREMENT PLAN (PROPOSING L NEW SECTION 221 OF

ERISA CONCERNING ACCEPTANCE OF EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS)

We agree with the improvements of the proposed new Section 221

to allow employees to make limited voluntary tax deductible

contributions to a retirement plan. The Bell System and many

other companies have both defined benefit plans and defined

contribution plans. Bell employees can contribute up to 10%

of their pay to the defined contribution plans.

However, there is one part of this section which could discourage

many of our non-management employees from participating in our

new defined contribution plan which became effective January 1,

1979. Subsection (b)(5) states that no deduction is allowed for

any amount paid to a plan not in existence on January 1, 1978,

if employee contributions to such plan are mandatory or employer

contributions are not made unless contributions are made by

employees.. According to statements in the Views and Analysis

section of the Senate Labor Committee's Summary and Analysis,

the purpose of this latter provision is to discourage new plans

from having mandatory or matching contribution requirements

which could be used to reduce participation in the plan by low-

"ifcome employees. We oppose this restriction against new plans

with a matching-employer contributions provision.
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The Bell System negotiated a defined contribution plan for

its non-management employees effective in January 1979. There

are over 600,000 union-represented employees eligible to

participate in the plan and place a part of their weekly

pay in this plan. The average contribution is about $15 per

week. Under the matching-employer contributions provisions

of the plan, an employee can contribute as little as $5 a

week or as much as $20 a week, depending on his or her rate

of pay. The Bell Company matches on a 50% basis the employee's

basic contribution.

We have always considered the company's matching amount as

an encouragement to participation. We would strongly recommend

that this anti-matching restriction for new plans be

eliminated from the bill.

This section, absent the anti-matching rule# represents a

very positive approach to expanding private sector retire-

ment coverage. We want to encourage all of our employees to

become participants, or increase their participation, in our

defined contribution plans. Augmenting their future pensions

in this way would help alleviate their increasing concerns

over the erosive effects of inflation during their retirement

years. we support this concept wholeheartedly.

.9
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CONCLUSION

Certain business practices both in the Bell System and

elsewhere have evolved over a number of years (such as our

reciprocal agreement). Many of these practices have worked

out very successfully for both employers and employees. We

hope that this Committee will take account of acceptable

business practices which have withstood the test of time.

There has been an enormous amount of recent legislation and

regulation in the benefit area. However, even at this date,

only about one-half of the final ERISA regulations have been

published since September 1974 when the law was enacted.

Company personnel staffs are even now modifying plan texts

and procedures because of the recent amendments to the

Social Security law, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act,

and the Pregnancy Amendments to Title VII.

Meanwhile this current legislation is proposed to correct the

flaws in the original ERISA act. Recognized flaws which will

clearly reduce the administrative burdens of ERISA should be

corrected at the earliest possible date.

The Presidential Pension Commission, the Social Security

Administration, the Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation and

others are all conducting studies in the areas of pensions.

Therefore, we recommend that a moratorium be taken on

additional substantive benefit legislation until the
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existing statutory programs can be implemented. Our

computer programs and personnel procedures are no sooner

written when annual changes in government forms call for

modifications. A moratorium would allow all of us the time

to study and evaluate the effects of the existing legislation.

The period of stability would aid all of us in determining

if additional legislation is needed and what form it should

take.

We thank you for this opportunity to present our views to

this Committeei
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BELL SYSTEM COMPANIES

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

The Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania

Bell Telephone Company of Nevada

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated

The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Companies

Cincinnati Bell, Incorporated

The Diamond State Telephone Company

Illinois Bell Telephone Company, Incorporated

Indiana Bell Telephone Company, Incorporated

Michigan Bell Telephone Company

The Mountain States-Telephone and Telegraph Company

New England Telephone and Telegraph Company

New Jersey Bell Telephone Company

New York Telephone Company

Northwestern Bell Telephone Company

The Ohio Bell Telephone Company

Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Company

The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company

South Central Bell Telephone Company

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company

The Southern New England Telephone Company

Southwestern Bell Telephone Company

Western Electric Company, Incorporated

Wisconsin Telephone Company
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Statement of Martin D. Wood, Director
Retirement, Safety & Insurance Department

National Rural Electric Cooperative Association

Hearings on S. 511
Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans

And Employee Fringe Benefits
Senate Finance Comittee

December 21, 1979

The National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA) is the

national membership organization for the more than 1,000 consumer-owned

electric utilities located in 46 states and serving over 25 million

people in 2,600 of America's 3,100 counties.

S. 511, as introduced by Senator Natsunaga, would extend to

employees of tax-exempt organizations the same deferred compensation

treatment as provided employees of State and Local government. NRECA Is

pleased to see Congressional interest in clarifying this matter, however,

we respectfully are at variance with the treatment outlined in this

specific piece of legislation.

The entire matter of the treatment of deferred compensation program

became uncertain when the Treasury Department published a proposed ruling

on February 3, 1979. This proposed ruling revised prior Internal Revenue

Service determinations and court decisions by setting forth a policy that

a taxpayer would be taxed on income the year earned rather than the year

received, regardless of participation in a deferred compensation program.

At that time, NRECA took the position that:

(1) There had been no change in the law or court decisions to

warrant the proposed rules. The net effect of the rule was to make

deferred compensation plans, long recognized in published revenue rulings

and court decisions, ineffective for the future. Such plans were

expressly authorized by Revenue Ruling 60-31 and Revenue Ruling 69-650 as
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well as other revenue rulings and court decisions which were cited In

the proposed rules.

(2) Under the proposed rule the mere promise of an employer to pay

a sum of money at a future date would constitute income for Federal tax

purposes. The courts had never gone so far as to hold such a promise to

be income. The value of such a promise was obviously totally dependent

upon the financial status of the employer and, at best, it was incapable

of valuation.

(3) Congress was the proper forum for such policy decisions, not

the Executive Branch.

Further, in 1978 during this Subcommittee's consideration of S. 2627

a bill that protected deferred compensation plans for units of state and

local government, NRECA presented testimony asking that the protection

for the continuance of such plans be extended to a broader class of

employee, including employees of non-profit electric cooperatives. We

argued that the IRS regulations eliminated this employment benefit for all

participants regardless of employer-type and that Congress ought to protect

the right of participation for all employees, not solely government employees.

In the Tax Revenue Act of 1978, Congress acted to insure continuation

of past deferred compensation program treatment for employees of private,

taxable employers. Employees of governmental units were permitted to

participate in deferred compensation plans limited to $7,500 per year or

33 1/3% of includible compensation whichever was less.

During House Committee consideration, the rural electric cooperatives,

fearing that a legislative omission regarding tax-exempt employees would

place our deferred compensation plan in jeopardy asked for an amendment
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to place our deferred compensation plans among the private sector plans.

However, as a compromise, we were included in the public employee section.

During Senate consideration we endeavored to have electric cooperative

employees and employees of other tax-exempt organizations included in the

private sector with the other non-government entities. Although this

effort was not upheld during the House-Senate conference, our rationale

then, stands today:

(1) Benefit plans for rural electrics, as well as for all tax-exempt

organizations, fall within the definition and consideration of private

sector benefit plans. These programs include pension, savings and insurance.

Deferred compensation, in our opinion, should, therefore, be treated

similarly.

(2) Employet benefit packages are a tool used to attract and retain

qualified, competent management. This is especially true to industries

such as the electric utilities. The differential treatment imposed on the

rural electrics by virtue of the $7,500 limitation is unfair recruitment

and employee retention burden.

(3) As with other tax-exempt employers, rural electric cooperative

employees negotiate with NRECA's member cooperatives over wages, salaries,

terms and conditions of employment Just as employees of other private

sector organizations. Salaries are not fixed as In the public sector.

(4) Employees of cooperatives are in danger of forfeiting their

deferred compensation if the employer faces insolvency. Any deferred

compensation claim against the employer's assets rests on no firmer

ground than those of other creditors. This is again identical to private

sector situations.
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Further, we do not accept the *tax tension" argument forwarded by

Treasury. That is, the tax-paying employer cannot deduct from taxable

income, funds placed in a deferred compensation program. This fact,

Treasury asserts, serves as a restraint on the amount that private sector

employers will allow their employees to defer. We suggest that any such

restraint, If it indeed exists, is more than offset by the generally much

higher salary levels of employees in the private sector who are likely to

defer income, and by the fact that private sector businesses enjoy tax

reduction advantages, such as investment tax credits, that lower corporate

tax liability to the point that the restraint to which Treasury refers

would be minimal. It should also be noted that electric cooperatives do

not and cannot use profit-sharing or stock bonus plans as do employees of

some types of business. Of course, disparity among the employees of

various groups will occur with respect to employee benefits, but to

legislate such disparity Is, in our view, highly inappropriate.

[n summary, NRECA believes that for purposes of deferred compensation

all tax-exempt organization employees, including employees of the rural

electric cooperatives, should be treated as are private-sector employees

as in the Tax Revenue Act of 1978 rather than as employees of state and

local government.
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LUTHERAN COUNCIL IN THE USA
478 LVfmt Pwa West, &W.Stft 2720
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Statement of Dr. Charles V. Bergstrom
Office for Governmental Affairs, Lutheran Council In the USA

Submitted to
Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans and

Employee Fringe Benefits
Committee on Finance

December 20, 1979

Mr. Chairman, I am grateful for this opportunity to submit a statement in

support of S.1090, S.1091, and 8.1092 relating to church pension plans. My nme

is Dr. Charles V. Bergstrom. I serve as Executive Director of the Office for

Governmental Affairs, Lutheran Council in the USA, located here in Washington,

D.C. My statement today i submitted on behalf of two member church bodies of

the Lutheran Councils

The American Lutheran Church, headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
composed of 4800 congregations having approximately 2.4 million U.S. members;
and

The Lutheran Church in America, headquartered in New York City, composed
of 6100 congregations having approximately 3.1 million embers in the U.S. and
Canada.

Pension representatives from both Lutheran church bodies are members of

the Church Alliance for Clarification of ERISA, which initiated the three bills

under consideration by this Subcommittee.

I want to state at the outset that my statement is an endorsement of the

testimony given to the Subcommittee on December 4 by the panel representing the

Church Alliance. However, there is one issue at the root of our concerns with

regard to S.1090 and S.1091, which clarify the definition of "church plan" under

EZISA, requiring further elaboration. This issue involves the current definition

Ao A - 3 fO 2
A Commn Agency of the Anerican Lutheran Church, Lutheran Church In America and Lutheran Churb-ftsoui Synod
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of' churchh plan" which prohibits existing "church plans" from covering employees

of neM church agencies coming into plade after January 1, 1?74 and requires

exempt "church plans" to e"el employees of all church agencies by 1982.

"Church plans" are eXmpt from *ajor portions of the aployee Retirement

Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). The exemption is based on legitimate

church-state concerns founded In the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

Language in the Senate report which accumpanied ZRISA sets forth the basic

church-state question on which the exception of "church plans" is based. Although

the specific language quoted belov applies directly to the plan termination

requirements, it is assumed that this same church-state concern about excessive

government entanglement in the affairs of the church underlies the exemption of

"church plans" from the provisions of Titles I and I1 of ERISA. The language is

as follows:

The committee Is concerned that the examination of books
and records that may be required in any particular case
as part of the careful and responsible administration of
the insurance system might be regarded as unjustified
invasion of the confidential relationship that is believed
to be appropriate with regard to churches and their
religious activities.

As of 1982, a "church plan" Is not eligible for the exemption if it covers

employees of church agencies. By defining "church plan" in such a manner which

requires a division between the pension plan covering "church" employees and

those plans covering the employees of church agencies, the government has made a

distinction between the ministry of the church and that of its agencies. The

effect of the distinction, which requires the splitting of pension programs, will

be to isolate church agencies from their parent church bodies and, through the

exhorbitant costs associated with the establishment of new plans, to limit the

church's ministry.

In essence, the Federal government through the current difinition, has

denied the religious character of church agencies and the fact that the work of
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these agencies is an integral part of the church's mission. The Lutheran

church bodies cannot accept such a definition.

This issue mirrors the one surrounding the "integrated auxiliaries"

question and the Internal Revenue Service's determination of what ministries

are and what ministries are not an Integral part of the church's mission insofar

as being exempt from filing annual Information forms.. The Lutheran Council In

the USA and its cooperating church bodies firmly opposed the final IRS regula-

tion on the "Integrated auxiliaries" question on theological grounds. The

cooperating Lutheran church bodies are strongly united In seeking remedies to

restore the recognition of the integrity of the church's ministry through its

agencies and institutions. In Xay of this year, a formal statement was adopted

by the Lutheran Council in the 1USA on the "Integrated auxiliaries" question.
This statement and accompanying public policy recommendation were included in

the report of the Lutheran Consultation on the Nature of the Church sad its

Relationship to Government. The "integrated auxiliaries" position, as adopted

by the Lutheran Council in the USA, is as follows:

Prior to 1969 most religious organizations, including
churches and their related agencies, were exempted from filing
Informational returns with the Internal Revenue Service. The
Tax Reform Act of 1969, however, stipulated that all organia-
tions exempt from taxation under Section 501(s) of the Tax
Code would henceforth have to file an annual Informational
Form 990 return-except churches, their "integrated auxiliaries,"
conventions and associations of churches, the exclusively
religious activities of any religious order and exempt organiza-
tions with gross receipts under $5,000 annually. The law involves
the reporting of information; no payment of taxes Is involved.

The problem for the IRS since 1969 has been to define
integratedd auxiliaries," since that term had no legal meaning
and no comon definition among religious groups. In February
1976 the 13S issued proposed regulations which had the net
effect of providing for all churches a single and extremely
narrow definition of religious mission. Protests by a number
of religious organizations led to some modifications in the
"final" regulations issued in January 1977, but the regulations
continue to be restrictive. Eplicitly excluded from the
definition of "integrated auxiliaries" are church-related
hospitals, orphanages, homes for the elderly, colleges,
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universities and elementary schools, although elementary and
secondary schools are exempt from filing.

The heart of the issue is that the regulation relative
to "integrated auxiliaries" seeks to Impose on the churches
a definition of "religious" and "church" which the churches
cannot accept theologically, one which constitutes an unwarranted
Intrusion-by the government into the affairs of the churches.
The narrow definition introduces confusion within the churches
and their agencies and institutions. Questions are raised in
the agencies and their constituencies about whether these
ministries are considered to be part of the churches' mission.
It also leads the government to attempt other intrusions into
the activities of the churches and church-related agencies and
institutions, e.g., the Department of Labor's stance in the
unemployment insurance tax issue.

Our churches would probably not object to the disclosure
of most of the Information required by Form 990 by those
agencies and Institutions of the church whose ministries appear
to have counterparts in the public sphere, if such requirement
of disclosure were not predicated upon a denial that those
ministries are an integral part of the churches' mission. But
the churches object on principle to having any of their
ministries, including their agencies and institutions, be
treated as "not religious." These agencies and institutions
perform ministries which are essential to the churches' mission
and must not be put in a different category from the strictly
sacerdotal functions of the churches.

In conclusion, I want to state that we applaud Congress for enacting legis-

lation in the interest of providing greater protection to employees covered by

private pension plans. The church has the same interest in providing adequate

economic security in retirement for its employees and has been operating in the

best interests of clergy and lay employees for many years. We will continue

our efforts in this regard in the future.

Thank you.
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OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT LIAISON
1312 MAU ACHUE[TTU AVENUE, N. W. , WAsHINGTON, D. C. 2000S , 20219-660

UNITED B[TATISD
CATHOLIC CONPIIENIE

C December 19, 1979

Senator Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Subcommittee on Private Pension

Plans and Employee Fringe Benefits
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Hr. Chairman:

Re: Amendments to the Pension Act

On behalf of the United States Catholic Conference, the National -
Organization of the Roman Catholic Bishops, I wish to register strong
support for S.1090, 5.1091, and 5.1092 presently pending before yoor
Subcommittee. The legislation is designed 'i remedy omissions to the
basic act that woulo, if not amended, continue existing inequities
respecting participation by churches and church agency employees in
private pension plans.

The United States Catholic Conference is in agreement
presented by the Church Alliance for Clarification of
body testified before your Subcommittee on December 4
above proposals.

with the position
ERISA when that
in support of the

I wish to express our deep appreciation for your efforts, past and present,
on behalf of meaningful pension legislation, particularly in relation
to churches and church agency organizations.

i eV truly your~,/

a s L. Robinson

director

JLR/ctl
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AMINICAN HOSMIAL ASSOCIATO1
444 NORTH CAPITOL STREET, N W, SUITE SWWASHINGTON, OC 200O01, TELEPHONE M $3 1100
WASHINGTON OFFICE

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
TO THE

SENATE FINANCE SUICOK4ITTFE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS
AND EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS

ON
TAX TREATMENT OF DEFERRED COMPENSATION

December 14, 1979

The American Hospital Association, which represents over 6,100 hospitals and other health

care institutions, including both tax-exempt and taxable organizations, appreciates the

opportunity to present the following views and recommendations with regard to the taxa-

tion of deferred compensation.

At the outset, we wish to state that we favor legislation that would preserve the

existing law regarding tax treatment of deferred compensation arrangements maintained

by tax-exempt organizations, which is the same treatment accorded by the Revenue Act f

1978 to deferred compensation arrangements maintained by taxable entities. We are

opposed to S.511, the bill before your Subcomittee that would place deferred compensa-

tion plans of 501(c) tax-exempt organizations under the restrictions and limitations

the Revenue Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-600) applied to such plans maintained by state

and local governments.

Hospitals and Deferred Compensation Plans

Many hospitals make use of deferred compensation plans which afford their emplo',ees the

opportunity of receiving and paying taxes on a part of their compensation in afterr

retirement years rather than currently. Such arrangements have proven helpful to

hospitals in attracting &a retaining qualified talenL, including both medical and

CABLE ADDRESS AMERHOSP
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managerial personnel. They have also been a useful hospital cost containment tool.

They thus bring benefits to the hospital and the public, as vell as to the hospital's

employees.

Example: If a hospital has under contract a physician or other employee in the
502 tax bracket who seeks to renegotiate his compensation and obtain a
$15,000 increase for the next year, he is hoping to wind up with a net

pay increase of $7,500 after taxes. The cost to the hospital would be $15,000.
If the hospital and the employee agree to a $12,500 binding deferred compensation
arrangement in lieu of the proposed $15,000 pay increase for the next year, both
the employee and the hospital have gained. The employee has $12,500 for retire-
ment purposes (to be taxed later at perhaps a lesser level) instead of a $7,500
current net pay increase, and the hospital's cost will be $12,500 instead of
$15,000. This savings in the hospital's current operating expenses in turn bene-
fits all who purchase care from the hospital and bear a share of the hospital's
payroll. Clearly, the deferred compensation arrangement brings benefits to the
employee, the hospital, its private pay patients, third-party payers such as Blue
Cross, and to state and local governments as purchasers of care for beneficiaries
of government programs such as Medicare and Medicaid.

IRS Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, February 3, 1978

Prior Eo February 3, 1978, future compensation deferred under a binding deferred com-

pensation agreement was, pursuant to IRS ruling and court decisions, not taxed until

received by the employee. We believe these long-standing rules are based on sound

judicial principles. On that date, however, the IRS issued a proposed regulation to

make such deferred compensation currently taxable. The proposed regulation would

have applied to plans maintained by both taxable and tax-exempt employers, and to plane

maintained by state and local governments. The American Hospital Association strongly

opposed the regulation, citing to the IRS the benefits of deferred compensation to

hospital employees and to purchasers of hospital care. Following the comment period

the IRS did not publish a final regulation.

Revenue Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-600) %

As part of the Revenue Act of 1978, Congress acted to preserve (with requirements to

prevent a substantial loss of revenue) deferred compensation agreements involving

employees of state and local governments. The 1978 Act also specifically provided that

compensation deferred under plans maintained by taxable entities shall be taxed in
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accordance with regulations, rulings and judicial decisions that vere in effect 6n

February 1, 1978, i.e., taxed when received, not currently. The law, however, vas

silent as to the tax treatment of compensation deferred by employees of nonprofit

organizations. The Senate version of the 1978 Act would have accorded

deferred compensation plans of nonprofit organizations the same treatment given plans

of private taxable entities.

IRS Revives ite Proposed Regulation

In June of 1979, the IRS revived its proposed regulation stating that if adopted, it

would be applicable only to compensatory payments deferred under a nonqualified plan

or arrangement maintained by a tax-exempt organization described in Section 501(c) of

the Internal Revenue Code. The effect of such a regulation would be to bar such plans

in the nonprofit sector, while they are permitted by the 1978 Act in the private bus-

iness sector. The ARA has reiterated to the IRS its strong opposition to such a regu-

lation, emphasizing again the importance of such arrangements as a hospital cost con-

tainment tool and a help in recruiting and retaining qualified personnel. We also

pointed out that tax-exempt hospitals must compete with for-profit hospitals in re-

cruiting skilled and scarce personnel, and are not able to offer profit sharing or

stock option plins to employees, as are for-profit entities.

The IRS has not yet decided whether to proceed with issuance of a final regulation on

this matter orto await action by Congress on pending legislation.

PendinL Legislation

As the members of the Subcommittee know, S.511, introduced by Senator Spark Matsunaga

(D-Hawaii) end which is before the Subcomittee, would amend the Internal Revenue Code

to place deferred compensation plans of 501(c) tax-exempt organizations under the limi-

tations imposed on deferred compensation of employees of state and local governments

by the Revenue Act of 1978.
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On December 5, 1979, H..6041 was introduced by Representativee Joel Pritchard (R-

Wash.) and Norman Dicks (fD-Wash.). This bill, which i before the House Comaittee

on Ways and 4ea, would continue the existing tax treatment of deferred compensa-

tion plane of tax-exempt organizations, just as the Revenue Act of 1978 continued the

existing tax treatment of deferred compensation plans of taxable employers.

ABA's Position and Recomendation* on the Pending Legislation

For the reasons we have stated, the American Hospital Association is opposed to S.511.

We believe that the Congress should act, instead, to reaffirm and clarify the tax status

of deferred compensation of employees of tax-exempt hospitals by providing that the

amounts deferred shall be taxed in accordance with the rules, regulations, and court

decisions in effect on February 1, 1978. This would ensure that nonprofit and investor-

owned hospitals and their employees are treated exactly alika with regard to deferred

compensation plans and agreements. The result would be both equitable and in accord

with the long-established and sound principle that an individual pays taxes on Income

when ft is received. The ARA strongly supports H.R.6041.

Revenue Imipac t

The legislative proposal we favor would merely preserve existing law and would thus

have no effect on the government's tax revenues.

Your Subcommittee's favorable consideration of these recomendations of the American

Hospital Association will be appreciated, and we believe clearly in the public interest.
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Statement of

Robert H. Stewart III
Chairman of the Board

On Behalf Of
First International Bancshares, Inc.

Dallas, Texas

On S.1958
A Bill to Amend the

Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
For the Purpose of Facilitating The Investment

By Employee Pension Benefit Plans In
Qualifying Employer Real Property

Before The
Committee On Finance
United States Senate

Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans
and

Employee Fringe Benefits
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee: I am

writing to you in my capacity as Chairman of the Board of

First International Bancshares, Inc.

First International Bancshares, Inc. ("First Inter-

national"), a bank holding company under the Bank Holding

Company Act, presently owns all of the capital stock of

thirty Texas banks. First International and its affiliated

companies employ over 5,000 full and part-time employees who

are covered by uniform non-contributory defined benefit

pension plans administered under the First International

Bancshares, Inc. Retirement Program.

My testimony contained herein is in support of S.1958,

a bill to amend the Employment Income Security Act of 1974

("ERISA") for the purpose of facilitating the investment by

certain employee pension benefit plans in qualifying employer

real property; and, after some appropriate modifications, to

recommend its passage. S.1958 would amend the prohibited

transaction restrictions contained in Section 407 of ERISA

to permit certain employee pension benefit plans to invest

in qualifying employer real property provided certain con-

ditions are satisfied. The conditions are designed to

protect the interests of such plans and of their partici-

pants and beneficiaries.

Succinctly stated, S.1958 is necessary and appropriate

for a number of reasons. First, Section 407 of ERISA provides

that no employee pension benefit plan may acquire or hold

any employer real property, unless it is qualifying employer

-I-
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real property. The term "employer real property" means real

property leased to the employer of employees covered by the

plan or to the affiliate of such employer. Qualifying

employer real property means parcels of employer real property

of a substantial number, dispersed geographically, if each

parcel and the improvements thereon are suitable (or adaptable

without excessive cost) for more than one use, even if all

such real property is leased to the one lessee, and if the

acquisition and retention complies with other rules of

ERISA. According to the Department of Labor, "qualifying

employer real property " precludes the acquisition of a

single parcel, of employer real property. Subject to exceptions,

a pension plan may not acquire or hold any qualifying employer

real property or qualifying employer securities if immediately

after the acquisition, the aggregate fair market value of

both exceeds ten percent of the fair market value of the

assets of the plan.

Second, although Section 408(a) of ERISA provides the

Secretary of Labor authority to grant administrative exemptions

from prohibited transactions, as a matter of policy, I am

informed that the Department of Labor will not consider an

exemption request by a plan if the underlying transaction is

arguably within the scope of Section 414(c)(2) of ERISA, the

transitional provision relating to employer real property

leases that pre-date ERISA. Under current policy, exemption

applicants are required to withdraw their applications.

Furthermore, the Department of Labor will not render an

-2-
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advisory opinion that the underlying transaction is covered

by the transitional provision. The Department takes the

position that such plan should not apple for an exemption

application until shortly before June 30, 1984. In most

cases, the acquisition and holding of employer real property

prior to January 1, 1975, would seem to meet the exemptive

conditions contained in Section 414(c)(2) of ERISA.

Third, national banks are subject to examination by the

United States Comptroller of the Currency. The bank examiners

from the Office of the Comptroller are currently demanding

that banks acting as trustee for employee pension benefit

plans which hold employer real property immediately apply

for and obtain an exemption ruling from the Department of

Labor under Section 408(a). As explained above, the Depart-

ment of Labor will not consider such exemption applications

at this time. Thus, although ERISA Section 414(c)(2) may

grant a transitional exemption until 1984 with regard to

such employer real property, between the demands of the

Comptroller of the Currency and the current position on

rulings by the Department of Labor, such plans may be left

with no realistic alternative but to dispose of such employer

real property even though such properties may otherwise have

qualified for administrative exemptions or be covered by the

transitional exemption of 414(c)(2).

Fourth, the conditions contained in S.1958 are adequate

to insure that employer real property transactions which

satisfy the conditions are in the interest of employee

-3-
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pension benefit plans and of their participants and benefi-

ciaries and of the rights of such participants and benefi-

ciaries.

In order to alleviate a dilemma of many banks which act

as trustee of employee pension benefit plans which cover only

their own employees, certain modifications to S.1958 are

necessary and appropriate.

First, ERISA Section 407(d)(4)(B) and S.1958 require

that each parcel of qualifying employer real property and

the improvements thereon be suitable (or adaptable without

excessive cost) for more than one use. By applying this

requirement conjunctively to both the land and the improve-

ments, this provision effectively excludes many valuable

parcels of real estate which were leased by the employee

pension benefit plan to the employer on which the employer

built and owns the improvements. While the improvements

constructed and owned by the employer may not be easily

adapted to other uses, the only property of the plan, the

raw land, may be suitable for a number of uses. Also, under

many such leases, the employer has the right to destroy and

remove the existing improvements and construct new improve-

ments thereon without restriction as to type of use.

Thus, by its present language which applies the suitability for

more than one use requirement to the land and improvements

jointly, without regard to whether the improvements are

owned by the lessor, Section 407(d)(4)(B) and S.1958 unneces-

sarily restrict the definition of qualifying employer real

property beyond any safeguards necessary to protect the

plan and its participants.

-4-
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Second, subparagraphs (H) and (1) of Section 407(d)(4)

of S.1958 require that the employer real property be held by

an "independent professional trustee". It is submitted that

this is unduly restrictive in the case of banks and other

financial institutions acting as trustees of plans covering

only their own employees or those of their affiliated companies.

In the original enactment of ERISA, it was recognized that

banks and other financial institutions which are supervised

by the United States or a State are in a different position

than that of an unregulated fiduciary. That is, the super-

vision and regulation by the United States or State banking

authorities practically assure that a bank will not violate

any of its fiduciary duties; and thus the rights and interests

of plan participants are protected by safeguards not always

found in the case of an unregulated fiduciary. Consequently,

specific statutory exemptions from the general prohibited

transaction rules were enacted; to wit:

11. Section 408(b)(4) allows the investment of

part or all of a plan's assets in deposits which bear

a reasonable rate of interest in a bank or similar

financial institution supervised by the United States

or a State, if such bank is the fiduciary of such plan-

and if the plan covers only employees of such bank or

other financial institution and employees of affiliates.

2. Section 408(b)(6) allows a bank or similar

financial institution supervised by the United States

or a State which is a fiduciary of a plan to provide

ancillary services for such plan.

-5-
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3. Section 408(b)(8) provides that banks and

trust companies, subject to the supervision of a State

or Federal agency, which maintain comon trust funds

or pooled investment funds, may invest in such funds

with assets of plans of which they act as trustee.

From the foregoing examples, it is clearly evident that

the drafters of ERISA considered that the supervision of the

United States or State banking authorities over banks and

other similar financial institutions to be an adequate

safeguard to permit certain statutory exemptions from the

general rules regarding prohibited transactions. It is

submitted that these same safeguards are equally present and

the rights and interests of the plan participants are equally

protected'in the case of one parcel of employer real property

legal title to which is held and which property is adminis-

tered by a bank or similar financial institution subject to

supervision by the United States or a State. By its present

language which includes the word "independent" with respect to

a professional trustee, S.1958 unnecessarily excludes from

the exemption banks or similar regulated financial institutions

which are trustees for plans covering only their own employees

and those of their affiliated companies. As may be seen

from those statutory exemptions already contained in ERISA

Section 408(b), discussed above, such exclusion of banks or

similar financial institutions is unnecessary for the pro-

tection of the rights and interests of the plan participants.

Third, since long before the enactment of ERISA, banks

have been very cognizant of the potential for conflicts of

- -6-
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interest to arise under doctrines of trust law when a bank

acts in a dual role in its fiduciary capacity and in its

individual capacity in a single transaction. As a conse-

quence of this awareness and of applicable trust law, in order

to avoid the existence or even the appearance of a violation

of their fiduciary duty in such instances, many such trans-

actions are required to be or are voluntarily submitted by

banks to a State or Federal court of competent jurisdiction

for approval by a judgment prior to execution of such trans-

actions.

Subsection 407(d)(4)(G) of S.1958 requires that the

annual rate of return on employer real property be at least

as favorable as the annual rate if such property was leased

to an unrelated third party in an arms length transaction.

Furthermore, this comparability must be determined annually

by an independent qualified appraiser. Subsection 407(d)(4)(J)

requires that a lease of a single parcel of employer real

property must be approved by an independent fiduciary unrelated

to any party in interest and which has no other interest

(other than its interest as trustee or nondiscretionary

service provider) with respect to the transaction.

It is submitted that in those instances here the lease

of a single parcel of employer real property to a bank by a

bank's employee pension benefit plan for its own employees

and those of its affiliated companies has been first submitted

to a State or Federal court of competent jurisdiction for

approval and such approval has been conferred by judgment;

-7-
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and, further, that any later amendments and any mandatory

rental revision procedures contained therein are subject to

the court's control, the court is as effective and adequate

to safeguard the rights and interests of the plan partici-

pants as an "independent professional trustee" or an

"independent qualified appraiser!'. Such court approval

renders the annual determination by an independent qualified

appraiser and the approval of such lease by an independent

fiduciary, as presently required by S.1958, unnecessary and

superfluous.

Based upon the preceding discussion, we propose that

S.1958 be amended in the following manner:

1. By striking out subparagraph (B) of subsection

407(d)(4) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"(B) if each parcel of real property and the

improvements-thereon (except improvements placed

thereon by and at the expense of the lessee) are

suitable (or adaptable without excessive cost) for

more than one use."

2. By striking out subparagraph (H) of section 407(d)(4)

and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"(H) if, in the event a plan holds only one parcel

of employer real property,,legal title to such property

is held by an independent- professional trustee, or by a

bank or similar financial institution supervised by the

United States or a State, if such bank or other insti-

tution is the trustee of such plan and such plan covers

-8-
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only employees of such bank or other institution and

employees of affiliates of such bank or other insti-

tution."

3. By striking out subparagraph (I) of Section 407(d)(4)

and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"(I) if, in the event a plan holds only one parcel

of employer real property, such property is administered

by an independent professional trustee, qr by a bank or

similar financial institution supervised by the United

States or a State, if such bank or other institution is

the trustee of such plan and the plan covers only

employees of such bank or other institution and employees

of affiliates of such bank or other institution."

4. By adding the following sentence as the last sentence

of paragraph (4) of Section 407(d):

"Subparagraphs (G) and (J) shall not apply if such

lease is approved by judgment of a State or Federal court

of competent jurisdiction in the judicial district in

which the employer real property is located."

In addition, in order to avoid a strict or literal con-

struction of subparagraph (ii) of Section 407(d)(4)(E) of

S.1958, we recommend striking out such subparagraph (ii) and

inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"(ii) which provides that obligations for principal

and interest under any mortgage with respect to the

property and for liability for tax under section 511

of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 are to be paid by

the lessee or are to be paid fully from rents generated

-9-
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by such property and under which-the amount of such

rents is sufficient to pay such obligations;"

In conclusion, we would point out that the conditions

contained in S.1958 and the foregoing proposed amendments

thereto are more restrictive than the existing restrLctions

contained in the present statute. This does not appear to

be warranted when the only difference is that the proposed

amendment would permit employee pension benefit plans to

hold a single parcel of employer real property. Moreover,

the amendments which we have proposed would prevent the

unnecessary disposition of parcels of employer real property

caused by the aforementioned combined action by the Comp-

troller of the Currency and inaction by the Department of

Labor. The proposed amended conditions more than compensate

for any perceived increase in risk to the plan.

I will be pleased to answer any questions, either

written or by telephone, that you might have with regard to

these comments on S.1958.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert H. Stewart III
Chairman of the Board
First International Bancshares, Inc.

-10-
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AMEPJCAN SOCIETY FOR PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON OFFICE:
104: ISNET1 T, N.W., SUMIE 0i
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006
TBLSPIE ON (leg) 755-515

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

Statement on ERISA Improvements Act S. ,209 and
ERISA Simplification Act of 1979 S. 1089, December, 1979

The nearly 30,000 members of ASPA have had an on-going
interest in our nation's retirement income systems. We have
testified on numerous occasions to Congressional Committees
studying the public and private retirement programs. We feel
that ERISA and the 1977 amendments to the Social Security Act
have done much to strengthen both the public and private
retirement systems. We are deeply concerned with the preserva-
tion of human dignity-for our older citizens through provision
of adequate retirement income. It has been and is our position
that the needed retirement income must be supplied jointly by
social security, public reitrement and private retirement plans,
and the financial resources of individuals.

Due to present and projected demographic, employment and
economic problems, we feel that studying the retirement problem
and making needed corrections on an on-going basis will become
a relatively permanent challenge for both government and the
business community. Although much progress has been made as
evidenced by ERISA itself and changes to the Social Security
System, we must be in a position to constantly review problems
related to retirement and make any necessary changes to existing
systems.

The proposed bills - ERISA Improvements Act as submitted
by Senators Williams and Javits and ERISA Simplification Act of
1979 as submitted by Senator Bentsen - have many changes that
ASPA strongly supports. They are:

- Simplified reporting and disclosure

- Ability to transfer individual pension assets from
one fund to another

- Improved survivor protection

APA HEADOUARTERS: 19 CHURCH STREET. BEREA, OHIO 44017 1216) 25-4790
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The American Society for Personnel Administration

Statement on RISA Improvements Act S 209 and ERISA Simplification
Act of 1979 S. 1089,,December 1979 - page 2

- Reconmended universal amendment language

- Tax credit for small business retirement plans

- Taxable deduction for employee retirement contributions

As to the individual tax deduction allowance for contributions
to retirement plans, we prefer Senator Bentsen's proposal in that
it is more liberal than the proposal submitted by Senators Williams
and Jaiits. Also, although we are strongly in favor of other areas
of the proposed bills we believe that the individual tax deduction
section is probably the single most significant change proposed
by these bills. This change would create a statutory environment
such as to encourage additional individual retirement savings
by individuals. Encouragement in this area becomes increasingly
important as individuals have less income to devote to retirement
savings due to economic problems brought about by inflation.

Additional individual retirement savings would also tend to
give relief to the mounting pressures on both our social security
and welfare systems. Also, increased savings would add to capital
formation which should then encourage economic growth, increased
employment and a broader tax base. This would tend to offset
any revenue loss in the long run while giving immediate encourage-
ment to individuals to take an active hand in overcoming problems
related to supplying retirement income.

We urge adoption of the aforementioned portions of the
proposed bills and are prepared to encourage our membership
to take action supporting these bills.
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR
AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS AND FRINGE BENEFITS
OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ON S. 209 AND OTHER

PRIVATE PENSION LEGISLATION

December 18, 1979

The AFL-CIO appreciates the opportunity to present our views

on various bills that would amend the Employee Retirement Income

Security Act (ERISA). The principal bill before the Subcommittee

on Private Pension Plans and Fringe Benefits, to which we will

direct most of our comments, is S. 209, introduced by Senators

Harrison A. Williams and Jacob K. Javits.

It is important to state at the outset that we support ERISA.

We feel that the law is beneficial and support its basic provisions.

Like most laws, however, ERISA is not perfect and does require

change. Therefore, we are making umber of recommendations for

changes in the law, particularly& espect to some aspects of

its administration. Attached is a statement on ERISA recently

adopted by the AFL-CIO convention. We respectfully request that

it be included in the record of the hearings.

We would like to mention some of the labor movement's concerns

with the law and its administration.

Administration ard Enforcement

A major issue during deliberations on the ERISA legislation

was whether the Labor Department or Treasury Department was to

administer the law. The AFL-CIO strongly supported administration

by the Labor Department since the law concerns itself with employee

rights and benefits and only peripherally with taxes. What we have,
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however, is a division of responsibility between the two Departments

and also establishment of the autonomous Pension Benefit Guaranty

Corporation. Thus, there are numerous possibilities for duplication

and overlapping authority.

Actual experience under the law has shown that dual administration

is not working well. Matters frequently must be redone, often several-

times, as the Labor and Treasury Departments attempt to resolve their

differences. There is an urgent need to break the log Jam in the

issuing of regulations. Decisions have still not yet been made on

a number of important issues.

The Departments have made considerable progress in improving

the administration of the law since they concluded a reorganization

agreement. But there can be no real solution to the dual administra-

tion problem except administration by one agency or department of

government and, in our view, ideally that agency should be the

Department of Labor.

S. 209 does not put administration in the Labor Department but

it does consolidate the functions of the Labor Department, the Pension

Benefit Guaranty Corporation and most of the ERISA functions of the

Internal Revenue Service into a single agency -- a new Employee

Benefit Commission. The Commission would have the power to certify

to the Treasury Department that a plan is qualified for tax exemption

status and would develop policy respecting all federal laws which

relate to all employee benefit plans.

We would have preferred that the consolidation take place

within the Department of Labor. Nevertheless, we are prepared to

go along with the bill's approach because it will do much to resolve

existing problems and because it is preferable to the problems
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inherent in dual administration.

Misrepresentation

The Supreme Court recently decided the Daniel case, reversing

the lower federal courts which sought to superimpose on pension

plans the complex regulations of federal securities laws. We op-

posed such a concept because it would have subjected many of our

collectively bargained pension plane to the threat of bankruptcy --

producing retroactive liability, additional burdens of overlapping

regulatory jurisdiction, and vague and undefined misrepresentation

standards which would have imposed inequitable obligations on

these plans.

Thus, the AFL-CIO strongly supports the provisions of tie bill.

that confirm the Supreme Court's decision in Daniel. However, we

are concerned about vague "misrepresentation" provisions in S. 209

which may cause many of the problems inherent in the threat presented

by the Court of Appeals decision in the Daniel case. Such legislation

is unwise until a clear need for it is demonstrated. Much more

information is needed on the extent of misrepresentations and

resulting injuries and on the impact such provisions would have on

the operation of pension plans. Consequently, the AFL-CIO recommends

that pending a more complete analysis of the extent of the problem,

these provisions not be enacted into law. Instead, the Congress

should require the Labor Department to undertake an immediate and

expeditious study as to the adequacy of protection against misrep-

resentation under existing law, including ERISA, for pension plans

and participants.

Riaht of Unions to Sus - Part 5, Title I, of ERISA provides

for enforcement by a participant, beneficiary or by the Secretary
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of Labor of certain rights under ERISA and/or the pension plan. It

is not entirely clear, however, whether a union may sue in its own

name to enforce such rights where it represents the employees in-

volved. The right of a union to sue in its own name is extremely

important since many employees would be reluctant for fear of re-

taliation if they are forced to be named plaintiff in such a law-

suit. The bill should include a provision to insure that a union

may sue in its own name to enforce employee rights under ERISA.

Fiduciary

Within the area of fiduciary responsibility, problems relating

to prohibited transactions have been the most troublesome. Such

problems are particularly difficult for multiemployer plans because

there are so many parties involved and they are constantly changing.

Congress could not deal with all the existing arrangements in

the employee benefits field and thus made provision for liberal use

of exemptions. Congress obviously wanted to protect legitimate

actions engaged in by plans which would technically be prohibited

by the Act but which could be dealt with under the exemption process.

As things now stand, a myriad number of legitimate transactions pro-

hibited by ERISA require individual exemptions. The exemption process

is slow and has resulted in a backlog of exemption requests.

S. 209 helps by narrowing the definition of party in interest

to remove from that status those persons who are highly unlikely

to be in a position to influence the actions of a plan or of plan

officials. In addition, transfer of assets between plans which have

entered into reciprocity arrangements will receive a new statutory

exemption and the Labor Department will be required to report to

the President and the Congress on undue delays in deciding exemption
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requests. Though not resolving all the problems, these modifications

would help and we urge their adoption.

Delinauent Contributions - Another needed provision would make

the failure to contribute to a pension or welfare fund in accordance

with the provisions of a collective bargaining agreement a violation

of-the law. A fiduciary, who acts in behalf of a plan and brings a

successful action under this provision, would be entitled-to recover

lawyer's fees and other costs from the defendant. We recommend

enactment of this provision which would help multiemployer plans with

their frequent and difficult task of collecting delinquent contributions.

Socially Useful Investment - ERISA's fiduciary requirements

relating to prudent investment have created a substantial'amount of

uncertainty regarding investment decisions and remain a serious

obstacle to investment of pension funds for socially useful purposes

and in ways that will benefit our members. The AFL-CIO has long

encouraged union pension funds to invest in socially useful purposes

such as health facilities, housing projects, etc. We feel that even

if there is a slight sacrifice in yield, it can be outweighed by the

desirable social and economic benefits of such investment.

Because most pension funds are run by employers and/or delegate

investment functions to bankers, investment trusts and other conser-

vatively managed financial institutions, a somewhat anomalous situation

has developed. Workers' money is being channeled into all sorts of

investments which do not benefit workers or their families. While

such projects may be sound from an investment standpoint, pension plan

money could be utilized to provide a double benefit -- income to the

pension fund and investment in projects and institutions that will be

to the benefit of workers and their families.

The passage of ERISA has aggravated this problem, creating a
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potentially serious adverse impact on socially useful investments

and has made efforts to encourage this kind of investment extremely

difficult. The Labor Department has recently issued regulations

which have helped clear up some of the confusion surrounding the

investment of assets under the prudent man rule, but these regulations,

in our *pinion, do not deal adequately with this problem. The only

satisfactory way to deal with it is for Congress to amend ERISA to

make clear that socially useful investment which meets standards of

prudence is not a violation of the law.

Preemntion

The AFL-CIO is convinced that the broad federal preemption pro-

vided by ERISA should be continued. Such federal preemption was

consciously selected to encourage the growth and development of

private pension and welfare plans and to assure uniform national

regulation of such plans. We urge the Congress not to limit the

preemption provisions of ERISA at this time, as proposed in S. 209

and to permit a longer period of experience under the preemption

provision during which the Department of Labor would study its

effect -- a study which can serve as the basis for future legislation

if the need for it is clearly demonstrated.

Tax Incentives

S. 209 would permit a deduction from taxable income for employee

contributions to a qualified plan which would be required to be accepted

by the plan. In general, the maximum allowable deduction is the

smaller of 10 percent of compensation or $1000. The amount of the

allowable deduction would be reduced by any amount contributed to

the plan.

The bill attempts to deal with the inherent problems of
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discrimination in favor of highly compensated employees in such

proposals by the use of an "actual deferral percentage" formula

similar to the one used for cash or deferred compensation plans.

It is extremely difficult,-i not-impossible, to accompish

major plan improvements through tax incentives in a non-discrimi-

natory manner. The use of tax incentives inevitably benefits

highly paid employees who can afford to take advantage of them

because they are in tax brackets that provide greater financial

gain.

In our opinion, these kinds of tax incentives which are inher--

ently regressive will not result in significant expansion of pri-

vate pension coverage. Such proposals would help very few low or

middle income workers who live so close to the margin that they are

unable to save anything or very little out of their incomes for

this purpose. Such a. tax deduction is of little value to them. The

fairest and most efficient way to provide adequate retirement pro-

tection, particularly for those workers notcovered by private pen-

sion plans, is to improve the Social Security program.

Furthermore, this proposal would present pension funds, parti-

cularly multiemployer plans, with formidable administrative problems

at the expense of employee benefits. This would be unfortunate

since these administrative problems would come at a time when these

funds are still confronted with difficult problems of compliance

with ERISA.

The bill also grants tax credits to employers who initiate or

improve pension plans. Only small employers are eligible for the

tai credit for initiating new plans. The allowable tax credit

which is on top of the normal deductions for contributions to a
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plan would be 5 percent of the first year cost, 3 percent of each

of the following two years, and 1 percent for each of the next two

years.
We oppose this proposal. It would penalize those employers

who have done a good job of providing pension protection for their

employees and reward those employers who have done a poor job or

have provided no pensions at all. The proposal also would be

extremely difficult to administer for it would be virtually impos-

sible to write regulations defining what kind of improvements would

qualify for a tax credit.

In addition, taken together, the proposals would result in

substantial revenue loss running into billions of dollars. Pro-

ponents of these proposals should show how this lost revenue is to

be recovered or should demonstrate that the loss in revenue will not

come at the expense of other more important programs.

Fundina

Section 303 of ERISA provides for the waiver of minimum funding

standards by the Secretary of Treasury. Section 304 of ERISA fur-

ther provides that if such a variance is granted, "no amendment of

the plan which increases the liabilities of the plan by reason of

any increase in benefits, any change in the accrual of benefits or

any change in the rate at which benefits become nonforfeitable under

the plan shall be adopted..." Under this provision the granting of

a variance could give an employer a "lawful" Justification for refus-

ing to bargain with the union on pension improvements and it is

therefore extremely important that the collective bargaining repre-

sentative of the employees involved be given notice of and the right to

participate in the variance process. In this manner the interests
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of participants and all beneficiaries will be protected. The Sub-

committee should include such a requirement in the bill.

Reporting and Disclosure

A major purpose of Section 114 of S. 209 is to reduce the

paperwork of small business, and we have no objection to that.

Unfortunately, in the attempt to achieve this objective, S. 209

eliminates the Summary Annual Report. Our experience suggests that

it is the smaller plans that are most in need of monitoring which

cannot be done effectively in the absence of such filings with the

Labor Department. We suggest an alternative to the filing of the

Summary Annual Report which may be less of a burden for employers

simply require that employers file copies of their pension and wel-

fare plan and amendments with the Department and that such documents

be made available for public scrutiny within 120 days of the statutory

filing date.

The AFL-CIO is concerned that S. 209 appears to authorize the

Secretary of Labor to drop almost any reporting requirement at any

time. Though we are confident that the present Secretary of Labor

and his staff would use this section wisely, no one can foresee

what the future may bring in the way of Secretaries and Administrators.

Thus, in the interest of participant protection, the Secretary should

be denied this kind of blanket authority.

The AFL-CIO believes that the simplification of ERISA require-

ments and the reduction of burdens on plan administrators and employers

should be a continuing goal of the Congress and the Department of

Labor. However, lessened administrative burdens should not be

accomplished by compromising participant protection.
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Minimum Standards

S. 209 makes revisions in the minimum participation and vesting

rules in order to clarify and resolve some of the difficulties ex-

perienced with the minimum standards-provisions of the law. These

proposed changes would relieve many plan problems and help improve

adiminstration as well as expand certain participant protections.

We particularly urge the Committee to act favorably on those pro-

visions which do the following:

- Prohibit reduction in disability benefits paid under a

welfare plan because of an increase in social security benefits.

This prohibition already applies to retirement and disability bene-

fits paid through a pension plan and fairness requires thatthls

prohibition also apply to disability benefits paid through a welfare

plan. This section also prohibits a reduction in pension benefits

as the result of a workers compensation award. We believe such

an offset violates current provisions of ERISA but believe clarn-

is necessary to avoid the litigation that is now developing in

the courts over the issue.

- Expand joint and survivors annuity benefits by requiring

either an annuity or a lump sum payment for the surviving spouse

of a participant who is credited with at least ten years of vesting

and who dies before the annuity starting date. This proposal would

resolve the complications caused by the present rules on electing

joint and survivor coverage at the early retirement age and would

improve somewhat the protection for a surviving spouse. We urge

broadening of this proposal to protect spouses of disabled partici-

pants who have ten years of vesting when disability occurs.

- Clarify arrangements covering the transfer of contributions

from the jurisdiction in which the employee is currently employed
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to the pension and/or welfare fund in which the employee previously

participated. Clarification in ERISA is needed so that such arrange-

ments are not considered violations of the law.

- Permit plan participation on a plan-year basis. Most multi-

employer plans can function efficiently only if the plan computes

service on the basis of plan computation years. Current regulations

allow this for all purposes except for determining initial date of

participation. This change allows the plan to measure a year of

service for purposes of initial participation to use the first day

of the plan year so long as rights and benefits are determined on

the basis of all an employee's service regardless of the date on

which the employee commenced participation. The purpose is to

relieve plans of the record-keeping burden which arises when parti-

cipation must be measured from different dates for employees.

- Establish 125 days of service in the maritime industry as

a year of service. This conforms to existing regulations but the

present law has a technical error which could subject the regulations

to possible legal challenges.

- Allow use of elapsed time as a method of measuring the year

of vested service instead of 1000 hours. This service computation

method is commonly used by both single and multiemployer plans and

current regulations permit its continued use. However, pension

lawyers feel this could be subject to challenge in the courts unless

the law is clarified.

- Allow plans to use the average of several accrual rates

in determining retirement benefits when more than one applies.

The purpose is to tie a participant's benefit accrual for a given

year of service to the retirement benefit in effect during that

56-941 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 21
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year rather than to any one benefit formula.

- Remove incentives which encourage beneficiaries of multiemployer

plans to return to work in the same industry, trade or craft, and

in the same geographic area and compete with employees of preretire-

ment age who are participants in the same plan -- a practice which

tends to create labor relations instability.

S. 1090 aind S. 1091

The effect of these bills would be to exempt church-affiliated

organizations, such as hospitals and social agencies, from ERISA

coverage scheduled for 1983. The argument is made in behalf of

these bills that there is an essential difference between business

organizations and such institutions because a business can pass on

increased costs to the consumer and church-affiliated institutions

cannot readily do so.

The fact is that ERISA also covers practically all other private

non-profit institutions, most of which have similar economic and

compliance problems and these are not asking to be exempted from

the law. There is little logic in covering private, non-profit

hospitals and agencies by ERISA but exempting identical church-

affiliated institutions. Church-affiliated organizations were

given special consideration not granted similar private non-profit

institutions by having their ERISA coverage delayed until 1983 --

more than eight years after the passage of the law. This is ample

time to prepare for and to make any necessary adjustments. We

believe coverage should take place as scheduled without further delay.

Conclusion

In our opinion, ERISA was landmark legislation and five years

after its passage still stands as a major achievement. A law as
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complex as ERISA would be difficult to administer under the best

of circumstances and problems in implementation and administration

were anticipated. Divided administrative responsibility among

several agencies helped to create serious additional difficulties.

Follow-up legislation to deal with these problems was to be expected.

Enactment of S. 209, with the modifications we have suggested, would

result in major progress toward a resolution of these problems.
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beolution
Adopted by the
Thirteenth Constitutional Colvention
of the AFL-CIO

Washington, D.C.
November 15-20, 1979

Pensions

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
(ERISA) has proven beneficial to workers and their families,
but It is In need of improvement. Experience has shown that

some of its provisions are unsatisfactory and its administration
Is unwieldy. The inefficiency, duplication of effort, and delay of
the present administrative system have often hurt the very
people that the program was intended to help.

The AFL-CIO opposes proposals that attempt to deal with
inadequate private pension coverage by allowing, special tax
deductions to Individuals and employers. This method of encour-
idor provisions for retirement security outside the framework
o collective bargaining is of no help to low or middle-income
workers. Similar proposals for employers reward those who have
done nothing or have inadequate pension plans and pe=lize
employers who have done a good job.

Of great concern are the provisions of the law relating to
termination insurance for multiemployer plans. Termination in.
urance was enacted to protect American workers against loss

of pension benefits and to encourage the continuation and growth
of sound private pension plans. The law is serving this function
with respect to participants in single employer plans. However.
the multlemployer termination insurance provisions, as now
constituted, will not protect the workers or their pension plans.
Termination insurance provisions designed with single employer
plans in mind simply do not work when applied to multiemployer
plans. The special characteristics of multiemployer insurance

plans must be taken into account ii, designing such a program.
herwise, the law will have a serious, negative impact on the

continuation and growth of collectively bargained multiemployer

Therefore. we urge Congress to make the following amend.
merts to ERISA:

L Place major responsibility for the administration of the
law preferably in the Department of Labor.or in a new adminis-
trative agency.

2. Clarify ambiguous language which poses the danger of
hamful Interpretations and court detislons and to correct statu.
tor7 defects revealed during the Implementation period.
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3. Revise existing cumbersome machinery and
authority so the Secretary of Labor can permit beneficial
transactions and 3t the same time, enforce prohibitions
of abusive transactions.

4. Enact effective protection for the pension rights
of state and local government employees.

Further, we urge the Congress to reject discriminatory
tax proposals for individuals and employers as a way of
encouraging provisions for retirement security outside the
framework of collective bargaining.

Congress must amend the termination insurance provisions
of ERISA to take into account the special needs of
collectively bargained multiemployer plans. Specifically,
we urge the following:

1. Provide a mechanism for assisting dying industry
plans which does not increase the premium for healthier
plans to a level which would place them in serious jeopardy.

2. Make it possible for plans to reorganize and, if
necessary, to secure assistance from the Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation when the only other reasonable
alternative is termination.

3. Establish for collectively bargained multiemployer
plane guarantee levels appropriate for and consistent with
the best interests of the participants of each plan.

4. Amend the employer liability provisions to provide
incentives for employers to continue their participation
in multiemployer plans.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Association of Manufacturers welcomes this

opportunity to offer its views on S. 209, the ERISA

Improvements Act of 1979 and S. 1089, the ERISA

Simplification Act of 1979, to the Subcommittee on Private

Pension Plans and Employee Fringe Benefits, Senate Committee

on Finance. The NAM is composed of over 12,300 manufacturing

and related concerns, 80 percent ot which have 500 or fewer

employees. The NAM represents industrial'employers who

employ, in the aggregate, over 15 million employees or 78

percent of all employees employed in manufacturing

nation-wide. A large number of its members have one or more

retirement plans, many of which are by-products of the

collective bargaining process.

ERISA has now been in effect for more than five years,

and the NAM believes that appropriate measures to simplify

its administration, to lessen its paperwork requirements,

and to encourage the growth of the private pension system

are timely. This statement contains-general comments on

ERISA and the private pension system and then discusses

various provisions of S. 209 and S. 1089.

1
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OVERVIEW

Following the passage of ERISA, there was a substantial

increase in termination of single employer-sponsored

"defined benefit" pensions plans throughout the country.

While the reasons for such terminations are complex, it is

clear that the costs of administerIng plans and the

paperwork requirements of ERISA had a significant impact.

Recent individual agency actions as well as Reorganization

Plan #4, approved late last year by Congress, should lessen

the effects of administration and reporting problems.

The NAN believes it is important in considering further

substantive changes to ERISA to proceed carefully because of

the extremely broad and diverse number of pension plans in

this country, many of which are affected by a collective

bargaining process which has played and will continue to

play a unique role in the development of provisions

specifically tailored to meet the needs of individual

2
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employers and employees. The NAM at the present time

opposes major substantive amendments requiring plan changes

or constricting the freedom for plan development to meet

individual needs. Such activity would discourage both the

expansion of existing plans and the creation of new ones.

Moreover, the impact of the Social Security Amendments

of 1977 (P.L. 95-216) and the Age Discrimination in

Employment Act Amendments of 1978 (P.L. 95-256), and the

transfer of jurisdiction to the EEOC are not clear. Social

Security changes will have significant fiscal impact while

the new mandatory retirement law changes have created

uncertainty not only for their effects on pension plans and

other benefit programs but also for retirement policy in

general.

Development of numerous advisory commissions such as the

one on Social Security authorized by the 1977 Act and the

Presidential Commission on Pension Policy whose members

3
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were named by the WhitJ House will be providing in-depth

analysis of retirement policy.

For these reasons, Congress should not act expeditiously

in passing major ERISA amendments.

MULTIPLE JURSIDICTION

Title IV of S. 209 would consolidate the administration

of ERISA which now involves the Departments of Labor and

Treasury as well as the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation

into a new single agency. The dual jurisdiction between

Labor and Treasury has been, in part, responsible for

problems such as delays in promulgation of ERISA regulations

and excessive duplication of reports. However, there has

been and should continue to be improvement in administration

because of the concerted efforts of the respective

Departments in reducing such duplication, coordinating

filing requirements, and implementing other actions to

reduce paperwork.

The NAM supported Reorganization Plan #4, to simplify

further ERISA administration, as an appropriate action to

clarify and refine jurisdictional authority. As part of the

process for Congressional approval, the Administration

agreed to mak4 recommendations to Congress by January 31,

4
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1980 on any further change in administration. The NAM urges

the committee to delay action on major legislative changes

with respect to jurisdiction until this reorganization plan

has been fully implemented. A full evaluation of this

reorganization should be possible by January 31, 1980, and

the experience will allow for informed policy decisions if

further changes are needed.

REPORTII,'; AND DISCLOSURE

The NAM supports efforts to simplify reporting and

disclosure requirem.its under ERISA and, therefore,

generally supports the parts of Sec. 111-117 of S. 209

resulting in simplified reporting, consolidation of foris,

elimination of Summary Annual Reports, and simplified

disclosure of participant's benefit rights. Thesr.! revisions

will reduce paperwork, improve administration and enCrourage

rather than discourage plan creation.

5
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION OFFSET

The NAM strongly opposes Section 126 which would

prohibit the reduction of pension benefits by the amount of

workers' compensation awards. Such offsets are entirely

appropriate to the concept of integrated

compensation/benefit systems, and the elimination or

reduction of such offsets is contrary to sound system

development and administration.

Historically, employers have beun allowed to offset

pension benefits from other forms of employer-financed

programs. The rationale, most simply stated, has been to

insure minimal duplication of benefits, reasonable costs to

the employer, and adequate wage loss protection for

employees. In the words of one leading authority on

workers' compensation, Professor Arthur Larson:

Once it is recognized that workmen's compensation
is one unit in an overall system of wage loss
prot ecto, r-a thler than -a
recovi---7In tort or in a private accident policy,
the conclusion follows that duplication of
benefits from different parts of the system should
not ordinarily be allowed. (Emphasis added) 4
Larson Workmen's Compensation ILaw S97.00

That reductions in private plan benefits are common is

6
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recognized by Dr. Larson as well:

Although avoidance of duplication cannot ordinarily
be achieved under the American statutes in these
cases by, so to speak, trimming at the workers'
compensation end, it is frequently achieved by
express language trimming at the private-plan end,
that is, by reducing private benefits by the amount
of any workers' compensation payment. Id at S97.51

Revenue Ruling 68-243 recognizes the permissability of

workers' compensation offsets. This ruling, which predates

ERISA by six years and remains virtually unchanged today,

focuses on this issue by drawing an important distinction

between allowable offsets for benefits payable under

workers' compensation and disallowed offsets for damages

recovered from an employer in a common law tort action.

Under this ruling, it is recognized that an offset of

court-awarded damages is inappropriate in that it would

result in a pension plan being used to satisfy the

employer's proven liability for damages. On the other hand,

one can reasonably conclude that the workers' compensation

offset is allowed because of the wage loss nature of the

workers' compensation system. The fact that an employer is

insured under a workers' compensation statute and

consequently undertaking a financial responsibility which

7
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does not in any way reflect his culpability for injuries

incurred by employees, is reason in and of itself to permit

the offset. In this context, one must recognize several

facts. The principle of workers' compensation, to enable an

injured employee to live without being a burden to others,

is not undermined by the offset. Also, if an employee were

able 'to recover damages from both workers' compensation and

pension benefits, he would receive dual benefits in every

instance when the employer was not responsible for the

injury.

A number of cases support the premise that sums paid

under privte pension plans and workers' compensation

statutes constitute duplicative benefits for what is the

same basic loss. As Roger Marks pointed out in a recent

article of Forum (ABA, Vol. XIV, No. 5, 1979) Bromberg v.
1

United Cigars Whelan Stores Corp. addressed the issue of

pension benefits guaranteed not only at normal retirement

age but also when the Company's medical staff recommended

retirement "for reasons of ill health". The plaintiff

suffered a heart attack, ruled compensable under workers'

compensation, and also applied for retirement benefits.

1. 14 Labor Cases 7 66,203 (1961)
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The court denied him these benefits, stating:

Plaintiff was not retireable for "ill health"
within the meaning of the provisions of the plan
above quoted. That provision, to make any sense,
must be deemed to refer to ill health not
compensable under the Workmen's Compensation Law.
Otherwise, there is a duplication of benefits.

The court appears to apply an interpretation that avoids

cumulation of benefits unilaterally financed in both

instances by the employer. (See, also Larson, Workien';

Compensation, Vol. 2, §97.33.)

Similarly, as Marlhs again pointed out, Parsons v.

Granite City Steel Copa_ 2 upheld the distinction of

pension payments by a company when an injured employee, well

after his retirement, was awarded lifetime monthly workers'

compensation payments in an amount larger than the pension.

The court ruled for the company when it discontinued pension

payments after beginning workers' compensation payments.

It has been argued that an offset results in a

divestiture of vested benefits, and consequently should be

disallowed. Under IRS Reg. Section 1.14. (a)-3, a plan is

not a qualified plan if an employee who has completed ten

years of accredited service does not have a nonforfeitable

9

2. 41 Ill. App. 2d 396, 190 N.H. 2d 644 (1963)
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right to 100 percent of his accrued benefit derived from

employer contributions. It might, by implication, be

consequently interpreted that reducing an employee's

benefits because of workmen's compensation is, in effect,

divesting the employee of benefits in which he is one

hundred percent vested. IRS Reg. Section 1.411 (a)-4(a)

states, however, that "nonforfeitable rights are not

considered to be forfeitable by reason of the fact that they

may be reduced to take into account benefits which are

provided under the Social Security Act or under any other

Federal or State law and which are taken into account in

determining plan benefits". Consequently, a workers'

compensation offset does not violate ERISA's forfeiture

provisions.

The offset question is not new. Congress has been

repeatedly called upon to address it, and has yet to express

a clear conviction that offsets be disallowed. Rather, the

offset has been allowed on the basis of sound public policy.

For instance, Congress showed concern over employees

receiving both workers' compensation and Social Security

disability, a situation that could give rise to receiving

10
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two sets of benefits financed by the same employer as well

as benefits which exceed his pre-retirement earnings. As a

result of this concern, 42 U.S.C. §424a provides that social

security disability benefits must be offset by workers'

copensation benefits to the extent that the combined Social

Security and workers' compensation benefits exceed 80

percent of the employee's previous average monthly earnings.

The policy against duplicative benefits is further

found in 42 U.S.C.A. S§402 (k)(2)(B), (k)(3), and 414 (a).

Most recently, P.L. 95-216, Section 334(b)(2) of the Social

Security Amendments of 1977 requires a reduction of Social

Security survivor's benefits for persons receiving Civil

Service annuities.

The NAM believes workers' compensation and similar

offsets now allowed under Social Security law should be

continued for pensions as well. The actions of Congress in

this regard have in essence given the go-ahead to employers

to prevent overlap and duplication in benefits under private

pension plans and workers' compensation. The consequence of

reversing these policies and practices are far-reaching and

should not be ignored.

11
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The first is obviously cost. The Hays Associates

Report on Pensio; Plans/Workers Compensation Offsets, which

was submitted to the Congress, reaches the conclusion that

the number of affected claimants is approximately 2,000 per

year and that the estimated increase in annual pension plan

contributions will range from $31.7 to 34.1 million. The

members of NAM's Subcommittee on Workers' Compensation

believe these figures to be extremely low. As a matter of

fact, Michigan, far exceeds this number in any given year.

They certainly do not take into consideration the increased

user participation which would occur from the higher

benefits under a "double dip." Such increased utilization

resulting from higher benefits is well documented under the

Longshoremens' and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act, the

Federal Employees' Compensation Act, and Social Security

disability. Increased utilization is perhaps most evident

when one views the results of prohibiting offsets for

collateral benefits under the Black Lung Program. In

addition to increased utilization, we also urge the

Committee to seriously consider the pyramiding effect of

yearly costs which would be cumulative in nature. The

12
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NAM believes that the resulting increases would be

inflationary, considerably increasing employers' workers'

compensation costs at a time when costs are already rising

rapidly because of delays in adopting needed reforms in

administrative practices. The absence of such reforms has

allowed costly abuses to continue.

Another element that the Committee must bear in mind,

one that certainly supports retaining the workers'

compensation offset, is the fact that employers are under no

legal compulsion to create retirement plans for their

employees. The elimination or reduction in the workers'

compensation offset may cause employers to become less

generous by elminating disability provisions from company

plans, refraining from increasing normal retirement pension

benefits levesl, or dispensing with the plans in their

entirety.

Section 126 would also requirethat those plans, and

their summary plan descriptions, which allow offsets would

have to be amended. State laws and accompanying case law

13
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would undoubtedly be affected. Finally, as to collectively

bargained plans, Section 126 represents an unwarranted

intrusion in an area more appropriately handled by the

collective bargaining process.

For these reasons, the NAM strongly believes that

Section 126 is contrary to sound public policy and should

consequently be deleted from S. 209.

JOINT AND SURVIVOR ANNUITIES

Sec. 127 of S. 209 requires a new mandatory benefit for a

surviving spouse payable at the death of an employee in the

form of a survivor's annuity if the employee has at least ]0

years of service. In effect, a new life insurance policy

paid for by the employer is mandated. The NAM opposes such

a provision because of its potential cost and its intpact on

established life insurance programs.

At the present time, many employers provide similar

coverage through group life insurance policies, and ERISA

already allows for an optional benefit similar to this

provision. The expense for employers not already providing

such coverage will be significant in many cases if this

provision is made law. In addition, the mandated benefit

14
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would often be coordinated with existing group life policies

which will add to complexity of administration. Ultimately

such a mandated benefit could result in reduction of other

benefits since there is a limit on the amount of funds

available to an employer to provide benefits.

FUNDING

Sec. 131 of S. 209 requires employers to take into

account all plan provisions including those not yet in force

in the employer's funding methods after December 31, 1980.

While the actual impact of this provision is unclear, it

appars that it could lead to increased costs, could result

in undermining the collective bargaining process affecLing

many benefit plans in this country, and will add to

cosiplexity of pension law generally.

As the NAM understands the effects of this provision, an

employer after December 31, 1980, for example, would have to

begin funding benefit increases although such increases have

15
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not yet become effective, may not become effective for some

years into the future, and depending on future events may

never take effect. Such a provision would adversely affect

the flexibility inherent in the collective bargaining

process by restricting the use of phased-in benefit

increases. Any economic advantage to an employer for a

gradually negotiated phase-in rather than an immediate one

will have been lost by this provision. The NAM believes the

use of ERISA to impact the bargaining process in this manner

is inappropriate.

Moreover, the provision allows a funding acccount to be

adjusted if the provision scheduled to become effective in

the futur- does not. This adjustment process will add to

the complexity of administration of pension plans. New

regulations will be required for the handling of such

adjustments, and other problems will arise in employer

decisions interpreting that part of Sec. 131 which exempts

from such funding requirements provisions which are

"...adopted but contingent on a future event...

16
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COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENTS

Sec. 152 of S. 209 directs the Secretary to conduct a

feasibility study related to mandating cost of living

adjustments for private pensions plans. The NAM believes

such a study is unwarranted and duplicative of other major

"studies" currently being conducted in the federal

government.

The President's Commission on Pension Policy has been

appointed to develop national policies and recommendations

for retirement, survivor, and disability programs. Besides

the Presidential Commission, various other councils are

currently at work to conduct studies of retirement issues,

especially in Social Security. Another independent study at

this time would be superfluous and an unnecessary

expenditure of tax dollars.

FRAUD ISSUES

The United States Supreme Court decision in.

International Brotherhood of Teamsters v. Daniels, 58 L Ed

2d 808 (1979), on January 16, 1979, has clarified the inap-

plicability of Federal and state securities laws to

17
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interests in pension plans. Since the Daniel decision

involved only one type of benefit plan, the NAM supports

that part of S154 of S. 209 which would preclude the

application of all security laws, both Federal and state, to

the interests of an employee in an employee benefit plan.

However, the creation of an entirely new cause of

action for misrepresentation under ERISA as proposed in

S154(b) is in our view not justified at the present

time. As this Committee is well aware, the Daniel

litigation would not have occurred had ERISA been applicable

to Mr. Daniel's break-in-service. Other ERISA rules as

well as its fiduciary requirements provide, we believe,

adequate protection to plan participants. We would urge the

Committee to delay further action on this provision until

more detailed information on the need for and wisdom of

creating such a federal cause of action has been

demonstrated.

PREEMPTION

S155 of S. 209 makes it clear that a state insurance law

requiring a specific benefit be made available in a policy

of insurance for an employee benefit plan is preempted by

18
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ERISA and, therefore, not in effect. The NAM believes that

such a provision is needed to prevent the continuation of a

trend toward Thvelopment of disparate state laws mandating

different benefit coverages in individual states. Different

state requirements result in administrative compLexity and

additional costs for employers required to provide different

and/or inconsistent coverages. The NAUM, therefore, supports

that part of S155 reaffirming the preemption of BRISA in

this area.

The NAM is opposed to that part of 5155 which would

exclude the prepaid health care law of the state of Hawaii

eaid similar lawis of other states from the ERISA preemption

provisions. Such a provision is inconsistent with the

previously discussed affirmation of preemption and is

contrary to the intent of ERISA to allow employers engaged

in interstate commerce to establish uniform benefit

policies.

TAX CODE PROVISIONS

S. 209 contains tax code amendments including a

deduction for employee contributions to pension plans

19
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(S203). The NAM supports the principle of tax deductions

for employee contributions to pension plans but does not

believe that the availability of the deduction should be

dependent upon the discrimination standards set out in this

section.

MASTER PLANS

A new part 6 would be added to Title I of ERISA by S. 209

allowing for creation of a "special master r plan" which

employers could adopt without being subjected to many of the

accompanying administrative details associated with mainten-

ance of a private pension plan. The NAM supports this

approach to encourage the growth of private plans.

S. 1089

The NAM generally supports and does not take issue with

Sections 2-4 of the bill. The reductions in paperwork and

,Idministrative costs are favorable to our members. Section

5 of the proposal would provide for a booklet that would

assist plan sponsors in developing record keeping systems,

particularly smaller businessmen. Also published would be

information concerning individual retirements accounts.

20
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Eighty percent of the NAM membo rship have 500 or feoer

employees. These booklets Vould prove to be very helpful to

them, and, additionally, would encourage increased

participation in IRAs generally. We therefore support

Section 5.

The NAN does not support the thrust of Sect iou 6. The

Secretary of the Treasury would be auLhorized to bring civil

actions in order to enforce compliance by a plan or a tru s

with the requirements of the Internal Revenue Code. Not

only would this enlarge the enforcement authority of the

Internal Revenue Service, hit it would alo duplicate

authority that is now vestod by EISA within the D4p .rttI .*it

of Labor. We do not agree :.th such a mcasu o and therefore

are opposed to this section of the bill.

CO:C'JuS T ON

The NAN strongly supports those provisions that art

calculated to simplify R[SA administration, reduce co.;h to

cinployers, and encouL'age the maintenancr ant ri,:lcpir:nt of

21
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private pension systems. Appropriate legislative action can

be achieved to accomplish those goals without major

disruptions to the pension system. The manufacturing

community has a vital interest in RIUSA development, and the

NAN appreciates the opportunity to discuss these as woll as

other matters in this field.

22
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December 21, 1979

Mr. Michael Stern
Staff Director
Senate Committee on Finance
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Ret Hearings Held by Subcommittee on
Private Pension Plans and Employee
Fringe Benefits on December 4 and 5,
1979

Dear Mr. Stern:

On behalf of the Association for Advanced

Life Underwriting (AALU) and the National

Association of Life Underwriters (NAWJ) we are sub-

mitting comments regarding the various bills under

consideration and the hearings held on December 4

and 5 by the Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans

and Employee Fringe Benefits of the Senate Committee

on Finance. The bills on which we wish to comment

are S.209, S.511, S.989, S.1089, S.1240 and S.1958.
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AALU is a national association of approxi-

mately 1,100 members who specialize in one or more

fields of advanced life underwriting. Collectively

they are responsible for annual sales of life

insurance in excess of $2 billion, mostly in

circumstances involving intricate factual

situations and often dealing with complex business

planning. AALU is affiliated with NALU, the largest

life insurance industry field force organization in

the United States. NALU has a membership of

approximately 140,000 life insurance agents.

We will group our comments regarding each

of the bills on which we intend to comment

separately.

I. S.209

In the announcement regarding the

hearings held by the Subcommittee, it was stated

that comments should not be made regarding sections

201 through 205 of S.209. Consequently, we will

omit all comments relating to those provisions which

refer to amendments to the Internal Revenue Code of

1954.
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We will group our comments regarding S.209

according to the subject groupings used in that

bill.

A. Reporting and Disclosure Requirements

Part I of Title I of S.209 contains the

reforms relating to reporting and disclosure. AALU

supports those reforms. In particular, AALU

supports sections 112 and 113 of the legislation

which would provide greater flexibility to modify

the reporting and disclosure requirements and repeal

the summary annual report requirement,

respectively. We believe that this added

flexibility in the reporting and disclosure area and

the elimination of the unnecessary summary annual

report would be a significant improvement in the

administration of plans, especially for small

employers. AALU also supports the provisions of

section 111 relating to employee benefits statements

to participants. We believe this will provide a

very workable, highly useful and administratively

feasible requirement concerning employee benefits

statements.
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We submit that the reporting and

disclosure provisions of S.209 would be improved by

further modifications. In particular, we would

suggest the following:

1. Summary Plan Descriptions

The legislation proposed last year

(S.3017) by Senators Williams and Javits contained

two provisions concerning summary plan descriptions

that have not been included in S.209. Those

provisions included a provision that summary plan

description updates did not need to be provided

until every tenth year (instead of every fifth year)

and a requirement that summary plan descriptions

need not be amended until 210 days after the close

of the plan year in which the amendment occurs.

Both of the changes in the 1978 legislation would

have reduced administrative costs without

significantly affecting the rights of participants.

As a consequence, AALU feels that these deleted

provisions should be reconsidered and restored to

S.209.
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2. Actuarial Certification

The cost of the - required actuarial

certification for annual reports 1/ is a significant

burden for smaller employers. For small employers,

the administrative cost of obtaining actuarial

certification may be extremely high in relation to

the contributions and benefits provided under the

plan. As a consequence, this administrative cost is

a substantial deterrent for small employers to adopt

and maintain retirement plans. As a consequence,

AALU submits that relief from the annual requirement

of actuarial certification should be provided for

smaller plans such as plans with fewer than 100

participants. This relief could be provided by only

requiring actuarial certification every three years

in accordance with the Labor Department's announce-

ment of proposed three year cylical filing require-

ments for small plans. It is our understanding that

the Labor Department has not yet determined whether

the cylical filing requirements would also apply to

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 23
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the actuarial certification or whether the actuarial

certification would continue to be required on an

annual basis. We suggest that the legislation be

modified to resolve this problem and rpake it clear

that actuarial certification is only required every

third year.

In addition, actuarial certification

should be excused for certain types of plans in

which actuarial certification is essentially

unnecessary. This is analogous to the exemption for

insurance contract plans 2/ already contained in

ERISA. In these types of plans the actuarial

calculations do not require the need for an enrolled

actuary and those plans should be permitted to save

this unnecessary administrative cost. The type of

plan to which this exception would apply would be

defined benefit plans with fewer than 100 partici-

pants and that satisfy the following six require-

ments:

2_/ See ERISA S301(b).
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(1) The plan is funded exclusively

by assets guaranteed by an insurance company, a

bank, a savings and loan association or a similar

institution against market fluctuations.

(2) Contributions to the plan are

based on the individual level premium funding method

using a reserve basis specified by IRS regulations.

(3) The value of the retirement

benefits provided by the plan at normal retirement

age is equal to the reserves at normal retirement

age. All ancillary benefits in excess of the

reserve for an individual are insured by an

insurance company.

(4) All contributions necessary to

meet the reserve requirements have been made during

the plan year.

(5) No rights under any plan assets

have been subject to a security interest at any time

during the plan year.
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(6) There are no policy loans

outstanding against any plan assets at any time

during the year.

B. Fiduciary Responsibility

Section 102 and Part IV of Title I of

S.209 contain reforms relating to the fiduciary

responsibility provisions of ERISA. AALU supports

these reforms and especially supports the concept of

simplifying the ERISA fiduciary requirements. The

uncertainty in the application of the fiduciary

rules of ERISA has created substantial problems by

making plans unsure of what actions are proper.

These restrictions have produced overly

conservative reactions by many plans. A

clarification and narrowing of the application of

these rules would b the best interest of plans" - th

and plan partici ants. AALU especially supports the

concept of narr ing the definition of "party-in-

interest" under ERISA, I/ limiting co-fiduciary

/ S102 of S.209.
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liability to the extent possible A/ and clarifying

the status of assets in a life insurance company's

general account. / AALU submits, however, that two

modifications of these proposals would be

appropriate.

1. Party-in-Interest Refinements

The definition of "party-in-interest" as

contained in S.209 is still broader than is

necessary to accomplish the purposes of ERISA. To

that end, we recommend that the terms "counsel" and

"person providing . . . services" be deleted

entirely from the definition of party-in-interest in

section 102.

2. Investment Advice

The definition of "fiduciary" Y in ERISA

should be amended to provide that normal sales

4/ S143 of S.209.

5./ S141 of S.209.

/ See ERISA S3(2) (A) (ii).
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presentations and recommendations by an agent or

broker to a plan does not constitute rendering

investment advice unless the agent or broker holds

himself out as an impartial advisor. In this

situation, an agent or broker should not be expected

to operate in a fiduciary capacity since the agent

or broker is clearly operating in a sales capacity.

Clarification is needed here because the issue has

been left unresolved by the Department of Labor and

because the issue is not adequately clarified in

Prohibited Transaction Exemption 77-9.

C. Special Master and Prototype Plans

Title III of S.209 contains provisions

authorizing special master and prototype plans.

AALU very much supports the concept of special

master and prototype plans. These plans would help

alleviate the burden on small employers by reducing

the administrative cost to small employers in

adopting and maintaining plans. To that end, AALU

notes that if plan sponsors are unduly burdened with

administrative requirements and fiduciary

responsibilities there may be less Lncentive for
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sponsors to provide special master and prototype

plans or the cost of adopting these plans may be

higher.% As a consequence, AALU strongly recommends

relieving the plan sponsors from fiduciary

responsibilities and administrative requirements to

the extent possible without shifting those back to

the adopting employer. In short, AALU proposes that

in these types of plans, as many administrative

requirements and fiduciary responsibilities as

possible be made inapplicable.

AALU suggests the expansion of the special

master and prototype program to permit plan

consultants to be sponsors as well as investment

advisors, banks and insurance companies. Plan

consultants can presently sponsor field prototype

plans and their having involvement in the pension

field makes them particularly suitable as

sponsors. I/

7_/ S204 of S.209.
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D. Minimum Standards

Part II of Title I of S.209 contains

numerous modifications of ERISA relating to minimum

standards. AALU particularly supports the

provisions of section 127(a) permitting pension

plans to provide a normal form of benefit in a form

other than an annuity and the provisions clarifying

the use of the elapsed time method.

AALU also supports the concept of

simplifying the administrative rules as contained in

section 123 of S.209, regarding commencement of

participation in the plan. For insured plans

especially, the administrative difficulty of

maintaining dual entry dates is burdensome. As a

consequence, this change to permit a single entry

date for plans based on plan years of employment is

a very worthwhile and laudable improvement in ERISA.

AALU does not feel, however, that is is appropriate

to require vesting and benefit accrual on the basis

of total employment as a condition of this

simplification of the eligibility standards. AALU

submits that the improvement in the eligibility
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requirements is a worthwhile improvement in ERISA

and that the additional complication of requiring

vesting and benefit accrual rules that may be

detrimental to a particular employer will undercut

the purpose of improving the administerability of

ERISA.

Section 127 of S.209 contains provisions

requiring survivor annuities in the event an

employee dies with ten years of credited service for

vesting purposes. The expansion of the survivor

annuity requirements in ERISA would be acceptable to

protect surviving spouses if the provision were

modified to add an age requirement in addition to

the requirement of ten years of service. At

present, ten years of service could be achieved at a

very young age and the administrative cost of this

provision could far outweigh the benefits to be

provided. If the provision were modified to include

a minimum age in the range of ages 45 to 50, the

provision would provide a more meaningful benefit in
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relation to the administrative cost involved in

monitoring and providing the survivor benefit.

E. Funding

Section 131 of S.209 provides for changes

in the funding rules to take into account future

plan modifications. AALU supports this change but

recommends that the provision be modified to permit

plans to also take into consideration projected

cost-of-living increases in funding benefits. This

provision would simplify the funding of plans and

permit the more realistic funding of plans. At

present, plans must arbitrarily assume the cost-of-

living increases that can be reasonably projected

will not occur.

F. Dual Jurisdiction

Title IV of S.209 proposes the creation of

a new single agency -- the Employee Benefits

Commission -- to solve the dual jurisdiction problem

created by ERISA. AALU submits that the dual

jurisdiction problem is presently not a substantial
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problem and that the administrative confusion and

costs of consolidating agencies is currently not

justified. AALU therefore recommends that the

provisions relating to the Employee Benefits

Commission be deleted from the legislation at the

present time, especially in view of the apparent

success of Reorganization Plan No. 4 in solving the

dual jurisdiction problems created by ERISA.

G. Small Business Seat on Advisory Council

AALU strongly supports section 151 of

S.209, which requires that a seat on the Labor

Department Advisory Council be allocated for a

representative of small business. AALU believes

that small business has not received adequate

representation with respect to ERISA and that it is

highly important that the views of small business

plans be represented in the future. Creating this

seat on the Advisory Council will help provide input

for the small business retirement plans.

II. S.511

S.511, introduced by Senator Matsunga on

March 1, 1979, would include tax-exempt organiza-
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tions, i.e., organizations exempt from income tax

under section 501(a), under the deferred

compensation rules provided for state and local

governments under section 457 of the Internal

Revenue Code. In general, section 457 imposes

restrictions on the provision of deferred

compensation to employees.

The Revenue Act of 1978 adequately

addressed the perceived abuse that was occurring

with respect to the use of deferred compensation.

Recognizing that there was no problem with private

employers who provide deferred compensation,

Congress provided different rules for private

taxable employers. §/ The Senate likewise

recognized that tax-exempt organizations (other

than state and local governments) did not contribute

to the perceived abuses that Congress was addressing

with section 457 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Consequently, it provided for treatment of tax-

/ See S132 of the Revenue Act of 1978.
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exempt organizations in the same manner as private

taxable employers. Unfortunately, this provision

was dropped in conference.

While we do not have any economic projec-

tions, we believe that the revenue effect of

modifying the rules concerning deferred

compensation agreements for employees of tax-exempt

organizations would be insignificant. As a

consequence, it is unlikely that revenue plays any

material role in any decision regarding the

treatment of deferred compensation by tax-exempt

organizations.

As the Senate recognized in considering

the Revenue Act of 1978, we also believe that the

purpose of tax equity will be significantly harmed

by the creation of separate rules for employees of

tax-exempt organizations, especially where those

rules are not justified by any perceived abuse.

From an employee's viewpoint, deferred compensation

agreements should not differ in their tax result

because of the tax status of the employer. A
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deferred compensation agreement for an employee of a

private taxable employer should produce the same tax

result for the employee as a similar deferred

compensation agreement for an employee of a

charitable organization. Separate rules exist for

state and local governments but these were

specifically addressed at perceived abuses and

should not be extended beyond those situations.

Consequently, AALU supports an extension

of the provisions of section 132 of the Revenue Act

of 1978 to apply to tax-exempt organizations but

feels that the approach taken in section 511, i.e.,

to include tax-exempt organizations under section

457 of the Internal Revenue Code, is inappropriate

and will lead to unnecessary complexity in the tax

laws.

III. S.989

S.989 corrects an inadvertent error in the

lump sum distribution rules applicable to

distributions from qualified plans by permitting
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single sum distributions from money purchase plans

to qualify for rollover treatment even though the

employee is not receiving his entire account balance

from a profit sharing, stock bonus or defined

benefit pension plan at the same time.

AALU strongly supports the change made by

S.989. AALU recommends, however, that the approach

in S.989 be expanded so that it applies to the lump

sum distribution treatment of single sum distribu-

tions from money purchase pension plans as well as

rollover treatment. If such distributions from

money purchase plans will qualify for rollover

treatment they should also qualify for favorable

income tax treatment without regard to whether full

distribution is made from other plans of the

employer as well.

IV. S.1089

S.1089, the ERISA Simplification Act of

1979, is intended to accomplish several reforms in

the reporting and disclosure area. S.1089 would

eliminate the PBGC premium form and the summary
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anr ft4, report. It would provide taxpayers the
option o filing any ERISA forms with their annual

tax return and would require the Treasury and Labor

Departments to provide a bookkeeping guide to assist

small business in complying with ERISA. S.1089

would also permit the Secretary of Treasury to bring

civil actions to enforce compliance by a plan with

the Internal Revenue Code requirements of ERISA.

AALU strongly supports the provisions of

S.1089 insofar as they reduce the reporting and

disclosure requirements created by ERISA. The

reporting and disclosure requirements are one of the

most substantial burdens and least beneficial

aspects of ERISA. They increase plan operational

costs substantially without providing comparable

benefits to participants or beneficiaries. The

repeal of the summary annual report would be

especially beneficial and should be enacted

promptly.

AALU also strongly supports the concept of

assisting small business in complying with ERISA by
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requiring the Treasury and Labor Departments to

provide guides in developing recordkeeping systems

in order to comply with ERISA.

V. S.1240

S.1240, the Employee Stock Ownership

Improvements Act of 1979, contains numerous

provisions relating to "tax credit employee stock

ownership plans" and to "employee stock ownership

plans." Because most practitioners and others

familiar with employee benefits commonly refer to

these two plan entities as "TRASOPs" and "ESOPs,"

respectively, AALU strongly suggests that in order

to bring harmony to the terminology in this field,

the statutory provisions be amended to comply with

what has become common useage. Consequently, AALU

suggests that the terms "TRASOP" and "ESOP" be

codified rather than the terms "tax credit employee

stock ownership plan" and "employee stock ownership

plans."

AALU also supports the concept of

broadening the availability of TRASOPs by extending

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 24
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the base on which the TRASOP contribution is made to

one percent of participant's compensation rather

than one percent of investment credit. While AALU

appreciates the projected revenue affect of'-such a

change, we believe it is inappropriate and unfair to

limit the benefits of TRASOPs to individuals who

happen to be employed by capital intensive

companies. The equitable solution to this problem

is to extend the benefits of TRASOPs to all

employers, whether capital or labor intensive.

AALU also supports the concept / of

providing that dividends paid on securities held by

a TRASOP or an ESOP should be deductible by the

corporation. This concept helps alleviate the

double taxation problem that currently exists in the

present law with respect to taxation of corporate

earnings. Further, AALU supports the concept of

allowing deductible charitable bequests to ESOPs and

TRASOPs. Providing this additional incentive will

2/ S4 of S.1240.
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help foster the goal of TRASOPs and ESOPs, i.e.,

diversified capital ownership by workers.

AALU also supports the provisions of

S.1240 10/ repealing the voting rights pass-through

requirement proposed under existing law. AALU

believes that a mandatory pass-through of voting

rights is inappropriate for qualified plans and will

cause unnecessary complication in the administra-

tion of plans. Additional deterrents to the

adoption of qualified plans are not needed and

should be alleviated unless substantial abuses will

result. Experience has indicated that there is no

significant abuse by permitting trustees to vote

stock held in a qualified plan. Consequently, AALU

supports the concept of repealing the voting rights

pass-through requirement.

AALU further supports the provisions in

S.1240 L/ providing for special credits for small

10/ ST.
j Sil.
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employers that establish ESOPs. Small employers are

frequently victimized by their discriminatory tax

treatment and are often economically unable to

afford the cost of establishing plans. The

provisions in S.1240 are designed to counteract this

economic bias by providing a tax credit to small

employers. AALU feels that this credit is

particularly beneficial and should be enacted.

VI. S.1958

S.1958, introduced by Senator Matsunaga

on October 30, would modify the requirements for

plans holding employer real property. In

particular, S.1958 would permit qualifying employer

real property, i.e., real property leased to the

employer, to be held by a qualified plan even if the

plan only holds one parcel of such property.

Present law apparently requires that in order for a

plan to hold qualifying employer real property it

must hold more than one such parcel.

AALU supports the concept of permitting

plans to hold qualifying employer real property even
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if only one such parcel is held. The effect of the

present rules is to discriminate against smaller

plans that are financially unable to hold more than

one parcel of qualifying employer real property or

that were established by a smaller employer that

does not have more than one parcel of property.

Since qualified plans are subject to general

diversification rules anyway, AAW submits that

specific rules on diversification of real property

are unnecessary. Consequently, MW suggests that

special diversification rules are not necessary when

qualifying real property is held.

Respectfully submitted,

ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCED
LIFE UNDERWRITING

NAT9NAL ASSOCIATION OF
LE UNDERWRITERS

ral H._ Sherman,
Counsel, AALU

-Stuart M. LewirI
Associate Counsel,

AAW

GHS: SML/cah
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JONN A. 0. COOPI. U.C.. PN.*. too. aia0460s
pRI$ODENT

December 21, 1979

Mr. Michael Stern
Staff Director
Committee on Finance
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Biilding
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: Written statement for submission to
the Subcomnittee on Private Pension
Plans and Employee Fringe Benefits
of the Comittee on Finance, Uninted
States Senate, in connection with
the hearing on December S with respect
to S.S1l introduced by Senator Matsunaga
relating to deferred ccmpensation plans
maintained by tax exempt organizations

Dear Mr. Stem:

The Association of American Medical Colleges (ANC) serves as the

national voice for all of our nation's 125 schools of medicine, public

and private, more than 400 of the major teaching hospitals and over 60

academic and professional societies.

AAMC endorses the written statement filed on behalf of the American

Council on Education and the National Association of Independent Colleges

and Universities filed in connection with these proceedings. For the

reasons stated therein, we strongly urge that S.S1l be modified to

confim that a deferred compensation plan or agreement maintained by a

tax exempt organization be governed by the saie rules as the deferred

compensation plans maintained by taxable employers. This should be done

by amending Section 132 of the Revenue Act of 1978 (Public Low 95-600)

Suite 200/One Doupot Circle N.W.iWashingon, D.C. 20036/(202) 3280400
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to include deferred compensation plans or agreements maintained by tax

exempt organizations. Under that section, the tax aspects of such plans

are to "be determined in accordance with the principles set forth in

regulations, rulings and judicial decisions relating to deferred compen-

sation which are in effect ,on February 1, 1978." This means that the

basic rules with respect to the taxati m of deferred compensation agreements

will be those set forth in Revenue Ruling 60-31, 1960-1 C.B. 174, a

"discussion of the application of the doctrine of constructive receipt

to certain deferred compensation arrangements." Revenue Ruling 60-31

was in turn based upon a number of decided cases. Some twelve of these,

the earliest of which was handed down in 1921, were cited in the ruling

itself. The validity of this ruling, which has been in effect for nearly

twenty years, has been imiformly upheld by subsequent decisions of a

number of courts.

The colleges and universities, as employers, are quite willing to

live within the restrictions of Revenue Ruling 60-31. These generally

hold that there is no constructive receipt where the employee is relying

entirely on the promise of the institution and has no claims except as a

general creditor for the retirement payments when and as they become due,

whether or not the institution protects itself against the obligation by

setting up a reserve or some other security which is part of the general

assets of the institution. Inclusion of tax exempt organizations within

the purview of Section 132 of the Revenue Act of 1978 will eliminate the

necessity for lengthy litigation involving deferred compensation agreements

of tax exempt organizations. Such litigation will undoubtedly result if
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the Internal Revenue Service, as it seems determined to do, imposes on

tax exempt organizations alone the proposed modification of Regulations

1.61-16(a) published in the Federal Register on February 3, 1978, and

discussed in Information Release 2135 on June 11, 1979. These proposed

regulations stimulated the enactment in the Revenue Act of 1978 of

Sections 131 dealing with the deferred compensation plans of state and

local governments, 132 dealing with certain private compensation plans

and 133 dealing with deferred compensation payments to independent

contractors. It should be noted that the Senate approved the inclusion

of tax exempt organizations in Section 132 when it passed H.R. 13511 in

the 95th Congress but the provision was dropped in conference.

All of the circumstances described in the statement of ACE and

NAICU obtain in our member medical colleges and associated teaching

hospitals. As in private industry, the use of deferred compensation

agreements is an important aspect of our recruitment of especially

talented administrators and senior academic officials. In many cases,

we are in competition with private industry for such individuals. Many

of these are physicians who have available to them the alternative of

private practice in professional corporations where financial rewards

are far greater than our institutions can afford to offer. We believe

that the inability to provide deferred compensation arrangements similar

to those which the statute confirms can be awarded in the private sector

will deprive us of the teaching, research and patient care services of

unusually able individuals that we need to provide the leadership so
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crucial to the continuing excellence of our medical colleges and teaching

hospitals.

We are especially concerned at the potential loss of talented

clinical faculty that is likely to result from the promulgation of the

proposed regulations. In this connection, it should be noted that the

Flexner Report in the early 1900's revolutionized the American medical

education system which had reached a distressing state by that time in

this country. One of the principal changes the Flerner Report effected

is the heavy reliance that the medical schools assign to fulltime faculty

for teaching. This is especially important in the clinical area where

the faculty are expected to be the brightest and best: the role models

that students can emulate by virtue of their renown as practitioners in

a discipline or field of medicine while still deeply committed, through

fulltime employment, to teaching and research. Much of the remarkable

development of medicine over the past fifty years is attributable to the

continuous day-to-day involvement of clinicians with students in the

teaching and research of our medical colleges and associated teaching

hospitals.

Our deans are gravely concerned that, if they are denied the

opportunity to offer deferred compensation arrangements (particularly to

their clinical faculty), many of their most talented people will opt for

the private sector and as a result be available for teaching and research

only as a sideline to their primary activity -- the practice of their

specialty. This could have a very retrogressive and detrimental effect

on medical education.
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This possibility stems in part from the development of the professional

corporation which is available to such practitioners and offers substantially

greater financial opportunities than our institutions can provide. In

some of the clinical specialties, the compensation which our institutions

offer is one-half or one-third of what physicians could expect to generate

in income by confining their activities to private practice. Moreover,

in the private sector, they could have available incentives, in addition

to deferred compensation arrangements, which we do not provide, including

much more generous pensions.

Moreover, the institutions would be faced with the significant loss

of the income generated through the practices of those faculty members

in the clinical departments, a significant part of which is used to

sustain the research and educational activities of preclinical or less

well-supported clinical departments and the other operations of the

medical school. This latter source of revenue has become an increasingly

important factor in the support of medical schools, as the direct grants

from Federal and state sources have seriously diminished and the support

of research from the same sources has become increasingly scarce.

However, the principal effect would be upon medical education. Even if

the physicians were available on a part time basis, our deans feel that

it would in no way be a substitute for the present practice of employing

faculty on a fulltime basis to teach, do research, perform surgery and

take care of teaching cases. In sun, we believe that the change generated

by the proposed regulations may be irreversible and do irreparable
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damage to medical education, even if, as we believe, it will eventually

be found to be invalid by the courts.

Several examples might suggest the problems which adoption of an

individual option rule have on the recruitment of especially gifted

people for special situations. These are based upon fact situations

which have existed although they do not precisely describe the circumstances

involved.

(1) "A" is a clinical professor at IT' university's medical school.

Although his salary reflects in some part the revenue which his clinical

activity generates for the teaching hospital where he served, it is

considerably less than he could expect to realize if he were in professional

corporation I', which consists of a number of doctors, or proprietary

hospital 1." 'Moreover, professional corporation If' and proprietary

hospital '"' have generous qualified pension plans which would afford

him a pension upon his retirement, which is far greater than '" can

provide. In addition, " f' and 'If', to attract "A", might be willing to

enter into a deferred compensation arrangement which would further

supplement that retirement income. For a number of reasons, he would

prefer to retain his status as a full professor primarily because he is

a fulltime teacher and has devoted his professional life to that calling.

If IT' can offer him a deferred compensation agreement, he would be

happy to stay in his present capacity. If it cannot, he my well feel

obliged, in the interest of protecting his family, to join professional

corporation I' or proprietary hospital '' and do teaching on the side.

Indeed, "A" and his other colleagues may determine to form their own
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professional corporation because the sane financial considerations apply

to at least some of his colleagues of the fulltime faculty at "'

university's medical school.

(2) The medical school of Y'" university is very desirous of

obtaining as a fulltime professor "A", who is now teaching at 1" state

university. "A" is very interested in making the change and believes

that he can make a significant contribution to "'s" medical school

program. In addition, "A's" salary will increase significantly. However,

under the pension plan of "Z" state university, "W will receive no

benefits from the state retirement system other than a return of his own

contributions, with modest interest. Because of the limitations of the

403(b) program maintained at "Y" university, which are based on employment

with the same employer, "' university, which vould be willing at least

to bring "A's" retirement qp to minima standards, cannot do so. Only

if '"' university is able to enter into a deferred coqesation agreement

will "A" be able to make the change which, in the opinion of its faculty,

will greatly benefit "Y's" medical teaching program. (A similar problem

would exist if, as in the case of some states, "A" would be required to

begin receiving retirement payments when he makes the change, albeit

said retirement payments are much less than would have been available if

he stayed with "Z" until his retirement.)

(3) The medical school of 'T' university is desirous of persuading

"A", a highly renowned doctor-scientist to become its dean. "A" who has

recently resigned from a high government post has been offered a lucrative

position in private corporation "'" where there is also available to him a

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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deferred compensation program for highly compensated employees. "A"l is

anxious to accept the dean's post. However, not only is the compensation

significantly lower than he would receive from 'I' but, without

a deferred compensation agreement, he will not have an adequate retire-

ment income because of the limited number of years left for gainful

employment and because of the limitations of IRC Section 403(b). "A"

feels that he cannot take the employment with "' unless he, his wife

and family are adequately protected after his retirement. This is

possible only if a deferred compensation agreement can be made.

(4) "A", an individual who is near retirement, is importuned to

take on the task of interim dean of his institution pending the selection

of a new dean, a process which may take as much as two years. Although

he would like to fulfill this task, the financial benefits are so limited

that he is unwilling to do so unless his retirement benefits can be

significantly increased. The maximum increase from a deferred compensation

arrangement will not increase his overall retirement to more than 55

percent of his present pay. The advantage to the institution of having

this particular individual act as an interim dean is very great since he

is intimate with the details of the institution In its operation and is

acceptable to the faculty. Under these circumstances, he may feel that

it simply is not to his advantage to extend his retirement for two years

with all of the efforts that this involves without the benefit of deferring

some of the compensation and, thus, increasing his retirement benefits.

(5) The medical school at "' university is particularly anxious

to recruit "A", an administrator from private industry. It believes
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that A's talents will be especially beneficial to the institution in the

ten years which remain of his active professional life. "A" is anxious

to make this career change and thinks he can make a special contribution

to '7." However, he feels he cannot afford to do so unless he has a

significant increase in his retirement benefits, some of which he my

lose by leaving his present employment. In such case, he may decide

that, despite his interest, he cannot really afford to take the cut in

salary to assume that new obligation without some supplement to his

retirement benefits.

(6) "A" is a particularly talented faculty member of 'f' medical

school who is a renowned scientist. As such, he has opportunities to go

into private enterprise for a significantly increased salary with

excellent pension benefits which fully vest after a ten-year period

under a qualified pension plan. In addition, he will be eligible for a

deferred compensation agreement which will increase those benefits so

that his retirement will be 50 percent of his expected final salary at

I' university. He wants to stay with the university and recognizes

that, under its policy, the university cannot increase his salary

significantly because of their fairly rigid schedule. In order to keep

him, the university is willing to provide him with additional retirement

benefits through a deferred compensation agreement. If such an agreement

is not available, he feels that his obligations to his family are such

that he must accept the new employment.

(7) "A" is an especially gifted faculty member who has demonstrated

not only unusual scholarly qualities but administrative ability. He and

his wife have significant current outside income which is based on a

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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wasting asset which will not be available to him at retirement. '"Y

university would like to employ him as a dean at the institution which

he would like to accept. Because of his outside income, the increase in

salary will not generate sufficient real income to make much difference

unless he could defer a portion of the compensation and apply it towards

his retirement which will otherwise be relatively modest. In the absence

of such a program, he may decide not to undertake the arduous administrative

tasks which the new position requires as compared to his present activities.

Conclusion

For these reasons and for the reasons set forth in the statement of

the American Council on Education and the National Association of Independent

Colleges and Universities filed herein, we urge that S.511 be modified

to include the deferred compensation plans maintained by tax exempt

employers with those of private industry as provided in Section 132 of

the Revenue Act of 1978.

We would also urge that, for the purpose of deferred compensation

plans, state universities, colleges and teaching hospitals be treated as

tax exempt organizations. They are in precisely the same position as

private medical schools and teaching hospitals with respect to this

issue. They are in competition with private industry for especially

talented individuals and should have the same opportunity to offer

deferred compensation plans in those instances where it may be crucial

to their ability to recruit such individuals for their faculty or

administration.

In this connection, it should be noted that, if this is not done,

there will be confusion confounded. Many state universities can and
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have qualified as institutions exempt under Section 501(c)(3). (See

Estate of Leslie E. Johnson, 56 TC 944 at 950 (1971), and Revenue Ruling

60-384, 1960-2 C.B. 174.) Thus, many state institutions already are

or could be treated as tax exempt institutions.

Moreover, as to those institutions which cannot qualify for 501(c)(3)

status, Section 457 imposes strict requirements on the deferred coqensation

plans of state and local governments, providing virtually no relief in

precisely those circumstances where the deferred compensation plan may

be the crucial element in attracting qualified individuals to serve on

the medical faculty. This is particularly true of those state universities

and colleges (of which there are a large number) whose sole pension plan

is a program of purchase of 403(b) annuities. Under these programs, the

basic annuity is provided with no option on the part of the employee.

Nonetheless, under Section 457, the modest $7,500 a year limitation on

deferred compensation plans of such state institutions must offset the

$7,500 with the entire 403(b) annuity payment regardless of the fact

that in most cases the entire payment toward the purchase of an annuity

is made with no option on the part of the employee and is the equivalent

of a qualified pension plan under Section 401(a). For this reason alone

we would be strongly opposed to the enactment of S.511 as currently

drafted since it would place private colleges and universities, including

medical schools and teaching hospitals, in the same unfair straitjacket.

AD.Cooper
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STATEMENT OF THE

ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA, INC.

ON THE ERISA IMPROVEMENTS ACT OF 1979

(S. 209)

SUBMITTED TO

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE

PENSION PLANS AND EMPLOYEE

FRINGE BENEFITS

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

DECEMBER 19, 1979

SKIL ~,ONSII~~ INTEGRITY

*'AML%\

AGC is:

* More than 8,000 of America's leading general contracting
firms;

* 113 nationwide chapters;

* Over 20,000 affiliated firms;

* 3,500,000-plus employees;

* A $100 billion market;

* More than 80% of America's contract construction of
commercial buildings, highways, industrial and municipal
utility facilities;

• Over 50% of the construction performed abroad by American
firms.
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The provisions of S.209 appear to implement the declared

policy of the Act as set forth in Section 3, Findings and

Declaration of Policy. Accordingly, the Associated General Con-

tractors generally favors its enactment.

The Association, however, maintains that any amendment to ERISA

must be considered in total. Contingent employer liability,

minimum funding and plan termination as well as the issues of

S.209 must be taken into consideration to avoid a piecemeal and

disjointed approach to an already complex and often unworkable

piece of legislation.

There are a few sections on which we shall make specific

comment.

1. Section 121,Reciprocal Agreements

Since the lack of reciprocity between and among pension

and welfare plans is an impediment to worker mobility in construc-

tion, we are in favor of "facilitating" reciprocal agreements.

However, the last sentence of Section 121 states, *The Secretary

may by regulation establish additional conditions, and such

variances and exemptions as are consistent with the purpose of

this Act, in order to facilitate such transfer arrangements in the

interest of portability and to protect the pension and welfare

benefits of employees who become employed under. two or more

collective bargaining agreements associated with different pension

or welfare plans."

Our experience has repeatedly been that regulations to

facilitate soon become regulations to require. Reciprocity between

and among funds is a complex matter. Some of the issues which re-

quire careful study on a fund by fund basis include the followings
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a. When funds were established it was assumed that a

-certain percentage of the contributions would be

made on behalf of temporary employees whowould not

become eligible for benefits. These monies have been built

into actuarial assumptions.

b. The trustees and administrators of funds with a large

regular inflow of new employees are reluctant to enter

into reciprocal agreements with funds which do not enjoy

this situation. This could discourage mergers.

c. Funds vary in contribution rates, benefit levels and

administrative costs. A fair and equitable reciprocal

agreement must recognize those variables and requires

careful negotiation by persons with a thorough knowledge

of each fund. General regulations simply cannot do this

job, and may inhibit its accomplishment.

d. Funds have different levels of unfunded obligations as

a result of differences in administration, contribution

levels and other variables. These variables will im-

pact the feasibility of equitable reciprocity and port-

ability between plans with regard to the employee's

welfare.

2. Section 152, Impact of Inflation on Retirement Benefits

The study to be conducted by the Secretary of Labor seems

,pointed toward a conclusion that private pension plans should be

rerpired to increase pension benefits through cost of living

adjustments. Many multi-employer funds in our industry, in this

event, would flounder and die. This association has opposed and
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will again oppose any legislative proposal which requires that

employers be required to bargain for benefits for previous

employees who have retired.

When most of the multi-employer pension benefit plans were

initiated, past service liability was and continues to be a great

cost. That liability is funded for a period of 40 years. In

a number of areas where construction industry funds are located

the growth of construction by contractors operating without

collective bargaining agreements has increased dramatically. As

a result, contribution levels have fallen and many must be viewed

as declining plans. Such declining plans simply cannot, in the

forseeable future, bear the burden of built-in cost of living

escalators.

3. Section 154 (b)_,Misrepresentation

S.209 attempts to introduce the anti-fraud requirements of

the federal securities laws to ERISA. The existing ERISA disclo-

sure and fiduciary requirements are adequate safeguards for bene-

fit plan participants. Further, the introduction of anti-fraud

rules to ERISA will onIy complicate an already complex system now

imposed on those who administer employee benefit plans.
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STATEMENT OF THE INVESTMENT COMPANY INSTITUTE
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION

PLANS AND EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS OF THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ON
S. 209. S. 1089 ANDS. 511

December 21, 1979

The Investment Company Institute* is pleased to present its

views with respect to many of the proposed provisions in S. 209,

S. 1089 and S. 511. The Institute has historically supported and

continues to support the basic concepts and objectives of ERISA.

We do not share the view of some who claim that ERISA is counter-

productive; we believe that it is a necessary measure for the

protection of the rights of millions of American workers and retirees.

At the same time, we realize that any major piece of legislation,

such as ERISA, will need continuing review and corrective legislation.

We, therefore, applaud the continuing efforts of this Subcommittee

in this regard.

Our comments will focus on those parts of S. 209 and S. 1089

concerning reporting and disclosure and special master plans. We

will also state our views on the changes S. 511 proposes to make to

non-qualified defined compensation plans offered by tax-exempt

organizations. In addition, we have set forth suggested changes to

be made in ERISA and the Internal Revenue Code** which we believe

will benefit qualified plan participants and beneficiaries and should

be part of any major pension reform legislation.

* The Investment Company Institute is the national association of the
American mutual fund industry. Its membership includes 490 open-end
investment companies ("mutual funds"), their investment advisers and
rincipal underwriters. Its mutual fund members have assets of about
70 billion, accounting for about 90% of industry assets, and have

approximately seven million shareholders.
** All section references are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as

amended, unless otherwise indicated.
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At the outset let us state our opposition to the American

Bankers Association testimony calling for an amendment to S. 209

which would exempt bank-sponsored pooled investment funds for Keogh

plans and Individual Retirement Accounts from regulation under the

federal securities laws. Similar provisions were contained in

S. 3017, the ERISA Improvements Act of 1978, and S. 209 as originally

proposed. The provisions were vigoiously opposed by the Securities

and Exchange Commission and the Department of Labor and were deleted

by the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee in mark-up.*

I. Reporting and Disclosure

The Institute supports the general concept of those provisions

of S. 209 and S. 1089 which are intended to simplify compliance by

employee benefit plans with various reporting and disclosure require-

ments of ERISA. In particular, we support the elirination of the

sumary annual report. The summary annual report requires an employer

to report to his employees the aggregate assets, expenses and con-

tributions to the plan and the total change of net assets of the plan.

Assets of participants of defined contribution plans (including

target benefit plans) funded with mutual fund shares are held in

segregated custodial accounts. Since employees have no claims on the

assets held for the benefit of other participants, summary annual

reports are of little value. Therefore, the summary annual report

should be eliminated, at least under those circumstances where each

* Attached hereto as Appendix A is a copy of the letter which the
Institute previously sent to Senator Bentsen setting forth a more
detailed analysis of this proposal and its legislative history.
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participant is provided an annual statement concerning his individual

account.

II. Special Master Plan

Title III of S. 209 proposes to establish a special master or

prototype plan program. The program is designed to shift many of the

statutory burdens from the employer to the program sponsor. While

this seems to be a laudable attempt to encourage siall employers to

establish plans, we believe that this program should also reduce

the paperwork and other adopting and operating difficulties of these

plans rather than simply shifting responsibility to the sponsor. We

feel, therefore, that this new program will be mdre successful if

certain modifications are made.

A. Investment Responsibilities

Title III defines sponsors of a special master plan to be

investment managers and named fiduciaries. We strongly oppose this

over-simplistic view for two reasons. First, making a sponsor a

named fiduciary may make the sponsor responsible for the daily

operation of the plan. This is clearly unfeasible since a sponsor

cannot possibly monitor on a day by day basis all the plans which

adopt its special master plan. Further, many financial institutions

may elect not to become sponsors if they, by definition, will auto-

matically become investment managers and named fiduciaries.

Second, many employers may wish to make their own investment

decisions, especially in the case where the sponsor offers various

types of funding vehicles. Additionally, an employer may want to

adopt a plan which permits his employees to direct their own investments.

Thus, we recomend that the special master plan provisions incorporate
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current Section 404(c) of ERISA. Section 404(c) is based on

Congress' recognition of the fact that participants and beneficiaries

in an employee benefit plan may have different investment objectives.

This section also reflects Congress' recognition that many employers

realize that they have no greater investment expertise than their

employees and therefore do not want the responsibility for investing

plan assets.* We believe that the combining of the special master

plan with Section 404(c) of ERISA will make the special master plan

program very attractive to small employers.

We suggest, therefore, that the special master plan program

allow sponsors and employers to decide between themselves who will

have the investment powers, thereby broadening the-program.

B. Administrativg Responsibilities

The sponsor's responsibilities should be limited to a

modified and reduced level of reporting, disclosure and recordkeeping.

It should be made clear that the employer cannot completely abdicate

all responsibilities. Thus, for example, while a sponsor may be

responsible for preparing summary plan descriptions, the employer

must remain responsible for distributions to employees.

C. Bonding

Section 412 of ERISA requires that every person who handles

funds or other property of a plan be bonded. The bonds have to cover

a certain percentage of each plan's assets. We feel that the bonding

* Attached hereto as Appendix B is a copy of the Institute's letter
to the Department of Labor setting forth our views on what the
regulations under Section 404(c) of ERISA should contain.
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requirements should not be made applicable to special master plant

due to their restrictive nature. However, if bonding must be pro-

vided, we believe that a sponsoring organization should be permitted

to get one bond which would cover all plans under this program.

Coverage should be reasonably determined on the basis of the risk of

loss of the total amount of plan funds handled rather than on a plan

by plan basis. Additionally, employers which adopt special master

plans should be given total exemptions from the bonding requirements.

I1. Additional Suggestions for Amendments to ERISA and the Code

A. Keogh Plans

l.- Notice to Interested Parties Upon Adoption of a
Keogh Prototype Plan

At present, each-employer which adopts a Keogh mapter

or prototype plan (prototype plan) must notify all interested persons

in the same manner as if an application for a determination letter

were being submitted for approval, except that the time for giving

notice is to be determined by reference to the date of adoption

rather than the date of application. (See Sec. 3.05 of Rev.Proc.

75-51, I.R.B. 1975-49). Notice must be given interested parties

not less than 7 days nor more than 21 days prior to the date the

application for a determination letter is made. (See Sec. 3.02 of

Rev.Proc. 75-31, I.R.B. 1975-27). Thus, each Keogh employer, before

adopting a prototype plan, must notify his employees of his intent

to adopt 7 to 21 days before actual adoption. We believe that in

the case of small businesses owned by self-employed individuals,

this notice requirement is unrealistic, provides no protections and

may cause needless disqualifications of otherwise legal Keogh plans.
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The purpose of the notice requirement is to provide employees

an opportunity for comment on whether an individual plan will be

discriminatory in operation. However, a prototype Keogh plan has

already been approved by the Internal Revenue Service as to form and

there is no procedure for the adopting employer to request IRS

advance determination for qualification. One reason for this is the

strict parameters for his available options. Thus, the opportunity

for abuse is minimal, if existing at all, in the prototype area.

Since a Keogh plan must be established before the end of the

business' taxable year, the notice requirement may prevent employers

from establishing Keogh plans near year-end. Typically, it is at

this time of year when most employers think ab',ut establishing

retirement plans. Further, it is not until the employer decides to-

adopt a plan and chooses a funding vehicle that he learns of the

notice requirement. Therefore, the notice requirement has the

unintended effect of shortening an employer's year by at least 7 days

and may result in some plans not being formed.

Due to the failure to comply timely with notice procedure, Keogh

plans now in existence may be disqualified upon audit. We believe

that this is incongruous with the overall intent of ERISA and the

prototype plan program. In addition, we note that under a Simplified

Employee Pension Plan which can be an almost identical program, such

notification is not necessary.

We suggest that the IRS be instructed to amend the Keogh proto-

type procedure to allow adopting employers to notify employees of the

adoption of the plan within a reasonable time after actual adoption

and suggest that the summary plan description be used for this purpose.
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2. Keosh Plan Contribution Limits

Consideration should be given to whether or not the

contribution limits for Keogh plans have become outmoded due to

inflation. The advent of the professional corporation has allowed

the self-employed to avoid Keogh plan contribution limits by incor-

porating. Defined benefit Keogh plans enable a self-employed person

to exceed the $7,500 annual contribution limit even though contributing

less than 15% of compensation for other plan participants. Hence,

consideration should be given to legislation which would raise Keogh

defined contribution plan contribution limitations.

3. 10-Year Averaging

As a result of Section 402(e)(4)(H) the 10-year income

averaging rule cannot be used for the ordinary income portion of a

lump sum distribution unless the employee has been a participant in

the plan for five or more taxable years before the taxable year in

which such amount is distributed. However, capital gain treatment

is accorded- to that portion of the distribution allocable to pre-1974

participation. The Conference Report for ERISA stated that the

ordinary income portion was taxed separately from other -income because

it was anticipated that "most distributees will have little or no

other taxable income in the years following their retirement." The

10-year period was used since that purportedly "represents the

approximate life expectancy of a person age 65 and therefore is

approximately the period over which the income would be spread if not

received in the form of a lump sum distribution."

It seems arbitrary to allow the 10-year averaging for a lump

sum distribution where an employee has been a participant 5 years,
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but not 4 years. We believe the same tax benefit should be granted

an employee no matter how long the employee was a participant.

4. Keoah Rollovers

Section 402(a)(5) and Section 408(d)(3)(A)(ii) prohibit

the rolling over of a lump sum distribution by a self-employed individual

from one Keogh plan to another Keogh plan. However, such distributions

may be transferred from a Keogh plan to an Individual Retirement

Account. Further, thq IRS has ruled that the trustee or custodian of

one Keogh plan may transfer assets of that plan'directly to another

Keogh plan. For convenience, we believe the IRA-type rollover

provisions should be extended to allow a self-employed individual to

receive a lump sum distribution from one Keogh plan and roll it over

to another Keogh plan within 60 days without the premature distribution

10% penalty under Section 72(m)(5)(B) or the prohibition of making

contributions for 5 years under Section 401(d)(5)(C). This becomes

particularly important, for example, for a self-employed individual

under Section 401(c)(1) who is not an owner-employee.

5. Mini Keogh Plans

Section 404(e)(4) provides for 'mini Keogh" plans under

which a self-employed person may contribute the lesser of $750 or

100% of earned income. This provision does not apply to a self-

employed individual whose adjusted gross income exceeds $15,000. The

$15,000 adjusted gross income limitation places an arbitrary

restriction on the use of mini Keogh plans. Compliance causes complex

recordkeeping and administrative problems. The $15,000 limitation

discourages the establishment of Keogh plans where self-employed

income is small. A person with, for example, $15,000 of adjusted

gross income from services not eligible for retirement plan contributions
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and $1,000 of self-employed income will be unlikely to establish a -

Keogh plan if limited to a contribution of only $150. We, therefore,

suggest that the $15,000 limitation be eliminated or substantially

increased.

B. Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs)

1. IRA Contribution Limits

We have previously urged that Keogh plan contribution

limits be raised due to the effects of inflation. We believe that

consideration should also be given to raising the IRA contribution

limits as well. Inflation has decreased the real worth of the $1,500

maximum contribution by over 40 percent. Clearly, therefore, if IRAs

are to play a meaningful part of our retirement system, the contribu-

tion limitations should be adjusted.

2. Spousal IRAs

Section 220 allows a contribution by a married person to

an IRA on behalf of his or her non-working spouse. This concept

should be extended to all non-working spouses, not only those of

individuals who participate in IRAs. We, therefore, support the

concept of a "housewife" IRA.

3. Limited Employee Retirement Accounts

An individual is eligible to establish an IRA if he or

she is not an active participant in a tax qualified retirement program

or a government retirement program. This is an "all or nothing"

requirement and does not take into account levels of participation

in other plans. Participation in a plan where even a small retirement

benefit is accrued will disqualify a person from establishing an IRA

even though he or she may be able to accrue a larger benefit under

an IRA than his or her employer provides. The obvious inequity of
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this approach was corrected to some degree by the adoption of

Section 219(c)(4)(A) and (B) permitting IRA participation by members

of armed forces reserves and by volunteer firemen; their coverage

under governmental plans previously would have disqualified them

from establishing IRAs.

Improvement is needed in areas where employees are covered by

other retirement programs that are not as large as would be possible

under an IRA. For example, a defined contribution plan could establish

a percentage contribution of less than 15 percent or $1,500 for an

employee's retirement benefit. A defined benefit plan could fund a

retirement benefit that would provide a smaller benefit than would be

obtained by IRA-size contributions. Additionally, employees may not

derive the benefit of contributions if they terminate employment

before they are vested, either partially or fully.

In each case an employee may believe that he or she would be

better off with an IRA rather than with an employer sponsored plan.

In order that employees' desires for retirement security not be

frustrated, the IRA provisions should take into account employees

who are covered by other plans, but not to the extent provided by

the IRA. We, therefore, support the concept of a limited employee

retirement account.

4. Rollover Into an IRA After Age 70-1/2

Distributions from an IRA must begin in the year in

which a participant reaches age 70-1/2. A question exists whether

an IRA maybe established through a rollover after age 70-1/2. The

IRS has issued several letter rulings permitting such a rollover as

long as distributions, including make-up distributions, begin within
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that year. We believe that these rulings should be codified through

legislation.

5. IRA Reporting

Section 408(i) requires trustees (including custodians)

of IRAs to make reports regarding such accounts to the IRS and to the

individuals for whom the accounts are maintained. The reports must

reflect information with respect to contributions, distributions and

such other matters as the IRS may require by regulations. As of

this date, no final regulations have been promulgated.

Prior to August 17, 1977, reports were to be madi on Forms

5498 and 5499. In August 1977, the IRS issued News Release Number

IR-1873 which provided IRA plan sponsors with a suggested format for

the reporting activity in an IRA. The release also stated that IRA

distributions for the 1977 tax year must be reported on Form 1099-Misc.

While the new format will provide IRA participants with more

information about their accounts than was provided on Forms 5498 and

5499, IR-1873 has created much concern. For instance, the new

sumary report is to be delivered by June 30 of the year following the

close of the participant's tax year. However, IRA participants must

file their tax returns by April 15 if they are on a calendar tax

year basis. Thus, the new report will not arrive in time to help them

prepare their returns. Further, if the June 30 summary report does

not agree with what some participants claim, it appears that these

participants may be required to file amended returns.-

In addition, a custodian or trustee cannot actually determine

the dollar amount of contributions for specific tax years in the case

of after-year contributions, especially when the participant con-

tributes on a more frequent basis than annually. Thus, the structure
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of the current suggested form inherently leads to the possibility of

error, since it asks the custodian or trustee to determine for which

tax year a contribution was made. When the participant realizes

an error, he will normally request a corrected form from the trustee

or custodian; a procedure which will obviously lead to increased

operational costs for the custodian or trustee and probably higher

fees' to the participant.

We, therefore, request that the IRS be asked to issue regulations

which would not require individual summary reporting by trustees--ot

custodians in cases where specific transaction confirmations are

provided to the individual participants following each transaction.

6. Survivorship Rights

(a) Internal Revenue Service News Release 1809 indicates

that "survivorship accounts" will be permitted following the issuance

of regulations. Present regulations do not provide for "survivorship

accounts" nor do they permit the continuance of an IRA at the

participant's death, but require distribution to the beneficiary

regardless of age. We believe that legislation should provide for

"survivorship accounts", thus enabling the survivir.g spouse to continue

the account until age 70-1/2.

(b) The Code was amended by the Revenue Act of 1978

to permit lump sum distributions paid because of the death of an

employee covered by a pension or profit sharing plan to be rolled over

to an IRA. Once the funds are in an IRA, the surviving spouse is

unable to receive a distribution from the IRA without a penalty until

age 59-1/2. This can be a distinct hardship to the surviving spouse.

If the surviving spouse had elected to leave the funds in the pension
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or profit sharing plan, he or she would not be so restricted. We,

therefore, recommend that the Code be amended so that distributions

may be made from an IRA established pursuant to Section 402(a)(7)

prior to age 59-1/2.

(c) Similarly, we believe that the surviving spouse

in a spousal IRA should be able to withdraw funds from his or her

own account. Under current law, the surviving spouse in a spousal IRA

receives the account of the deceased spouse as a death benefit.

Howevr, the surviving spouse may not withdraw funds from his or

her account without penalty until the attainment of age 59-1/2. This

restriction on withdrawals comes at a time when the surviving spouse

may desperately need additional funds. We, therefore, recommend that

the Code be amended to permit distributions to a surviving spouse

from that individual's own portion of spousal IRA.

7. Distribution Option at Age 70-1/2

Section 1.408-2(b)(6)(v) of the proposed regulations

provides that if an individual begins receiving distributions at age

70-1/2, he or she cannot annually recalculate his or her life expectancy

for determining contributions. Consequently, the participant is

limited to a term certain payment over a designated period of years

or the custodian or trustee may purchase and distribute a single life

or joint life ann-tity. For example, a man who reaches age 70-1/2 may

be calculated to have 11 years of life expectancy. His IRA distribu-

tion is then calculated to make payments to him for 11 years. If the

man lives to age 81, his IRA is exhausted and he must turn to other

sources to provide a retirement income. If the man were a Keogh or

corporate plan participant, however, he would be allowed to recalculate

his life expectancy annually.

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 26
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In addition, present regulations enable an IRA participant to

request periodic distribution where such distribution is recalculated

annually based upon his life expectancy provided that the request

is made prior to the tax year in which the participant attains age

70-1/2. However, once the participant reaches age 70-1/2 and there-

after requests distribution, periodic recalculation of life expectancy

is no longer permitted. We can see no public policy reason for

discriminating against the IRA participant. We believe that legisla-

tion should permit periodic recalculation of the life expectancy in

IRA accounts.

8. W-2 Form

The W-2 Form asks in Box 5: "Was employee covered by

a qualified pension plan, etc.?" However, the proposed regulations

for eligibility rely on whether the employee is an "active participant'"

as defined in regulation Section 1.219-1(c)(l)(ii), rather than if

an employee is "covered" by a plan. Thus, the W-2 Form can be

particularly misleading when, for example, an individual is covered

by a plan, but that plan has discontinued making contributions. In

such a situation, the individual may be technically "covered" by a

plan, but nevertheless, he may establish an IRA. Therefore, the W-2

Form should be revised to ask the question, "Was employee an

'active participant' in a qualified pension plan, etc.?" The instruc-

tions should then provide guidance as to who is an "active participant."

9. Taxation of Benefits

Section 408(d) provides that retirement benefits received

under an IRA generally are to be taxed as ordinary income, with no

special averaging rule. In contrast, ERISA amended the Code to provide
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that in the case of a lump sum distribution from other types of

retirement plans, the amount attributable to participation before 1974

will be taxed as long-term capital gain, and the amount attributable

to participation after 1973 will be taxed as ordinary income under

a special 10-year averaging rule. We see no valid reason for not

providing 10-year averaging treatment to IRA participants and rec-

ommend the enactment of legislation to achieve this result. Further,

this disparity in treatment may limit the use of IRAs to achieve

portability - an individual who receives a lump sum distribution from

a plan may decide to pay the tax determined under the special 10-year

averaging rule, rather than rolling it over into an IRA, since the

ultimate distribution from the IRA will be subject to normal ordinary

income tax without 10-year averaging.

10. Rollovers From Keogh Plans

Section 72(m)(5) provides that a qualified Keogh plan

must prohibit an owner-employee from receiving a distribution from

the plan before age 59-1/2, except in the case of disability. The

consequence of a premature distribution to an owner-employee include

a penalty tax and disqualification from the plan for 5 years. Under

current law, Rev.Rul. 78-404, (I.R.B. 1978-46, Nov. 13, 1978), upon

the termination of a Keogh plan, an owner-employer who is under age

59-1/2 and not disabled may rollover his funds tax-free into an IRA.

However, if an owner-employee severs employment before he reaches age

59-1/2 he cannot receive a distribution. Consequently, he or she is

not permitted to rollover the account into an IRA. Yet, in a

corporate plan situation, the same individual would be eligible to

rollover into an IRA. We, therefore, urge enactment of legislation

which would permit an owner-employee upon plan termination or
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severance of employment before reaching age 59-1/2 to rollover assets

in his or her Keogh plan to an IRA.

11. Withdrawal From Spousal IRAs

Section 220 permits a husband and wife to adopt a

"spousal IRA". It is clear from Section 408(f) that neither party

can make a withdrawal before age 59-1/2 without incurring a penalty

tax. The spouse who reaches age 59-1/2 can begin to withdraw from

his or her account, but the younger spouse, who is less than 59-1/2,

is precluded from making withdrawals. Thus, a couple may find them-

selves in a situation where for several years they can withdraw

substantially less than they had planned. We believe that the law

should permit the younger spouse, regardless of age, to withdraw

funds from the spousal IRA when the older spouse begins to make his

or her withdr-awas- after age 59-1/2.

12. 5-Year Payout at Death

Section 408 and proposed regulation 1.408-2(b)(7) there-

under liimits a custodial or trusteed IRA (similar provisions also

apply to Keogh plans) to the making of a full distribution to the

beneficiary within 5 years after the participant's death. If the

beneficiary desires distribution over a period greater than 5 years,

the custodian/trustee must acquire and distribute an immediate

annuity contract. (See IRS Private Letter Ruling No. 7912069,

December 20, 1978, which states that amounts payable for a term cer-

tain not extending beyond the life expectancy of a beneficiary

constitute an annuity within the meaning of Section 408(a)(7)). Thus,

the beneficiary is faced with the problem of redeeming his assets

in order to purchase the annuity. Such a requirement forces
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short-term liquidation of assets, which may not be equitable to the

beneficiary. We believe that the Code should be amended to enable

the beneficiary to request the same forms of distribution which the

plan provides to the participant. This would enable the beneficiary

to request distribution from the custodial account over his or her

life expectancy.

13. Rollovers Over Two Taxable Years

Section 402(a)(5) provides, in part, that in the case

of an employees' trust described in Section 401(a) which is exempt

from tax under Section 501(a), if the balance to the credit of an

employee is paid to him in a lump-sm distribution, he must, within

60 days of receipt, rollover such distribution into an IRA. The

Internal Revenue Service recently ruled that where a plan was

terminated and distributions were made to a participant during one

taxable year but at two different times, the participant is eligible

for tax-free rollover treatment and the distributions are not in-

cluded in his or her gross income for the year in which paid, even

though the rollover occurred 60 days following the second distribu-

t ion.

We believe, however, that under the present law when a lump-sum

distribution is made to an employee and in the following taxable year

the plan makes a subsequent distribution (as a result of recomputing

earnings, contribution adjustments, forfeitures, etc.) the second

distribution may not qualify as a lump sum distribution and might

not be, therefore, a tax-free rollover. Further, due to the fact

that a second distribution is made in the subsequent tax year, the

first distribution rolled over may no longer qualify for the tax-free

rollover treatment since it may no longer technically qualify as a
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lump sum distribution.

Therefore, we suggest that the Code be amended to provide that

distributions which are intended to be lump sum distributions but

which are made over more than one taxable year should be eligible for

rollover treatment. Such eligibility would be consistent with the

intent of Congress in authorizing rollovers to permit portability of

pension benefits.

14. Election Not to Participate in a Oualified Plan

Internal Revenue Service Publication 590 (page 1)

indicates that if an individual elects not to participate in a

qualified retirement plan he may establish an IRA. This approach,

while benefitting the individual, has created a problem of main-

taining plan qualification under Section 410(b)(l), where a number

of individuals in a small plan make such elections. For example,

if a plan covers ten persons, but four elect not to participate, the

plan may be deemed discriminatory pursuant to Section 410(b). Section

410(b)(2) provides that certain employees may be excluded without sub-

Jecting "the plan to the anti-discriminatory provisions of Section

410(b)(1). We suggest that Section 410(b)(2) be amended to include

employees who voluntarily elect not to participate in the retire-

ment plan as a group of employees who can be excluded.

C. Fiduciary Matters

1. Non-bank Custodians

At the suggestion of the Institute, the Code was amended

by ERISA to permit the use of appropriate non-bank entities to serve

as trustees and custodians for Keogh plans, IRAs and programs estab-

lished under Section 403(b)(7). Our suggestion was based on the

desire of a number of mutual fund complexes to utilize their non-bank
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transfer agents as passive trustees and custodians for these plans in

order to reduce administrative costs and delays, particularly since

banks are increasingly reluctant to serve as trustees and custodians

for small plans at reasonable fees.

The IRS has issued regulations relating to non-bank trustees and

custodians which contain high net worth requirements (the greater of

$100,000 or 2. of their accounts with no maximum). These requirements

may prevent many mutual fund non-bank transfer agents from serving

as trustees and custodians. While most non-bank transfer agents can

meet the $100,000 figure, many cannot satisfy the open-ended 27

requirement. In our submissions to the IRS, we pointed out that the

net worth requirements serve no valid purpose in the case of mutual

fund non-bank transfer agents which are registered with and regulated

by the Securities and Exchange Commission.

We suggest that the Code be amended to provide an exemption from

the net worth requirements for an entity within a mutual fund complex

which serves as a passive trustee or custodian, provided that it is

registered as a transfer agent with the Securities and Exchange Com-

mission under Section 17A of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

2. Passive Custodians and Trustees

As indicated above, many mutual fund complexes have

internalized the trustee/custodian function. This may raise certain

questions with respect to the prohibited transaction provisions of

ERISA. We filed for interpretive, or in the alternative, exemptive,

relief with the Department of Labor on March 18, 1976. In particular,

we urged that a passive custodian or trustee not be considered a

fiduciary since passive custodians or' trustees have no investment
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discretion and simply act as recordkeepers. The Department of Labor

has not acted on our request, and we ask that the Subcommittee consider

recommending appropriate legislation.

3. Master and Prototype Sponsors

The Institute has submitted interpretive requests to the

Department of Labor and IRS asking for a ruling that a sponsor of

a master or prototype plan is not a fiduciary. We have also asked

for exemptive relief from the prohibited transaction sections of

ERISA because a sponsor, even if not a fiduciary, may be considered

a service provider. The agencies have responded to our exemptive

request by issuing Prohibited Transaction Exemption 77-9. However,

they have not addressed the substantive question of 'he sponsor's

possible status as a fiduciary. We ask that the Subcommittee consider

legislation making it clear that a master or prototype plan sponsor

is not a fiduciary.

4. Fixed Commission Salesmen

Currently, the Department of Labor and IRS view any

person who renders regular investment advice to a plan and receives

a sales commission as a fiduciary. We believe that a salesman who

receives a fixed sales commission which is not dependent upon the

amount of advice rendered should not be considered to be a fiduciary.

The agencies' current interpretation has created much confusion and

has produced two very complicated prohibited transaction exemptions,

75-1 and 77-9. We urge that the Subcoauittee consider appropriate

legislation in this area.

5. Bonding

(a) Section 412 of ERISA requires that every person who

handles funds or other property of a plan be bonded. The bonds have
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to cover a certain percentage of each plan's assets. We suggest that

an institutional investment adviser be permitted to obtain one bond

which would cover all plans for which it handles funds or other

property. Coverage should be reasonably determined on the basis of

risk of loss of the total amount of plan funds handled, rather than

on a plan by plan basis. We ask that appropriate legislation be

considered.

(b) The question has arisen of whether a Keogh faster

or prototype plan adopted by a self-employed individual funded in

whole or in part with mutual fund shares and covering employees as

well as principals operates in such a manner that the employer will

be considered to be "handling funds or other property of the plan"

within the meaning of Section 412 of ERISA. We believe that ERISA

should be amended to clearly exempt a Keogh employer from bonding

provided that (1) the employer adopts a master or prototype plan and

(2) distribution checks are issued only to plan beneficiaries.

D. Miscellaneous

1. 403(b)(7) Reporting

Regulation 1301.6058-1 requires that for each funded

plan of deferred compensation an annual report must be filed (Form

5500 series) by either the employer maintaining the plan or the plan

administrator. 403(b)(7) mutual fund custodial accounts are subject

to this regulation, but their sister plans, 403(b) annuities, are

specifically excluded. (See Reg. 5301.6058-1(a)(2)).

A review of the legislative history of Section 403(b)(7) gives

no indication that Congress wished to impose conditions on Section

403(b) plans funded through mutual fund shares which would not be
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required if they were funded through annuity contracts. Congress

simply sought to provide greater investment flexibility to those

persons eligible for 403(b) annuities by adding Section 403(b)(7).

The Senate Finance Committee report explained the new provision as

follows:
"Section 403(b) annuity plans. Under present
law, the proceeds of a section 403(b) annuity plan,
for the benefit of teachers or employees of tax-
exempt organizations, may be invested only in in-
surance contracts. The committee believes that it
would be desirable to provide more flexibility in
this area, and, accordingly,-the committee bill
provides that the assets of these accounts may also
be invested in mutual funds, under appropriate
custodial restrictions." (S.Rept.No. 93-383, p. 137,
Aug. 21, 1973).

The House Ways and Means Committee similarly stated: "The Committee

believes that it would be desirable to provide more flexibility in

this area, and, accordingly, the committee bill provides that these

contributions may also be placed in qualified custodial accounts if

those funds are to be invested in mutual funds." (H.R.Rept. No.

93-807, p. 162, Feb. 21, 1974).

The burdens of reporting may make mutual fund shares so

unattractive to those eligible for 403(b) programs that it may

dissuade mutual fund organizations from entering the market. Further,

it would likely discourage -the purchase of mutual fund shares by

eligible employees. Thus, the investment flexibility Congress sought

to achieve by providing for an alternative investment product would

be frustrated.

We note that Congress has been sensitive to competitive dis-

advantages in this area. In the Revenue Act of 1978, Congress reacted

to proposed Treasury regulations by amending Section 403(b)(7) to

provide through legislation the circumstances under which a participant
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may withdraw funds from a custodial account. The Senate Finance

Committee explained its position by stAting: "The coanittee believes

that the more restrictive rule for distributions of stock of a

regulated investment company has imposed an undesirable competitive

disadvantage on regulated investment companies." (S.Rept. No.

95-1263, p.95, Oct. 1, 1978).

We urge the Subcomittee to consider legislation providing for

equal reporting requirements for 403(b) custodial accounts and

annuities. Legislation is warranted because the reporting require-

ment is so burdensome that it places the mutual fund industry at a

severe competitive disadvantage and thereby thwarts the intent of

Congress. The legislative history of Section 403(b)(7) demonstrates

that Congress plainly intended that those persons eligible for 403(b)

annuities should be permitted to use an alternative funding vehicle

and that all such vehicles should be treated in pari pass.

2. Voluntary Contributions

The Institute supports any constructive stimuli which

will induce persons to make or increase voluntary contributions. Some

legislative proposals attempt to do this by way of a tax deduction.

While we support these efforts, we believe that a tax credit may be

a more effective stimulus than a tax deduction.

If the Subcouxnittee wishes to encourage voluntary contributions,

we believe that it should consider allowing all persons, including

active participants in plans, to establish IRAs. Conceptually this

should accomplish the same goals as voluntary contributions, increase

retirement benefits and eliminate the need to define and police

"active participation" or monitor voluntary contribution amounts for

tax purposes at distribution. It will, however, ensure that individuals
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can keep control of their funds, and reduce administrative costs

for employers.

3. Nonqualified Deferred Compensation Plans

The interaction of ERISA (Sections 211(b), 306(c), and

1017(a) and (b)) and the Revenue Act of 1978 have left the non-

qualified deferred compensation plans of tax exempt organizations

in a vacuum. First, the Department of Labor has not as yet defined

the term "primarily for a select group of management or highly com-

pensated employees," thus leaving to speculation which deferred

compensation plans might be subject to ERISA. Second, Congress, in

the Revenue Act of 1978, provided one set of guidelines for non-

qualified plans of taxable entities and another set for state plans.

Since tax-exempt organizations were not covered by the Revenue Act

of 1978, they will be subject to a third set of guidelines, namely

Treasury regulations. Nonqualified deferred compensation plans have

obviously become a needlessly complex area. We believe, therefore,

that since S. 511 will significantly simplify the rules governing

these types of plans, it deserves support.

Additionally, we support S. 511 because it will ensure that tax-

exempt organizations will become competitively equal to state and

local governments in the area of recruiting and retaining qualified

personnel. Clearly, deferred compensation is an important part of

any compensation package offered to prospective employees. We see

no reason why tax-exempt organizations should be restricted in this

area as a matter of legislative policy.

Further, we have noted that during testimony given before this

Subcommittee, it has been suggested that the compensation formulas

under both Section 403(b) and deferred compensation programs be
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amended to provide a limit of 25 percent of gross income, with no

make-up or catch-up provisions. The Institute would not object to

such an amendment since the current contribution rules are needlessly

complex and often result in inadvertent administrative error.
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APPENDIX A

Investment Company Institute
3277 1 STCTl 4 W. WASMANONO a C #0004

lot, 103-,Ioo

M*AM1~W8 P JINK
1"INA,, CCU-,. December 10, 1979

Honorable Lloyd Bentsen. Chairman
Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans and

Employee Fringe Benefits
Senate Committee on Finance
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Bentsen:

On December 5, 1979, the American Bankers Association testified before
the Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans and Employee Fringe Benefits on
S. 209, the ERISA Improvements Act of 1979. in its testimony (copy attached
as Exhibit A) the ABA called for the amendment of the bill so as to exempt
bank-sponsored pooled investment funds for Keogh plans and Individual
Retirement Accounts from regulation under the federal securities laws. The
proposal has already received two full hearings and has been thoroughly dis-
credited.

We are writing to express our strong objection to the ABA's proposed
amendment and to advise you that it has also been vigorously opposed by the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the Department of Labor. In addition,
Sectors Proxmlre and Garn, the Chairman and the ranking minority member
of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, have requested
referral of any such provision to that Committee since it would amend the federal
securities laws and the federal banking laws.

The original bill introduced by Senators Williams and Javits, S. 3017,
contained a provision, supported by the ABA, which would have exempted bank
and insurance company-sponsored pooled investment funds for Keogh plans and
IRAs from the federal securities law.

This proposal was opposed by both government agencies having an interest
in the matter.
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The provision was opposed by the Securities and Exchange Commission
which stated that "unsophisticated persons, at whom the sales efforts of the
banks would be directed, would be faced with the prospect of making perhaps
the most important investment decision of their lives without the protection
of the disclosure in a statutory prospectus and without the benefit of the anti-
fraud provisions of the securities laws."*

The provision was opposed by the Department of Labor which stated "we
are not aware of any study which shows that the application of the securities
laws has discouraged services to plans or that this proposal remedies any
detrimental effect of the securities laws. On the other hand, the proposal
would deprive many plans of existing and longstanding protections of securities
laws traditionally applied co anyone (including small plans) in the comingled
fund. "*

The Investment Company Institute testified in opposition to the provision***
on the grounds that it would implicitly repeal the Glass-Steagall Act which
prohibits commercial banks from distributing securities, and would deprive
hundreds of thousands of employee benefit plans of protections afforded by the
federal securities laws -- protections which are not provided by ERISA.
Specifically, we pointed out that enactment of the provision: (1) would permit
bank sponsors of pooled investment funds to run misleading advertisements of
the type attached as Exhibit B aimed at Keogh plans and IRAs with no restraints

* Statement of the Securities and Exchange Commission. Hearings on S. 3017
Before the Subcomm. on Labor of the Senate Comm. on Human Resources and
the Subcomm. on Private Pension Plans and Employee Fringe Benefits of the
Senate Comm. on Finance, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., 320 at 348 (1978). [Herein-
after cited as "Hearings on S. 3017").

** Department of Labor Analyses of Proposals, Hearings on S. 3017, 152 at 160.

"' Statement of the Investment Company Institute, Hearings on S. 3017, 798.
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whatsoever imposed by ERISA*; (2) would free bank sponsors of pooled invest-
ment funds from providing Keogh plans and LRAs with prospectuses and would
allow them to use any type of sales materials they desire; and (3) would deprive
all employee benefit plans of the right to bring actions under the federal securi-
ties laws In connection with their purchases of interests in pooled investment
funds -- rights which are not provided by ERISA.

The provision was strongly supported by the American Bankers Association.
Congress adjourned before there was time for Committee mark-up on S. 3017.

On January 24, 1979, Senators Williams and Javits reintroduced the bill
as S. 209. In response to the objections which had been raised by the SEC, the
Department of Labor and the Institute, the provision was substantially revised.
While it would have removed SEC jurisdiction over bank and insurance company
pooled investment funds for Keogh plans and IRAs, it would have mandated the
Department of Labor to prescribe regulations establishing disclosure, advertising
nd other standards for all bank and insurance company pooled pension funds.

* At present bank-spcnsored pooled investment funds for corporate retirement
plans are exempt from regulation under the federal securities laws. Banks have
taken advantage of this exemption to run advertisements of the type attached as
Exhibit B. Enactment of the ABA's proposed amendment would permit banks to
run similar advertising campaigns aimed at Keogh plans and IRAs.

After viewing bank advertisements aimed at corporate plans, Senator Proxmire
stated "Itis astonishing that they can do this and the SEC has no authority, no
jurisdiction...." Hearings on S. 72 Before the Senate Comm. on Banking. Housing
and Urban Affairs, 95th Cong.. 2d Sess. at 348 (1978). The SEC recently called
for legislation to subject bank-sponsored funds for corporate plans to regulation
under the federal securities laws. Statement of the Securities and Exchange
Commission on H. R. 1539, H. R. 2747 and H. R. 2856 Before the Subcomm.
on Financial Institutions Supervision. Regulation and Insurance of the House
Comm. on Banking, Finance and Insurance, Oct. 17. 1979. at 16-17.
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The SEC testified in opposition to the provision, stating that "the
Commission believes that when employee benefit plans invest their assets in
banks and insurance company collective investment media, the plans and their
participants should continue to be afforded the protections of the federal securi-
ties Laws, in the same manner as when they invest in other securities. We are
unaware of any problems that require a change in the law which would result in
a loss of investor protection and a dilution of the important principle of equal
regulation of collective investment media. "*

The putative beneficiary of enlarged jurisdiction, the Department of Labor,
stated that since the Department lacked expertise in this area and the SEC had
more experience with these types of regulatory and disclosure issues, any
provision in this area should warrant more study. **

A critic of SEC advertising regulation, Roy A. Schotland, Professor of Law,
Georgetown University Law Center, testified in opposition to the provision, and,
although critical of the SEC, stated "If I had to come up with an answer today, I
would say give the Section 516 authority to the SEC.... I***

The Investment Company Institute reiterated its view that the pension reform
legislation should not be the vehicle for encouraging activity which violates the
Glass-Steagall Act. In addition, we stated that, having recognized that interests
in these bank-pooled funds are securities and having imposed securities-type
controls over them, the transfer of jurisdiction from the SEC to the Department
of Labor was an obvious anomaly. ***

The provision was also opposed by the American Bankers Association and
the American Council of Life Insurance.

* Statement of the Securities and Exchange Commission, Hearings on S. 209
Before the Senate Comm. on Labor and Human Resources, 96th Cong., Ist
Seas., 653 at 667 (1979). [Hereinafter cited as "Hearings on S. 209"].

** Department of Labor Views, Hearings on S. 209, 154 at 199.

*** Statement of Professor Roy A. Schotland, Hearings on S. 209, 319 at 338.

**** Statement of the Investment Company nstitute, Hearings on S. 209, 711.
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On April 2, 1979, Senators Proxmire and Garn sent a letter to Senators
Williams and Schweiker, attached hereto as Exhibic C, requesting that the
provisions in question be referred to the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs since they would amend the federal securities laws, amend
the Glass-Steagall Act and shift regulation over securities matters from the
SEC to the Department of Labor.

At its mark-up on S. 209, the Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resources deleted the provisions from the bill.

In short, the issues raised by the ABA's proposed amendment were the
subject of two sets of extensive hearings before the Senate Committee on Labor
and Human Resources. The ABA's proposal to exempt bank-sponiored pooled
investment funds for Keogh plans and IRAs were vigorously opposed by the SEC,
the Department of Labor and academic experts. Senators Proxmire and Garn
made clear that the ABA's proposal not only would repeal the federal securities
laws, but also would effect a repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act. After these two
sets of extensive hearings, the Committee on Labor and Human Resources
determined not to adopt the ABAts proposal.

We therefore respectfully urge the Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans
and Employee Fringe Benefits to reject this latest attempt by the ABA to achieve
repeal of the federal securities laws and the Glass-Steagall Act through the guise
of pension reform legislation.

Very truly yours,

Matthew P. Fink
Attachments General Counsel
cc: Senator Spark Matsunaga

Senator Robert Dole
David Allen
Edward Ing
Jack Curtis
John Daniels
Ralph Ferrara (SEC)
Sydney Mendelsohn (SEC)
Martin Lybecker (SEC)
Robert Pozen (SEC)
Ian Lanoff (Department of Labor)
Monica Gallagher (Department of Labor)

7 Mo--on 'levan (Department of Labor)
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EXHIBIT A

STATL'NT OF THZ AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
BEFORE THE

SUCOMTTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLUS OF 7AE
SENATE FINANCE COV,1ITTEE

ON THE
ERISA SL'WLIFICATION AND ERISA DROVE %UITS ACTS OF 1979

(S.1089 AND S.209)

December 5, 1979

Mr. Cha n and members oi the Subcomttee, I am Charles A. Moran,

senior vice pre dent of Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company, and

Chairman of the E loyes Trusts Committee of the Trust Division of the

American Bankers Ass nation. I appear on behalf of the ABA, an

association composed o over 90 percent of the nation's more than

14,000 full service banks. Approximately 4,000 of our memers have

fiduciary powers and most of these serve as trustees, investment m.anagar3,

or in some other \fiduciary cape ity with respect to employee benefit

plans. The American Bankers Asso nation is comtted to efforts to

insure the strength, integrity, and . rher expansion of private plans

covered by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act. On the whole

ERISA has proven to be a workable and salutary law, but some of its

provisions have placed conflicting, duplicative, and unnecessarily

burdensome requirements ou plans and those invoLved in providing services

to plans. We are pleased that the Senate Finance"Committee is holding

these hearings on S.1089, "ERISA Simplification Act o! 1979", and

S.209, "ERISA Improvements Act of 1979", in order to e:cplore what

changes should be made in ERISA.

Our testimony today will cover a number of matters not directly

involving the Internal Revenue Code. We believe, however, that all

these matters are critical to sound changes in ERISA to promote the

expansion of the pension system and improve its functioning.
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of adequate >c\nsideration is the only real answer. If there is concern

about diffi cult~es which might be encountered in proving a transaction

was not arm's lan h, it might be appropriate to shift the burden of

proof to the fiduciary. to show that a challenged translation was arm's

length.

In connection with ou conhidoratiou of the prohibited transaction
N

problem the Association is ranewing its consideration of the establishment

of a single independent agency either it be an adminsitrative agency

or commission. It is doubtful that such an agency would do =ch, if

anything, to cure the problems we .haveaxperienced in the exemption

application procedure. We are looking, however, at the impact such an

agency might have on the overall administration of EZISA, particularly

in promoting the interest of pension plans as well as protecting the

interests of participants and beneficiaries. Congress indicated in its

cottee reports on ERISA its concern that ordinary comercial trans-

actionI/not be unncessarly impeded. This has not been theirecord of

administration to date.

Special Xaster Plans

S.209 offare a potential major step forward to provide pension plans

for employees of small employers. The special master and prototype plan

concept may allow a breakthrough in extending pension plan coverage i!

costs can be minimized under a responsible, effective regulatory scheme.

We believe it particularly important to attract smaller financial insti:u-

tions to sponsor such plans for the smaller businesses in their ccmmunities.

Because of the size of the employers that will ;articipate in the special

=Master plans, i: -dill be an economic necessit7 that the contributions

of individual employers to their pension tr.scs be collectively invested.
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This raises securities law problems. $.209, as introduced, would have

gone a long way toward solving these problems by allowing anks to

collectively invest assets of all employee benefit plan trusts without

the added burden of SEC regulation.

As we read the bill a special master or prototype plan would have to

meet the requirements of Section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code,

the requirements of new Section 601 of ERISA and the other requirements of

ERISA to qualify. All small employers regardless of business organization

would be able to adopt the plan. Considering the past and current

attitude of the Securities and Exchange Commission relative to Keoghs

and IRAs it seems doubtful that the current Federal securities laws

exemption for single or collective trusts for pension plan assets would

be considered applicable.

Under current law the assets of corporate plans may be collectively

invested regardless of the size of the company without registration under

Section 3(a)(2) of the Securities Act of 1933. Congress has not, however,

exempted Keogh plan collective trusts from registration under the 1933

Act. Nevertheless, banks with very few exceptions have not registered

their collective trusts for Keoghs but have relied upon the intrastate

exemption of Section 3(a)(11) of the 1933 Act. This has resulted in some

strange consequences. In multistate counties such as 'ashingcon, D.C.,

New Yor: and Chicago, Keogh plan trusts have to be tailored carefully

so that the interest in the plan of any participant who resides out-of-stat*e

is not invested in a collective trust fund. The interest of such a person

may be invested in an interest bearing deposit account. 3ecause of the

intrastate restriction, plans that are colle~tivel7 invested must be

policed continually to ascertain when any participant moves out of

the state so the participant's interest can be vitharaum from the collective
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trust and reinvested in a deposit account. These nonproductive costs are

borne by the ptan and the bank trustee but the really unfortunate aspect

is that the participant loses his ability to have his pension account

invested in a diversified, professionally managed portfolio.

Many smaller banks have considered collectively investing their Keogh

plan trusts and their corporate pension trusts in one fund because they

do not hold sufficient assets to maintain two separate collective trusts.

However, they have decided against such action because according to SEC

registration would be required to do this unless all corporate plans

including all their participants reside in one state. The reason for

this result is that the intrastate exemption requires all securities in

the issue to meat the intrastate requirement.

When Congress created individual retirement accounts, it attempted,

to remove impediments to the collective investment of such accounts with

Keogh plan assets and other 401 pension plan assets. The SEC. however,

has taken the position that interests in collective trusts for IRAs are

not exempt from the 1933 and 1934 Securities Acts and the trusts them-

selves are not exempt from the Investment Company Act. The reason for

this is that the exemption provisions of these securities laws are couched

in terms of trusts qualified under Section 401 of the Internal Revenue

Code and IRA trusts qualify under Section 408. There is nothing in the

legislative history as to why Congress utilized an entirely new section

in authorizing an entirely new type account. It is sheer speculation to

argue, as some do, it was to avoid the f.xemptive provisions of the

securities laws. Nevertheless, the SEC has not allowed banks co invest

IRAs collectively without registration and compliance with the 1940

Investment Company Act. As.a consequence, banks do not invest IRA
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accounts in securities except for large rollover accounts where they can

be managed economically on an individual basis.

The same problem exists under the securities laws where a smaller

bank wishes to invest collectively assets it holds as trustee for personal

trusts and assets it holds as trustee for pension trusts because it does

not hold sufficient assets to establish t=o separate collective trusts.

Presumably, the intrastate exemption would be available under the 1933

Act if all the accounts =et the residency requirement or, maybe, even the

exemptions for comon trust funds and corporate pension trusts might be

available. But according to the SEC such a collective trust could not

find an exemption from the Investment Company Act because the pension

trust exemption and the common trust fund exemption are found in different

subsections of the Act and there is no intrastate exemption which might

cover all the individual trusts. The common trust fund exemption alone

is not available because the SEC holds that the trustee of a pension

trust is not a trustee.

If the special master and prototype plan proposal is enacted Without

action being taken to deal with the securities laws, it appears that the

same situation will exist as With IRA accounts. No current exemption

from the three Federal securities laws would be available but collective

investment would be essential to sponsoring such a plan. S.209 as intro-

duced would have cured the problem for the special master plan trusts

and further Would have cured many of the otcier problems we have discussed

relative to other types of pension plans.

It is long past tine to scra±ghcen out the hodge-podge qui lt work

found in the application of our securities laws to collective investment

of trusts. The securities laws, as construed by the SEC. contain exemptions

under Which per-onal trusts, corporate pension trusts and Keogh pension
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trusts can be collectively invested so long as assets from the different

types of trusts are not combined in one fund. Thus smaller banks may

often find that they are precluded from using a collective trust fund

not because of a lack of an eaxmption for each type of trust they would

like to invest collectively but because they do not have sufficient

assets to establish a separate collective fund for each type of trusts-

personal, corporate pension and Keogh.

We have argued here in detail the current securities law problems of

collective investment of employee retirement plans and the need for

legislative change because if banks are going to be able to actively par-

ticipate under the special master and prototype plan program a change

in the application of the securities law is essential.

As mentioned before, S.209, as did its predecessor, originally

contained language which would have cured the securities law problem

for banks offering special master and prototype plans. As introduced

the bill would have provided that interest in collective trust funds for

employee benefit plans are not securities for purposes of the registration

and reporting requirements of the 1933 Securities Act and the 1943 KxchanSe

Act and that the collective-funds themselves are not investment comanies

under the 1940 Investment Company Act. After having provided for the

removal of this unnecessary duplicative regulatory burden S.209 unlike

S.3017 went on to provide for additio.al duplicative regulations by

the Department of Labor not only for collective trust for employee benefit

plans but for all trusts for these plans. The bill mandated the Secretary

of Labor to issue within 12 months regulations for single and collective

retirement trusts governing disclosure of material information, advertising

and any ocher matter found necessary by the Secretary to protect plan
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participants and beneficiaries.

The Senate and Labor Human Resources Ccmmittee apparently felt unable

to remove one set of regulations without imposing an alternative set of

regulations liecause in its markup session when it deleted the Labor Depart-

Mant new regulatory authority over pension trusts maintained by banks it

also deleted the provisions which would have taken collective trusts for

pensions out from under the registration and reporting provisions of the

securities laws and the regulatory provisions of the Investment Company

Act.

We urge the Finance Conmittee to consider carefully the need to restore

the provision of S.209 which removes the duplicative regulatory burden of

the securities laws on collective trusts maintained by banks. In maintaining

these trusts banks carry the full obligations and duties of trustees subject

to the fiduciary standards of ERISA and federal and state banking law and

regulation. Full disclosure of these trusts is required on a continuing

basis and their operation is subject to periodic examination by Federal

and state bank examiners who, according to the Comptroller of the Currency's

examination manual, have a duty to protect trust beneficiaries as well

as bank depositors. Despite the lack of SEC registration and regulation

we know of no pension plan participant or sponsor-vho has come forward to

complain to Congress or the Labor Department of injury or harm due to

the failure of a bank trustee to disclose information or a bank's advertise-

ment of trust services.

The complete removal of bank collective trusts from the regulation and

reporting requirement of the 1933 and 1934 securities laws and the 1940

Investment Company Act will in no way jeopardize the protection of plan

participants and beneficiaries.

%
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Finally, if maximum participation in the special master plan program

is to be achieved among banks, they will need the ability to collectivelyy

invest in one fund all types of pension trusts, corporate, Keogh, IRA and

special master plan, without the unneeded counterproductive burden of SEC

registration. Thus, we urge the Committee to include in the exemption

language not only employer and union sponsored IRAs but all IRAs.

Daniel Is - ./

In another but related area of securities law application to pension

plans, S.209 and a~ Senate Labor and Human Resources Coommittee took the

sam* approach but rae r than deleting the two provisions in markup the
Committee kept both. Sk209 provides that the interest of an eployee

benefit plan is not a se\i t7 for the purposes of the antifraud provisions

of the 1933 and 1934 Securitles Acts and then the bill cstabllshes its

own new misrepresentation prohibition. We are troubled by the lack of

certainty of this new standard. Ve are not before the Committee to defend

misrepresentation, on the contrary wek abhor the idea that any person

in a position of responsibility might dellberacedly mislead an employee,

participant, or beneficiary as to any right or interest he eightt have in

a plan. We believe, however, that the exis ring provisions of Z!ISA

currently prohibit bank fiduciaries from misrepresenting matters within

their purview to employees, participants, and beneficiaries, plan sponsors,

other fiduciaries, the plan administrators and the~gover-munt. As we

read this new section we must assume that the intention of S.209 is that

persons other than fiduciaries would be subject to its requirement and

possibly some new group not now protected by ERISA would come -rithin

the scope of its proreciCons. Our concern goes to the lack of specific.:.

in identifying those subject to the bar and those to be prctecced as well
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EXHIBIT B

NEWARK STAR.LEDGER-Jum 20, 1978

'We're#1 nationally in
investment performance."

to a recent MC2fLJTyh AU"vY of
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invesmsenwI6tumn to the UeAm with a winning
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pwh, call me, Harry S. Stos Senior
Vice Presidm, at (201) 644-3217.
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INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR-August, 1978

31

Hibernia National Bank

Bank Equity Fund Manager for the
five years ended December 31, 1977

as measured by Frank Russell Co., Inc.;
Computer Directions Advisors, Inc.;
and Rogers, Casey, & Barksdale, Inc.

For Information Contact
Gregory N. Schedler. Trust Offiew,

(504) 586-5767. Hibernia National BanK,
Post Office Box 61540. New Orleans. Louisiana 70161

HIBERNIA
NATIONAL BANK

Mbrlll iFM
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PENSIONS &I IN|ESTMETS-july 1, 1974

FrstPlaceminthe
Pnsion Fund Playffs

The nationally-known pension fund
evaluation service - which is pro-
vided by A. G. Becker and
Company - has placed First
of Tulsa's Trust Department in
the top one percent in their
universe of equity managers for
the past four years, and in the
top five percent for the past
nine years. Both periods end
December 31, 1973.

Also, one broadly based rating
service has rated First of Tulsa
number one for the year 1973.

What's behind this strong
showing? Thorough research,
to begin with. And the
ability to rapidly apply these

finds to the trends of a changing
marketplace. At First you don't have
to choose between performance and
aggressive management or limited
risk and stability. All of these have
a place In the management of
each fund.

I

Are you dissatisfied with
the performance of your pension
investment account? Perhaps it's

time for a program that meets
your specific goals.

For more information,
write or call collect, Jim
Bishop (918) 560-5379 or
Ray Shelton (918) 360-5275.
The First NatouvA Bank and
Trust Company of Tulsa.

FIRSI~TLDEA,
FIRST PERSON BANKING

52
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PENSIONS & I.VVESTMENTS -April 24, 1978

Enter'n our
second decade

of outpe ror
the DowJones

Why move your money to one of the
larger investment centers for long-
term investment performance? You
can stay close to home and receive the
superior performance and adminis-
trative services you require!

Where? At The Fifth Third Bank in
Cincinnati. While we don't have an
address in the heart of a major money
center, we do outperform the industry,
year in and year out.

Again in 1977, The Fifth Third Bank
Trust Department has outperformed
the Dow Jones and Standard and
Poor's 500 averages!

Our consistency of performance has
a lot more. to do with philosophy than
geography. And our philosophy can
work anywhere. For anyone.

We maintain the flexibility needed to
anticipate the market. Our size makes
it easier to be responsive to the needs
of customers, and we provide personal
attention on a ongoing basis.

Are your funds performing as well
as ours? If not, you may want to find a
new home for your pension and profit
sharing Investment within the Trust
Management Division of The Fifth
Third Bank in Cincinnati.

Get complete performance Information
from Bob Mitcel Trust Officer at (513) 579-5684.

FIFTH THIRD BANK
Cincinnati, Ohio

Better things happen with Fifth Third Trust. Usom
grw

3"

a "W.~a M~M, f 16
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PENSIONS & INVESTM.VIETS-Sepembr 25, 1978

Ahen you manage mone
fr6m 103rd s$tmreet

you have to do better...
and we have!

ItLI 1 11 1.1 101 1 IN

,40L. I t ,I , 4 , I ' r j

M 4 SO 1 .

If you are searching ' for an equity mnger 4ta

specializes in indexJn.S income. risk aversion ... cal
someone else. If your interest Is In performance, w~e
would like to be a part of your asset management
team. Let us explain our Investment philosophy

SAL ALAIA
VI PRESIDENT881-2353

357W

Ch 0"63

j
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PENSIONS Y INVESTMENTS-January 1, 1979

Good performance
is worth talking about
Superior performance
Is worth looking into
For five years our composite
of 24 Institutional accounts

'0ftmsed 78% of ffund In Ow Becker sampl
In toI'wiAd
eud 1med i 92% of the funds In0 the Becker simple
fi nmo stocks

- peftvnd 78% of the funds in the Becker sample

7" fun . p . 31o MofI , fi. In the Becker samlo e
In Oemanonstock CmInwon funds

-t m..:%**% o t t.i ecker sample
[] t14* 0 1 00k, ifbC, = f&.4¢1 ,i C * CO 1 bc,.es
iieuaww pe us 0 lE d Avs# - OPw

pmmAww wqcn os1 ODM~ 6 br .G 000~4 4Gb cmN'
-4-
Ab d10 MW I W 6 sh" p 5.1 U4 ftrcOW P.OmW"1 pMie 0W M

Or cog MIMS= %k pw16 t r,., ,ce Va q. .w
ft I to W 10 tolk10 YOU 806 16WeCOM 0 ,...or .OU

IM"6 i bVwW A" W40 oh .46 mb"" by AGa Sees. Aloe
'EWdW We" D" P06 31se. 214?

--- ---------- -- - ------

C) Y. L~l 14 W sv Sy~w F* Ve fl60C W 560 410 111*0W Amoum
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33
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PENS IONS & INVESTM E.T 7-May 2i 17

Retiree nt fund
sponsors
are judged

performance
" ' ~SoIs the Tust DMslon of

.'. -n le l~ Rhf Td Bank fIm Cncimmt
We manage ov a blon dogar in assets Our performance

"r corutm* placed us h the ftat quarle of the unrem
of wvesatent advo-rankd by the major bweanent
measure ser ies. Weare coneravve, long- tum Wn
tos vho bWWld balanced podfos.
Or .O ftyaron usto anaeandreat to the mazke
Ourtit.aBomustorespcdtothe needs of ourcustomer

If you ae reponsibe for decisions affecting retknent funds.
. you wit be Judged by defr biwinent porm

Owr record otfornance Is celent Youwlbe. oo, when
you ue the services of the Trust DIon of The Ffth Third
Bank in ChwnnnatL
Contact Bob Mitche, Truet Offker. for complete
Ilommatlon onur twcee. (513) 579-68.

~FIF Fl 7 THIRD B ANK
38 Fountavaqu Pkaz
..:nCbdnna4L Ohio 45202

NOMAC1.ARa"80
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PENSIONS & INVESTMENTS -Augius 4. 1975

PERF tRMANE ,PERRY RMANI E.
PERF tRIMMN.

In a time when so many banks have stopped talking
about It..Industal National still has a lot to say.

" In Pensions and Invesments'survey of the 1974 performance of the commingled
equity funds of 33 of the nation's major banks, Industrai's ranked 4th. And in 1973,
we outerformed every bank in their survey.

" In both 1973 and 1974, our pooled equity fund outperformed both the S&P 500
Stock Index and the Dow Jones Industrial Average.

" Seween July 1. 1962 and December 31, 1974, that same fund ranked in the top
quartie among professonally managed funds monitored by Becker Securibes.

" Our total pooled pension fund outperformed 92% of those monitored by Becker
from January, 1973 through December, 1974.
That's performance...the k'nd our corporate customers have come to expect from
Industrial. So if you're cooking for performance. look to the Penskon and Profit-Shanng
Department at Industrial National Bank. Give John Hanson a call at (401) 278"6628
He'll be happy to tell you more.

IndustriaI National Bank
TRUST AND INVESTMENT DIVISION

Proderice. Rtoe is-dnd 02903
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INSTMTION.4L IVI'ESTOR -February. 1979

Your fixed-income fund
has gqt to deliver
superior results.

Year. After year. After year.
We'll find a way.

It's a matter of record. According]
to PenAsons & lnve enLs. No. 20,
1978. out of 98 money management
Insutuiuon.l we were the only one in
the top quartlle for every rportoag
period.

This is no guarntee of future success.
It's an indicator that sound investment
strategies and decisions can deliver
outstanding results.

We specialize In fine tuning fixed.
income employee benefit accounts for
conslstenl performance, wth low volatility
through market cycle4. to produce the
superior results vnure looking for.

Put our fund to work foe you. Or let
us tailor an actively manned fixed-income
portfolio to your individual oels nnd
objectives.

Call Tom Patterson. Vice-President. at
312/828-7001. We'll find a way.

CONTINENTAL BANK
T"RUST'Ar MST&UNII SERVICE

Continental Illinois National Bank and TrutM Company of Chicaeo . .:31 suth L&SalIW Street. Chicago. Illinm o n¢,t

at

I

I I I I II I I ] I

I
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PENSO.VS & INVESTME.TS-April Ii, 1979

HEADLINE:

"SMALL BANKS AND
INSURANCE FIRMS

HAD BEST PERFORMANCE IN 1976"

Results of '?ena"I & Inwvtmentts"
Survey indicates that in 1976 the boo invest-
menit performance was found outside the
large institutions.

1976 Reuufts
Out of 128 banks reporting 1976 results:
The First National Bank of Kenosha ranked
first with 38.4% return.
1974.1976 Reslts
Out of 122 banks reporting 3 yew annualized
results: The First National Bank of Kenosha
ranked first with 21.2% annulized return.

We have demonstrated our investment exper-
tise. We we aIm capable of providing equally
exper personal service. We we more oncmrn-
ed with where the investment dollars are ex-
posed instead of how large a cash position we
we maintaining.

To learn more atout THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK OF KENOSHA aM its management
of employee benefit accounts, contact E. M.
Miller, Vice President, The First National
Bank of Kenosha, P. O. Box 280, Kenosha,
WI 53141 or by phone (414) 638-2331.

FIRST
U -National Bank

of Kenosha
5522 5th Avem Kenosha, Wisconsin 53140

Phone: 1414) 668-2331 Member F.O.I.C.
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PENSIONS & I.VVEST.TEVS Ma? 2I, 1979

Fort Worth National' among
Pensions & Investmens

top 257 of equity managers.
Consistently.

Does Fort Worth National know
how to manage equities successfully?
Look at the record.

Over the past ten years. our an.
nualzed rate of return conistenty has
placed In Pensions &Ivnuestment'
Performance Evaluation Report's top
quartile of bank and insurnce com-
pany equity pooled accounts. In Frank
RusseTs surveys. we've ranked even
higher when compared to banks and
hsrnce companies with funds
arge than Fort Worth Nationa's.

We also have outperformed
Standard & Poor's 500. In 1978, for
example, our equity fund return was
14.0% versus 6.54% for SPs 500.
The chart show how wel we've
done over the past five years.

This Is only part of the story.
We'd Ike to tell you more about o4r s

Invest ent philosophy, staff and
comprehensive Plan Adrnnisator
Service. Contact Gary C. Nelso
Vice President-Trust Officer, at
817/338-8443. When you do, you'll
fnd out why more and more plan
sponsor say...

FORT WORTH,NAMONAL% a
... & s, , BANK 1100-0

MN~ M TA5 V$ i HAf WMC
NO Th'rons go"s 00"y ftef reamft7,10

h#~ F

41
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PENSIONS & INVESTMENTS-DeCember 18. 1978

First Pennsylvania is""Most Consistent Manager"
as seen in Pensions & Investments.

The best nine-year record.
Who, asked Pensionsve..nt, aft the Commingled Equity Funds
n t s M hcosisrtentl, good mults, year . , , .,

andyar ou? To ind the answer they oe MX, p=,i"i
compaid the returns of 36 dienmt b nk
and isurmne company managers. The - I
survey covered five ddiet m "W 0. Nmf

pe==oa-nine wars. hlveyer, three years, low b" aone year, and the lates quartetw e meeevrv,,u, . •

Consistency in both .V. f
fixed-income and equity f ,- ::
Wha they fxs Frs Pennsylvaus Bank,,... ,
was . rhenosconsentmanagerinh c m" -a f

inri both eqity and fbaedincone. The , V""
FM emtvans Bank was inthe fist 111011MI1
quleOf twr n W of thee A" b" "or ML

inand in&Hfve periods II*Ainwwv

i n its , t h, s e tn e % o w m. ., . . : :
We outperformed both °" =3-
S&P and Salomon. coo CIOIn IM' Ow S&P IM decined 7 2 %;,v we,, ,tli f,

ad*%%*dapositver ,te of.%on remm o % on
our pension equity fund. . 0 ,
In the same period, the Salomon lnda II _ I
gained m 1.7%; but owr ed-income hind

ined S.3%. Over Owepast te years, we Commingledhave outperonned2 % of uIF equnc fFds
and 89% of th bond finds surveyed Fixed-income Funds
by A. G. bedwt Cim9 e 1'r
U you'd tai Io Im woabo 

,A
1POIANauyvuaas 111011dinaty record anfid how 04VIsIMON a~ar
we cmhd pyou acheveyoperfonaca CM,
ob*2ctv, we'd be ld to dibeass oa p , NIr.,a,,,

appe-ad to Uffe-eo manaement with In S
you. Jam ca H.levy WaU at M) 7Ms4 . n LAOrwdte. U,.,,u :,

orq Yd" ~ 0"0

Rrst ennnsvAena Bn .-Bn- ,.... ...
2WI&IOVOMMOm GMV 01 Ot T.1111ust & Inveatrn Gicap : :e. ,

Philadephia. ha. I= sou rVAN

M aaWrassaaerq3. was 112CftC. I~t ,," "

42
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INSTITUTON/L IVVESTOR-April, 1979

peromnces by ouw
Trust and

IzwstenS" t GrOu.

C 6-

7 "' -,

.- '4 .!- ----- !!i

S. ', T . . . "4'

. .. .. . , l I ,~

Lot-!

A 41!,

For the past eight years.
First Pennsylvania Bank's
Trust and Investment Group
has turned in one impres-
sive pelormance after
another -in both equity and
fixed-income management.

This aggressive and com.
mifted team of professionals
has been compiling one of
the best (and most consis-
tent) records In the business.

You can judge their rec-
ord for yourself. Right on this
page. And you can put their
expertise to work for you by
calling Jerry Wolf at (215)
786-8706. Or write.

Bank
Funds Management Department
Trut & Investment Group
Philadelphia, PA 19 101
oMg Ptw P - se t., W PWC

4S

blMIM

SNOVIN64
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INS TITUTIOAL INVESTOR -April. 1979

m, L4 m VIm

-m-- -1i

PONO ri. WIacStVIA

If you're looking
for top rated

fixed-income manage meant,
come to a leader:

Continental.
Continental Bank's fixed-Icome

management continuously produces
outsanding eults. As the RLPI.
wtuwey of 183 Institutions shows: our
FIxed-Income Fund Is one of four to
rank in the top quartile for all ton
reportung -atd.

Of course that's history. not a guar.
ats of future scores. But pest per-

formancs gives ewry indication that It's a
history ou fixed-Icome management
tem will repeat.

If that's the Ind Of perforMnc you
want. then let us create an actively man.
aged portfolio for your employee re tirement
pam. Ca h ay W s. Vtcesident. at
3UIJ28-,'07. You'll ftnd out Past peW
rience can help your tomorrows. We'll
fnd a way.

d bw n M ONOWaCiM s Iau a i ba w~ A we.

Continental IIini AaNona VIITI SGRYM
cmunenta luinow ank and TMMs Comany of Clcao . 231 South LaSallteet hcv.11ni

44
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PENSIONS &1 IN.VEST.AfE.TS--May 2 1. 1979

Our Red Iome Fund has
shown top quartile performance with

lowest quartile risk.
Has yours?

Compaoe your fixed income fund with managers of de Ill bN k-pooled turn to Dectret Bank & Trust as your
ours, For the period end December fixed Income funds measured by next rm g? We already have over
31. 1978. as measured by Frank Rusell diverted a high return a bill doll a of employee bene t
Ruaaell Co. lnc.. the wefoa a &c lroer 6a1L Interestinuly die asets er iWna Mnagenie
ot out Aixed inome fund for employee sin of the funda handled by theae Canl or writ Tery Kelng at
benets acus en i sh to naes onl tange from S8 o .5 3131 2223898, Detrt Bank Tru3.
quarble for ee. two. du, fie and s= = ,a. O Vi fund is 111.000 000 Box 59. Detimti Slhrgan 46232.
eight yearo At die same tine, our and averae an 8.3 percent annual

M was In the lowest quartile of return, while maintaining lowest
volatility for &A these perlode. quatl volatility

In faet for the ree-ye period If your and's performance doesn't n.e DETROIT
ending Deember 31, 197& only ive mesmue up to ours, shouldn't you B NK

you ought to know a DETROIT S lAN-er better Z TRUST

BANK FIXED-INCOME POOLED ACCOUNTS
UNIVUMIE QUARTIL1 RANGES eu. TIMa PrI11008 NDING DgC. 31.1178

IU3
4a-

K

gYm gym OR '1 SYR 1y"

TIMI &PAN

-130 ysear'experieoc. you cu bak on it.

14%

12%

IO5,

8%

4'

a'

0%
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PENSION WORLD-DIecember, 1975

A bank at work:
producing positive investment results

The Philadelphia National Bank's commingled equity
fund for employee benefit trusts has out-performed both
the Dow-Jones Index and Standard & Poor's Index for the
5 years ended June 30, 1975. as follows:

PNB Philabank Stock Fund + 90.1% + 14.7%

Dowv J0 . Industrial Average +57.8% + 9.6%

Standard A Poor's "-50" +55.8% + 9.3%

PNB offers a high level of' experience and personalized
service to meet the objectives of each fund. You'll find that
PNB's investment management services are tailored to your
needs and specific requirements. And we provide the spe-
cialized services of securities' and economic research, port-
folio management and close personal account supervision.
We are just the right size to do these things most efficiently
and to make decisions with speed and flexibility.

To learn how these results were achieved, call Harry
A. Dorian at (215) 629-403 1.

Philadelphia National Bank
PHfLAOL'HIA NATIONAL SANK. ,Iq'LAOMLMA,*PILo.LrI4A IMT tNATIJNAL BAN %.W YORK

a.' ., h Ne- 'fr * IA).".C.'jn* L..d -Losm" *N..... PjA..J Sao Pij S .
Amo.mm Dwoo - Km" - L.oo.n-SOAp -'Pwa P.,.. 1Me do.a~ Vwe

MA M 8FI " lS

M4
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INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR -November, 1976

lour past is more
than ju st performance.

ItA a philosophy.

1 i4Flw Nus... 606~ . Agae

0 IS.K -RC T URN

PCitrO6MANC S
COPARt N 5374

apm sEfil3 I II .
:0143eC 09.2 '"--t'® I... .. a2V$1iAls :014,1446 0~~¢tee 17 AeC 1U2
II P055830? A.uO.4M

4.. .4

at, .P." '" '1:
849

t.~1. as .0 .,s .

a..~al| t, *

50 *.111

f wot five Oe~ T1i" Firs Na ralBn f usle o wetycne 'ne netet

Watewa efiue$ . dw'r gon ootmzo more iromton nhww a epyui

i.5

.. .1

o . e *..1

l*I2.I l .O l O 1.0 .. O l . 045 6 i 140 l

our che'eun l w were gin T t hirv tioa c~onw" thses am cothes ny nr ik vte inesent o tc

vvely manage t6 risks. h i why we d of Fred Bett 404/5a6817.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF ATLANTA
T= & Investrnent Deaann, 2 Peac. me St., N.W. Atlanta, Geoga 30303

*~s 0 .%
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PENSIONS & INVESTME.TS-April13, 31979

A lot of ftmd managers
are hp to equal he

average.
We start there.

Over the most recent 5-year period, Central country. In fact, out
National Bank achieved an average 6% return on makes us a "litde-kn
its Commingled Equity Fund for Employee Benefit We employ multo
Plans.ThatU ,well above the S&P average for ha remalsic appraisal
WO stocks. to rik, with an orie

The same kind of above-average performance was companies.
recorded for the most recent 3-year and 4-year You probably do
periods. too. begin looking at who

Ranked fifth out of 72 equity pookd bank pon- youl warn to talk to
folios by the Frank Russell
Co. Inc. we're prosal to have
out-perfoemd some of the MEL±)QUUUUU
best known names in the .1r.4 isrw s A Gesoew a

record of performance dearly
Lvwn big name?

swategis The unifng then
potential total retrn a related
ftatio toward qualiy grwth

n't know us yet, but if you
are the consistent perfimwmes,

Us.
The person to sar with is

Chuck Meckes. Vice Presi-
dent. Trust Depamnen. Ca
him as 12160 144-5023.
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PENSIONS & INVES TMENTS -May 10. 1976

."m da

Mi, Af PyON

,40OW, 8= T l o 0" IrOC

Inrtl
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Wouldn't you a e ?

f. - or more information call Bill Snow
Investment Management Division
(215) 439-4360 or (215) 439-4209

k04 Of ]wif P IwO&S A4
1
,gd OOCeOM '010 . M

Too WuO 1 mie LINW mIl 0e10" i ^ivy eftalm""m.
Oa . SOf Ih by tei. L-W ag1w0

49

iO? VAI"d

ALLENTOWN PA.

Moneymanagpment,'[.%whe '[:'eyomtfnd,
evem- Alrentowrr*Pb 'n"a'sy[4'an(ap:z,-,,,,,-, --,4, -1

=1 1.0 V, 1"Jon IV % *I$"" V-6 to 2.73 Own IT. Uor % I'm "a 11909 t-m 11%
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INSTITUTIOIL INVESTOR -November, 1977

Read
between the ines.

Marke Vaiw lade: 1967.2976 (Inchada"noe
2 4

220-- -- - - -_

N _ ,

ISO-r '\\I,
160\,,
140/ .4

OVER THE LAST DECADE, THE
NATIONAL BANK OF DETROfl COM-
MINGLED EQUIrY FUNDS HAVE OUT.
PERFORMED 97% OF THE BECUER
UN7VERSE.

THIS RECORD IS A RESULT OF:
* Consistently superior performance

from peak to peak, trough to trough.
and over full market cycles.

* A uniquely disciplined approach to
investment research and portfolio con-
struction, utilizing modern asset valu.
action technology.

For some fascinating details on
this process, and how it can benefit
ou, please contact RICHARD L.
OER LING, Vice President,

Trust Investment Deprtment. National
B an of Detroit (313) 225-2820.

T rust Division
National Bank
of Detroit

5

'6 70 11 '72 '73 'Ts '761966 '67/ 68
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PENSIONS & I.VESTIE.TS--July 31, 1978

Compare you r
Fixed Income Fund with the

one we manage.
You want your fixed income The fund managed by dollars of employee benefitmanager to earn a high rate of Detroit Bank & Trust has assets under management.return, avoid high risk and maintained a rate of return Call or write Terry Keatingdeliver consistently good well above the median for at 1313) 222-3898, DetroitpIrformance. the six cumulative periods Bank & Trust Box 59. DetroitOur pooled Fixed Income measured by Russell 18 years, Michigan 48231.Fund for Employee Benefit 5, 4. 3, 2. and I h and in thePtans has averaged an 8.89 top quartile four times out of you ought to know apercent annual retrm over the six. including the longest DETROIT BANX-er betterthe last eight years while (8 yen) and the shortest
maintaining a low level of risk. ( year).In fact, only one manager out If your performance doesn'tof the 82 bank-pooled fixed measure up to ours, shouldn'tincome fuids measured by you turn to Detroit Bank & ferl'ro TFrank RtrnseU Co., Inc. Trust as your next manager? B Ndelivered a higher return at We already have over a billion &BTRUST
a lower risk. 6 TR T

RISK VS. RETURN
Time-Period-8 Year PerfOrmance (1-1-70 to 12-31-77)

5%Accounts

Ba * Fixed Income

RII
Quartry Standad OevfeUon

The Indian head leads you to Detroit, fi family of banks DLTRoITB8AN K C'rpi~rutiu

31
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INSTITL7IOAL INVESTOR -November, 1978

To choose a money manager,
fist measure consistency

N pD o ormed on averar.

86 o ter money managers tor
the six latest seven-year periods ex
ceeding the Becker Median by 2.3
percentage points.

N utjegfro on avenge
80 dler money managers oe
the six latest four-year periods. ex-
ceeding the Becker Median by 1
percentage points,

Consistency of this caliber, under
all market conditions, Ls the product
of NU's disciplined valuation rls-
tern. This system reduces subjectave
bias and mkes it possible to antic,-
pate the value of securities without

No fund can affod extreme voa-
tdity in the performance of its money
mnaget nor run the risks that come
with desperate efforts to foresee
short-term swinps in the market

Consider a prudent alternative.
Examine National Bank of Detrois
"equity percent' rnking in the
Becketr Securities. Inc. universe for
periods ending 1972 through 1977.

AV tpLeoflied on eie86M---er money managers for
the six latest ten-year pends. ex.
ceding the Beker Median yearly
by an average of 2.1 percentage
points.

reard to type and to position your
pooio accordingly.

It will coat you nothing but a few
minutes of your time to learn how
these impressive results am Achieved
and bow we can put our capabilities
to work for you. You begtn with a
telephone call to Richard Foer-
sterlinL Vice President at 313-

Trust Dision
Natk it Bank
of Detroit

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 29

U

I
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NEIl ;RK STAR-LEDGER -April 24, 1979

Take a longer look at
inves ent performance...

ta enumin beAk.pooled Investinew knd the only true
meante is to asinn performance or a 3 to 5 Year period
No beak In New Jesey sutpimo-lest Jency in perd*oece
over the cm r fail econodc cyde.
Here are the how from *recent longterm independent sur
by Computer OlredMn AdvlWim

MW - BU OWN WUM MpOUMAIM ISU NEW JWV PU0M0. P0WW NICON JEC r)

mll LOW LTM LO L LAWM UT

a. U MU. Ka M. F. ?
wn"A M n MM MWU Mn NIMAM *V MUM Mflrf A"

RU.UMaWyuiWlW. 07 14 4&4 11 4.a is 1 3i oftlt 8' 4 $ $ -4& a I
MROW u Qtwv W. 4PAk W S .W f (A 5.1 M3
Aup a Sos f* ILI 04 312 33 1". a
Gmm Son WW S y* 2&S = U 79 4. U = "'WfIMUM 2U *217 it 42 3
imml NOWu U 00 3 S " 34:3 w0 m*ft' Noawsn ai:S al 7 stlY a
Nsw dlssNal~aialb*2i L1 183 44 147 IA

8~ & MW TAW 1 4 .0 m ?4mJyl lw* 1.3 5 3 a i A
Lhm Jew i* 7.3 00 M. 26 A.1 20 .~dd Jaa * .2 w0 a"0 11 PSA

ft i IM Seye • miw ls in No, at ftft Saw~ . Mimi so to 140
pin Naum . oww 2.1% 0.4% 8.0% FJwiS ?Waw& NOM 4% .2 7.1%

And the mm jene common daS uwmgm fitad h ThO Is tb in rmem dutsme besehieved
srow equally dnradaily in Axe - 140.n Is ,r by O" em4adg "d eselaetft
commoa socb (to 10101,6 I0.86) ad 13.44% in guufoemmm tme , e mm d, lq kL kind
fiedn. boldap(to 600. 66615)slce the cod o p rf rumlm thmee- tfh onew Jwmey
of 1974. Ndeml 3B is BM nief ism INow )w"16y

We lavlteyou i0 PanImP0t I ou rmacceK A call 10joh
. surface wil atrnuoce you to a concerned epet
wo wg ,de Me to apbs dim precisly fu ou

-f "'~ oanen seeh a&W objnuWe Ihr pension ad
._ -,. bad ,umeM You Can r, *chohn

(201) 54?. 7 .

Hedf a -so" " -pmAX

* 27 ovlm ain e utro( 1.D[. aaes. LA" %mbo

St V.P laYORhp Dqi m4eaber POIcUan FERAL UUSY lIY
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PENSIONS & INVESTm.EATS-November 6. 1978

CHART YOUR
PENSION FUND'SPERmFORMANCE
-RIGHT HtE .

YOU MAY BE SURPRISED BY WHAT YOU DISCOVER.
~~,Q~C' The ~KUc Of pWCkSWWn nMOMeY maugs idAM the

dioert9
6  

m a Sfcuty T.na Compery. k7weuavw
- pS1TOM based a caidti ofwlts* ci artm ugmertanflu"40-w- = -o~ 0% * rt ther ame W& to F&VrO~

-~ coarwso wthi r~nr or corrVi~w~rfcWe"gim.ui ILI ap esom to rsewm t %Ohe m I you wee the

aemgraphl to chart youreea tad ~fnwcII ouw vCUl sK. Y'ia O n w, m~ey

LI' maragernem Opo^h i ywd~i mcb reW.f

Security Trust Is a top quartile equi
and fbed.income manurger. A

pelrm ce u b re ad ~w ic o re our
mrna~sb rub acttle by Sir y Thi. As

evcy oin as ftfwe ot edi.
A... PS PuE.ri.Secw* Thi a, i fte I

- Qiee of the fbid-icm a~wdlrm in bo of fte
f"pre Io rreired id in OMe Of tic..

'' ~ Pato for fte "J"y wxi "".
Afttloug rat fidie. ow mm"e maiagwriw
phno^h ho piomw vxeiumL as the dimut

dernmrut Ow the yea. t have ud*e toow
Amuartsi. - " aiow shdS. rdkwV ow

-A~d "QAY WWd Ibidvxncom dmaaV.

Ourw record could be your
record. %tb eu the oko naiage'nert

/ phi~~o lftm t t o co~em favorable muab
for ow paonfu cusomws. I ym'r

wvfor a ffwy Maager%a we*IVq

CALLReacimMeork 146

Ouraic Eftf Vice Pluddai (716) 2Q4571

I ECURITY TUS7T
Nearest you needs

A~i $WOW lee am"
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PENSIONS & IVEST1ENTS-April 25. 1977

ITS ABOUT TIME INVE
WERE JUDGED ON THEIR SU
THEIR ADDRESSES.

In other words. it's about time
that managers of employee benefit plans
realized that you don't have to
be located in one of the great
investment centers to have a
great investment record.

Take us, forexample. The
First National Bank of Binning.
ham. We're certainly not at f"
the hub of the investment
industry, yet ourTrust Division 3k
has been outperforming the
industn standards for years. A

1972-76 is a good exam-
pie. During that time, our Gr-
porate commingled equity find's
rate of retum was 7.9 percent
versus only 4.9 percent for
the Standard & Por's 500.
And for 1976 itself, our
overall return -as more than
14 points higherthan the S&P-
a hefty 38.5 percent.

How can a bank from Bir-
mingham get this kind of results
for its clients? Because despite all
the myths and misunderstand-
ings, it's still philosophy that
determines investment success.
N1 ot geography.

And we have a phikvophy
that would be just assound no
matter where we had our office.
Which is simply that if you
consistently buystocks that are

I,-'..

"STMENT MANAGERS
CCESSES INSTEAD OF

undervalued and then ,el them
when they reach hill value.

the results %ill be con-
sistently gLod.R tAsa result 44 this

--+ phi iophv, we alreadyK ha'.e
one ot the largest m.us departments

in the Southeast. And it'es still ,nwing.
Which just gies to show that there must
be a lot of pt iple out there who are more
interested in our return on investment
than our return address.

If You're one of them. please conract
Davis H. Crenshaw. Vice President

and Trist Marketing Officer. The
First National Bonk Of Birmincham.
P.O. Box 11007. Birmingham. ALi.

35288; tel. (205) 326-539 7

114 NNW NA11OPAI WAM( .

NA AAAMA ",AWIY AAN AJStIA.I Af H-0.

tIRMINGRAM
-T.h

~44~
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INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR -AuI tt. 1978

THE IMPORTANT THING iSNT HOW BIG YOUR
INVESTMENT MANAGER M
IT'S HOW D1G YOUR RETURN I&

As you've probably nonced.
a lot o invesment mannersapan che sa e game chse
ds. Sma!indeopnde cn u
to think ta because rhev'e
smaller chev'U qtve you more
persoal ted service. And large,
investment center banks want
you c dhink that because hev're bmtre
theyl give you a biger recurr.

W611, obvxousy. the imponant thing
isn't how big they ar, but how good
dhey ate.

Take us The First Natinal Bank
of Emngham. Wre ngh n che
middle, bereen the small indepen-
dens and the big money center
bmnks. and we've been topping the
indutry standards o years.

During 198-1977. for exame.
our copor te equirv fund's rated
return was .2 percent. Verms a 3 6
forte Standard and Poors 5,0.

And during 1971 -77. our con-
orate equi und's race of reurnthya} ~ 6 7 percent ,i rsus a

minus 0 ! for the Standard and
Poor's V1 Whle ior 1977 ilf. our
edge was )uS as impressive: a plus
3.1 percent tor us versus a minus
7 . percent for the Standard
and Poor'.

How do we get results like
chat? By resaing the temptation

I;0

buy
arld d

Ass

d
A

at

tojlo ivescinent
fadsaocking to

Philoophy that's proven
if over and over again Which
mplv hat if you coisistendy
stix ks that are undervalued

tin seil them when they reach
tuU value. the results wil be

consiuenty Romd
result of that phik',shv. wae
have me o the barges rust

vcart,"nes in dthe Nuthta
rid it s stil grng Yet vou I

r ind anyie. big or small.
wIull we ~vu b rer. rmure

Renv-e evice a ample.
contact Davis K. Crenshaw

Vice President aid
Trust Market t Of icer

The Firmt %msnai Bank ot
Btrmineham. PO, Box 1h.tr7

Brrn-n6. . Ala 5225

M~~~W N4
OM UUMMAMA NKJ

&iW.~Awwiw O iii4A

33
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INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR -November, 1977

FUNOS 'VALUArlON SEAVICE
INRUI[M RPR

NAiONAL. CITY BANK CLVELANo, oGIO
NATIONAL. CITY 6ANK INVESTMENT FUJNO F01 RETIREMIENT TRUST - FIXIE INCOME

TIMUE.WEV1TIEJ4 RATES OF MRTRN ANO RANKINGS
PEOMS ENOED JUNE X 1177

Il H k INS 24 MONI N UON1I1
PERCET PERCNT PARENT

FIE NOERATE RANK RATE RANK RtArt RANK
YOURFUNO U2 , 1 to ILI II

MEDIAN to.4 9A ILI

This race of return was accomplished through eficienc management
of our SI2V million Fixed income Collective Fund for Retirement

Thusts without impairing the quality of the portfolio. 98.45% of the
market value is in Governments. Agencies and AAA Corporate Bonds.
We feel this is the type of bond management you should be Iooking for.
For further information or to arrange for a fact finding presentation.
call ,21618614900 or write the Trust Group. New Business Division.

National City Bank. 623 Euclid Avenue. Cleveland. Ohio 44114.

Natio Ci yBank
Cleveland Ohio

57
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PENSIONS & INVESTMENTS -December 18, 1978

It takes a broad range of Investment skills to match retirement
fund objectives today.

Here's how the people of First Chicago, with investment
responsibility for S8.8 billion, can provide diversification that's
beyond the realm of other major money managers.

%11esvwdw,.Aafamt ea VY10 iso
Vol thaI 149,atas hM adcs;N
ussM 1 Itbn eaago amdo.1dta

%V aC m" diao toat aNM cwan
VU111oMIM SthWW1.0ANwe nodqVO~

&Wbrn,.fhM110boundtim kVt th
AM NOW .0pa~l hi P~~fM otuM 0
fihaOM&u MMa e 8 *atoWPW

MW pa

a n~s ~dn tedrwmeam twnlid5
dMM0sWlMW Ik wn "W" "W Wlwogn
sQeaoes. As t eWar 0M lo Raub m

wpe h o wf ue~ o aoow toe
'no VW novark~ mam ne dtOmn
9"YopWousil MWd bV ptv I,

AAofs. Vma

A -%. oWL
F.'vdC IF, .MW

";$RAWod

fuPd Fh. pmf,*I. a .nua4*, ,,
ak, S?-c a umapt.im 03fl rWI Mk, tI .

to fthe nd eq

ON& Ulmw s.nmal em , a r. h,.

MWc mW)Po ul c l d-les a ua JIM 111.1fun .- ,*4

i! 111 rMM w im T

w, F~a km al

Tdl -k he R

EaC^W 10elo i n ust &V u W W -.~ 'TM'10

L"MunalW am w n" o C ic o
Ar u s a .sit-WW Cdee t.h MeS Wmam p P1

m~10epW~..~npk~abce* M ar

10"IM A~n~nrM0WW1phUc1 I flkv
Man;a 'a o 10~g ow smas 105. Sw* F

National Bank of Chicago
Trus D'4parItnt
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8 USIXVESS WVEEK -A arll S 1979

How international diversification
improves return and reduces volatility

for Morgan's investment clients
W-M DK

if-;-.:F .. _.

Mmsr in~ fund sse leud.
ds and COWr bwtu me dean o.
0thde neaWAtge. of im esimiwe
&weaiocsdonby e. Tb *ews-dy - Wasda-s pm.
*"ls they., gothirg MUMse ann
a~w wwehealey.

Mmyeltrm m u sem of Th
Maw Bank which wAs"a MMe
dim hif a bbi dban in osrams
sqestu aSd bedIome secu e
U.S. latI- be"f pls. T
ch rt r m w .e-wsr pr.
bomim stowrcominSulu psoase

*nW deassad to wsNOsIaMI quides,
Md Npow Ow As uuAprnech

eN 'has;U.& hugldMe Wmis
aeaisagas buyI aI isd ca'. ma
kWp up owr assch &-d ow contacm

oar barbies Pimolssls based in

Londas. PIW. Ge m,. uu Tokya
Gsepaplc dt iAcee lo hai

aroleel arase md bass os catej

reman. beOsd sew ee s of mea.ease uylma.~ It cu laed die re.
Cal bumps dt am Mkisy to ja a tine.

1 a WV4" d 81i APd im31L JO W A 4 = h
UAK 4W dW CA 1M41o 1111111a %r
kasq ons rw as eL~ Asqiimii

econim poetlalla It can tun ilaws
diferenbals and cuiracy 8uctas.

o UPPM9OttUV5 iesr" dn hiUNS
Su th kd of und mmugemne

takes sp sources. Monwisna
bntrnutia ml ntum menscen draw
a o ie Ow kowede u A multuuuewl
reaearh eam , the un r mcvn.cunycr
ansho of he bnk's intemInAeansi
vo#eamw. and Oe curmxcv Jude-

mete, chta toeeign tChle ft ~.
as in the wrds mwwy camm
£mpobnK thee sre -ts ,tgmatu-
calv. they buad mernadon potks
that balance rik and rees m accoed
with Ins dbents speaks~ alegecoes

for mate MAherwum on die adan-
laps of iraIlN510 l0 INeWiAcati
Pleas wile as yase hassead to Mence
D. CaUnns. Vice Prsu i man
Guairay Trus Compm., 9 Wet 57th
SMo.New Yo& NY 10019.

The Morgan Bank
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WALL STREET JO'RNIL -June 29. 1978

!~

vioe f Adwow NOsud
M 

t AGK d %W 4
-60m A a an .upa wihikap

Why pension fund sponsors
are choosing Morgan

for fixed-income management

lnrIgLy sporm of employeebene& amte choose Theomanage their
i~krstel Here saw

some tthe meanswhy
%1oUs has ahghlsswed

ot inveame n a
excluively in the e-

income Reld. This team of ten s-
caii has consistently wchived
superior reults. oteomn
standard industry i ft s The
chau compares tr record over
die Past nine yeas with a leading

They an ,auresie. active
managers with w.delnied goas
- madmum return with mansmum
risk cheiWrency rather han elatil-
ity Their strategy is to combine

td mtuit ructhue ajd soall.*Emve beeit& * wt
Usxed-income ama ge by
Moga pin added = =Wiiy n
dlversiflatinn through use of Our
eig commin d funds. Ed chon-
antrates on a speak segment of

=10664 W me Oau is-
- OO - 0 .s d a b&,..f

"100 saws b" - OW as a
" W Sss OWN"

the UWd-income mAM. indding
lessehKls. c p priva pia-
menf mrfiuet money-marke
investments. s as well il
traded batris. The newetseil
Ian in F wiv bonds. usg
%"lans's far-reachinq antefasatlasna
reearch Capahuise. In fact we ane
the kade ian i.tlnqsbed

Fi or ursut how Morgai
maemen 1 of bd-iv-e aset
con be red in %our needs, send
for die now edition of out detailed
boolet -The Mlanagemenit of
Rsd-Income Itesm ts k Em-
plo.e Benwil Funds, Write on
our letterhead to yant Vie*

Presldeat John L Grilfth. NorgeA
Cuarsnw Trust Cxnspan. 9 West
V th Street %4w Yrk.N Y iom1

The Morgan Bank

60
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EV- N IF Y1OR PENSIONJ1 F""UND
HAD A GOOD YEAR,

TELL IT TOTHE MARINE

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR -August. 1978

As good as our performance is,
Marine Midland doesn't believe that
performance is the only way to judge
management. We believe there are
other important issues to consider
in addition.

That's why you should ask your-
self these questions -even if your
pension fund had a good year.

Does the performance run hot and
cold as the market runs hot and cold?

Will the investment philosophy
that worked in the past be flexible
enough to work tomorrow?

Do you feel comfortable with the
long-term goals set up for you?

Understanding this total picture
is the way we approach pension funds.
And it's paid off.

Marine Midland had the highest
rate of return on a 5-year basis for

collective equity funds amohg the
largest 25 U.S. bank trust departments

We also ranked first in 1-year
performance. And number seven in the
3-year category. (All periods
ending 12/31/77i)

In fact, Marine Midland is one of
the few major investment managers
whose collect iveequity fund has beaten
the Standard & Poor's average over
the last 5 years.

If you want the kind of performance
that goes deeper than just a good
rate of return, tell it to the Marine.
Contact Judith M. Trepanowski.
Marne Midland Bank.
250 Park Avenue. N.Y.. N.Y. 10017.
telephone (2121 949-6649.

PT&A~d.0 .w-Fr4#.fP.. Cw. aftCa

Report iftJU L- Coowww. Do& tkhmg* kW/BJ1Or,

MAROYE MIDLAND EANK(@
ft&.VQW %-,* Ovy. 10,.",. &~A B 4#%c,~m Cwuw. Fmirt How4 K,,r Jskam L. -o =ld X-.a
Mauke Cit . ,PSPAM& rsrw " do JOSM PRWN S o Pwlu .SemaL S ritr Te,•$ , msu. ~y .. Twoo

61
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PENSION WORLD-November. 1977

Your company's employee benefit plan can't profit
from a bad fit.

ost moe r lafageri we* Me your onrro" s
Slon Or oh sarnQ 'i e degned to Mi
otof they standardind flvIstrnent 0orograrns
At Irst ot Tufsa. wedor I thnk Mat s in your beW

,riwa That s why wq d egn our ",stn'en and

~ r s~akas n S~ck.bontds. ost. r"4es4t
an Ute c mw ol ERISA AMi regardles

of "t sin ot Your "us. we analye y" our trcutar
reau~ryent. OhW taOW an ivestmen amd

adirwvao orooramn to meetm tleorricc
goes tSO your Olari

Thes Reuxbty hasemabied Frst ot Tuj$S mnvesnfWW
reCOr to rank in re too 12%ol[hose morwy manaes
suvoyed nacrwide oy te Becke Sec ,fDs

For more iro.maon about how our adrms-
tra iaWWan rv 8- 4Ol.ioeti Can o al0 your
dornpany (W4d you) c40 co(Wc trlr Johni 1ead
at f9 18)58-5384 OrwriteFirst of TuIsa today

fl eP~u N ia S & I"',O * 80O OCe T1i.W4"J k Oue 193 0 9f5,145364
wIgMm" lWDnOvwm 1077 I7
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.. ,., ,,,,. EXHIBIT C
Aft." ,. sgc"LOA,. %&.L. W. is"" m ims .t o.

Pass. ft4& AU& A" 6 hUE d. 06&- ~
in n w. W At. S 1 K.S, A*^&

April 2, 19 79

The Honorale Harrison A. Wllia.s, JV.

Committee on Labor and Human Resources352 Russell Senae Office 3uilXdng
Washington, D.C. 205101

The Honorable Richard S. Schweic:r
Room 253Russell Senate Office Suiding
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Pete and Dick:

We are writing to express our concern about certain
provisions of S. 209, the "ERISA Improvements Act of 19790
which, we understand, is scheduled to be marked up by t.he
Committee on Labor and Human Resources on May 3, 1979.

For a number of reasons, includin-g those su=axized
below, we request that Sections 153-154 of S. 209 be re-
fe.red to the Co~mittee on Banking, Housing and U.ban Affairs
after consideration of the entire bill by the Co=mittees on
Labor and Huma n Resouwces and Finance. We are mindful of
your desire to present promptly to the Senate legislation to
amend the simplify ERZSA, and we have no desire to i.pede _.at
effort. Therefore, we would be willing to agree that con-
sideration and action on the relevant parts of the bill by
the 3a.cing Ccmmittee be acc=pished exmeditiously afte: re-fer-ral.

Our conclusion that referral to the 3an:<ing Cemm-"tee
is essential is based cn a nu=e.r of conside-at.ions, i.c!ud-
inq the following:

(1) The sections of S. 209 cited above would have the
effect of a.se!..ig in sI "ica-t ways va.- us .rov:sio.-.s cf
the f.%a4dal sec'ritIes laws wi.. res.-ect t :e .:eien. plan.
it -s clear that a=e-d=ens to te secu-ies lawrs shoul, as
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The Sonorable -2- April 2, 1979
Barrison A. Williams, Jr.

The Honorable
Richard S. Schweicker

a general matter, be considered by the 3ankcinq Committee
because of the expertise of the Committee developed over
many years with respect to the securities laws and the
recognition of the complexity of the. issues often en-
couhtered in amending those laws.

(2) We note that these sections would affect, in
a manner which is not entirely clear, the Glass-Steagall
Act. As you know, the present statutory and regulate.
scheme governing the relationships' between financia! in-
stitutions has been developed over many years. The li-m-ta-
tions applicable to securities activities of commercial
banks are pa-ticularly complex and inte=elated, and the
Subcommittee on Securities is engaged in an ongoing re-
examination of the Glass-Steagall Act, includi-4 g its appli-_
cation to retirement accounts managed by commercial banks.
Under these circumstances, we would be very reluctant. to
see the Glass-Steagall Act amended in an indirect fashion
without an opportuity for the 3a.ning Ccmeittee to exercise
its collective judgment on the issues raised.

(3) We are also concerned about provisions in S. 209
which would have the effect of shifting regulatoz- juris-
diction wit-hi respect to interests of retirement plans Ln
collective Invest= -nt media from the SZC to the Secretary
of Labor. This approach would represent a fundam-ental de-
parture from the present regulatory system developed over
=any years, and we %now that members of -he Banking Com-
mittee &=e very interested in exa=.ninqg that as-ect of S. 209
in detail.

While the foregoing discussion merely sun--mari2es
some of the most persuasive factors leading us to request
refe.ral to t his Co=ittee of Secticns 153-154 of S. 209,
we believe that it amply demnstrates that referral to the
3aaking Comittee is cr.-ical to comp lete consi deratio.
of the =e.:-is of te bill.
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The Sonorable
Ea.-rison A. Williams, Jr.

The Sonorable
Richard S. Schweicke:

We would appreciate
as soon aspossible.

-3- April 2, 1979

your response to our request

Sincezxbly,

J a ' G Xn

WP,JGsjdj
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APPENDIX B
Investment Company Institute

117S STqICI N. W. WASONI4TON. 0 C. o00e

June 21, 1976

Morton Klevan, Esq.
Acting Counsel
Fiduciary Responsib lity
Plan Benefit Security Division
U. S. Department of Labor
Washington, D. C. 20216

Re: Regulations to be Adopted Under Section
404(c) of ERISA

Dear Mr. Klevan:

Several months ago we discussed the regulations which ate
to be issued by the Department of Labor under Section 404(c) of
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, which deals
with individual account plans. As I indicated, this matter is of
major importance to the mutual fund industry.

We respectfully submit two copies of the enclosed memorandum
which sets forth our specific suggestions concerning these regula-
tions. We have based our suggestions in large part upon the actual
experience of mutual fund organizations in offering a wide variety
of investment vehicles and in serving as sponsors of master and
prototype plans.

Set forth below is a brief summary of the conditions which
we believe should be set forth in the regulations. We believe that
the regulations should provide that a plan which meets these con-
ditions will qualify under Section 404(c). However, we also believe
that the regulations should make it clear that these conditions
simply provide a "safe harbor", and that a plan which fails to meet
one or more of the conditions will not therefore automatically fall
to qualify under Section 404(c),
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Our specific recommendations are divided into three general
areas, and in summary are as follows:

1. Broad Range of Investments - The regulations should provide
that in order to qualify under Section 404(c) a plan should:

(a) offer at least one investment vehicle which
stresses preservation of capital and current income;

(b) offer at least one investment vehicle which seeks
capital appreciation; and

(c) permit participants and beneficiaries to allocate
their individual accounts between these two vehicles.

2. Individual Participant and Beneficiary Control - The regulations
should provide that a plan should:

(a) permit individual participants and beneficiaries
to determine where future contributions are to be
invested;

(b) permit individual participants and beneficiaries
to shift investments from one vehicle to another;

(c) permit participants and beneficiaries to allocate
their investments among the various vehicles;

(d) provide a procedure to deal with the situatio, where
a participant or beneficiary fails to make an investment
decision; and

(e) provide a mechanism whereby participants and
beneficiaries receive adequate information on which
to base their investment decisions.

3. The Employer - The regulations should:

(a) prohibit potential situations which might lead an
employer to attempt to influence employee investment
decisions; and
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(b) permit the employer to service the plan in a
strictly ministerial manner.

We would be pleased to furnish any additional material
requested and to meet with you or your staff to discuss this
most important matter.

Vezy truly yours,

Matthew P. Fink
Associate Counsel

lPF/am
Enclosures

cc: Messrs. Hass
Chadwick
Sacher

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 30
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June 21, 1976

REGULATIONS TO BE ADOPTED

UNDER SECTION 404(c) OF E14ISA

INTRODUCTION

This memorandum is submitted on behalf of the Investment

Company Institute ("the Institute"), which is the national trade

association of the American mutual fund industry. Our members

include 383 open-end investment companies ("mutual funds"), their

investment advisers and principal underwriters. Our mutual fund

members account for over 90% of industry assets and have approxi-

mately eight million shareholders, including tens of thousands

of employee benefit plans.

The purpose of this memorandum is to offer our suggestions

to the Department of Labor concerning regulations to be issued

under Section 404(c) of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974 ("ERISA") dealing with individual account plans.

SECTION 404(c) of ERISA

Section 3(34) of ERISA defines the term "individual account

plan" as:

"a pension plan which provides for an individual account
for each participant and for benefits based solely upon
the amount contributed to the participant's account, and
any income, expenses, gains, and losses, and any forfeit-
ures of accounts of other participants which may be
allocated to such participant's accc.nt."

Section 404(c) of ERISA provides:
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"In the case of a pension plan which provides
for individual accounts and permits a participant
or beneficiary to exercise control over assets in his
account, if a participant or beneficiary exercises
control over the assets in his account (as determined
under regulations of the Secretary) -

(1) such participant or beneficiary shall not
be deemed to be a fiduciary by reason of
such exercise, and

(2) no person who is otherwise a fiduciary shall
be liable under this part for any loss, or by
reason of any breach, which results from such
participant's, or beneficiary's exercise of
control. "

The Conference Report states:

"Certain individual account plans.--Under the sub-
stitute, a special rule is provided for individual
account plans where the participant is permitted to
and in fact does, exercise independent control over
the assets in his individual account. In this case,
the individual is not to be regarded as a fiduciary
and other persons who are fiduciaries with respect
to the plan are not to be liable for any loss that
results from the exercise and control by the parti-
cipant or beneficiary. Therefore, if the participant
instructs the plan trustee to invest the full balance
of his account in, e.g., a single stock, the trustee
is not to be liable for any loss because of a failure
to diversify or because the investment does not meet
the prudent man standards. However, the investment
must not contradict the terms of the plan, and if
the plan on its face prohibits such investments, the
trustee could not follow the instructions and avoid
liability.

The conferees recognize that there may be dif-
ficulties in determining whether the participant in
fact exercises independent control over his account.
Consequently, whether participants and beneficiaries
exercise independent control is to be determined
pursuant to regulations prescribed by the Secretary
of Labor. The conferees expect that the regulations
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will provide more stringent standards with respect
to determining whether there is an independent ex-
ercise of control where the investments may inure
to the direct or indirect benefit of the plan spon-
sor since, in this case participants might be sub-
ject to pressure with respect to investment decisions.
(Because of the difficulty of ensuring that there
is independence of choice in an employer established
individual retirement account, it is expected that the
regulations will generally provide that sufficient
independent control will not exist with respect to
the acquisition of employer securities by participants
and beneficiaries under this type of plan.) In ad-
dition, the conferees expect that the regulations
generally will require that for there to be independent
control by participants, a broad range of investments
must be available to the individual participants and
beneficiaries.

Our specific suggestions concerning the regulations to be

issued under Section 404(c) are set forth in detail at pages

16 through 25 below. We have based our recommendations

in large part upon the actual experience of the mutual fund industry.

Host major mutual fund complexes offer investors, including par-

ticipants and beneficiaries of employee benefit plans, a wide range

of investment vehicles designed to meet practically every investment

objective. Further, for over a decade, mutual funds have sponsored

master and prototype plans which specifically provide this broad

investmnt flexibility to individual participants and beneficiaries

on an efficient and economical basis. Therefore, before setting

forth our detailed suggestions regarding the regulations, we

believe that it would be helpful to discuss the mutual fund

industry's actual experience with the "family of funds" concept

and with the sponsorship of master and prototype plans.
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GENERAL STRUCTURE OF MUTUAL FUND ORGANIZATIONS

A mutual fund organization generally involves three distinct

functions. First, there is the mutual fund itself, usually in

corporate form, which issues its shares to the public and uses

the proceeds to acquire securities meeting the fund's investment

objectives (i.e., growth, income, etc.). Second, there is an

investment adviser, a separate entity, which not only provides

investment advisory services to the mutual fund pursuant to a

written contract with the fund, but which also performs many

important administrative services for the fund and its shareholders.

Third, there is usually a principal underwriter which, pursuant

to a written contract, arranges for the distribution of the fund's

shares to the public. Often the investment adviser and principal

underwriter are the same entity or are under common control. The

principal underwriters for most funds whose shares are sold with

a sales charge arrange for public distribution through independent

broker-dealers, but the shares of a few funds (including the largest)

are sold by salesmen who work for the principal underwriter. Funds

without a sales charge ("no-load" funds) deal directly with the

public in the sale of their shares, although some no-load funds

may technically sell their shares through principal underwriters.

Mutual fund organizations are the most strictly regulated

business entities under the federal securities laws. Since most

mutual funds continuously offer their shares, such shares must
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be continuously registered for sale with the Securities and Ex-

change Coammission ("the SEC") under the Securities Act of 1933

and as to these funds there must always be a current prospectus.

The mutual fund itself, unlike other corporations, must be regis-

tered with the SEC under the Investment Company Act of 1940.

Investment advisers must register with the SEC under the Investment

Advisers Act of 1940. Principal underwriters must register with

the SEC as broker-dealers under the Securities Exchange Act of

1934.

The federal securities laws, and particularly the Investment

Company Act, contain numerous provisions designed to prevent self-

dealing, maintain the mutual fund's independence and prevent the

payment of excessive fees and charges by the mutual fund and its

shareholders, including employee benefit plans. These provisions

are similar to many of the fiduciary provisions contained in ERISA

and the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 ("the Code").

THE "FAMILY OF FUNDS" CONCEPT

When the first mutual funds were formed over fifty years ago,

they were designed to offer investors of moderate means the oppor-

tunity to invest in portfolios consisting of a broad range of con-
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servative equity securities.* Over the last four decades, the

mutual fund industry has realized that different types of investors

have different types of investment objectives. Therefore, most

major mutual fund complexes have formed a wide variety of mutual

funds with various types of investment portfolios. These mutual

funds include: funds invested in conservative common stocks; funds

invested in common stocks of new and developing companies; funds

specializing in the securities of issuers engaged in certain in-

dustries or located in certain areas, including foreign issuers;

income funds invested in high-grade corporate bonds or high-grade

bonds and high-yielding equity securities; and balanced funds

invested in a combination of bonds, conon stocks and preferred

stocks. Recently, a large number of mutual fund complexes have

formed so-called money market funds which invest in short-term money

market instruments such as treasury bills, certificates of deposit

and commercial paper. This year witnessed the establishment of the

* The 1974 Annual Report of Massachusetts Investors Trust, founded
in 1924, states:

"The Trust's initial $50,000 capital stake was fully
invested in a portfolio of 45 stocks, including 19 blue-chip
industrials (among them 50 General Motors at 13 1/4), 14
quality railroad and equipment issues, 10 public utilities, 3nd
two insurance equities. In spite of the conservative nature
of the list, the idea of being fully invested in common stocks
was, of course, quite advanced in a period when the conven-
tional wisdom in investing still focused mainly on fixed
securities."
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first mutual fund principally invested in tax-free municipal bonds.

(The federal securities laws require a mutual fund to adopt a

particular investment policy which can only be changed by share-

holder action). In short, the "family of funds" concept has

developed to the point where the mutual fund industry currently

permits an investor to select the particular vehicle which meets

his own investment objectives.

The mutual fund industry has gone to great lengths to inform

investors of the wide choice of mutual funds available. (Attached

hereto as Exhibits A and B are two "family 6f funds" advertisements

which appeared in the "New York Times" of Sunday, May 2, 1976)

Most mutual fund complexes provide investors with the oppor-

tunity to shift investments from one fund in the complex to another

at no charge or with only a nominal processing fee. The Investment

Company Act of 1940 encourages this "exchange privilege" by pro-

viding that a mutual fund which is normally sold with a sales charge

may eliminate this charge for an investor who purchases shares of

the fund by redeeming shares of a "sister" fund. We have informally

surveyed a number of major mutual fund complexes concerning the

details of their exchange privileges. Most complexes permit an

investor to exchange shares of one fund for shares of a "sister"

fund if the investor has held the shares of the first fund for a

very short period of time (e.g., 7, 15 or 30 days); some complexes

do not impose any time limit. (One mafor complex restricts the use
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of the exchange privilege to twice a year). Most complexes do not

impose any dollar minimum on an exchange; some require that the ex-

change involve at least $500. (Of course, an investor who wishes to

exchange shares of one mutual fund for those of a "sister" mutual

fund must meet the second fund's normal investment minimum). Most

complexes charge a service fee of $5 for an exchange; some do not

charge any fee.

Finally, it should be noted that many mutual fund complexes

•sponsor'a variety of products in addition to mutual funds. These

products include insurance and annuity policies, closed-end invest-

ment companies and face amount certificates.

MASTER AND PROTOTYPE PLANS

For many years, federal legislation and administrative pro-

cedures have recognized and encouraged the use of mutual fund

shares as funding vehicles for employee benefit plans. The original

Keogh legislation enacted in 1962 specifically provided that self-

employed retirement plans could be funded with mutual fund shares.

In 1963 the Internal Revenue Service issued regulations permitting

mutual funds to sponsor master and prototype Keogh plans which

could be pre-approved as to form by the Internal Revenue Service.

Similar regulations concerning mutual fund sponsorship of master

and prototype corporate retirement plans were issued in 1968

(Rev. Proc. 68-45). The Service has recently issued regulations
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permitting mutual funds to sponsor prototype plans for the new

individual retirement accounts.

Master and prototype plans are designed to permit smaller

employers and other persons (i.e., participants in individual

retirement accounts) to establish employee benefit plans on a

simplified and economical basis through the adoption of a standard

model plan which has received Internal Revenue Service approval.

If a system of mastez and prototype plans did not exist, each

employer or other person would have to create his own plan and

would have to obtain separate Internal Revenue Service approval of

his particular plan.

Mutual fund organizations do not receive any compensation for

serving as sponsors of master and prototype plans. (Instead, the

mutual fund's investment adviser receives an investment advisory

fee from the mutual fund, and, in the caae of funds sold with a

sales charge, the fund's principal underwriter and the retail

broker-dealer receive comissions upon the sale of mutual fund

shares). The trustee or-custodian of the master or prototype plan

generally receives an annual maintenance.fee for each plan and

participant account, and in some cases there is an additional fee

for processing each contribution and distribution. These fees tend

to be minimal administrative fees. For example, the April 1, 1976
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prospectus of Dreyfus Fund Inc. s 'tee that the bank custodian of

its Keogh plans and individual retirement accounts charges: "a

one-time $5 acceptance fee per plan irrespective of the number of

accounts thereunder; for each Keogh account, an annual fee of $5

for each employer's account and $3.50 for each other participant's

account; and for each IRA, a $5 annual maintenance fee. Each time

a premature distribution is made, $5 is charged on an IRA account

and $2.50 on a Keogh account."

Master and prototype plans sponsored by mutual funds generally

permit the investment of plan assets in any one of the various

mutual funds or other products (e.g., insurance) offered by the

complex. (In some cases the plans' sponsors have made arrangements

with other financial organizations so that a plan may be funded with

products which are not offered by the mutual fund complex. For

example, some mutual fund master and prototype plans permit invest-

ment in savings accounts or insurance products not sponsored by the

mutual fund complex). Generally, the master and prototype plans

also permit the allocation of plan investments among a number of

mutual funds, or between a mutual fund and another type of funding

media, such as insurance. (This latter practice is commonly

referred to as "split-funding").

The vast majority of mutual fund master and prototype Keogh

and corporate plans are profit-sharing or defined contribution

plans. Therefore individual shareholder accounts are available

for each participant's and beneficiary's interest in the plan.
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Many of these master and prototype plans permit each participant

to make his own investment selection from among the range of

mutual funds and other products offered under the plan. For

example, the Lord, Abbett & Co. Keogh plan states:

"All contributions hereunder by or on behalf of
a Participant and earnings thereon shall be invested
as specified by such Participant on the Application,
or on the appropriate form (to be supplied by the
Sponsor) if the person becomes a Participant after
the Effective Date of the Plan .... "

Other master and prototype plans permit the employer to allow each

participant to make his own investment decisions. For example,

the declaration of trust for the Channing Prototype Keogh plan

provides:

"The Employer shall instruct the Trustee in writing as
to the investment of the assets of the Trust Fund in
one or more of the following media. In the sole dis-
cretion of the Employer, such Employer may allow each
Participant in the Plan to designate in writing the
manner in which the contributions made by such Parti-
cipant or on such Participant's behalf are to be in-
vested in such media. If the Employer allows Partici-
pants to so designate such manner of investmnt, such
designations shall be transmitted by the Employer to
the Trustee in writing."

Further, many of these plans permit each participant to spread

his investments among several of the various products offered under

the master or prototype plan. For example, The American Funds

Keogh plan provides that:
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A"Each participant, through his separate Participation
account, shall be the beneficial owner of all investments
so held in the Trust and in the Employer's discretion
(exercised in a nondiscriminatory manner) shall have the
right to select and direct, through the Employer, the
specific investments) for his account in accordance with
the terms of the Plan.'"*

The normal procedure is for the employer to have each partici-

pant select his own investments in writing and for the employer to

transmit these designations in writing to the plan's trustee or

custodian. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is the application form

for the Scudder Keogh Plan which is completed by each adopting

employer. Note that Item 2 provides for the employer to designate

the particular investments to be made on behalf of each participant.

Participants are accorded the same exchange privilege as is

accorded to other mutual fund investors - that is, a participant

is free to exchange shares of one mutual fund for shares of another

fund offered under the master or prototype plan, generally with no

sales charge or with a nominal processing fee. Again, the procedure

is for the participant to inform the employer of his change and for

the employer to inform the plan's trustee or custodian.

Some master and prototype plans seek to limit administrative
expenses by providing that a participant may only invest in more
than one vehicle if his account exceeds a certain dollar amount
(i.e., $3,000). In addition, many-mutual funds require a minimum
investment (i.e., $100) in order Co establish a mutual fund account.
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Master and prototype Keogh plans provide that each partici-

pant is to receive complete information regarding his investments.

For example, the standard custodial agreement used in conjunction

with Stein Roe & Farnham Funds' Keogh plan provides: "The Custodian

shall deliver to each Participant all notices, prospectuses, financial

statements, proxies, and proxy soliciting materials relating to the

Investment Company Shares held hereunder. The Custodian or its

nominee shall sign such proxies as record owner of such shares, but

shall not otherwise vote any of the Investment Company Shares held

hereunder except in accordance with the written instructions of the

Participants." Therefore, each participant receives current infor-

mation concerning his investments.*

SUGGESTIONS AS TO REGULATIONS

Section 404(c) of ERISA is based on Congress' recognition of

the fact that participants and beneficiaries in an employee benefit

plan may have very different investment objectives. For example,

* We note that Keogh plans and individual retirement accounts
funded with mutual fund shares are not statutorily exempt from
registration under the federal securities laws. However, the SEC
staff has taken the position that such plans need not be regis-
tered as separate securities since they are funded with registered
mutual fund shares provided participants receive the full rights
accorded to mutual fund shareholders. However, corporate plans are
statutorily exempt from registration. Therefore, the plan's trustee
or custodian may be treated as the only mutual fund shareholder and
only the trustee or custodian may receive proxy statements, pros-
pectuses, etc. However, many mutual fund organizations, in
accordance with the plan document or at the employer's request, do
provide individual participants and beneficiaries with such materials.
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an older employee who is near retirement age is likely to wish to

have his account invested in a vehicle which stresses preservation

of capital and the production of current income. Conversely, a

younger employee may be likely to prefer an investment which offers

the opportunity for long-term appreciation of capital. Other

employees may prefer varying mixtures of the two. Section 404(c)

represents a statutory effort to permit employees with varying

investment objectives to select investments which are in keeping

with their particular needs.

Section 404(c) also reflects Congress' recognition that many

employers realize that they lack investment expertise and therefore

do not want responsibility for investing employee benefit plan

assets. Therefore, Section 404(cy provides that if each partici-

pant or beneficiary in a plan is given independent control over

his account's investments, no fiduciary (i.e., the employer) should

bear responsibility for his investment decisions. As the Conference

Report states, the critical issue is "whether the participant in

fact exercises independent control over his account." Section

404(c) and the Conference Report made it clear that the regulations

to be promulgated by the Department of Labor are to be directed to

this issue.

We have devoted a major portion of this memorandum to a

description of the "family of funds" concept and to the existing

system of master and prototype plans precisely because we believe
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that they offer a close approximation of Section 404(c) plans.

Indeed, many mutual fund master and prototype plans may presently

qualify under the section. Therefore, we have based our recommen-

dations as to the regulations in large part on this pre-existing

framework.

Our specific recommendations, which are set forth in detail

below, are divided into three general areas:

1. A discussion .of the essential condition, set forth in

the Conference Report, that there be a "broad range of investments"

available to the individual participants and beneficiaries.

2. A discussion of the specific details of individual

participant and beneficiary control, including the ability of

each participant and beneficiary to select his own initial invest-

ments; to change his investment decisions from time to time; and

to devise the proper "mix" of investment media which meets his

particular investment objectives.

3. A discussion of the role of the employer in carrying out

the decisions of the individual participants and beneficiaries

and in administering the plan in accordance with Section 404(c).

We suggest that the regulations make it clear that a plan

which meets these conditions will qualify under Section 404(c).

However, the regulations should also make it clear that these

conditions simply provide a "safe harbor", and that a plan which
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fails to satisfy one or more of these conditions will not there-

fore automatically fail to qualify under Section 404(c).

Our specific comments in each of the three general areas

are as follows:

1. "Broad Ranse of Investments"

The Conference Report explicttly recognizes that for there

to be independent control, "a broad range of investments must be

available to the individual participants and beneficiaries", and

expresses the expectation that the regulations will deal with this

"broad range" issue. We submit that the regulations in this area

should be based on the essential philosophy underlying Section

404(c) ;- the recognition that different participants and bene-

ficiaries have different investment objectives. Some participants

and beneficiaries will desire current income and preservation of

capital; some will want the opportunity for capital appreciation;

others will seek various combinations of the two. We believe

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 31
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therefore that the regulations in this area should set forth

three basic conditions.* I

First, the plan must offer at least one investment medium

which stresses preservation of capital and current income. This

could be satisfied, for example, through a mutual fund or bank

pooled fund invested in high-grade corporate bonds; a savings

account; a mutual fund invested in money market instruments; a

fixed annuity contract; or life insurance. We do not believe that

a guarantee of capital or income should be required: even under

the most stringent pre-ERISA state prudent man test such a guarantee

was never required.** What is required is a vehicle whose invest-

* Our analysis of the underlying rationale of Section 404(c)
and our proposed conditions are supported by the analysis set
forth in Note, "Fiduciary Standards and the Prudent Man Rule
Under the Employment Retirement Income Security Act of 1974,"
88 Harvard Law Review 960, 975 (1975):

"ERISA does, however, provide a way of avoiding
the difficulties caused by congressional failure to
specify the level of risk appropriate for defined
contribution plans. The Act permits a participant
or beneficiary to control the assets attributable to
his share of the fund if the plan so authorizes. In
such a case, neither he nor any plan fiduciary will be
liable for breach of fiduciary standards resulting from
exercise of that control. Under such an administrative
arrangement, the participants would bear responsibility
for the amount of the benefits they ultimately receive
by choosing the level of risk to be assumed and par-
ticular investments to be made." (footnotes omitted)

* See, 3 Scott, The Law of Trusts 5227.3, at 1812 (1967):
"It cannot be said thnt a trustee must always take the least
risk possible"; an! content on clause (a) of 1227 of Restate-
ment (Second) of the Law of Trusts, at 531 (1959): "It is not
ordinarily the duty of a trustee to invest only in the very
safest and most conservative securities available."
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mont objective is preservation of capital and the production of

current income.

Second, the plan must offer at least one investment vehicle

which seeks capital appreciation as a major objective. This could

be satisfied, for example, through a bank pooled equity fund; a

mutual fund invested in common stocks; a real estate fund; or a

variable annuity contract.

Third, the plan must allow participants and beneficiaries to

allocate their accounts between these two investment vehicles.

Thus each participant and beneficiary will be able to devise the

"mix" which meets his particular investment goals.

We do not believe that the "broad range" test requires that

there must be a number of different vehicles offered on either

the capital preservation side or on the capital appreciation side.

(For example, we do not believe that the capital appreciation side

must offer a real estate investment and a bank-sponsored equity

fund and a mutual fund invested in common stocks). Since the

underlying rationale of Section 404(c) relates to investment

objectives, the regulations need only insure that the plan provide

a range of investment objectives, not that it offer vehicles which

invest in every conceivable sort of asset.

Further, we do not believe that in order to meet the "broad

range" test, a plan must offer vehicles sponsored by different
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organizations (i.e., a vehicle sponsored by a mutual fund complex,

a vehicle sponsored by a bank, and a vehicle sponsored by an

insurance company); what is essential is that the vehicles which

are offered provide a broad range of investment objectives.

Our view in this regard is reinforced by overwhelming practical

c--onsiderations. As set forth above, master and prototype plans

presently offer a system of individual account plans and individual

employee investment selection on an extremely efficient and

economical basis. The key to this system is the ability of a single

financial orp.,nization (i.e., one mutual fund complex, bank or

insurance company) to offer a variety of products and to econom-

ically.serice investors in such products. Administrative problems

and costs co participants and beneficiaries would sky-rocket if

the regulations required a plan to offer investments in products

offered by a host of different financial organizations. (For

example, the shareholder service agent for the various mutual funds

in a single complex is already equipped to handle exchanges among

the various funds on an efficient and economical basis. It

obviously would be far more expensive and burdensome to establish

and operate an exchange mechanism among unrelated products). In

addition, if the regulations required that there be a number of

financial organizations, master and prototype plans could not be

used under Section 404(c) since by definition a master prototype
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plan is sponsored by a single financial organization.*

2. Individual Control

The regulations should require that each participant and

beneficiary must be given the right to determine where future

contributions on his behalf are to be invested. (In order to keep

the employer's administrative costs and problems to a minimum the

regulations should permit a plan to limit a participant's choice

of future inve3tments-to periodic intervals -- e.g., quarterly

or semi-annually).

Similarly, the regulations should require that a participant

or beneficiary be permitted to shift his investments from one

vehicle to another. (Again, the regulations should permit a

limitation of this switching privilege to periodic intervals --

e.g., quarterly or semi-annually). The regulations should require

that the employee be informed of any Lees and charges in connection

with a change of investment vehicles. As noted above, most mutual

fund complexes permit an investor to exchange shares of one fund for

those of a "sister" fund in the same complex with no charge or with

The problem is analogous to that concerning the appointment of
"investment managers". While a large plan may be able to select
more than one "investmenc manager", a small plan cannot do so on
an economic basis. See Franklin, "Feeling Comfortable With Advisers
Should be a Major Objective in Selecting Managers", -ension & In-
vestments, April 26, 1976 at p. 16.
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only a nominal processing fee. (Of course, If an investor switches

from a no-load fund to a load fund in the same complex, he will pay

a sales charge. Similarly, an investor who switches from a low-

load fund to a "sister" fund with a higher sales load will pay an

additional sales charge). The regulations should permit the pay-

ment of such administrative fees and sales charges, as well as

redemption fees, provided that such charges and fees are Imposed

on all shareholders of the mutual fund.

The regulations should also require that a participant or

beneficiary be permitted to allocate his account among the

various products offered by the plan. Thus part of an employee's

account could be invested on the capital.preservation side and

part on the capital appreciation side. In addition, the regula-

tions should permit an employee to select any sort of mix he

desires. In order to reduce administrative costs, the regulations

should permit a plan to limit this allocation feature to

participant accounts which are in excess of some reasonable dollar

amount. (For example, a plan might provide that a participant

can only invest in more than one vehicle if his account exceeds

$1,000). Further, many mutual funds (and other funding media)

require that an investor cannot establish an account unless his

investment meets a minimum dollar amount (e.g., $250.). Therefore,

the regulations should provide that a participant or beneficiary

can only invest in a vehicle If his investment meets the vehicle's
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normal investment minimum.

The regulations should also permit the participant or bene-

ficiary to inform the employer of his investment decisions in

writing and for the employer in turn co inform the plan's trustee

or custodian in writing.

The regulations also must deal with the situation where the

individual participant or beneficiary is given complete investment

control over his account, but fails to make an investment decision.

One solution might be to permit the employer to make the invest-

ment decision on the employee's behalf in this case. However, if

the regulations adopt this approach, they should also make it

clear that this will not cause the employer to be a "fiduciary"

as to investment decisions. A better approach might be for the

regulations to provide that the plan instruments themselves may

specify the investments which are to be made in the event that

the individual employee fails to make an investment decision.

(For example, the plan instruments might provide that in such a

case, the individual account is to be entirely invested in one or

more specified vehicles on the capital preservation side). If

this approach is adopted, the regulations should make it clear

that this will not cause the sponsoring organization (e.g., the
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mutual fund complex) to be a fiduciary".*

Finally* and perhaps most importantly, in order to really

exercise full investment control over his individual account, a

participant or beneficiary must receive adequate information on

which to base his investment decisions. The regulations should

state that the plan must provide that when an individual first

becomes a participant, he is to receive from the employer complete

and up-to-date information concerning his various investment

options. (In the case of a mutual fund, this requirement could be

satisfied through the fund's current prospectus). At the same time,

each participant should be told of his rights to change his options,

to allocate and to switch from one vehicle to another. (Presumably

this information could be set forth in a summary plan description).

After a participant makes an investment decision, he should receive

via his employer regular and current information as to his invest-

ment. Further, the participant should be permitted to request,

through his employer, current information as to the other available

vehicles.

• In this connection, we note that in April of 1975we filed a
class application with the Department of Labor and the Internal
Revenue Service seeking an interpretation or exemption to the
effect that a mutual fund sponsor of a master or prototype plan
is not a "fiduciary", "party in interest" or "disqualified person"
(File No. D-466). Our application was premised on the fact that
investment decisions are made by the employer who has adopted the
master or prototype plan or by the individual participants and
beneficiaries. If the approach outlined above (whereby the plan
itself specifies the investments which are to be made in the
Absence of a decision by the individual, participant) the regula-
tions obviously will have to grant relief beyond that requested
in our class application of April 1975.
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3. The Emioloyer

The Conference Report expressly notes that a participant

or beneficiary may lack independent control "where the invest-

ment may inure to the direct or indirect benefit of the plan spon-

sor since,.in this case participants might be subject to pressure

with respect to investment decisions." We submit that the regu-

lations should not only, as the Conference Report suggests, gene-

rally prohibit investment in employer securities, but should also

prevent other potential situations which might lead an employer

to attempt to influence employee investment decisions. (Many

potential abuses in this area may already be barred by the

provisions in ERISA and the Code dealing with prohibited trans-

actions ).

However, it is essential that the regulations permit the

employer to service the individual account plan in a strictly

ministerial manner. The regulations should permit individual

participants and beneficiaries to relay their investment decisions

to the plan's trustee or custodian through the employer. Simi-

larly, the various funding media should be permitted to distri--

bute information to the individual participants and beneficiaries

through the employer. (The regulations should provide the

employer with some reasonable period of time in which to inform

the plan's trustee or custodian of the employees' investment

decisions, and in which to distribute information from the
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various funding media to the employees). As set forth above,

the widespread use of the master and prototype system is based

on the efficiencies and economies of administration which they

offer to employee benefit plans, their participants and bene-

ficiaries. A major reason for this is the use of employers as

administrative "middlemen" between the sponsoring organization

and the participants and beneficiaries.

Finally we believe that the regulations should provide that

if the conditions set forth above are met, the employer will not

be liable for the investment decisions made by the individual

participants and beneficiaries. Of course, the employer would

be under a fiduciary duty in seeing to it that the plan qualifies

under Section 404(c) and that the various vehicles are suitable-

for participants and beneficiaries with varying investment
,

objectives, and in carrying out the investment instructions of

the individual participants and beneficiaries.

In addition, we believe that sponsors of master and

prototype plans should be permitted to request an opinion from

the Department of Labor (similar to that issued by the Internal

Revenue Service regarding-Section 401 and 501 of the Code, as

indicated by Exhibit D) regarding the acceptability of the form

of plan as it pertains to Section 404(c) of ERISA.
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CONCIUS ION

We believe that Section 404(c) is one of the most important

sections of ERISA. It is based on Congress' recognition that

different participants and beneficiaries in an employee benefit

plan often have different investment objectives, and that there-

fore many plans are designed so as to permit each participant

and beneficiary to make his own investment decisions. Similarly,

Section 404(c) recognizes that many employers do not want the

responsibility for investing plan assets, and therefore it

permits each participant and beneficiary to have investment

control over his own account.

We have based our recommendations concerning the regulations

to be issued under Section 404(c) on the actual experience of the

mutual fund industry in offering a variety of investment products

and in sponsoring master and prototype plans. We believe that

this experience is extremely relevant to the regulations, and

that indeed, many plans currently funded with mutual fund shares

already qualify under Section 404(c). We have attempted to set

forth the major provisions which we believe should be set forth

in the regulations. We would be pleased to furnish any additional

information requested and to meet with representatives of the

Departmentof Labor to discuss this most important matter.
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EXHIBIT A

We want your money to do"a.
whatever you wantyour moneyto da

The po u and goals of Scudder no-load mutual funds am varied to w to the needsof virtually
anyi' vstor.

Whatevo your Investment objectives, Scudder funds offor divormiflcaton of opportunites with
professional ;nvestment management.

A prospectus on each fund that intereMwyou wi be ion upon raelsptof this coupon. (Peasocheok
the Woriate box.)I I

I Scudder, Stevens & Cfsr Balanced Punt Seeks growth with income and conservation ofprincipal. SSW initial investment.

€ Scudder, Stevens & Claric Common Sock Punt A portfolio of common stock for po001:
tng-lerm c pital growth. starting with an investment of $500. I

0 Scudder Specisl Fund. Takes special r1ks for abvo-average potential long-term principle
growth.500 initial investment

0 Scu dder DOve'opmetnt Fund. Seeks Iong-term rowth through investment In companies having
prospects for rapid growth. $5.000 initial investment.

:1 ScLdder Intorna;onal Fund. Soaks long-term growth through investment in foreign securil.
$1,000 initial inves nLsls nMNio 're o no load: mutual funds, which moas you pay no sales commission when you Inv*L,

Plase Send information on;
Scudder IRA. ..

0 Scudder Keogh Plan.
0 Scudder Corporate Retirement Planm.
FWrW camo # 1.o1 0at.o n. Mincldm" all chwe n expenu WIeau.f t alI &callW a Read ft a CW

amyou NW ofl"4 Ay.
M j MIS SCUdduV Fu DiOaNbqiC*OeLEIO

Md"
jC4~ao
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EXHIBIT B

I L T e owastme~t th At '6 rg'ht a

for von to ay ct1be wrovg
Ifor you tomorrow

It you have children, chances are you're putting
money away for their education. Fine. But once g

you've accomplished that, what then? Suddenly, you
nay want to be more aggressive with your money,

moro speculative. Or, you may want your money to 5
provide you with income and a regular check for

retirement. The key Is flexibility, one of the big
advantages of introducing your money to the

Oppenheimer Concept of Lifetime Money
blZanag.nnerit. Itlets you chn-mge your investment

posture as often as your needs do... simply by
exchangig one Oppenheimer pc;folio ior
another.Which one of our five professionally B

managed portfolios should your money be in? a
To find out, Just fill out the coupon below.

a DepL 12A. Ct-a New York P:-* N'ew York. !004
Orcall2242-4C tCo~aie... ... Mean Sor'd m-re a Wre P-re-.e,'s on the Ir.97~y
LWha best suits Ane~e ~e~e~ o.tvsA

OWN, .. an~ inweater. Ic set !
to - .- 10 Agressive 0 Middle-oi.the.road

0 Moderately 0 Moderalelycornurvative"- .... ' giesslr 0 Very consegvatly

* ilNAM. . , . . ..

la CY STATE- .ZW....
Your Me~pcl~a w-i;K!ud@ cii Wmatn aiuc=-s wdexpenwPead it ca:emuy !.-*!" yCu .1st or sa1Z .Cey.L Md .:r end D '.SibU:t " e sm muu a1 Iw's.
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-VIIBIT C

FUND APPUCATION FORM

TI.F.. .-W0GH PLAN

FOR THE 80LF-EMPLOYED

1. 9Bpe Infcnadon Check One: Q So Propretor Q Pwers
Name-

No of Bualnin.

Bualnee Add, .,
F*derl Tax Sitployore Identllcabn Nllb . __ __
(Thls is ot the socil security numbe. II you do not have aoe V w d"flcadOn n r, N shod be aple bx on Form
W5-4 which melay be obtiknd from yow local oWffce ot t Litenal Revm "vice)
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EXHIBIT D

InteTnal sqv*nua Ser-,c*

Dow14.1 f" r f 9V.

APR? 1972 I.T: MS:PT:1:2

SWashington M~utual Investors F'und,

900 Soutbern BildingWashington, D.C. 200!

- Gentleaen:__ Oentemen: eif--Ikoloyed Individuals

in w . Retirement Plan

*~la iW01L e7 725031 brr~uldr
In our opinion n6 form of the aboye prototype plan azd reed trust/custodiW account

Is acceptable 'e u .der section 401 of the IntercA! Ravetue Code for use by employers w~ho adopt

it for the benefit of their employees, IncludLnZ self-employed individuals.
Our opinion relates only to the acceptralyf of the form of plan and trust/custodtal

account. 1i es25M Constiute a ruling or determinatton of the qualification of any adopeLi
employer's plan under section 401 of the Cede. or of the exemp. status of the related
trust/custodial account under section 501(a). Moreover, this Opinion has no application to
other Federal or local statutes. For Zuidaance in determinigZ whether the plans of
parttcipttnS employers fall within general wage and salary standards. see Ue re1u]atio-s
issued by the Pay Board under authority of the Economic Stabilizaton Act of 1970. as amended.

A seLf-employed individual adopting tl:is plan will be considered to have adopted a plan
qualified under section 401 provided all Its te=s are followed, wnd provided V2.e eligibility
requirements and contribution or benefit proisions are not more favorable for owner-
emp!oyees e.a for other employees, inclu. all employees required to be covered tuder aplan 'for" busins1sss €oncrolled by such owmer-emplo'/ees.

Please notify us if you termnate the form of p'n.

Sl .erely yours,

Chief, Pension Trust Branch

SAVE AS A PIPANIfT i.CA,
Fomer-~O Rvi.l
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LAW OF7ICES

GROoM AND NOi]BuNRO
4UIT2 45o

17785 VRVNSYLVAm& AVXUWZ , X. W.

WAunrwowx, D. C. 20oo

TH[ODORC A. GROOM (a0") "7-0600
C1ARL A. NORDBERO. JR.
RouRT 9. HARDING
LAWRCNCE J. HASS
LOWS l. MAIAWEY
MICHAeL r KEtSAHER
SHARON CALM December 21, 1979

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman, Subcommittee on Private Pension

Plans and Employee Fringe Benefits
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Proposed Legislation
to Amend ERISA

Dear Chairman Bentsen:

This statement is submitted on behalf of the Western

Conference of Teamsters Pension Trust Fund ("WCT Plan") for

inclusion in the record of Hearings of the Subcommittee held

on December 4-5, 1979 relating to S.1089, S.209 and other

proposed legislation to amend the Employee Retirement Income

Security Act of 1974 ("ERZSA") and certain provisions of the

Internal Revenue Code affecting employee benefit plans. Our

statement focuses on S.209, "The ERISA Improvements Act of

1979," the bill before the Subcommittee which includes many

provisions affecting multiemployer plans such as the WCT

Plan.

The WCT Plan is the largest multiemployer plan in the

United States. The Plan currently receives contributions on

behalf of approximately 670,000 employees working under Teamster
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collective bargaining agreements with nearly 15,500 employers

in 13 western states. Over 100,000 persons are currently

receiving benefits under the WCT Plan. As of September 30,

1979, the Plan's total assets exceeded $2.6 billion and all

such assets are on deposit with The Prudential Insurance

Company of America pursuant to a group annuity contract. The

WCT Plan is administered by 28 trustees jointly representing

management and labor pursuant to the Labor Management Relations

Act, 1947.

The WCT Plan regards the ERISA Improvements Act of 1979

(S.209) as a positive and very important step toward the

resolution of many of the problems which it and other plans

have faced in their five years of experience with ERISA. As

our statement indicates, there are a number of provisions of

S.209 which we strongly support and which we believe should

be enacted promptly to help relieve some of the costs and

burdens which ERISA has imposed on multiemployer plans. At

the same time, we believe there are a number of ways the bill

could be improved further, and we will focus on these in our

statement. Briefly summarized, our recommendations for improvements

in the bill are as follows:

(1) ERISA should be amended to clearly establish that
multiemployer plans may indemnify trustees and other fiduciaries
against liability and expenses, including attorney's fees,
where such fiduciaries are found to have acted in good faith
(p. 4).

(2) The Internal Revenue Code should be amended to
modify recently-issued IRS regulations which expose multiemployer"
plans to a risk of total disqualification on account of

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 32
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the failure of only one employer to satisfy an applicable
qualification requirement (p. 8).

(3) ERISA should be amended to relieve multiemployer
plans of the obligation to give vesting credit for service
outside collective bargaining units covered by the plan
in those cases where an entire unit of employees joins or
leaves the plan (p. 10).

(4)- ERISA should be amended to clearly relieve multi-
employer plans of the obligation to accrue benefits after
a substantial period of time during which employers have
been delinquent in making required contributions (p. 13).

(5) We support the enactment of the alternative document
distribution method for multiemployer plans, but we urge
the clarification or deletion of several aspects of that
provision to ensure that the intended relief is actually
provided (p. 15).

(6) We support enactment of the provisions of the
bill relating to the enforcement of family support orders,
but further modifications are needed to clearly relieve
plans of substantially all of the costly and burdensome
problems attendant to pension plan involvement in state
family law proceedings (p. 16).

(7) We support the provisions of the bill which would
promote the prompt payment of employer contributions to
collectively bargained plans, but we believe these provisions
should be expanded to expressly sanction the enforcement
of reasonable plan provisions for the payment of liquidated
damages (p. 19).

(8) We oppose the proposed anti-misrepresentation
provision as an unnecessary, counterproductive and unwarranted
encouragement to essentially vexatious litigation (p. 20).

(9) We oppose the proposed expansion of early survivor
annuity protection as a costly and administratively burdensome
requirement which should not be imposed on retirement plans
(p. 23),

Before explaining our recommended improvements in further

detail, we note for the record our strong support for several

other provisions of the bill which are of particular interest

to multiemployer plans. One of these provisions (sec. 142)
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would properly relax ERISA's restrictions on the return of

contributions made by mistake or which plans are not allowed

to retain under the Federal labor laws. This additional

flexibility will provide relief for a very common problem of

multiemployer plans and will eliminate the need for costly

and unnecessary litigation. We also endorse the provisions

of the bill which would clarify or modify the accrued benefit

(sec. 124) and funding (sec. 131) rules for multiemployer

plans. These provisions will resolve technical but very

important problems for such plans.

PROVISIONS THAT SHOULD
BE ADDED TO S.209

1. ERISA Should Be Amended to Clearly Establish that Multiemployer
Plans May Indemnify Plan Fiduciaries Against Liability and
Attorney's Fees Where They Have Acted in Good Faith.

The cumulative impact of (1) ERISA's broad and complex

statutory scheme involving the potential for an infinite

variety of suits under the guise of an alleged breach of

fiduciary responsibility, (2) its procedural and jurisdictional

rules providing easy access to Federal courts, and (3) ERISA's

prohibition of exculpatory clauses, has caused many plans to

purchase liability insurance against potential liabilities

and defense costs of plan fiduciaries.

Early in 1978, the WCT Plan encountered great difficulty

in securing any fiduciary liability insurance for its 28

labor and management trustees. After several months of complex

negotiations, the WCT Plan finally did obtain fiduciary insurance.
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However, only one carrier was willing to insure it and the

annual premium was nearly four times that charged in the

three prior years. This serious problem occurred even though

no suit alleging scandalous conduct, self-dealing, theft or

other criminal behavior has ever been filed against the WCT

Plan. Further, while most plans now have fiduciary insurance,

there is no way of knowing whether adequate insurance will

be obtainable in future years and, if so, at what cost.

We believe that the current practice of obtaining fiduciary

insurance against defense costs is seriously inadequate (in

terms of both its excessive cost and the absence of any reliability

for multiemployer plan trustees), and that multiemployer

plans would be better served if they could directly assume

the cost of routine litigation against trustees. Accordingly,

we urge that ERISA be amended to permit such plans to pay

these costs subject generally to an independent judicial

determination that the trustees have acted in good faith.

Before the enactment of ERISA, most multiemployer plans

did not purchase liability insurance. Civil actions against

such plans were customarily defended by attorneys retained by

the trusts, and the law at the time did not preclude this

practice. Since ERISA was enacted, as representatives of the

Labor Department are aware, the common practice of multiemployer

plans has been to purchase fiduciary liability insurance for

the plan in connection with which individual trustees may

purchase waiver of recourse coverage at a small charge. However,
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the proliferation of lawsuits, many of questionable merit,

has caused the cost of insurance to skyrocket and made it

difficult to secure appropriate coverage. Further, questions

have been raised as to whether the fiduciary provisions of

ERISA generally allow a multiemployer plan to follow the pre-

ERISA practice of paying for the defense of actions brought

against individual trustees.*/

Our concern is not with the defense of acts which are

clearly culpable and should be expected to give rise to personal

liability. The typical case does not involve allegations of

such individual wrongdoing, but instead calls into question

the collective judgment of boards of trustees on a wide range

of issues involving plan design, administration and compliance

with other Federal laws. The costs of defending only one

major lawsuit of this type can involve tens or hundreds of

thousands of dollars -- whether the claim is well-founded or

*/ The Department of Labor has issued several advisory
opinions indicating that plans may pay the defense costs
of its investment managers in certain cases (subject to
repayment if there is a finding of individual liability),
and one court has recently agreed. Central States!
Southeast and Southwest Areas Pension Fund v. American
National Bank and Trust Co. of Chicago, No. 77C 4335
(N.D. IMl., Oct. 26, 1979). However, the Labor Department
opinion letters are based on the particular facts and
circumstances of individual cases and, thus, it is
unclear whether they would be applicable to most multiemployer
plans and their trustees in the wide variety of suits
that may be filed. Further, while the cited court decision
concludes that reimbursement of investment manager litigation
costs does not violate the prohibited transaction and
exculpation restrictions of ERISA, that decision does
not address a number of other issues such as whether
reimbursement would be permitted if the fiduciary were
found liable, notwithstanding that such fiduciary was
acting in good faith and in the best interests of the
plan.
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frivolous. For a plan of any significant size, many such

suits will be pending at any point in time. Under these

circumstances, the purchase of insurance, where available and

even at great cost, is a practical necessity. Few people can

be expected to assume or retain the responsibilities of a

trustee of a large multiemployer plan knowing that their

personal assets may be exhausted in the defense of a multitude

of lawsuits. Without insurance or some other appropriate

means of minimizing this risk, there is a serious and unacceptable

danger that competent people simply will not be willing to

serve. Thus, we believe it is imperative that the law be

changed in such a way as to permit honest and sincere fiduciaries

to perform their customary plan responsibilities without fear

of personal liability for the costs of defending decisions

which a court may or may not ultimately agree were the "right"

ones.

In our view, the above objective would be realized by

the inclusion in the bill of an amendment comparable to a

provision (sec. 3508) included in the recently-introduced

"Retirement Income Incentives and Administrative Simplification

Act of 1979" (H.R. 6053), sponsored by Congressmen Erlenborn

and Conable. We believe such a provision will properly minimize

the dependency of plans on costly insurance, and will better

enable plans to retain and attract competent trustees to

serve them. At the same time, such proposal contains sufficient

limitations to prevent plans from assuming any.significant
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cost of individual wrongdoing. We strongly urge the inclusion

in S.209 of a substantially identical provision.

2. The Tax Law Should Be Amended to Clearly Prevent Disqualifi-
cation of an Entire Multiemployer Plan on Account of the
Failure of One or More Employers To Satisfy an Applicable
Requirement.

ERISA represented the first legislative recognition that

special rules may be necessary in certain cases in order to

sensibly apply the general tax qualification standards to

collectively-bargained multiemployer plans which commonly

cover employees of dozens, hundreds or (like the WCT Plan)

many thousands of different employers. Such recognition was

far from complete, however, and recently issued final regulations

of the Internal Revenue Service vividly illustrate one area

where adequate provision for the special nature of these

plans was not made. The regulations to which we refer, issued

under section 413 of the Code, raise the possibility that an

entire multiemployer plan -- covering employees of thousands

of different employers -- may suffer the devastating consequences

of plan disqualification solely because of the failure (negligent

or otherwise) of a single employer to satisfy an applicable

requirement. Treas. Reg. S 1.413-1(a)(3). While we recognize

that the risk that such results may occur is probably small,

we respectfully submit that the magnitude of the potential

harm to innocent parties is so great that the Subcommittee should

act promptly to eliminate any possible risk that such results

may occur by reason of this interpretation of ERISA.
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Multiemployer plan administrators generally employ reasonable

and diligent procedures to detect potential problems of compliance

with tax and other laws and to ensure adherence to plan provisions.

However, it should be apparent that, in the context- of any

plan of significant scope, problems affecting one or another

employer may not be identified for some time. This is particularly

true of factors relating to the qualification of the plan "in

operation" such as the non-discrimination requirements of the

tax law. Possible problems in this area could arise through

inadvertence, changed circumstances or other events affecting

a particular employer or local union whose employees participate

in the plan. For example,-a group of local union employees

may have been covered for some time by the multiemployer plan

(which also covers workers represented by the union) on a

basis fully consistent with accepted non-discrimination criteria.

Subsequently, however, gradual changes in the local union work

force, ahd its resulting participation in the plan, may adversely

affect satisfaction of such nondiscrimination criteria by the

local union.

Under the cited IRS regulations, it is possible that the

entire plan could be disqualified in the above example, notwithstanding

that events affecting the local union's participation generally

were beyond the control and knowledge of the plan administrator

and the hundreds or thousands of innocent participating employers

and their employees. Multiemployer plans cannot, at least

not without incurring staggering costs, police all possible
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events that may affect a participating group, and it is

unreasonable for the law in any way to allow the imposition

of such unduly harsh consequences on innocent parties. In

this regard, while we appreciate the Treasury Department,'s

expectation that the "Service's administration of these provisions

may shelter innocent and nonnegligent employers from some of

the harsh results of disqualification"*/, we believe this is

one area where absolute certainty is of critical importance.

Such certainty can only be provided by legislation.

Accordingly, we urge the adoption of an amendment to

section 413 of the Code which provides a clear statutory

basis for generally preserving the qualification of a multiemployer

plan where one or more employers is considered not to satisfy

an applicable requirement. Such an amendment should furnish a

mechanism for notice and opportunity to reivedy any defect, and,

alternatively, should provide for segregation of the participation

of the nonqualifying employer from the remainder of the plan.

3. Multiemployer Plans Should Not Be Required to Provide
Vesting Credit for Service Outside Covered Collective Bargaining
Units Where anEntire Unit of Employees Joins or Leaves the
Plan.

Labor Department regulations (currently administered by

the Internal Revenue Service) in numerous cases accord significance

under ERISA to an employee's service with an employer during

periods for which the employer has not made or no longer will

make contributions to the multiemployer plan for that employee

*/ 44 -ederal Register 65061, 65062 (Nov. 9, 1979).
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pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement. 29 C.P.R. $

2530.210. The effect of these regulations is to require multi-

employer plans to provide vesting credit to employees for service

which falls outside the basic link of the employee to the plan --

the collective bargaining unit. We urge the Subcommittee to

consider an amendment to ERISA that would allow a plan to exclude,

for vesting purposes, service performed in a collective bargaining

unit prior to or following the period during which such unit

participated in the plan.

Since their inception, the basis of an individuni's

participation in a multiemployer plan has been his or her

employment in a collective bargaining unit represented by the

union and for which negotiated contributions are made to the

plan. It is service in covered bargaining units, rather than

status as an employee of a particular employer, which has

made possible the significant degree of portability generally

provided by multiemployer plans -- a feature unique before

ERISA and, notwithstanding the minimum vesting standards, one

which remains unique in the private pension system.

The Labor Department rules stretch the concept of the

"employer" as applied to multiemployer plans to require service

to be recognized in many situations which run counter to the

collective bargaining process and the purpose of the plan

itself. For example:

-- When one unit of employees has been affiliated with

the plan for a substantial period (e.g., in Washington), a

I II .
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second unit (e.g., in Arizona) can vote to join the plan at a

time when employees in that unit will be immediately vested

in all benefits to be accrued. This may be the case where

the unit repeatedly rejected plan participation in the past

in favor of higher wages or other benefits.

-- Similarly, the second unit can, after a short period

of contributory service under the plan, bargain out in favor

of other benefits, or decertify the union as their representative,

while continuing to receive credit toward vesting under the

plan they left.

We would emphasize that administration of these rules,

if possible at all, is extremely difficult because multiemployer

plans are not equipped to keep track of service which is

performed outside of a collective bargaining unit for which

employer contributions are made to the plan. Moreover, compliance

with other ERISA requirements, such as the reporting of accrued

benefits of vested terminated participants, is complicated

considerably by these rules because participants may become

vested years after they left a bargaining unit covered by the

plan.

In view of the significant opportunity which multiemployer

plans have long provided for employees to accumulate vesting

credit notwithstanding frequent job changes, we believe that,

at least in the types of situations described above, a balancing

of the interests of plans and their participants supports the

adoption of a limitation on creditable vesting service to

service performed in participating-collective bargaining units.
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4. Multiemployer Plans Sho.ld Not be Required to Provide
Accrued Benefits After a Substantial Period-During Which
Employers Have been Delinquent in Making Required Contributions.

The benefits provided by multiemployer plans are financially

supportable only if the employer contributions required by

bargaining agreements negotiated with local unions are made.

Consequently, most multiemployer plans provided prior to

ERISA that credit would be given for service in covered bargaining

units only to the extent that the employer made contributions

for such Credit.

The current position of the Labor Department at least is

that multiemployer plans must provide for accrual of benefis

for all "hours of service" (as defined by ERISA) performed by

employees in covered units, whether or not their employer has

made the required contributions for such hours pursuant to

the bargaining agreement. This interpretation exposes plans

to potentially substantial liabilities for benefits which

they cannot realistically bear without the receipt of employer

contributions needed to fund the benefits. Accordingly, we

urge that ERISA be amended to provide that the period of

service required to be recognized for purposes of the accrued

benefit rules does not include any period of service which

follows a substantial period (e.g., two months) during which

the employer has not made the required contributions to the

plan.

Delinquencies in employer contributions arise for many

reasons including short-term cash flow problems, disputes
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over whether employer contributions are required under an

agreement, and more serious potentially long-term financial

troubles. The provision of S.209 (sec. 154(b)) which would

make an employer's contractual obligation to contribute an

ERISA obligation recognizes that the timely receipt of employer

contributions is vital to the financial soundness of multiemployer

plans. While this provision should help multiemployer plans.

collect employer contributions on a timely basis, it would not

provide relief where the delinquency is prolonged and the employer

ultimately goes bankrupt or goes out of business.

In cases of employer bankruptcy or insolvency, the plan may

have incurred substantial unfunded liabilities over a period of

one or more years for which minimal or no contributions will be

received. We note in this regard that, under the recently revised

Federal bankruptcy laws, pension and welfare benefit plan contribu-

tions are in the priority category below wages, and the maximum

priority amount is determined by aggregating both wages and plan

contributions. 11 U.S.C. S 507(a). As a result, the bankruptcy

laws do not materially improve the status of plans in relation

to other creditors. The potentially large unfunded liabilities

that may be imposed on multiemployer plans by such delinquencies

are borne ina very real sense by those employers who continue

to contribute and their employees. We believe these considerations

support a statutory limitation which clearly establishes that,

when no contributions have been received for a significant period

of time (such as two months), no further benefit accruals are

required. We urge that such a limitation be included in the bill.
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PROVISIONS OF S.209
WE STRONGLY SUPPORT

5. Alternative Document Distribution Method for Multiemployer
Plans (Secs. 117 and 153(7)).

For several years, t~e WCT Plan has struggled with the

requirement of present law that ERISA-required documents be

distributed to participants by direct mail at their home

addresses. As explained in detail in the WCT Plan's testimony

before the Committee on Labor and Human Resources (and in the

"Summary and Analysis of Consideration' of S.209 prepared by

that Committee), the Plan's efforts to comply with this require-

ment with respect to its 600,000 participants have proven to

be extremely costly and have produced discouraging results.

Section 117 of S.209 properly recognizes that it is

unreasonable for the law to impose on multiemployer plans an

obligation to communicate with their thousands or hundreds of

thousands of mobile plan participants at their home addresses.

Thus, this provision of the bill would allow a multiemployer

plan to rely on contributing employers for assistance with

respect to the distribution of ERISA-required documents to

those participants they employ.

We strongly support the basic provisions of section 117

and we urge their prompt enactment. We believe, however,

that a number of technical improvements should be made, particularly

with respect to several of the procedural limitations therein.
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For example, we believe the requirement that the administrator's

determination to use the new alternative method *include the

evidence and describe the methodology on which it is based"

(proposed sec. 112(a)(2)) will merely invite vexatious attempts

to "second guess" the decision of a plan that less costly and

equally comprehensive distribution will result if such method

(as opposed to the use of home address records) is used. As

a result, plans may have to expend substantial sums for attorney's

fees and staff time to establish that reliance on the alternative

was proper. We believe these types of limitations are unnecessary

because, as a practical matter, reliance on employers is not

an "alternative" to present law for most multiemployer plans

-- it is the only reasonable way that substantial compliance

may be achieved.

Accordingly, we urge the Subcommittee to modify section

117 of S.209 along the lines of a comparable provision (sec.

3209) of the recently-introduced "Retirement Income Incentives

and Administrative Simplification Act of 1979" (H.R. 6053).

With such modifications, this provision of the bill will

allow plans to realize the intended administrative cost savings

and simplification benefits, and ERISA-required documents

will reach the same or a greater number of plan participants

as under present law.

6. Alimony and Support-Payments (Secs. 128, 155(3), 205(j))

The bill includes several provisions to clarify the

relationship between the preemption and anti-assignment provisions
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of ERISA and the enforceability against plans of state law

marital property rights to pension benefits and orders for

unpaid alimony and family support obligations. These provisions

properly recognize (1) the need to protect and enforce the

legitimate rights of spouses and dependents of participants,

and (2) the equally strong need to protect plans from undue

administrative burdens and costs and to clarify their obligations

under ERISA and the Code.

We strongly support the enactment of these provisions of

S.209. However, we believe it is essential that these provisions

be expanded to deal specifically with several additional

problems arising from the substantial and ever-increasing

involvement of employee benefit plans in state family law

proceedings. Specifically, we urgg the adoption of additional

provisions to resolve the following serious problems:

(1) Family support, etc., orders may be entered and

served on plans many years before the affected participant's

benefits are scheduled to commence and are finally determined.

As a result, when benefit payments are about to commence, it

is likely that the terms of the original order will be inadequate

to inform the plan of what it is required to do. Moreover,

it may be difficult or impossible to locate the non-employee

spouse. These problems should be resolved by provisions that

discourage the entry of final orders until benefits are about

to become payable, and provide a reasonable mechanism to

inform plans of the whereabouts of non-employee spouses.
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(2) Since family law orders may be entered years before

benefits commence and, in fact, before a participant is even

vested in any plan benefits, there is a serious risk under

present law that plans will have to incur needless legal

expenses. Specifically, where a plan is made a party to the

state family law proceedings, it may be obligated to participate

in such proceeding even though the subject ultimately becomes

moot (because the participant dies or never vests), or the

original order must be substantially revised at a later date

to reflect changed circumstances, final benefit determinations,

etc. We believe the law should clearly provide that plans

are not obligated to participate in such proceedings until

shortly before benefits are scheduled to commence.

(3) The current provisions of the bill may not substantially

minimize the risk under present law that plans, their agents

and insurers who provide plan benefits under nontransferable

annuity contracts, may incur multiple liability for the same

benefit payments. Clearly, it would be reasonable for ERISA

to preclude multiple liability for good faith determinations

to pay benefits to a participant (or to withhold benefits in

anticipation of a spouse claim) either prior to service of an

order, or pursuant to an order which may not clearly meet all

of the specific requirements of the bill.

We would be pleased to work with the Subcommittee and

its staff to develop reasonable solutions to these problems --

56-943 0 - 80 - pt.2 - 33
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solutions which we believe are needed to protect plans against

further substantial increases in the administrative and legal

costs related to family law proceedings involving their partici-

pants.

7. Provisions to Promote the Prompt Collection of Employer
Contributions (Secs. 153(4), 154(b)).

The provisions of the bill which would (1) make the

contractual obligation of an employer to contribute to a

collectively bargained plan an obligation enforceable under

ERISA, and (2) ensure that plans will be paid reasonable

attorney's fees and costs where they prevail in the action,

will assist multiemployer plans in securing the timely payment

of employer contributions. We strongly support these provisions,

and we encourage the Subcommittee to expand them to declare

reasonable plan provisions for the payment of liquidated

damages by delinquent employers enforceable as a matter of

Federal law.

Legislative recognition of liquidated damages provisions

would benefit multiemployer plans in the following significant

ways:

(1) Plans would be assured of recouping the full costs

of delinquencies, including in-house administrative expenses,

collection agent fees and lost investment earnings, incidental

to late payment and collection.

(2) Plans will be relieved of the burden, commonly

imposed by courts under present law, to prove the actual
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amounts lost on account of the delinquency in order to establish

that the plan's provisions for liquidated damages are reasonable,

and therefore, should be enforced. Frequently, the cost of

litigating this issue exceeds the recovery sought.

(3) Legal certainty with respect to the enforceability

of liquidated damages provisions should provide a strong

incentive to prompt payment by those employers who are inclined

to delay payment while the funds are used as a short-term low

or no cost loan for other purposes.

In our view, the effectiveness of the current provisions

of the bill on this subject would be substantially increased

by the addition of an amendment which declares reasonable

plan provisions for liquidated damages, such as a provision

for payment of an amount not in excess of 18 percent of the

amount of the delinquent contributions, enforceable as a

matter of Federal law. Such an amendment clearly would be

consistent with the policy of the current provisions of the

bill, and we urge the Subcommittee to adopt it.

PROVISIONS OF S.209
WE STRONGLY OPPOSE

8. Anti-misrepresentation Rule (Secs. 153(2), 154(b)).

S.209 includes a provision, enforceable in the Federal

courts, that would render it unlawful for "any person" to

make knowing mispresentations with respect to a plan, its

financial condition or the status of a person under the plan.

We strongly oppose the enactment of this provision and we

urge the Subcommittee to delete it from the bill.
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We do not quarrel with the underlying premise of proposed

section 515 that the law should not allow persons to be deliberately

mislead with respect to their plans (or any other important

subject for that matter). However, the fact that one agrees

with this premise should not lead to the conclusion that this

type of provision is necessary and appropriate. For the reasons

briefly summarized below, we believe the opposite conclusion

must be reached.

(1) We seriously question whether the perceived abuses

that this provision is intended to curtail, i.e., the making

of knowing misrepresentations to employees concerning their

plans, have been shown to be sufficiently widespread to warrant

the enactment of such a troublesomely broad and vague provision

as section 515. We are not aware that such a factual predicate

has been developed; until it is, this provision can only be

regarded as "legislative overkill."

(2) We believe that the broad fiduciary responsibility

provisions of ERISA, in combination with generally available

fraud remedies available against nonfiduciaries under state

law, are adequate to provide appropriate relief in those

situations where "fraud" -- in the commonly understood sense

of the word -- has occurred. Even assuming that there may be

isolated cases where these laws would not provide appropriate

relief, it is submitted that the overwhelming costs and burdens

that will be imposed on plans in the defense of the gteat
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majority of ultimately baseless "anti-fraud" suits clearly

outweighs any perceived marginal benefit from its enactment.

(3) We appreciate that portions of the explanation of

this provision contained in the "Summary and Analysis" of the

Senate Labor Committee are intended generally to allay the

nearly unanimous public concern that section 515 will, by and

large, merely provide a fertile ground for vexatious litigation.

However, the fact that this explanation (pp. 41-42) needs

to specify that certain general statements concerning a plan,

made by persons who are not plan officials in several very

common employment situations, are not to be considered "fraud"

best illustrates the serious potential for abuse created by

the proposal. Further, it is inevitable that suits against

third parties, such as employers and local union officials,

will involve the plan and its trustees notwithstanding their

remote relationship to the statements complained of. As a

result, this provision is likely to become a severe impediment

to necessary efforts at cooperation between plans and the

bargaining parties.

Finally, we note that it is important that the potential

impact of section 515 not be considered in isolation. In the

current environment of plans which have not yet fully overcome

all of the costs and burdens of ERISA, and which have found

themselves in court with increasing frequency since ERISA's

enactment, there is reason to believe that the enactment of
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this proposed anti-fraud rule could seriously undermine

the continued existence of many plans. We urge the Subcommittee

to delete this provision of S.209.

9. Expanded Survivor Protection (Secs. 127, 205(i)).

Section 127 of S.209 proposes a number of changes to the

joint and survivor annuity requirements of ERISA. The proposed

change of particular concern to the WCT Plan relates to the

requirement that a plan provide for the payment of a survivor

annuity benefit on account of the death of any participant

who has accumulated 10 years of vesting service, unless the

participant -specifically rejects the benefit. Under present

law, plans are generally required to provide this benefit

oniy with respect to vested participants who reach early

retirement (usually age 55 but in any event not earlier than

age 55) while still in employment covered by the plan. IRC S

401 (a) (11) (C).

In our view, this proposed expansion of survivor annuity

protection would impose unnecessary cost increases on retirement

plans and would result in significantly increased administrative

burdens and costs. We urge that this proposal be deleted

from the bill for the following reasons.

(1) It should be noted at the outset that, while the

bill would allow plans to 'charge" participants for the expanded

protection (if they do not elect out), as a practical matter,

most multiemployer plans will have to absorb these additional
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costs. This is because most multiemployer plans are simply

not equipped to communicate to participants the information

they need to decide whether or not the spouse protection

should be accepted. (We note in this regard that the WCT

Plan aid make an effort to administer the current rules on an

elective basis, but the Plan was recently amended to provide

the early survivor annuity on a mandatory basis, without charge,

after 1979.)

(2) While we have not actually calculated the additional

cost to the WCT Plan of the expanded survivor protection proposed

by the bill, the actuary for the WCT Plan expects that the

additional cost would fall in the range of 2-3 percent of

total current plan costs, or in excess of $5 million annually.

Such an increase may not have a substantial adverse impact on

the funding of the WCT Plan, but it could well be sufficient

to adversely affect the funding balance of other multiemployer

plans. Further, there is no doubt that any such increase

will have to be taken into account in determining whether (or

to what extent) retirement benefits provided by the WCT Plan

may be increased and in determining the adequacy of current

employer contribution rates to provide all Plan benefits.

While we seriously question the advisability of any new legislation

imposing increased costs on plans, we believe it is particularly

important that retirement plan costs not be increased to

provide what is in large part a benefit that will be supplemental

to, or in lieu of, group life insurance benefits.
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(3) The expanded survivor protection will impose an

additional layer of administrative burdens on plans with

attendant cost increases. For example, because the bill proposes

that the survivor benefit not be payable to the spouse prior

to a plan's early retirement age, plans would have to keep

track of the whereabouts of spouses of vested participants

who died as many as 25 years before the benefit is payable.

Frankly, we suspect that such spouses may have entirely forgotten

that they are even entitled to the benefit (which, of course,

would be very small for a spouse of a participant who died at

a relatively young age), but plans nevertheless will have an

apparent obligation to find them. While we recognize it may

be possible to develop solutions to this administrative problem

and others (e.g., determining the entitlement of participants

who attain 10 years of vesting service as a result of service

outside the collective bargaining unit), we respectfully

submit that the existence of such major problems raises serious

questions as to the justification for requiring plans to

provide the expanded survivor protection.

We appreciate the opportunity to present the views of

the WCT Plan on the ERISA Improvements Act of 1979. If the

Subcommittee or its staff would like any additional information,

please contact either of the undersigned persons.

Very truly yours,

T. N. McNamara Theodore R. Groom
Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro Groom and Nordberg

Attorneys for Lhc Wc~cern Conference of Teamsters
Pension Trust Fund
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FRANCIS J. EVANS SN FRANCISCO 94104 A CODE 4t

January 10, 1980

be. Michael Stern
Staff Director
Finance Committee Room 2227
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: S. 209, The ERISA Improvements Act of 1979 -
Sections 128, 155 - Preemption of State
Domestic Relations Laws

Dear Mr. Stern:

This will supplement our letter to you of December 21,
1979, on the above subject.

We submit the following additional comments regarding the
amendments of ERISA proposedby Sections 123 and 155 of the ERISA
Improvements Act of 1979, S. 209:

1. In our earlier letter to you we cited ;U re Mrriage
of Lionberger (1979) 97 Cal.App.3d 56 as Llustrative of the
frustration of Congressional objectives which would result from
the exception from preemption of State domestic relations judgments,
decrees or orders proposed by Sections 128 and 155 of S. 209.
There are other cases pending in the Californ'a courts which also
illustrate this point, including the following:

(a) In In re Marriage of Preazler, El Dorado County
Superior Court No. 3233, an order has been entered directing the
Carpenters Pension Trust Fund for Northern California to withhold
the sum of $150.00 from the monthly benefit of $235.13 being paid
to a pensioner and to pay such sum to the pensioner's divorced
spouse. The order specifies that $100 of this amount is for spousal
support and the remaining $50 is to be applied against an arrearage
of $1225.00 in payment ordered to be mad e by the pensioner in the
marital dissolution proceedings, which amount includes $700 for
attorneys fees.

Under California law a pension payable pursuant to a private
retirement plan is exempt from execution, attachment or garnishment,
even with regard to court-ordered child or pousal support payments
(California Code of Civil Procedure, Section 690.18(c); glev.Him
1968) 69 Cal.2d 7; Miller v. Superior Court (1968) 69 Cair.2d-l4)

Thus, the order in PreszLer not only re uires a violation of
Section 404(a)(1) orl=A but also a violation of California law.
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The pensioner, however, is not represented by counsel in the marital
dissolution proceedings so that the burden of raising both objections
rests upon the Fund in litigation which, if the experience in
Camps. et al. is any precedent, may have to be carried to the United
States supreme Court.

(b) In In re Marriage of Evans, Sacramento County
Superior Court No. Z405, a participant in the Carpenters Pension
Plan elected the joint and survivor option which ERISA required the
Plan to provide, thereby incurring a 21% reduction in his pension
benefit -- from 650 to $513.50. His spouse knew of the exercise
of this option and signed the option form. Thereafter, a judgment
was entered in marital dissolution proceedings directing the Fund
to pay one-half of the reduced pension to the spouse during the
participant's lifetime, and an execution was levied upon the parti-
cipant's remaining one-half for the recovery of an arrearage in
support payments amounting to $1816.40. As in Preszler, the Fund
must bear the brunt of defending against the judgment and the
execution on the ground that they each violate Section 404(a)(1)
of ERISA and against the execution on the ground that it violates
California law.

a rt (c) In In re Mrriae of eyes (1979) 97 Cal.App.3d 876,
rticipants pouse sought an award of attorneys fees against

the Carpenters Pension Fund because the Fund had appeared in marital
dissolution proceedings to which it had been joined as a party and
hadnpresented defenses based on ERISA. The spouse's claim was
founded on a California Civil Code Section and was denied by the
trial court on the ground that the terms of the Section did not
support the claim.

The California Court of Appeal overruled the Fund's ERISA
defenses in an unpublished opinion and then affirmed the denial of
attorneys fees in a published opinion,saying (97 Cal.App.3d at
pps. 879-880):

"No doubt the purpose of attorney's fees in
marital dissolution actions is to enable a spouse
to retain an attorney so that no unfair advantage
will be gained by anotLer party. Ko sz v. Ko 5:
(1949)3 4 Cal.2d 423, 425; In re Msae of- les
(1975) 51 Cal.App .3d 340.5 Sin e the L as
of January 1 978, saw fit to make JoT-er oY -
pension plan as a party to marital Aitigation mandatory
in order to have the court's judgment enforceable as
against the pension plan (Civ. Code, § 4351) and
because of the common financial disparity between
such a plan and a marital litigant to employ and
pay counsel, it would be a logical step for the
Legislature to authorize fees and cots to be assessed
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against such a party. However, the Legislature
has not done so, and it is properly within Its
prerogative to make this type of policy decision."
(emphasis added)

Thus, in the winds of the California courts, the Cali-
fornia Legislature not only has the power to enact a procedure
whereby an employee pension benefit plan covered by ERISA may
be joined as a party to every marital dissolution proceeding
involving a plan participant, but it also has the power to provide
for an assessment of attorneys fees against the Fund in every such
proceeding. Section 404(a) (1) of ERSA requires that a plan
fiduciary discharge its duties with respect to the plan solely
in the interest of the participants and beneficiaries of the plan
and hence the fiduciary cannot sit idly by when the plan is joined
as a party to a marital dissolution proceeding. If, as in the
Pre3zler and Evans cases noted above, a judgment, decree or order
entered or propozzd to be entered, in the proceeding appears to
be in violation of both ERISA and the State law, the fiduciary has
no alternative under ERISA but to oppose entry of the judgment
decree or order, or to move to Get it aside if already entered.
An order pursuant to a State domestic relations law assessing
attorneys fees against the plan or the fiduciary for such action
would not only frustrate the objectives of ERISA but would also
be patently unfair.

2. Section 128 of S. 209 uses the term "individual" in
referring to the person entitled to receive payments pursuant to
a State domestic relations judgment, decree or order proposed to
be excepted from the prohibition against assignment or alienation
and from preemption. We assume from the context of Section 128
that one reason for using this term is to avoid making such person
a "participant" or "beneficiary" as defined in Sections 3(7) and
3(8) of ERISA and thus entitled to rights under ERISA Sections 101,
102, 104(b) and (c) and 105 (requiring plan administrators to
furnish, report or otherwise disclose specified information to
participants and beneficiaries) Section 403(c) (1) (requiring that
plan assets be held for the exclusive purposes of providing
benefits to participants and their beneficiaries and defraying
administrative expenses), Section 404(a)(l)(A) (requiring that
plan fiduciaries discharge their duties for the exclusive purpose
of providing benefits to participants and their beneficiaries and
defraying adminitrative expenses) and Section 502(a)(l)(B) (pro-
viding that a civil action may be brought by a participant or
beneficiary to recover benefits due him under the lan to enforce
his rights under the terms of the plan, or to clarify his rights
to future benefits under the terms of the plan).
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If this was a purpose for using the term "individual", we
question whether Sections 128 and 155 will accomplish that purpose
Section 3(8) defines the term "beneficiary" as including a person
designated by a participant who is or may be entitled to a benefit
under ERISA. Section 128 includes within the exception a Judgment,
order or decree approving a property settlement agreement. It is
a common practice under the California community property law for
a participant in an employee pension benefit plan to agree that
his spouse shall have an interest in his prospective pension in
return for the spouse's agreement that he willreceive an equivalent
interest in other property, such as the family hore or an equity
therein, which can be more readily converted to cash. If Section 128
is enacted in its present form the divorced spouse of a participant
designated by the participant In a property settlement agreement
to receive all or a portion of the benefits to which he would other-
wise be entitled under the plan would be "a person designated by
a participant who is or may be entitled to a benefit under ERISA."

Further, Sections 128 and 155 do not address the holding in
Stone v. Stone (N.D. Cal. 1978) 450 F.Supp. 919, that State com-
munity property laws authorize "the transfer to the non-employee
spouse of her spouse's federal cause of action under 502 (a)( 1)(B)
(of ERISAI as well as the transfer of the rights to the benefits
themselves" (450 F.Supp. 933, n. 17). This holding was followed
by the California Court of A peal in In re Marriaie of Pilatti
(1979) 96 Cal.App.3d 63, 67 ('Ms. Pilatti... is not a creditor
of her husband but a 'participant' in the pension by operation of
law") and in In re Marriage of Lionberger (1979) 97 Cal.App.3d
56,63 (holding that -the non-employee spouse could sue in a State
court under Section 502(a) () (B) as "a transferee of the partici-
pant's rights").

If the divorced spouse of a participant who has been des-
ignated in a State domestic relations judgment, decree or order
as entitled to receive all or a part of the participant's benefit
under a pension plan is a participant in the plan in her own right,
the reporting and disclosure requirements of ERISA Sections 101,
102, 104(b) and (c) and 105 will be substantially and onerously
expanded. Those requirements will then apply to such a spouse
whether or not she is receivi benefits under the plan, and plan
administrators will be faced wiJth the necessity of keeping track
of and'otherwise dealing with persons whose only connection with
the plan is that they once were married to participants. In
addition, under the holding in L, every divorcing spouse
who Joined an employee pension bW tpa n as a party to a marriage
dissolution proceeding or otherwise sued the plan in a State court
for all or a portion Of a participant's pension benefit could claim
an award of an attorney's fee pursuant to Section 502(g5 of ERISA.
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In view of the attitude expressed by the Court in In re iae
of Reyes, quoted above, that there is a "common finalal Ilsparit)
between such a (pension] plan and a marital litigant to employ and
pay counsel," the exposure of employee pension benefit plans to
such awards would be substantial, particularly in California.

3. The litigation and the considerations sumuarized above
illustrate that the result of the amendments to ERISA proposed by
Sections 128 and 155 of S. 209 would be to give the divorced spouses
of participants in employee pension benefit plans greater afid more
immediate rights than those given by ERISA to the surviving spouses
of participants. In effect, Congress will turn over to the indi-
vidual States the definition and enforcement of the rights of the
divorcing and divorced spouses in plan benefits under the worst
possible conditions from the standpoint of employee pension benefit
plans, the participants and beneficiaries of such plans and the
employers who contribute to and sustain the plans.

In a marital dissolution proceeding the principal if not
the only concern of the Court is with the rights of the parties
before it at the time and where an interest under an employee
pension benefit plan Is involved, ir, the rights of the non-employee
spouse with respect to the plan. The Court gives little if any
attention to the interests of the employers who contribute to the
plan the employees covered by the pan other than the employee
who Is a party to the proceeding the person or persons who may
subsequently marry the party employee and the administrators of
the plan.

The employers who contribute to an employee pension benefit
plan are interested in reducing employee turnover and training
costs and in maintaining a stable work force (Alabama Power Co. v.
Dav Is (1977) 431 U.S. 581, 594, 97 S.Ct. 2002, MU9). Where, as

E California law, the spouse of a plan participant acquires
an enforceable property interest in the participant's prospective
pension as soon as the participant earns a single pension credit
(n._eMarriage of Brown (1976)15 Cal.3d 838, 842), an employee
wh1-han FAd hs1 prospective pension benefits cut in half by a
divorce decree during the early years of his employment is dis-
couraged from continuing in that employment. By obtaining employ-
ment with another employer or in another industry he can start
accruij; benefits under another plan free of the decree and thus
obtain greater assurance of an aeuate pension when he reaches
retirement age. If he is vindictive in nature, he may also be
motivated by the opportunity to leave his divorced spouse with

---an evr-ty bag.
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Conversely if the divorce occurs later in the employee'sworking career, tAe division in half of his Frospective pensiondiscourages the employee, even though his of iciency may be onthe decline, from retiring and making vay -or younger workers (seeAlabama Power Co. v. Davis supra), to t-e detriment not only oftw employer buf also of t1e other employees participating in theplan. The Carpenter& Pension Plan, and many other plans in theconstruction indu" try in California, provide for a service pension,which permits an employee to retire at any age with a full pensionafter a specified number of years of credit (30 years in the caseof the Carpenters PLan1 25 years in the case of other plans). Thepurpose of-this provison to encouag lorb-tim employees to" .! ad open ob opportunity s for younger workers -- a purposewhich is defeated in tlhe case of an e;aployee who has ad ha pensionBenefit divided by a divorce decree.
When a divorced plan participant rc:rries, his new spouseacquires an enforceable property interest under California lawin his prospective pension as coon as he earns a ainile pensioncredit after toe remrriage, and this process can coritinue throughuccessivedivo.ces and reuurriages until his retirement or death.Also under Calilornia law, the first years of service under apension plan must be given the same weight in the division ofpension rhto between spouses as later years of service even wherethe particpant's earnings in the later years are significantlygreater than his earning. during the first years (Inr Marriageof Anderson (1976) 64 CaL.AP p.3d 36, 39; In-e arig fJ3TTI77YW) 1u C.App.3d 515, 523).

In the first years of the Carpenters Pension Plan employerswere contributing 10 cents per hour of work by participants tosupport the Plan whereas they are now contributing $1.95 per hourfor the same purpose. If employer contributions to the Plan areto be considered compensation for services rendered by the carpenter,it seems obvious that a spouse who was married to the carpenterwhile his work generated contributions at the rate of $l,95 perhour would be entitled to a greater proportionate share in thecarpenter's pension than a prior spouse who was married to thecarpenter when his work generated contributions at the rate of10 cents per hour. If the second spouse's marriage to the carpenteris in turn dissolved, she may well obtain a judgment, decree ororder which conflicts with the judgment, decree or order in favorof the first spouse. If the marriage is not dissolved and thesecond spouse becomes the surviving spouse and the beneficiaryof a joint and survivor option, she will doubtless claim hersurvivor's benefit freed of any interest of the first spouse.In either event the proposal in Sections 128 and 155 of S.209that the definition and enforcement of the rights of divorcingor divorced spouses in plan benefits be turned over to the indi-vidual States will lead to endless litigation and lifelong recrimi-
nation among the carpenter (so long as ge survives) and h asuccessive spouses.
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Last to be considered, but of overriding importance from the
standpoint of the purposes and objectives of ERISA, are the interests
of the plan and the plan administrators. These interests were
belittled by the Court in In re Marriake of Campa, 89 Cal.App.3d
113, with the remarks that "the Fund would ultimately have to mail
two monthly checks instead of one in these cases and do the related
record keeping," a task which is "hardly overwhelming" (p. 131),
and that "in most of these [marital dissolution] proceedings there
will be little, if any, need for the Fund to part icipate actively"
(ibid).

As Preszler, Evans and Lionberger demonstrate, however, orders
or proposed orders aga t empToyee pension benefit plans in marital
dissolution proceedings can have a seriously adverse effect upon
the interests of plan participants and their beneficiaries. It is
difficult to see how plan fiduciaries, who are required by ERISA
to discharge their duties with respect to the plans "solely in the
interest of the participants and beneficiaries' (Section 404 (a)(1)),4 can sit idly by when the orders not only violate ERISA but also are
in contravention of State law. Once the orders have been entered
and have become final, they may be enforced against the fiduciaries
by contempt proceedings in the State courts, and plan fiduciaries
are faced with the alternative of complying with the orders and
risking personal liability under ERISA or refusing to comply with
the orders and facing the inconvenience, embarassment and risk of
fine or other penalty connected with contempt proceedings. The
Boards of Trustees of the Funds we represent have already been
threatened with contempt proceedings in several cases and instances
of such threats will multply as more and more orders are entered
against the Funds in cases where pensions are in pay status.

The matter of defining and enforcing the rights of divorcing
and divorced spouses in plan benefits presents major policy consid-
erations, the resolution of which should not be left to State leg-
islatures and to State domestic relations courts. The problems
involved are not confined to Califcnia and the other community
property states, but also extend to so-called "common-law" States,
which increasingly are enacting marital property laws patterned
after community property laws(Prager, Fute Sharirg Principles
and the Future of Marital Property Law 977) Z5 U.C.L.A.L ev. 1,3).
In view of the objective of ERISA to secure national uniformity in
the regulation of employee benefit plans Congress alone has the
incentive and the ability to evaluate and adjust all of the conflicting
interests involved including the interests of the immediate parties
to a marital dissolution proceeding and those of contributing
employers, plan participants generally, subsequently acquired spouses
of the participant party, the plans and the plan fiduciaries.
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We respectfully submit that Congress should address the
matter of benefits for divorcing or divorced spouses in the same
way as it is addressing the matter of increased protection for
surviving spouses; that is, by determining whether or not a
divorcing or divorced non-employee spouse should have any interest
in the pension benefit of the employee spouse, and if so, the nature
and extent of such interest and the manner in which it is to be
enforced. Only in this way can national uniformity be achieved,
the endless litigation in which plans are presently embroiled be
eliminated and plan fiduciaries be given the guidance and protection
against liability which they need and deserve.

Yours very truly,

Thomas E. tantonj r4

ES /d


